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Abstract 
 
The novel Angel Salt (thesis) and its analysis The Complete Fool: Insights and 
Trajectories from an Ancient Path (exegesis) together examine a new 
perspective of the Fool and his function in literature and culture. 
The faces of the Fool are many and include the familiar figures of 
the buffoon, clown, comedian, idiot, jester, joker, tomfool and trickster.  
This thesis argues that not only does the Fool take many forms, but that 
his function in literature and culture also takes many forms.  These forms 
may be recognisable but they may also be subtle.  It is in this latter subtle 
form, that the influences and pervasive, myriad nature of the Fool can be 
newly explored and his value re-emphasised. 
To present this nature of the Fool, I explore the fool behind the 
Fool – an impulse of potentiality that helps explain his perpetuity and 
argues his critical significance as a catalyst for creative thinking. 
Angel Salt is a book of subtle Fools.  Set across three time periods, 
ancient Etruria (modern-day Tuscany), contemporary Australia and 
seventeenth century London, the Fool appears as recognisable characters 
but also subtly – as objects, language and symbols.  In all forms he works 
as a mechanism for both insight and trajectory, providing each character 
with the stimulus for change. 
The exegesis argues that the creative value of the Fool is that he 
enforces an appreciation of pure potentiality.  That is, the potentiality 
which allows the choice to create, and to not create – to act and to not act.  
Through the presentation of critical examples that traverse history, art, 
real life and literature, including my own novel, this study honours the 
archetypal Fool but methodically strips him of his usual costume and 
arenas of power and folly to expose an essence. 
In totality, this PhD presents the Complete Fool.  This 
completeness demands a re-imagining of what we envisage as ‘the whole’ 
and which places each of us at its ever-shifting centre. 
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Thesis 
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We do not know the past in chronological sequence. 
It may be convenient to lay it out anesthetised on the table 
with dates pasted on here and there, 
but what we know we know by ripples and spirals 
eddying out from us and from our own time. 
 
Ezra Pound 
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Prologue 
 
 
Lucret ia o f  Col lat ia 508 BC 
 
My fingers tighten around the reed and I dare myself to write my darkest 
wish for Sextus Tarquinius.  The reed twitches.  Blue-black ink seeps into 
the parchment.  My hand jerks and the ink is smeared.  I feel a rush of air 
between my lips.  How long have I held my breath?  
If I scratch out his name here, I scar this page.  But I am done 
with these stalking memories.  I want to purge this rage within me.  But a 
part of me also wants to cling to it.  As if this will somehow protect me 
and punish him.  I hear the child stirring.  And, just for a moment, I blink 
back my furies. 
Etruscans are too easily seduced.  Sextus’ muttered words are once 
again inside my head.  The men tear the hair from their skin with hot pitch, 
yearning to feel a tongue in the breeze.  He is Etruscan himself and yet his voice 
betrays revulsion.  Unease.  Etruscan men?  He scoffs and spits into the 
dust.  There aren’t many. 
Beside him, my husband Collatinus glances at me.  The two are 
second cousins and although my husband displays the vanities typical of 
Roman men, happy to scorn the indulgences of the Etruscans in the 
company of his cronies, he seems at ease with his familial connection to 
the Prince. 
The memory of them side by side is vivid.  I can see the yellowing 
whites of Collatinus’ eyes.  The darkness beneath and within them.  
Shadows I did not see then. 
The Etruscan breast is plump with poison.  My husband shrugs lightly 
as if to apologise.  But he lets the Prince ramble on.  My temples are tight 
with his words.  I try to find my own voice, instead of his.   
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He waits for me in the spaces between thoughts.  Coming to me 
in pieces.  Glimpses.  Worn frescoes on a tomb wall.  The scrape of his 
unshaved chin on my chest.  The oily fug that wafts from his skull.  The 
cool grey blade at my throat.  The chafing heat of his crotch at my thigh.  
An old Roman jest skitters uninvited through my thoughts.  
Did you hear the joke about my cock?  Don’t worry, it’s too long. 
 A mad laughter shrieks in my head. 
Sextus Tarquinius’ joke, of course, would be too short.  Too puny.  Too 
infinitesimally small to hold even the attention of a well-paid whore. 
My hand quivers with the urge to sketch out his vision of an 
Etruscan woman.  To prise the image from my mind like a deep festering 
splinter.  Her shoulders stooped, her chest sunken with grief.  Bitter 
liquid spurting from her swollen, pallid nipples.  Words are easier.  And I 
want my words to empty me.  So that when I feel the warm tug upon my 
nipple from the child, my mind sees only the splendid creamy ripeness of 
my milk. 
Rome is dead. 
 I write this in Etruscan.  Now natural to my hand.  I was once 
proudly Roman.  I shake my head and scratch out the words.  Rome is 
not dead.  Only I to it.  It is the Rasenna, these ancient Etruscan people 
of Italy with whom I now live, who are dying.  Vanishing while the 
republic flourishes.  The Senators, with their bold debates and 
competitive speeches, are stealing those parts of the language that please 
them from Etruscan lips.  Plucking them from the tips of unsuspecting 
tongues.  Taking out the whole tongue where the word grips fast. 
I’m told some places of Roman worship are now called Vaticano.  
Sarcasm pinches at my throat.  What strange temples will be built in the 
name of this goddess, a revered Etruscan prophetess?  Who will stand 
among the ignorant hordes inside, chanting and praying new words?  The 
old truths dismissed.  Forgotten. 
Sextus Tarquinius, you cut out your tongue with your own sword. 
I see his mouth garbling black blood.  The stub of a tongue 
pulsing in his throat.  Is to see, to wish?  The ringing starts up in my ears 
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and dulls.  He called himself Etruscan.  A surge of gratitude fills me.  
How lucky that I know Etruscans differently. 
Outside my room, the village is steeped in copper.  The early 
sunlight is speckled with a frenzy of mites and fat shafts in cool yellow 
settle on the gables of the terracotta huts.  Goats bleat, roosters bustle 
and boast.  Impartial to the smouldering finial gods above them. 
Here in the thick of the Ciminian Forest, there are village huts 
from generations past, cast in domes of mud and straw.  They are set in 
squares, laid out in streets.  Nothing is hidden. 
Through my window, I watch the elder Talma.  His beard is oiled 
to a point.  His hair is braided tight and his chiton pulled snugly to his 
muscled body.  His eyes are narrowed but his face is soft.  He holds his 
hand to a tree trunk.  Then his ear.  Now his chest.  It has been a dry 
winter and he knows that a tree will shiver, ever so slightly, a day before 
rain comes.  It is opening itself up.  Letting go of stale reserves.  Like all 
the village elders, he can feel this invisible movement.  He stands back 
and admires the tree, holds what looked once to my Roman eyes like a 
one-sided conversation and walks away smiling.  The rain will come soon. 
The people here are in constant conversation with the elements.  
Fire, air, earth, water.  They know their secret language of ripples and 
spirals.  There is a fifth element, aether.  Unearthly and revered, this 
element binds everything in existence together.  Our feet to the earth.  
The earth to the sky.  The sky to the stars.  The stars to the soul. 
‘We die, but we never end,’ Talma says as if the revelation should 
please me.  ‘We take a new body, we find a new life.’  I try to be tolerant 
but I am torn by this philosophy.  Why would I return when I yearn for 
completion?  I’d be a fool.  I want to live my life and be done. 
When Etruscans die, an egg is placed in their tomb.  If they have 
wealth, a sarcophagus will be carved in their image and the egg will be 
placed in its stony fingers.  Never in the palm of the hand.  On the 
fingers, a permanent act of offering, of passing on, is described.  I can see 
that, for them, the egg carries all five elements.  The fiery sun at its centre, 
the air-borne wing and feather of the hen, its incubation on the earth, the 
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watery albumen that protects the yolk.  And the unseen forces that drive 
a chick to hatch.  Perhaps I taint their mystery with my logic. 
A rabble of doves bursts into flight from their nest on my roof.  
A pale feather looses itself from a warm, soaring body, tussles with the air 
and drifts in sweeping angles through my window.  It settles uncertainly 
on my desk. 
A feather is an extraordinary object.  The tiny threads and fibres 
extending from the hollow shaft are not as smooth between my fingers as 
they appear.  Strange that something so soft has such a pointed, clawing 
edge.  But these barbs snag the air, latching onto it.  And so a bird can 
float and glide, high and far above the earth.  With feathers a bird can 
disappear and, if it so chooses, never return. 
I’ll take a feather over an egg. 
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The whole world is secretly on fire.  The stones 
Burn, even the stones 
They burn me.  How can a man be still or 
Listen to all things burning?  How can he dare 
To sit with them when 
All their silence 
Is on fire? 
 
Thomas Merton 
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Tom Fuller-Rees 
 
 
Cape Paterson,  Victor ia,  Austral ia 1955 
 
There were three similarities between Doctor Moretti’s clinic and 
Principal Henster’s office.  Both places made Tom’s fingers icy cold, no 
matter the weather outside.  Both made his bladder feel full to bursting.  
And both made his mother blush shades better suited to some exotic bird 
or fish. 
  ‘You’re telling me he’s a fool?’  Tom pictured his mother’s face 
twisted with incredulity and glowing parrot red.  Doctor Moretti had 
coached her to calmness with a deceptively persuasive, crippled hand.  
Two bent fingers clamped onto her bare shoulder.  She’d looked so small 
compared to the robust doctor and Tom squeezed his eyes shut against 
the memory. 
It was months since Tom had been in Doctor Moretti’s clinic.  
But only a week since he’d last sat here in the principal’s office.  
Sometimes the two places felt like one.  A blur of flushed faces and 
prickling skins.  Tongues pulled taut to politeness.  Controlled questions.  
Tolerant answers.  
Tom waggled his legs back and forth.  The well-used and 
splintered chair scratched at his hamstrings.  It was a good distraction 
from his swelling bladder.  But the memory of the final meeting between 
Doctor Moretti and Tom’s mother was persistent and the fullness of his 
mind pressed heavily against his skull. 
‘Yez a fool.  But a clever one.’  Doctor Moretti had been exultant 
about his smart-fool theory and delivered the diagnosis with the gusto of 
a line from an Italian opera.   
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‘Look on da brighta side, Mizzuz Fullah-Reez, the boy izza not 
burning down buildingz, heeza drawing peek-chers.’  The doctor had 
lifted his hands as if conducting a symphony.  ‘Da great Leonardo zez, 
Art! iz da queen of all sciences.’ 
‘Da Vinci hated his mother,’ Cynthia had snapped, pulling her 
handbag from the floor and hugging it to her chest. 
‘We dohn know diss for sure,’ the doctor had said cautiously. 
‘It’s not the art, Doctor.  The boy doesn’t read or write, he 
can’t…’ she’d paused, bitten down on her lip and looked Tom in the 
eyes, ‘… won’t talk to me.’ 
It would be an eye-to-eye stand-off now.  Tom had been able to 
tell.  If he’d seen a tear bubble up, even the faintest glistening in her eye, 
he might’ve given in.  He had pretended to discover a difficult-to-locate 
itch in the middle of his back.  Wriggling and jigging to twist his arm and 
body and reach the spot. 
‘He fell from hiz uncle’s shoulder, yez?’  Doctor Moretti had 
clarified. 
‘His father’s.  But that was weeks ago.’ 
‘Smack!’  The doctor had clapped his hands together and Cynthia 
had flinched.  ‘He hitza hard da road.’ 
‘The patio.’ 
‘Da left side?’ 
‘Of the patio?’ 
‘Da head left side?’ 
‘Yes.  But there was barely a mark.’ 
‘And then da silence?’ 
‘And the drawing.’ 
‘All da time, juss peek-chers?’ 
Cynthia had nodded stiffly. 
The doctor had scratched at his sparsely haired scalp and looked 
carefully at Tom.  Tom had looked at his knees. 
‘Some formz of idiot savantism are not there when da child izza 
born.  Then, bam!  You smack da left brain and everything izza different.’
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  ‘So now he’s an idiot.’  Cynthia had dabbed at her reddening 
neck with a handkerchief. 
Tom had fixed his attention on Doctor Moretti’s crippled hand.  
It only had two fingers and each movement to emphasise a point became 
a satisfyingly rude gesture. 
‘We do da tests,’ the doctor had said, unscrewing a jar of sweets 
and offering it to Tom.  Scents of licorice and musk wafted.  Tom had 
held his breath and pushed his hands under his knees before he’d lost 
control and snatched one up. 
 ‘I just want my son back.’  Cynthia had slung her bright purple 
shawl around her shoulders and stood up.  Tom had stood to attention 
beside her. 
‘Itza a noble colour,’ the doctor had said reverently, reaching for 
Cynthia’s shawl with his prong-like hand.  ‘Imperial purple,’ he’d 
explained.  ‘A colour made from snails!’  He threw his strange hand in the 
air.  ‘I never remember da story.’ 
‘I see,’ Cynthia had offered unenthusiastically, pointing sternly to 
the door, through which Tom had passed and she’d followed. 
Tom could read and write and speak.  He just hadn’t wanted 
others to know it.  It wasn’t that he didn’t like talking.  He was afraid the 
secret he’d been keeping might fall out of his mouth and clunk onto the 
floor, like a marble through a hole in his pocket.  It had felt safer to draw.  
Even if the pictures poked fun at everything from Mayor Gleeson’s 
stutter to the oversized wart that wobbled on the end of Nancy 
Fieldmarsh’s chin when she’d recited Canto X from Angel in the House at 
the church drama night: 
 
They live by law, not like the fool, 
But like the bard, who freely sings 
In strictest bonds of rhyme and rule, 
And finds in them, not bonds, but wings. 
 
The drawings had been Tom’s wings.  But he’d known his mother 
was hurt by his silence.  As if it was really she and only she to whom he 
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hadn’t wished to speak.  He’d given in.  And two days after his visit to 
Doctor Moretti, Tom had staged a fall from the shed roof, pretending to 
bump his left brain.  Later from his bed, he’d called his mother for the 
first time in nine weeks to triumphantly claim that whatever had been 
knocked out of him had, apparently, been knocked straight back in.   
 ‘Finally back to his senses,’ he’d heard his mother whisper 
gratefully to their neighbour.  A point to which Principal Henster was 
now in distinct opposition. 
 
Tom kicked the heel of his shoe against the leg of the chair before 
Henster’s desk and muttered to himself. 
Fool but a clever one.  Fool but a clever one. 
People didn’t understand the type of wings a fool needed.  When 
he drew, Tom felt as if he could take flight.  But, like an incorrigible bird, 
not a clever bard, he’d landed once more in the principal’s eternally 
wintry office. 
Henster strode in and, without acknowledging Tom, grabbed the 
receiver from the black phone on his desk and dialed.  Tom blew on his 
fingers, shoved them back under his thighs and stared at his knees.  There 
were three people in the Cape with a telephone.  The bank, the school 
and his mother.  His mother’s was a gift from his father after a trip to 
Melbourne.  Found under a bench at Flinders Street train station.  His 
father had dropped a mint and, it being the last one and needed to 
disguise the nip of Old Man’s Whiskey at Garter’s Bar, had stooped to 
collect it off the dusty platform. 
‘And you kissed me with the mouth that ate that mint?’ his 
mother had queried, curling her lip and holding the telephone at arms-
length.  Tom had watched the permanent wrinkle of disappointment 
deepen on his father’s face. 
‘Let’s put it in the living room,’ Tom had offered.  ‘I’ll clean it up,’ 
he’d added, grabbing the methylated spirits from under the sink, hoping 
that would make them both happy. 
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Henster began dialing Tom’s number again.  The phone had rung 
out twice.  Unaffected, Henster persisted.  Tom fidgeted awkwardly in the 
chair.  His mother hated the sound of the phone. 
‘It’s not right talking to somebody without being able to see their 
face’, she’d complained worriedly as the shrill jangling had woken them at 
two in the morning.  It was a wrong number.  An event that had 
introduced into Cynthia’s world a whole new realm of disquiet.   
‘Wrong number?’ she’d asked impatiently as her had husband 
shuffled back to bed, scratching his head and rubbing his eyes.  ‘What 
does that mean, a wrong number?  Answer me, Joe.  I don’t understand.  
What are the chances of the wrong number being our number?  Answer 
me!  Joe?’ 
Tom watched Henster’s tobacco-stained finger hook again 
through the final digit to his home telephone.  His mother picked up. 
‘Yeswhat?’  One word, not two. 
Henster pulled the phone back from his ear to continue the 
conversation.  Tom’s mother couldn’t fathom the idea that when using 
the telephone, you only needed to talk at a normal volume to a person so 
far away from you. 
‘Mrs Fuller?’ 
‘Fuller-Rees.  Who’s asking?’ 
‘Andreas Henster, Mrs Fuller, Tom’s … ’ 
‘Yes, I know who you are.’  Tom could imagine his mother’s lips 
disappearing into her teeth.  Her quick fingers tweaking the radio volume 
to silence.  Then, slipping on her heels and slicking on fresh lipstick, she 
would reluctantly pluck the car keys from her bag.   
‘I’ll be there in ten minutes, Mr Henster, I’m leaving now.’  She 
hung up while Andreas Henster was still explaining the gravity of the 
situation and for the fifth time that term made her way to Saint Bona 
Fide’s Primary School.  Tom knew she would arrive sooner than ten 
minutes and would probably sit in the car, filing her nails.  That’s what 
she did when she was nervous and needed to think. 
The office door clicked open and Tom’s mother took the seat 
beside him.  The smell of roses and ginger wafted.  He kept his eyes on 
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his knees.  Henster held out the drawing and Tom heard his mother hold 
her breath. 
The goat in the picture looked pained.  Tom had worked hard to 
capture anguish in a goat.  Its scrawny hind legs were high off the ground, 
its bony rear raised taut and quivering to meet the thrusting groin of a 
sweating priest.  A fat book lay askew on the ground.  The New Excrement.  
Even in profile it was clear the priest was Father Savier.  The thick 
sideburns, bulbous nose and short chin.  Above him a giant orange sun 
shone boldly.  ‘Father, Sun and Holy Goat’.  From the corner of his eye, 
Tom watched his mother read the caption.   
‘Tom?’  Cynthia chewed the inside of her cheek and Tom noticed 
red splotches appearing around her neck.  His goldfish had developed 
splotches like those once.  Then he’d found it floating in its bowl.  
‘Bacteria,’ the vet had said when Tom glumly presented it. 
Cynthia brushed imaginary lint off her lap and the colour on her 
neck deepened.  Tom stared helplessly, the image of his mother’s skin 
crawling with life-sucking bacteria dominating his thoughts.  The 
principal, with a smoker’s squint, eyed them both vapidly from behind 
the generous plume of an exhaled cigarette. 
‘Tom?’  She used a softer tone now, hiking up an optimistic 
eyebrow to show, as only a mother could, that there was room for some 
pleading denial, explanation or resplendent miracle. 
‘I hate him!’  Tom erupted, meeting her eye to eye. 
‘Tom!  Enough.’  Cynthia fanned her face with the drawing.  Tom 
watched her eyes skitter nervously about the room and, slowing her 
breath, she slid the drawing back onto Henster’s desk.   
Tom looked back and forth from his mother to Henster.  He saw 
the principal’s eyes dip once, twice to her hint of cleavage.  Tom wished 
she’d worn her kitchen apron.  Henster hid a sneer by clearing his throat 
in an exaggerated manner and resumed the agenda of their meeting. 
‘Father Savier turned the first plot here at Saint Bona Fide’s.’  
Tom mouthed the words in time with Henster’s oft-recited summary of 
the priest’s importance and rolled his eyes.  ‘There will be a formal 
process for Master Fuller.’ 
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‘Rees,’ groaned Tom. 
‘What?’  The principal squirted another eyeful of leer at his 
mother’s bosom before glancing in Tom’s inconsequential direction. 
‘Fuller-Rees,’ Cynthia said, filling in the blank.  ‘The surname is 
Fuller hyphen Rees.’  
‘I understand grammar, Mrs Fuller Hyphen Rees.’  Henster noted 
something on the paperwork in front of him and tapped the nib of his 
fountain pen on the square end of his chin.  Tom watched intently, 
sketching out the image of a burst, squirting quill in his mind.  Its ink 
rendering a scruffy beard on Henster’s face.  He completed the image 
with a scribble of wild hair on the principal’s balding head and felt 
satisfied. 
‘In any case,’ Henster’s top lip flapped against his teeth with a 
long inward suck, ‘further action shall be considered by the School’s 
Court.’ 
‘School’s what?’  Cynthia was using her startled voice and it 
agitated Tom.  His limbs felt numb but his bladder was now on fire.  He 
wrapped his arms around his stomach. 
‘Forget it, Mum, it’s nothing.’ 
She shot Tom a shut your mouth now look and Tom sank back into 
his chair.  ‘School’s what?’ 
‘The School’s Court.’  Henster was gleaming with the chance to 
elucidate.  ‘It advises the appropriate direction on the more delicate 
aspects of educating and disciplining our boys.  They are respectable men.  
Knowledgeable too.  They have the boys’ best interests at heart.’ 
Tom saw his mother change shades from plum red to cold-hogget 
grey.  He watched her settle herself, then stand and offer a hand for 
shaking.  Henster, confused, rose automatically to grasp it.  Cynthia 
pulled back her hand to rub at her neck and Henster’s hand scraped the 
blank space. 
‘Are you joking?’  Cynthia said calmly. 
‘Mrs Fuller, a School’s Court is simply standard practice now.  
British studies show extraordinary benefits in adopting the system.’ 
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Cynthia wasn’t listening.  ‘School’s Court?’  She repeated 
Henster’s words, her voice on a steady crescendo.  ‘I was listening to a 
keen debate on the radio when you called, Mr Henster.’  Cynthia’s voice 
was quaking and she paused to clear her throat.  ‘It questioned whether 
creative minds can survive poor training.’ 
Henster sucked back between his teeth and, unable to resist 
proving that he was well aware of Anna Freud’s hypothesis, said loftily, 
‘Don’t be too quick to give authority to Freud’s daughter, Mrs Fuller-
Rees.  I invite you to recall the other accomplishments of the German 
mind.’ 
‘Two things, Mr Henster,’ Cynthia said, politely excusing herself 
from the tea just arrived in the hands of an anxious secretary.  ‘Firstly, the 
Freuds were Austrian.’  She paused and cocked her head in amusement.  
‘Two small letters short of being Australian.  Isn’t that funny?’ she said 
drily, her eyes back on a visibly peeved Henster.  ‘And secondly, fuck 
your court.’ 
Tom had to hold himself inside his trouser pocket.  Had to gather 
himself.  Not pee himself.  Had to go over the words again in his head.  
Had he really just heard his mother say fuck to the principal?  He was 
scared.  His bladder was pushing against the belt pulled one notch too 
tight and for the first time ever, he began to regret his stupid drawings.  
  
 
 
In the car, Tom wondered what he could say to change things.  
The silence was burning his tongue, his lips.  A block before their street, 
Cynthia squealed the car to a stop in the middle of the road.  She 
breathed out hard and turned to him.   She didn’t look angry. 
‘Father Savier, Tom …’  He watched her gloved hands, firm on 
the wheel, sliding back and forth around its perimeter, the parallel creases 
above her nose deepening.  ‘Did he …?’ 
‘What?’  Tom was growing anxious, the skin over his bladder 
stretching and thinning like a steadily inflating balloon. 
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‘Was there anything …?’  Tom watched her mind darting and 
fretting like a caged cat, searching for the way out.  She began again. 
‘Was there …?’  She stopped, then began yet again, slowly.  ‘Did 
Father Savier do anything physical to you?’  Emphasis on the word 
physical. 
Tom couldn’t help it.  He knew she saw his face shift.  An 
awkwardness twitching in his jaw and neck.  He wouldn’t lie.  But he felt 
as if he couldn’t speak.  He shook his head furiously and felt something 
happen in his body.  Something bubbling that he didn’t expect.  His face 
was hot and it was only when his mouth opened that he realised he was 
going to scream.  A deep long scream, his fists pounding into his legs 
over and over. 
‘It’s okay, Tom.’  Cynthia tried to grab her son’s hands, to pull his 
shaking body into hers.  With one deft jab he punched at the window, his 
knuckles crunched and pain flashed through his hand.  He felt his body 
quivering, rocking back and forth, his hands curled inwards to his chest.  
He felt her reach for his shoulder and flinched.  He hated seeing her so 
helpless.  He bit down hard on his tongue.  But the secret was burning a 
hole in his resolve. 
‘She made me promise not to say anything.’  Tom’s voice was 
barely audible and he tensed his throat to stop the words. But on they 
came, pushing through the spasms in his neck.  ‘She made me promise.’   
Tom felt his mother thinking, trying to work it out for him.  He 
felt like screaming at her to stop thinking.  Who could work it out?  And 
now he was breaking his promise.  He kicked the glovebox of the car, 
makeup and road maps and his father’s driving glasses spilling from 
inside.   
‘A promise between friends is important.’ 
They weren’t the words he was expecting.  She was biting her 
tongue, he knew her too well.  Knew that inside, she would be clamping 
shut the bellow of questions, both of them silently willing away the fury 
that crackled in their bodies.  They both waited.  Tom knew she would 
wait a lifetime for him to be ready.   
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‘Sorry,’ Tom mumbled, fat tears plonking onto the papers he was 
now shoving clumsily back into the glovebox.  It seemed a stupid, useless 
thing to do and his stupid, useless fingers dropped one thing after 
another. 
‘I hate you!’ he yelled at his mother.  ‘Why don’t you mind your 
own business?’  Her face was tight and sad and he hated himself for 
hating her.  She stayed with him though.  And tried again. 
‘It’s my business to trust you.’  He couldn’t look at her but he 
could feel her.  She meant what she said and he hated that it made him 
feel better.  What right did he have to feel better?  He was looking at her 
now.  Asking the question with his eyes.  He knew her body would be 
feeling his.  The cramp in his chest in hers, her jaw throbbing, her spine 
holding her body in place, being strong for him.  And the person to 
whom he’d made a promise, she’d be strong for them too.  She would 
yearn to make this easier for him.  She would give him the space to think.  
Time to speak.  He turned away from her and wiped his nose with the 
sleeve of his jumper.  Then he told her. 
‘You told me to go straight to the corner shop and come straight 
back with the butter.  But I wanted that bike so badly for Christmas, I 
stopped at the chapel to say if I got it, I’d stop drawing the pictures.  The 
ones that embarrassed you and Dad.  I didn’t expect anybody else to be 
there, so when I saw the confessional box door click open, I hid in the 
back pew in case I’d have to go to confession.’  Tom paused, it wasn’t too 
late to stop now.  But the marble had found the hole and had dropped 
right through and was falling through the air.  And as it went down, the 
words came up. 
‘I heard him walk into the sacristy but I waited until I was sure he 
was gone.  That’s when I heard her crying.  I didn’t know what to do, so I 
just stayed there.  Crouched at the back of the church.  And the crying 
went on and on and I couldn’t stand it any more.  I had to see.’ 
Again Tom broke into tears, hitting out again at the dashboard, 
his body crumpling back immediately, exhausted.  Cynthia inched closer 
to him.  And waited. 
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‘When she saw me standing at the door, she screamed at me to go 
away and kicked the door shut in my face.’   
Tom couldn’t bring himself to say out loud that he’d seen the girl 
half-undressed.  Unlooped buttons lining the back of her frock.  Her 
hands twisting around trying to get them done up.  Her petticoat 
showing.  And her knickers.  And he’d just gawked at her.  Like some 
freak.  She’d screamed at him and kicked the door shut.  ‘I forgot the 
butter,’ Tom finished clumsily. 
He watched his mother remember.  Her mind shunting deftly to 
late last year.  A Saturday morning.  She had been listening to her 
favourite radio program, HeadSpace, where men with crisp English accents 
and restrained elation would discuss the nature of the human mind.  
She’d been chopping sage from the garden.  Funny how a smell could 
ingrain a moment.  The sage would be mixed with breadcrumbs and the 
butter Tom was fetching from the shop.  Alan Fieldmarsh had given her a 
turkey the day before.  A glamorous option compared to the hogget she’d 
been thinking of stewing.  Tom had bowled in the front door and into his 
room.  She’d gone to ask about the butter and he’d mumbled some 
excuse about forgetting what she wanted when he got there and dropping 
the money on the way back.  She’d felt annoyed with him and decided to 
go for the damn butter herself.  She’d slipped off her apron, thrown it on 
the table and, when there was an ill-timed knock at the door, cursed 
under her breath. 
Tom had heard the knock and his mother opening the door in an 
exasperated huff to the awkward, plump girl on the step. 
‘Oh my!  Sally.  I didn’t recognise you without your Sunday hat.’ 
Sally Fieldmarsh was Alan’s daughter.  His and Nancy’s only 
child.  The family sat in the pew in front of them at Sunday mass. 
‘I should be at confession,’ Sally had blurted out.  Tom had 
imagined her top lip not quite making it over her jutting teeth as she 
spoke.  ‘Is Tom home?  Dad’s coming for me soon.’  The girl fidgeted 
worriedly with her hands. 
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‘Confession?’  Cynthia had queried lightheartedly.  ‘How many 
sins can a child have at the start of a weekend?’  She’d laughed and Sally 
had shifted uncomfortably on the step. 
Tom had heard Cynthia usher Sally inside.  ‘I’d choose friends 
over penance any day,’ she’d said warmly.  ‘Tom!  You have a visitor.  Go 
right in, he’s in his room sulking.  Take some lemonade from the fridge.  
Might cheer him up.’   
Tom hadn’t seen Sally again after that.  The ‘child required special 
tuition’ Nancy had said discreetly one day when the Fieldmarsh family of 
only two had scuttled into the church pew.  That had been almost a year 
ago.  And life had gone on, the usual daily business broken up with 
birthdays and church fetes, Sunday roasts and mid-week afternoon catch-
ups at the market. 
In the car, Tom watched his mother out of the corner of his eye.  
Did she understand?  She’d virtually read his thoughts when Peter 
Pidcock had been stealing his lunch.  Could she read them now?  He’d 
never wished so hard that she could. 
Soon after Sally had left, Alan and Nancy had moved on too.  But 
Savier had stayed.  Been promoted to monsignor with fewer teaching 
duties and more church attention.  For a while Tom’s hatred towards the 
priest had been placated by the invention of fantastic plots to humiliate 
him.  And he’d been happy to use the droning sermon time to visualise in 
detail the results of several magnesia tablets being crushed into the 
priest’s morning porridge.  A stream of stinking shit cascading down his 
leg, staining his bleached paschal robes muddy brown before he had time 
to vacate the pulpit and make it through the sacristy to the outhouse.  
This idea, and others, seemed lame and pathetic to him now. 
  ‘She made me promise,’ repeated Tom, tightening his gut around 
the prickling guilt inside it.  ‘I should’ve done something.  Something 
more than stupid pictures.’   
‘You did more than most.’  Cynthia worked hard to keep her 
focus on Tom.  She wound down the window to let in some air.  But her 
mind was creeping back to herself at his age, replaying her own fears.  She 
squeezed her eyes shut.   
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Tom could feel his mother understood.  He wanted to let her feel 
everything for him.  And, at the thought of this, he couldn’t help letting 
the relief slide in through his temples, down his throat to his chest, into 
his gut.  And, for one precious moment, everything seemed out of his 
hands. 
A car horn blared behind them and Cynthia raised a fist at the 
surly man in a Bentley who roared past. 
‘Turn left for hell, arsehole!’ she bawled out the window.  Then, 
seeing Tom’s surprised face, she burst out laughing.  Tom couldn’t laugh.  
His mouth felt too heavy. 
‘I’ll make you a deal,’ she said, letting her body sink back against 
the car door.  ‘You don’t tell your father about my unseemly language and 
I won’t mention any unsuitable drawings.’  Tom nodded and looked at 
his knees.  Unseemly.  Unsuitable.  Tom was suspicious of those kinds of 
words.  Words that hid the truth.  Soft, yet hard.  An unpitted olive 
between your teeth. 
Cynthia pulled out a slender yellow envelope from her bag.  Tom 
heard her flicking through the sheets of paper inside it.  Each picture had 
resulted in a visit to the principal’s office.  Shame wriggled like maggots 
under his skin.  She slipped the drawings back inside the envelope and 
tapped a fingernail on it.  A rush of air escaped her mouth. 
‘How about art school in Melbourne?’  She looked at Tom 
brightly.  Under the circumstances, it seemed a bizarre question and Tom 
was speechless.  Art school?  Perhaps he’d misheard.  Fart pool. Cart tool.  
Smart fool.  Surely not art school? 
‘Your drawings are clever,’ she said.  He looked at her carefully.  
He could see she was telling the truth.  ‘Do you want to study art?’ 
Tom nodded humbly and, just to be sure a hot wet tumble of 
urine didn’t wake him from this strange and wonderful dream, his left 
hand crept back inside his trouser pocket to hold himself.  Tightly.   
Before dawn the next morning Tom twisted the thick iron handle 
on the church door.  Locked.  He knew that meant Father Savier was still 
dribbling on his pillow at the chapter residence in town.  Down the side 
of the church, he counted five windows from the left and leaned the 
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short plank of wood he’d scavenged from the shed underneath it.  The 
lock on the window was rusted.  It always blew open during mass, 
clanging against the wall in the middle of some solemn moment, causing 
ripples of giggles among the bored students. 
The edge of the plank held the tips of Tom’s toes.  He hoisted 
himself up and felt his knees scrape across the bricks.  He grasped at the 
stumpy window ledge and wedged the chisel from his pocket into the 
bottom of the window frame.  It popped open.  He scrambled through, 
padded quietly past the pulpit into the sacristy and pulled out a box of 
matches from the long drawer in Savier’s desk.  His one-time stint at altar 
boy was proving unexpectedly useful. 
Inside the confessional box, his fingers fumbled with the tiny 
sticks.  He stopped for breath and wiped a hand across his wet forehead.  
The next match caught but dropped to the floor, where he stamped it 
out.  He could still leave.  He reached for the latch on the confessional 
box, images of a sobbing Sally Fieldmarsh flickering through his mind.  
He looked at the tinder in his hand.  He would make a small fire.  Just to 
make a point. 
He grabbed a clump of matches and struck them simultaneously.  
Crouched low, he pressed them to the squash of kerosene rag stuffed 
under the oak kneeler.  ‘Don’t read this.’  An untidy graffiti scratched into 
the wood shimmered in the flame’s growing light.  ‘Too late,’ Tom said 
closing the confessional door behind him.  His sandshoes making a soft 
squeaking noise as he scurried from the church, back through the window 
and down the side lane. 
 
 
 
Father Savier stumbled drunkenly into the sacristy through the 
chapter hall and cursed with annoyance.  What character deficiency 
disabled an altar boy from following the basic instruction to close a door 
behind him?  He twisted the key in both doors.  He hadn’t been able to 
sleep.  Perhaps he needed another drop of wine. 
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He fumbled to tuck the key-chain back into his belt but it clanged 
to the floor.  His head rushed with blood as he stooped to collect it and 
he staggered.  The toe of his slipper kicked the key under the door.  His 
head spinning, he got down on all fours and poked his fingers under the 
door.  He gave up.  The cleaner would open up at six.  He’d be sober by 
then. 
The priest tottered to his desk and hacked clumsily at the head of 
a Mexican cigar.  He glugged some church wine into a glass and squinted 
at the clock hands.  Waited for the hands to come into focus.  5.10 a.m.  
Still an hour or so before the first mass.  He stared at his scrawled notes 
for the morning’s sermon and, giving up, slumped into the wide leather 
chair by his desk. 
He studied the tightly woven leaves of the cigar, put it to his nose 
and sniffed deeply.  Something about the muddy scent lifted him.  Took 
him to small island villages nearer the equator.  To brown skinned 
women.  Topless.  Smiling.  He tugged open the long drawer and groped 
for the matches used to light the pillar candles. 
‘Two hundred candles, no bloody matches,’ he muttered, getting 
up again, fumbling with other drawers, fossicking in cupboards.  He made 
his unsteady way back to the chair and sat down heavily. 
‘Dammit,’ he cursed again, gracelessly making the sign of the 
cross.  Immediate penance.  He needed just an hour or so of sleep.  He 
lifted the cigar to his nose and let his eyelids drop heavily.  If only he had 
a light. 
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Phersu 
 
 
Caisra Necropol i s ,  Etruria 509 BC 
 
From the tomb, she squints west across the thin strip of grassland to the 
forest.  Her eyes track the shifting dusk light.  Green becomes grey, grey 
becomes black.  There is a silent stand-off between her and the beast.  
She knows he is out there and he knows she must wait.   
If it wasn’t for the child, she would be gone by now.  She would 
have told the priest it was time to leave.  But, now, a child is coming.  She 
knows it will be a girl.  In the meantime there is an order to life that has 
her attention and, before the child, she must deal with the beast. 
In impudence, she has named him Tuchulca.  An ugly, hybrid god 
with a razor-beaked mouth and whose skull sprouts writhing snakes.  His 
body is covered in oily scales but his head resembles that of an ass.  Tufts 
of wiry fur stand startled, knotted between the snakes and his long, 
tubular ears.  And from a beak that should shrill the cry of a hunting eagle 
rasps an absurd and halting bray.  This image is amusing to her and it 
helps her, if only for a moment, to shut her inner eye. 
Her inner eye paints a different creature.  Renders him without 
humour.  In scale and claw he slithers into her awareness and her 
thoughts narrow sharply.  She can smell him.  Damp and sour like the 
damp pelt of a wildcat.  She watches the forest darken, her body rocking 
awkwardly.  She knows he can feel her thoughts.  Her fingers prod lamely 
at the ache in her head.   
She scans the trees.  Her eyes are gritty, unslept.  He will not be 
watching for her in this light.  The woodland shadows shift and flicker.  
Too fleeting to offer him any cover.  He will be buried inside some 
unbroken darkness.   
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She is practised in the art that will bring about his death.  The 
Etruscan Discipline is steeped in her flesh and blood and even though her 
hands fumble and shake as she sharpens the knife, she knows at the given 
time they will be deft and she will work quickly to slice open the guts and 
push back the gushing intestines.  She will delve methodically into the 
high side of the paunch to find the liver.  Using the knife, she will make 
two cuts.  One at the fatty lobe above the kidney, one at the base.  The 
liver will be hot and greasy, the size of a newborn child, spilling over her 
forearms.  In her hands, it will become a fleshly rune.  This is the art of 
the haruspex. 
She lays down the whetstone and slows her breath.  Two counts 
in.  Two counts out.  In one measured breath she is fully within her 
senses, in six she is breathing calmly with the sigh of the crows.  In forty 
slow breaths the earth has turned one degree on its axis.  She closes her 
eyes to keep time with the earth.  This communion with the cycles of the 
Earth, the Sun and Moon is her medicine.  She needs to feel the struts of 
the universe around her.  Its star and sky maternity. 
Phersu can see her own birth.  But the face of the woman is 
obscured.  Curdled as a reflection in windblown water.  Whether this is 
memory or imagination, she is not sure.  There are eyes beyond eyes.  
This she knows.  The woman is heaving, panting and the three priests 
with her are awkward and look nervous.  She is clutching the hand of one 
of them, her nails sinking deep into his skin.  His face tightens as she 
claws at his flesh but he dares not complain.  The baby gushes from her 
and she howls.  There is scrambling and scuffling among the priests.  
Leather slippers on a dusty floor. 
 
 
 
When Phersu was born, silent and twisted, the Lucomone priests 
gathered at her mother’s bloodied thighs and sliced the umbilical.  Once.  
Twice.  Poking and prodding, they murmured their consensus: Touched. 
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For two days, nameless and unwashed, the child writhed in the 
mucus of her birth.  An ugly, squirming baby whose misshapen body and 
wrinkled skin caused her mother to scream that she would rather feed the 
infant to the boars than suckle such a pig at her breast. 
 ‘Get my coats.’  She was already pushing herself to sitting and 
waving a hand, gold bracelets clanking, directing the bewildered priests.  
All three stood motionless.  Underneath her body, blood seeped through 
linen and straw. 
‘My lady.’  The youngest priest dared to speak up.  His hand was 
at her shoulder.  She must rest, the child be fed. 
Her fingers seized his throat and squeezed.  Skin whitened.  Eyes 
watered.  The other priests hurried for the coats.  Helped her to her feet.  
Torn and bleeding, she mounted her horse and fled.  When the cramps 
took her strength, she dismounted to squat inside a stand of pines, where 
she cursed and spat as she pushed out the afterbirth.  Then she rode on, 
the skulking feral cats and bold crows left to squabble over the slick of 
pulpy membrane.   
In her rough cot, the child twisted her bedding into disarray.  Her 
tiny body wriggled in a steady, continual motion as if to contort herself in 
an effort to right the wrongness of her body.  Her tiny pink fingers were 
bent and splayed sideways and on her feet fleshy buds, the blossoming of 
toes, were imminent but not forthcoming. 
Vasquiel, the priest whose hand had been clawed to bleeding at 
the birth, untangled the cloth around the child’s body.  He was neither 
agile nor swift and his large square hands, so at home with a spade or a 
mallet, were inelegant, cloddish against her tiny frame.  Incapable of 
delicately cradling a baby.  Instead, he sat close by and made his presence 
known. 
Tular eisna sath.   
As he whispered the prayers, tiny beads of sweat gathered on the 
skin beneath his beard.  He refused to scratch at it.  As if lifting a finger 
to his chin would disrupt the work of the gods now in motion.  He could 
smell her skin.  Still crusted with afterbirth.  On his knee, the cloth 
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dampened with warm water began to cool.  He needed to steady his 
hands. 
As he watched the child, a memory from his own childhood 
stirred and wouldn’t leave him alone.  He had been watching the phersu 
from behind his father’s legs, the festival crowd whooping and cheering.  
The phersu had danced in their wild, grimacing masks.  Leaping and 
twirling.  Some had writhed on the floor, pounding their fists in the dust, 
and then in somersaults and handsprings they had bounded to terrifying 
attention.  Their masks glowing in reds and yellows with swollen, bulging 
black eyes.  Some of the pupils had been pressed with garnets and 
Vasquiel the child had seen them blinking, winking at him.  Frightening 
eyes that saw inside his head, pierced his narrow, concave chest and 
poked at his heart between each rapid beat. 
The show had ended and the largest phersu had stridden towards 
his father.  His mask was trimmed with wild black hair strewn with twigs 
and large feathers.  The men had embraced vigorously.  Patting backs and 
exchanging flatteries.  The phersu had stooped low to meet Vasquiel face 
to face and lifted his mask. 
‘Boo,’ he’d whispered and chortled deeply.  His almond-shaped 
Etruscan eyes shimmering blue-black. 
Vasquiel leaned close to the cot and studied the child’s face.  It 
was puckered, grimacing like the phersu from the Etruscan festivities.  Her 
thick black hair sprouting from her head like that of his father’s dancing 
friend.  ‘Phersu.’  Vasquiel touched his fingers to her face.  The heat 
started in the tip of his fingers and coursed up his arm to his throat, 
where it burned. 
 
 
 
Phersu watches the flickering light and shade merge to a 
colourless dusk.  Real or imagined, she likes to play out the story of her 
birth, of her name.  She lights a candle, shuffles to her cot and pulls the 
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goatskins around her.  Her eyes scan the images on the sarcophagi which 
dance to life in the flickering candlelight. 
When she’d first arrived, Phersu had kept her mind busy by 
studying the carvings on the sarcophagi.  The stone coffins were smaller 
than those of the Romans and were built to hold an urn with ash, not a 
body.  Each side of the stone boxes had been embellished with grand 
tales attributed to the deceased.  To distract herself from the night noises 
and shadows, she’d studied the pictures.  Written their stories in her head. 
 
Tuvi was a hunter with broad shoulders and powerful legs.  He could fight 
demons and the people revered him for his wit and might.  He sowed fertile fields and 
hunted boar in bare feet with only a dwarf dagger.  He was generous to his wife, 
bringing lotus and lilies from his journeys.  Sometimes beads of earthy jasper streaked 
with quartz.  He taught his sons to sail such that at his death his soul could ride with 
them in the ocean mist and hear them boast in distant lands, ‘Our father left us the gift 
of the sea.’ 
 
Over the years, the stories that soothed her changed.  Tuvi was a 
King.  Tuvi was an athlete.  Tuvi had two daughters.  For the longest 
time, the stories were able to hold back the memory of what had brought 
her here.  But the stories waned.  And now, in the sheer and supple 
moments before sleep, the memory reigns. 
 
22 years ear l i er  
 
In the piazza, music sounded from strings and flutes, oinochoes 
spilled wine, triclinia creaked in time with the laughing bodies reclined 
upon them, syrupy sweet plums burst open into mouths and lips suckled 
sun-swollen grapes.  Wild game crackled on fires and bread torn with 
gusto from fat loaves snowed crumbs through the air.  Hands waved and 
gestured with excited conversation.  Double flutes whistled, strong bodies 
leaped and danced and women’s hair flowed long and loose.  
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Inside the festival’s roar and swell, the two children stared quietly 
at each other.  Phersu and the boy.  Two tiny creatures in a circus of 
celebration.  His outstretched hand the only still point in their midst. 
She was still growing used to her body.  How it worked against 
her as she tried to walk.  She had tripped and fallen and he offered help.  
Pulled her to standing and flounced a silk cloth from his belt to brush the 
dirt from her clothes. 
‘Keep still,’ he muttered impatiently, dabbing the cloth at her face.  
A dam of saliva was building in her mouth and if she spoke it would burst 
and gush onto his fingers. 
The boy’s eyes flickered back and forth, tracking the motion of 
her body.  ‘Why is your body twisted?’ he asked matter-of-factly, glancing 
from her face to her arms and legs and back to her face.  ‘Can’t you 
speak?’  He sounded irritated.  Baffled. 
 ‘Mother says you’re Charon’s whore,’ he declared, stuffing his 
handkerchief back into his belt.  Without waiting for her to confirm or 
contradict her liaison with the Underground god, he continued, ‘But I 
had a dream.  You were in it.  Not as queer-looking.’  He stopped briefly 
and muttered an apology.  ‘You told me about the foxes.  To check the 
fowl hutch.  Next morning I did.  Found a hole.’ 
Phersu waited silently.  She could feel the heat rising from his 
skin.  ‘Shouldn’t have told my mother though.’  The boy scratched his 
head and rubbed his hands across his throat.  He stared intently at his 
feet, sweat slid from his nose and plopped noiselessly on the ground.  
Three older boys appeared, jostling and shoving.  Their robes 
were edged in purple, denoting their place in Roman nobility.  
‘Hey, Prince Sackrot, you like them lame, do you?’  The boys 
mimicked Phersu’s convulsions.  Curling their bodies and dragging one 
leg in the dirt as they hobbled along.  They pressed their hands to their 
faces to squash up their skin and hung their tongues limply from their 
mouths.  Prince Sextus Tarquinius did not look their way but his forehead 
wrinkled tightly.  His hands pumped in and out of a tight clench, his 
brows knitted tightly at the bridge of his nose.  The tallest boy pitched an 
egg.  It shattered in sticky, sulfurous streaks across Sextus’ chiton. 
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‘Take that to your next life, Prince!’  The Roman boys laughed 
and spat. 
Sextus’ face blanched, a tic pulsed in his left eye.  He whipped a 
knife from his belt, sprinted to the boys and lunged.  The blade sliced the 
tall boy’s forearm in a neat, deep gash from shoulder to elbow.  Deep 
enough to hurt, shallow enough to heal.  The boys fled, shouting that 
they would be back with their fathers and uncles as he strode back to 
Phersu and pulled himself up tall before her.  She dared not acknowledge 
the tears in his eyes and he dared not lift a hand to wipe them.  A large 
pendant had swung loose from his clothing and sat round and heavy on 
his small chest.  He cleared his throat.   
‘Mother would have . . . ’  He stopped suddenly, wiped his brow 
and glanced nervously over his shoulder.  ‘It’s my job to keep the fowls in 
order,’ he said, twisting the pendant at his chest.  He tugged it hard and it 
snapped from his neck.  He held it towards her. 
The centre stone was blue.  Vivid sky-blue streaked with darker 
shades.  Hues she’d seen at dusk and dawn.  On the outer edge of the 
stone, flecks of glossy black glinted in stark contrast to the sea of lighter 
colour within it.  Every colour of the sky winked up at her.  The moods 
of the heavens, captured in his small hand. 
‘I found it diving for Emperor shell,’ the boy said, briefly unable 
to conceal his pride.  ‘Topaz and obsidian.’  He pointed to the lightest 
and darkest of the colours in turn.  ‘The merchants said the darker blue is 
water.  Trapped in the crystal.’  He shrugged his shoulders.  ‘Mother says 
it’s Phoenician.  Full of charms.’   
Around the stone there were three concentric circles in gold.  
They had been formed by granulation.  Tiny balls of gold, each no bigger 
than an ant’s head, fused together one by one by clever, patient fingers.  
The stone was attached to the inner circle by even finer threads of 
granulation.  They formed a delicate lace-like web with the stone at the 
centre.  As if it were caught in a decadent spider’s web. 
He gestured for her to take the pendant from him.  Phersu 
struggled to lift her hand and the Prince glanced impatiently over his 
shoulder.  The long, slender chain slipped between his thumb and 
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forefinger and sailed downwards.  A golden thread unfurling.  Weaving its 
own new pattern in the air, catching the light in its soft pendulous sweep. 
‘Take it, damn you!’  The boy’s face was a flush of anxiety.   She 
reached for the stone.  The cool filament of its chain brushed once across 
her fingers, then back again with its gentle returning arc. 
‘Come here, you little ass!’  The change in the boy’s body was 
instant.  He hung his head low, his chin touching his chest in practised 
submission.  The woman strode towards him and swiped him hard across 
the head with one hand, snatching the pendant with the other.  For a 
moment he dared to look up at her.  She cuffed him again.  The hard 
point of her elbow to the side of his head.  Phersu watched the boy’s 
body wither in humiliation. 
Queen Tullia was taller and more beautiful than Phersu had 
pictured.  Her glossy black hair was plaited and coiled around her head 
and studded with tiny strands of gold filigree.  Her eyes, shrouded in thick 
black lashes, were translucent green.  Wide-set and coquettish, their outer 
edges curved up towards her temples, a typical Etruscan feature that gave 
her a benevolent expression, incongruent with her severe mouth and its 
harsh words.  Her skin was flawless.  Supple and dewy.  Her hands 
elegant and composed.  In the flesh, this was not the Tullia of whispered 
stories. 
Vasquiel had reluctantly conveyed to Phersu the belief that 
Tullia’s ambition to see a crown on her husband’s head had been fulfilled 
by the murder of the one person in her way.  The former King, Servius 
Tullius.  Tullia’s own father.  She had a gift for prophecy, which she 
wrought mercilessly to ferret out the shames and guilts that men carried.  
With these knowledges, she could deploy seduction and malice in equal 
measure to get her way.  ‘The worst kind of woman’, Vasquiel said 
bleakly.  ‘A gift for beguilement and bribery, what chance does any mortal 
man stand?’ 
Tullia towered over her Sextus and she scrutinised her son with 
unruffled poise.  Phersu was entranced, pierced by the desire to be part of 
her beauty.  To be drawn into those glorious arms drenched in green silk 
and studded with jewels and held against her chest. 
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‘I hope you’re helping this creature understand she’s not 
welcome.’  Tullia spoke calmly, her eyes now fixed on Phersu in a 
beautiful, terrible gaze.  Phersu’s muscles twitched and jiggled, her 
deformed body rocking back and forth.  Something was shifting within 
her.  Ripples on windblown water became still.  This woman was not 
unfamiliar.  She pushed hard through the stubborn darkness in her mind 
and felt herself creeping closer, closer to a hatching memory.  Peck peck 
peck.  A cracking shell.   
‘I’m seeing to it, Mother.’  Sextus was sputtering tears, a red lump 
rising on the side of his head. 
‘You couldn’t see to it that you shit from your own arse.’  Tullia 
folded her arms and took an exaggerated step backwards as if clearing an 
arena for him.  ‘So, see to it.’  The boy stood still as the woman sucked in 
a deep breath and threw out the heel of her hand, hitting him squarely 
between his shoulders.  ‘Hold your head up.’  She slapped his chin 
upwards.  His teeth clunked together.  Tears mixed with sweat on his face 
and jaw.  His fists were clenched at his sides.  His body stiff.  She grabbed 
a clump of hair on the back of his head and yanked it backwards, then 
leaned down over him.  ‘Are you the son of a king?’  She kissed his lips.  
Fully.  Lavishly. 
The boy began rocking from foot to foot and fixed his shoulder 
in place.  Then, swooping with a grunt, he rammed Phersu to the ground.  
Beside him Queen Tullia clapped and cheered, her gold bangles clanking.  
A frenzy built within him as he kicked dirt into Phersu’s face, then 
booted her torso, over and over, turning her in the dirt, spitting and 
cursing. 
‘Kick her back to hell, if it will have her.’  Tullia urged the boy on.  
‘Looks as if already burned her up and spat her out.’ 
Sextus’ foot slammed again between Phersu’s shoulders.  She 
rolled once more in the dust and he pushed down hard on the back of 
her head with his rough sandal.  She could hear him panting.  Tullia 
squealed with delight. 
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‘Now there’s the making of a king!’  She tossed the pendant into 
the dirt.  ‘Keep it,’ she said as if relinquishing a spare crust of bread to a 
servant.  ‘A charm for the charmless.’ 
‘Now finish it,’ Tullia ordered Sextus.  And fuelled by the will to 
placate his mother, Prince Sextus Tarquinius lifted his chiton and pissed.  
‘A pig is only good on a spit,’ Tullia warned the priest loping too 
late to Phersu’s side.  Vasquiel understood.  And before dawn they left 
for the necropolis.  To a tomb in the old quarter, no longer visited. 
 
In the dark of the tomb, Phersu’s memory merges with sleep and 
in the dream that follows a fire builds around them.  She and the boy.  He 
is wailing.  His flesh bubbling.  The skies over Rome are thick with foul 
smoke.  She is calling in her dream.  Calling for Sextus.  The smoke is too 
thick.  She cannot see him.  The haze shifts.  She wants to awaken.  He 
appears.  At first an outline.  Barely substantial.  Now a grown man.  His 
face strained and gaunt.  He is sobbing and wailing.  The blisters on his 
skin seep yellow pus.  In his hand, a sword burns white-hot.  He holds 
the blade against his skin.  It spits and sizzles.  In a frenzy he scorches his 
chest, his abdomen, his face.  In the heat, his tears turn to dust before 
they touch his cheeks.  He is shrinking and is a boy again.  The sword 
taller than he.  His small hands strain and tremble with its weight.  He 
grips his small, flaccid penis, pulls it tight.  His arms strain as he lifts the 
blade.  The fire blazes.  His cry is anguished and wild. 
Phersu awakes with the sound in her ears.  The echo of a restless 
howl.  The fire in the dream is still prickling in her skin.  She rises slowly, 
shuffles to the entrance of the tomb and scans the darkened landscape.  
She does not try to shake the image of the boy.  Phantoms always find 
cracks in the mind and the turbulence of the boy’s story is awash in her 
blood. 
She watches the forest and waits.  The new year will mark her 
twenty-second year in this place.  Many lifetimes for a bird.  A mere 
moment for a mountain.  The heat swells in her body.  Soon, she will 
meet the beast.  After the beast, the child will arrive.  That is why she will 
wait. 
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Cipher 
 
 
Bethlehem Asylum, Bishopsgate  1611 
 
You are here to quell the fire.  You and the head of a jester.  His face has 
been sketched in fine detail by a cold, grubby hand and is now hung on 
the wall at the end of your bed.  They’ve strapped you in well and they’ve 
been in with potions.  The room is now whirling.  You’ve been sick and 
it’s stinking.  The jester’s grimacing face spins into view as the world 
spins around you.  You didn’t ask for it to be there.  Can’t ask for it to be 
taken away.  Can’t touch it to tear it.  To slash it, to shred it.  Because it’s 
there to remind you that you have to change. 
There’s an echo humming in your senses and you twist and 
squirm in your bed by the wall.  Tethered and fastened to hold in your 
musings.  To stem your persuasions.  Offensive, improper, ignoble.  Not 
well-bred.  Not polished, not cultured.   
‘Intolerable!  Beastly!  She flouts my commands.’  The words, 
uncontrolled, from your father’s own mouth.  And you rushed from his 
library, the cigar smell trailing in your nightgown, because you knew to 
say No did not make you a beast.   
‘Nein.’  You would not be quiet when Lord Ryde brushed a 
stealthy hand to your backside, his silk pantaloons rising like bread-
dough.  His regular visits were an idea of your vain English mother, who 
implored your German father to speak English in England. 
‘He’s so German,’ she would say, fluttering her lashes at Ryde, 
who licked his lips as she prattled and puffed out his chest.  And you 
were warned well, ‘Be polite or shut-up.’ 
‘Ich werde nicht meinen Mund halten!  Warum muss ich Englisch sprechen?’  
You won’t shut your mouth.  Why must you speak English?  Is your 
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father ashamed to be German?  ‘Deutsch ist so lebendig.’  German is vibrant! 
You looked at Ryde with defiance.  ‘English is steif.’  He coughed and 
covered his crotch with insipid, damp hands. 
You pitch and buck.  Chains rattle, leather chafes.  You know.  
You’ve been told.  So many times over.  Keep your petulant, impetuous 
thoughts to yourself.  But you could not and did not.  Is that why you’re 
here?  Because English is stiff and you said it out loud? 
‘Das Kind ist verrückt geworden!’  Your mother’s words to your 
father.  Her face dripping with the ink that you pitched in a rage. 
‘The child just went crazy?  Does she speak with the devil?’  Your 
father was asking, his face taut with terror. 
Your thoughts are muddled from sour-smelling potions and 
splinters of memory are stuck in your mind.  Your temples are aching 
with the strain to remember.  Nein!  You didn’t speak with the devil, so 
why was he asking? 
You are muttering and moaning.  You want to scream from the 
mouth that you bit til it bled.  Bit into silence.  Just like the jester.  If you 
have to be silent then you don’t need your tongue.  But your timing was 
poor and they found you all bloody.  Pills were pushed at your lips but 
you kept your mouth cloistered.  Your tongue leaking out through the 
cracks in your teeth.  Hanging, not severed.  You hadn’t finished the job.  
And they tried, all four of them, to prise open your jaw.  But they were 
tired, it was Sunday, so more potions were ordered and poured to placate 
and sedate you and keep you in order. 
The wall by your bed has a small, smoke-stained window.  Stained 
by the chimney that puffs just outside.  One of hundreds of chimneys 
that puff Bishopsgate into blackness when the Great London Wall is 
topped white with snow.  Inside the Wall are the buildings that matter, 
the people who count, the places of pride.  And you have tried many 
times to leap out of your room and over that wall to see how it feels. 
It wasn’t a leap with your body.  That would be futile.  With your 
mind, you tried to access that window too small for a dachshund, too 
sullied to see.  A coating of black smoke shunning the sunlight.  You tried 
to leap with your mind to find a new space.  A new space without the 
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rules that give girls no opinion.  Where you can ask questions and you can 
be heard.   Show me your tricks!  You challenge the jester.  I can see in your eyes 
there is more that you know.  You look into his eyes.  Through their clear, 
sparkling windows.  And the glimmer off glass conjures the fire. 
You can’t smell anything.  No burning flesh, smouldering hair, 
sizzling skin.  But you know you’re on fire.  Your senses are raging, 
blazing with its light.  But you’re not really burning.  Not how you might 
imagine.  Your skin is still pink, only red where it’s swollen.  Rubbed raw 
and inflamed where the bonds are too tight.  The fire’s in your belly and 
the cauldron is bubbling and inside it are words awaiting your voice.  But 
the head of a jester looks worried.  Is he suspicious? 
Sag nichts von diesen sachen, says he.  Speak nothing of this. 
You roam along Bishopsgate.  Back and forth with your mind.  
The old Roman road is your tunnel through time.  To the north there’s 
the future and everything you can’t imagine.  Who is out there?  You listen 
but hear no response.  To the south is where it all started.  You strain for 
the clues, past your life, past your birth.  A scratching, a shifting.  A nib 
upon parchment?  Who’s writing your story?   
Drumb schweig.  Drumb schweig!  Und lasz mich gehen. 
Be silent.  Be silent!  And leave me in peace. 
Voices within and voices without.  After the potions, they ask and 
they answer.  They pant and they chant in their screaming strange songs.  
In sorrowful soprano and timorous tenor.  Sometimes many voices at 
once.  Echoing in the corridors.  A strange atonal choir.  First chaste and 
penitent.  Then wild and distempered.  Voices trumpeting an imminent 
arrival.  Who has come?  Who has come to this little town Beth’lem? 
The fire in your belly is distant, submissive.  There is whiteness 
inside you.  Rippling, wavy.  And you know the feeling won’t last very 
long.  The cotton wads in your mouth will throb with the bleeding and 
the restraint on your face will ensure you can’t shift it.  The whiteness is 
singing.  You may as well sing along. 
Inside the whiteness, the song-sound-words flood through your 
head.  Noise and now colour.  Colour in your mind but before you only 
white.  You can’t feel yourself breathing, there’s stillness where the rising 
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and falling of your chest should be.  Where are you?  Are you home now?  
Where are the dolls that you placed by the window?  The satin bows for 
your hair?  The pink one, the blue one strung over the angels carved into 
the posts at the foot of your bed?  But the foot of your bed is now host 
to a jester.  The satin bows are now straps and the angels have fled. 
Your stomach lurches, you spasm.  And you realise you’re falling.  
The uncut nails on your fingers dig into your palms.  Falling from 
nowhere into nothing.  The thrust of a wormhole pushing against you.  
You grimace as gravity leaves you but you have to surrender.  You have 
to let go.  You stop squeezing your eyes shut and loosen your fingers.  
They feel cold and numb.  Not like your tongue.  Or the fire in your belly. 
From the fire leaps a spark.  An idea.  An impression.  What if 
you’re actually not falling at all?   What if you’re still and the whole world 
is retreating?  And that’s when you stop.  And you notice everyone you’ve 
ever known, Mama and Papa, your doctor, the girl with the knock-knees 
who couldn’t skip rope.  The maid and the tutor, your little dog Milly.  All 
moving silently from your space, gushing out into the cosmos like air 
from a balloon, but you’re the balloon.  You’re deflating.  You’re getting 
smaller.  The pulsing softness you thought of as your body is hollowing 
out.  The gizzards, the offal, the organs, the liver.  The piss and the shit 
being squeezed from your body.  The substance, the marrow, being 
sucked from your life. 
Verlass’ mich nicht!  Don’t leave me! 
You hear yourself screaming, the doors are creaking.   A scurry, a 
flurry of white coats and soft shoes.  They leave you alone, burning and 
shivering, soft places punctured.  The manacles tightened.  You’re not 
cleaned up properly.  It’s wet underneath you.  But the keeper can’t help 
you.  It’s time for his supper. 
Burning at your core and freezing in your fingers, you stand at the 
Wall on Bishopsgate Road.  There’s snow underfoot and you wriggle your 
toes.  You blow on your fingers.  You stretch out your arms.  Should you 
go north or south?  You stare down the road.  Far into your past.  And 
suddenly too far, because here come the brothers. 
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The Berkley brothers were scholars at Oxford but in summers 
rode south to their place by the sea.  With their hair greased and flattened, 
their shirts stiff and scented, they made stops to the families with 
daughters and took advantage of men, just like your father, who were 
easily delighted by their glib conversation.  He would host them with fine 
wines and soft cheeses and they would spout vignettes caught from Paris 
salons. 
‘But hackbutts pierce armour.’ 
‘If the damn bullets hit it.’ 
‘You say bring back the longbow?’ 
‘If battles are to be won, firearms need their precision.’ 
You would be brought to the room and expected to seat yourself, 
to nod and curtsey and coo.  Subjected to debates about weapons and 
bullets and whether the Basilikon Doron would muster good stock in 
British kings.  One day the fire in your belly exploded and you boldly 
spoke up and informed the gathering that you couldn’t give a pfaff for 
King James and his writings.  His witch hunts were simply a decoy, a red 
herring to eke out any women with two eyes to see.  What of his 
scandals?  Did the Basilikon Doron reprieve kings of murder? 
Your face burned and simmered but your father’s was redder.  
Puffed up and bloated, his eyes in proptosis.  They bulged white from the 
sockets and you wouldn’t have baulked if, like two eggs on the table, 
they’d rolled out of his head and spattered the floor.  Without even a 
word, he raised his arm to the doorway.  Plotting the course you were 
expected to march.  Instead, you tore off your dress and hid in the cellar 
and refused supper and breakfast and lunch and dinner. 
Down in the cellar you called on the angels, because that’s what 
Saint Joan of Arc would have done in your place.  You’d learned about 
Joan from a French girl at the seaside.  She was two years younger but 
could speak like a scholar.  She knew about whores and ovaries and art 
and had nodded sagely when you told her what your father had said 
about your beastly disposition. 
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‘C’est folie de se prendre aux femmes et aux bestes.’  Her papa’s dictum 
that she had made clearer in English and you’d both laughed til you wept.  
‘It is madness to meddle with women and beasts.’   
Down in the cellar you furrowed your brow.  You tried to banish 
the thoughts that had earned your expulsion.  You tried to make room 
for Saint Joan of Arc’s angel.  For a whisper of wisdom.  A sliver of 
sense. 
The bell is clanging in Saint Botolph’s Church.  The saint will 
stoop to listen to the prayers of the keeper.  The mittimus from your 
father answers his entreaties and keeps him in pay.  You imagine your 
father, his hand raised and pointing, commanding you back to your bed 
in the room.  Not your bed with the satin bows tied very neatly but this 
tiny, bare room with its charred, grimy window.  Too small for a 
dachshund, too sullied to see.  A milky blind eye coated with ashes.  
Stung by the smoke until its tears became dust. 
Bishopsgate Road blurs and under your feet you can’t feel the 
snow.  The breeze through the streets has stopped shifting your 
nightgown.  The smell of your bowels is now in your nostrils.  Your 
wrists and your ankles are chafing on leather.  Your tongue is throbbing 
against cotton pads and torn linen.  The restraint on your face bites into 
your cheekbones.  Voices fret and roar under doors and through keyholes 
and the fire within you rages higher.  Your body is pulsing.  A fist pounds 
in your chest.  Something is thrusting, bursting from within it.  A shower 
of heat and it appears. 
A wing of liquid fire.   
And then the angel.  You can’t see it but you know it’s an angel, 
and it’s one that has fallen, because your whole world is burning.  Even 
the silence. 
  
The son of man will send his angels and they will collect out of his kingdom 
all who have caused sin and all evildoers.  They will throw them into the furnace, where 
there will be wailing and grinding of teeth.  Then the righteous will shine like the Sun 
in the Kingdom of their Father.  Whoever has ears ought to hear. 
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But god all-fiery mighty, where are your ears?  Wosind deine Ohren?  
Stuffed behind bars in this mask on your face.  No ears.  But hush!  You 
can hear whirrs and clicking.  Not a language of angels.  Not as you 
expected.  There are pictures in your head but you don’t understand 
them.  Don’t understand all the shapes that you see.  Shapes that you feel 
whirring through the places where your skin and muscle should be.  All 
this space in your body.  You never knew it existed. 
The potions flow through your veins and the shapes from the 
angel sift through your being.  Through the membrane of your skin, the 
tiny hairs in your nostrils.  Through the maze of your body, finding 
spaces to spiral and quiver.  The corpus callosum.  The chordae tendineae.  The 
angel is playing a song on the strings of your heart.  These words of your 
body that you repeated in Latin.  Over and over until your tutor was 
happy.  These parts of your body where angels can visit.  If only you’d 
known this while you were learning. 
The shapes and the whirring find holes within holes.  The fenestra 
ovalis.  Deep in your ear.  Fenestra!  An opening.  Like the jester, whose 
eyes have secret windows that he’s frightened you see.  Worlds within 
worlds that he’s seen on his travels and knows if he shows them, there’s 
bound to be trouble.  But he can’t close his eyes or else he can’t see you.  
So he twists up his face and hopes that will distract you. 
Then, an explosion.  Fire all around you and through you.  Its 
veins of light trailing outwards relentlessly from your core.  
Overwhelming you with its greedy tongues.  Licking at a deep, 
unsounded lesion in the dialogue of your strictly written life. 
Sag nichts von diesen sachen.  ‘Say nothing!’ warns the jester.   
But even the silence is raging with fire.  Bishopsgate Road 
beckons you northwards.  North to the future that you can’t imagine.  
You came here to change.  To change into a good girl.  But you have two 
ears to hear and two eyes to see.  There’s pounding.  There’s pounding.  
Inside the temple.  Your body, the temple.  But where are the bells?  The 
bells of Saint Botolph are silent and secret.  The courtyard is empty.  The 
keeper in bed. 
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‘Open your mouth.’  Someone is yelling but it is only a whisper, a 
zephyr of letters clattering against the fenestra ovalis closed tight in your ear. 
The fire is dimming. 
‘Open your mouth.’ 
But isn’t that why you’re here?  Because you opened your mouth 
and spoke up to your father?  Nein.  A new memory rustles.  Tarot cards 
strewn on the floor, near your bed.  Nein.  Not your cards.  Whose cards 
were those scattered?  You try to remember.  You know what you said. 
‘Das ist ein Hexenspiel!’  That’s a game played by witches.  Witches 
are burned.  It was no game for you. 
‘Das Kind ist verrückt.’  The girl has gone crazy.  Your mother 
threw up her hands.  Your memory is fuzzy. 
The mittimus was written neatly in English. 
The fire inside you smoulders and hisses.  It needs the air in your 
breath to stir it back to life.  ‘Verrückt,’ said your mother.  You were no 
longer her daughter.  Verrückt.  The word pops on the horizon of your 
mind.  A small shiny bubble on a blade of grass. 
You can feel yourself gasping, fists are pounding your chest, you 
can see all of your breath like a cloud on the ceiling.  Your lips are like 
lead and you will them to part.  If you close them to silence, this fire that 
lights you will be lost in a shadow not cast by your body. 
Nein.  Nein!  You reach for the memory.  There were cards by 
your bed but the cards were not yours.  Nein!  Not your tarot cards.  Not 
your game for witches.  It’s not you who should be here.  You don’t 
speak with the devil.  You gasp and you sputter.  The fire burns in your 
belly.  Can this fire that brought you here help get you out? 
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When fire takes leave, 
it leaves on wind. 
 
Chandogya Upanishad 
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Phersu 
 
 
‘Sweat any more and you’ll flood the camp.’  Prince Sextus Tarquinius 
ignores the heckle from Lucius Collatinus and takes careful aim.  In quick 
succession he lobs a disc from each hand neatly into the oinochoe.  The 
gathered soldiers roar with applause and pat him on the back.  Sextus 
flinches uncomfortably.  He doesn’t need congratulations.  His mind is 
on other things.  Lucretia. 
The war is tedious and the soldiers, bored in their idle camp and 
full with wine, begin another game.  Confident and nonchalant, Collatinus 
tosses two discs from each hand.  They land squarely in the oinochoe and 
he raises a victorious fist.  More excited by hunting or wrestling, Sextus 
isn’t particularly interested in a game of throwing wooden rounds into a 
wine jug.  But his desire to beat Collatinus is as good as a hunt and raising 
the stakes once more, he piles three discs in each hand and turns his back 
on the target. 
 
 
 
Sextus and Collatinus were fiercely competitive but curiously 
compatible.  Collatinus was diligent, Sextus was shrewd.  Collatinus was 
eloquent, Sextus a dutiful listener.  Sextus was tall and the ripple and tone 
of his muscles impressed men and women alike.  But Collatinus was 
elegant and witty and admired for his astute conversation.  They 
understood each other and respected the benefits of their comradeship.  
But at the first sight of Lucretia, when Sextus had felt an unexpected, 
unfamiliar rush of warmth fill his body, Collatinus had seen a tender side 
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to his cousin that threatened him.  And the finely weighted scales of their 
friendship wobbled. 
They were together at a chariot race when the cousins first saw 
her.  Lucretia of Collatia.  Silk-skinned and glistening with rose oil, 
turquoise and amber gleaming from her ears and neck.  In the muddied 
throng of the Circus Maximus, she floated lotus-like at her uncle’s side, 
exquisitely out of place in the roar of the sports field.  Yielding and 
entranced, Sextus surged ahead of his cousin, towards her.  His usual 
agitated arrogance quelled into silent marvel.   
Strange new thoughts came to Sextus’ mind.  And while 
Collatinus paraded elegantly in front of the young woman and her 
chaperone, Sextus was consumed by the urge to pick flowers.  Outside 
the Circus gates he found wild white lilies which he seized, roots and all, 
from the earth.  In a veil of sweat, he returned to Lucretia and thrust 
them towards her lightly clasped hands, tiny clods of soil showering her 
silk-slippered feet. 
Collatinus watched Sextus with incredulity.  Brutish, coarse, 
tactless Sextus.  Lucretia’s hand flitted lightly across her mouth, confused 
for a moment as to which was more important to conceal, the smile on 
her lips or the colour dappling her cheeks.  She glanced towards her uncle 
who, nodding lightly, moved aside to allow the suitor to join them.  
Sextus’ mind wheeled, in search of conversation. 
‘They start training them as children.’  Sextus pointed to a young 
charioteer strapping a knife to his belt. 
‘Such a large blade,’ Lucretia said softly. 
‘If they’re flung from the racing chariot, they must sever the reins 
from their waist or be dragged by the horse.’  He pointed towards 
another youth twisting the reins around his small waist.   
Collatinus didn’t think of Sextus as a competitor when it came to 
women.  Although Sextus was the more handsome, and easily attracted 
women, he usually had a habit of offending them and Collatinus happily 
took the spoils.  But standing beside Lucretia, composure and subtlety 
had replaced the usual agitation and ill temper that had wrinkled Sextus’ 
face and cloaked his eyes with hostility since his eighteenth birthday. 
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Sextus had invited only Collatinus to celebrate his birthday.  In his 
room decorated with boar hides and spears, they’d got drunk on sweet 
wine.  When Collatinus revealed that he’d had spent the afternoon with a 
maid from his uncle’s house, Sextus had become sullen, distracted.  
Collatinus had tried to make conversation but Sextus had been lost in his 
own thoughts.  Draining the wine and pulling another bottle from under 
his cot.   
They had drunk in silence and Collatinus had wondered how long 
he’d need to wait before it was polite to leave.  He had moistened his lips 
to speak when Sextus’ mother had blustered in.  Tullia had circled the 
room and stood behind her son.  She’d stroked the back of his head and 
Collatinus had watched Sextus stiffen.  His body twitching under her 
gaze.    
‘You know where I am when you’re done.’  Tullia had kneaded 
her hands across Sextus’ shoulders.  ‘Come get your birthday gift.’  She 
glanced coolly at Collatinus and whisked the door shut behind her. 
‘To women and beasts,’ Sextus had said, uncorking two more 
bottles and thrusting one into his cousin’s hand.  ‘Two creatures that 
invite men to their swords.’ 
After that night, it had become common for Collatinus to watch 
the coy giggle on a girl’s lips twist into disgust or pucker and spit in his 
cousin’s face.  Sextus’ contempt for women made him malicious.  He 
would grow suddenly impatient with a swooning maiden and say 
something vicious or offensive.  ‘I bet your father likes the round of that 
rump when you bend to feed the fowls.’ 
The drink-filled sweat and grunt of the chariot races had usually 
seen Sextus offend multiple women and stagger from the Circus hanging 
off his cousin’s shoulders.  Collatinus had relished the comparisons made 
in his favour as he carted home the Prince.  He never imagined this 
would change. 
 
The crowd chanted for the chariot race to begin.  As he watched 
Sextus attempt to woo Lucretia, Collatinus toyed with the memory of his 
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cousin’s eighteenth birthday and a furious rivalry mounted in his chest.  It 
would be a farce to see a woman like Lucretia won by a woman-hating 
Tarquin. 
 ‘I saw your mother arrive,’ Collatinus lied, nodding his head 
obliquely into the crowd.  Sweat slid from Sextus hands and he pulled his 
arm from Lucretia’s in embarrassment.  Collatinus was piqued by 
Lucretia’s visible disappointment.  Sextus mumbled an awkward apology 
and excused himself and Collatinus smugly took his place by her side.  He 
was careful to hide his annoyance when their conversation returned again, 
and again, to his cousin. 
Sextus needed to concentrate to manage his new inexpert self.  
The self he became around Lucretia.  He was blind to Collatinus’ jealousy 
and their conversations were filled with Sextus’ admissions of unexpected 
emotions.  Feelings in his body that he didn’t understand.  Even 
Collatinus was surprised when, after only their fourth outing, Sextus 
blurted out his intention to propose marriage to Lucretia at the Equinox 
Festival.  
‘Your mother must have grand visions for that event,’ Collatinus 
said carefully. 
‘I haven’t told her,’ Sextus muttered, scratching at his throat. 
‘I’ll take care of Tullia,’ Collatinus said, gripping Sextus’ shoulder 
and slapping his back.  ‘You fix the place, a pretty place like the west 
gardens, and be ready with the right words for your proposal.  I’ll bring 
Lucretia to you.  The surprise will be perfect.’ 
At dusk on the Equinox Festival, Sextus paced the gardens.  He’d 
practised the words but now his mind was a jumble.  He thought of 
leaving more than once. 
‘She won’t come.’  Thinking momentarily that his mother was 
once again inside his head, Sextus pulled at his hair and prayed that the 
gods would take her away.  Just for tonight. 
Behind him, Tullia scoffed. 
‘Oh! Dear Sextus,’ she mewed breathily, ‘do you think a Roman 
lady will want your whore-spent prick?’ 
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Sextus bit down on his tongue.  He would stammer if he spoke 
and she would mock him. 
‘You’re easy to find.’  Tullia circled him slowly.  ‘I followed the 
smell.’ 
‘Please leave,’ he said tightly, hating the pitiful sound of his voice.  
Tullia ignored him and, circling him once more, pressed herself against 
his back.  Her hands rubbed along his hips and thighs.  ‘You want her 
more than anything, don’t you?’  She inhaled deeply and blew out.  Long 
and slow on the back of his neck.   
‘So does your cousin,’ she whispered in his ear and in a swift 
motion plunged her hand deep into his crotch and clenched.  ‘Love is 
warfare,’ she said, pressing her nails into the soft, hot skin of his 
perineum.  
The sickness swelled inside him.  He pumped his fists.  Open.  
Closed.  She shouldn’t touch him like that.  But he never stopped it.  Why 
couldn’t he stop it?  She stroked his crotch and slid her tongue down his 
neck.  And he hated himself as he swelled inside her hand.  His body 
trembled.  And he thought of Lucretia.  The scent of her skin.  Her 
fingertips across his brow.  For Lucretia’s sake, he must deal with his 
mother.   
Sextus made a point with his elbow and jabbed it back hard.  It 
caught Tullia under the ribs.  She doubled over, clutching at her side.  Her 
face strained but she didn’t make a sound.  When she caught her breath, 
she looked up at him. 
‘You’ll lose her,’ she said, rising and standing tall.  ‘Do you know 
why?’ 
‘Get away from me!’  Sextus held out both hands, warding her 
off. 
‘Because you belong to me.’ 
The tips of her fingers skimmed his chest and Sextus recoiled.  
He pulled back his fist and a deft, sharp punch caught her jaw.  Bone 
crunched against his knuckles.  She skidded backwards.  He watched it 
happen with a detached unease.  Her folding body, the torsion of her 
head and neck, the spray of foam and blood from her mouth.  He’d seen 
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hunted beasts fall this way.  Inelegant, startled.  He watched her descend.  
New memories spawned on old.  Seeds of future stories were flung into 
the dark, moist spaces of his mind.  Fertilised by a long, terrified scream.  
Not his mother’s.  Lucretia’s.  Lucretia in flowing robes, her hair plaited, 
twisted high and pinned with fragrant orchids.  Lucretia arriving on 
Collatinus’ arm and now burying her face in his chest. 
 
 
 
With his back to the oinochoe, Sextus tries to keep his attention 
on the discs in his hand and the path they will craft through the air.  He 
waits for the memory of the Equinox Festival to dissipate.  At first it was 
shame that diverted his attention from revenge.  Collatinus argued that 
his pursuits were fair game.  Sextus was a hunter, he understood contest.  
He even admired Collatinus’ cunning.  But the war is dragging on.  And 
the absence of a husband in Lucretia’s bed has changed from a passing 
thought to an all-consuming fantasy.  In his mind, he is pitching the discs 
to win the empty space beside her.  To feel his hand on her gold-spun 
skin. 
He holds his breath and pitches. 
 
 
 
Phersu hammers a nail into the wall of the tomb that is her home.  
Farther north, inside the Fanum Voltumnae temple, the same will be done 
to mark another Etruscan year.  Birds wheel and plunge as prayers to 
Nortia, Tinia and Uni ripple across the twelve capitals of Etruria.  Luck, 
abundance and longevity.  A prayer for each nail.  A nail to celebrate each 
year of the temple’s life.  Five hundred and nine nails in the temple wall.  
In her wall, twenty-two. 
In the new streets of Caisra Necropolis, Phersu can hear the 
scurry of craftsmen working to finish a tomb by sundown.  Lars Mantua 
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ignored the augury from the Lucomone priests and ate fish for his 
birthday.  ‘Nonsense,’ he declared.  His fulsome nostrils flared with 
disgust, his hand dismissing the bearer of the caution with annoyance.  
The fish was fresh.  He had caught it himself. 
He ordered the celebration dinner to continue and the fish 
arrived, fragrant with rosemary and flanked by roast chard and onions 
steeped in oil and salt.  He poked at the garnish with annoyance.  Pushing 
it aside to reach the fish.  He plunged his fingers into its flesh and gulped 
down a mouthful.  Servants and family watched anxiously but Lars 
chewed merrily and swallowed hard.  He swilled from his goblet and 
raising it high, laughed triumphantly.  His wife smiled and signaled for his 
goblet to be replenished. 
With the next mouthful, a fat hidden spine spurted from the fish’s 
skin and stuck deep in the back of the hefty nobleman’s throat.  He 
gagged and sputtered and clutched at his gullet.  Two servants restrained 
him while his wife grabbed at his jaw and demanded he open his mouth 
so she could pluck it out.  But the spine was deep in his throat.  A Roman 
physician with finely honed forceps and a steady hand was summoned 
and he extracted the spine.  But in less than two days an infection had set 
in and spread, and a lump rose quickly on the side of Lars’ neck.  An egg-
yolky yellow rippled under the taut skin.  They tried to bring a blade to it 
but Lars, deranged with fever, declared he would hatchet the hand of any 
lance-bearer.  The word of his passing met with grave nods of 
expectancy.  The only folly in prophecy was to ignore it. 
Phersu can hear the celebrations for the nobleman beginning in 
the main street.  Musicians tuning their stringed instruments.  The clatter 
of wine crates being gathered for the funerary games.  Voices rising in 
reverent anticipation as the sun lowers. 
Her tomb is set back from the old quarters.  It once belonged to a 
middle-class family to whom Vasquiel was close.  There are no surviving 
relatives but he has kept his promise to care for the tomb and perform 
regular blessings.  Its entrance faces a wide field flanked by thick forest 
and a dense row of brush grows between her tomb and the rest of the 
necropolis.  When it is quiet, she can wander collecting the herbs that 
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sprout in the low bush and berries from the bracken.  And during the 
funerals she can stand at the threshold of the brush and feel a sense of 
connection with her Etruscan people.  Only in Etruria can she share in 
festivities and kinship in a graveyard.  
The gentle cadences of her people’s language and voice are 
comforting and, behind the thick brush, Phersu closes her eyes to listen.  
There is ease in the manner of Etruscan expression that is distinct from 
the Romans’.  If the ocean spoke, its voice would be the sounds she is 
hearing now.  Voices rolling from their throats in conversation, ebbing in 
prayer, surging in prophecy and swelling in celebration.  And, like a quiet 
sea with gently peaking waves, there is something vibrant that moves in 
the spaces between their words that eases the pitching and rocking of her 
body.  Etruscan is a language made for invocation. 
The necropolis has been built thoughtfully, carefully, as a 
miniature replica of Caisra itself.  The soft tufa rock, pliant and yielding to 
the thousands of hands that carved and lathed it, forms a grand city for 
the deceased.  Its streets are lined with elegant facades decorated with 
individually styled doorways and cornices.  Cubed tombs tower with 
second-storey arcades.  And hypogeum, their white-domed roofs echoing 
the crisp curve of a clear moon, house elaborate coffered ceilings and 
Corinthian pillars with flared capitals and swirls of acanthus leaves.  
Sometimes lilies.  Tools and symbols of the deceased’s life are carved into 
these columns and into the walls.  Beds and chairs too.  And, for comfort 
in eternity, each bed and chair bears a pillow, crafted to appear soft and 
plump and painted in scarlet and cobalt. 
Phersu can hear the echo of heavy scraping.  Hard iron wheels on 
soft tufa roadways.  Sandalwood and frankincense overwhelm the light 
dusk air.  Lars Mantua, saturated with his most lavish robes and precious 
jewels, will be laid out on his klinai and ferried through the burial 
grounds. 
These celebrations stir Phersu deeply.  Something in their scent, 
their sound, opens the lid to her inner eye.  Visions flood her mind.  
Unfamiliar people and places.  As if she is looking through the windows 
of other people’s homes without their knowledge.  She squeezes her eyes 
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closed and then opens them wide.  She is not in the mood for phantoms 
or fantasies today.  She wants to feel part of real life.  The life she can 
hear and smell right now. 
In the forest, birds begin a restless conversation.  A low hum 
sounds in the earth and what is uncomfortable in the tiny chambers of 
her own inner ear, she imagines pulsing relentlessly in the birds’.  The air 
thickens and falls sheath-like around her.  Her body shudders and pitches.  
The visions are insistent and she has learned to acquiesce.  They pass 
quicker this way.  She just has to hold out.  Let the fierce twitch of each 
tendon twist her body.  Because soon, when her body can be no more 
wrung and emptied of all it thought it was, the murky images in her mind 
will clarify, and the visions will dance to life. 
The birds fall silent.  Phersu watches the sky and inhales softly.  
As she exhales, the birds burst from the treetops in a whoosh of wing and 
leaf.  The flock is thick and tight and they soar and dive in determined 
unison.  Through her feet she can feel the hum in the earth.  The birds 
forge upwards.  Higher, higher then, pivoting noiselessly mid-flight, they 
plunge.  Dispersing like scattered sand, they skim and bounce down 
through wind-trails and air-pockets and vanish into the treetops. 
An explosion of cheering sounds from the funerary games and 
Lars Mantua soars into the afterlife.  In the dark of the forest, the fine 
hairs along the scaly ridge of the beast’s spine stiffen and rise.  And, far 
from the graveyard but clear to Phersu’s inner eye, Lucius Collatinus 
raises his challenge to the Prince. 
 
 
 
Six discs land neatly, one by one, in the wine jar.  The soldiers 
erupt into cheering. 
‘Playing for the world?’  Collatinus reluctantly acknowledges 
Sextus’ fine sportsmanship.   
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‘My version of it.’  Sextus ignores the goblet of wine offered by 
Collatinus’ unsteady hand and swigs directly from the newly filled 
oinochoe. 
A drunken soldier raises his cup and declares, ‘My world, this very 
moment, will be threading fine yarn through a needle, but the prick she’s 
really after is right here lookin’ for a kiss.’  He hitches up his skirts and 
flaunts his groin.  The soldiers roar with laughter. 
‘If your wife is at home sewing then I’ll kiss your prick myself,’ 
Collatinus says drily and the men whoop and whistle, excited by the 
stoush. 
‘What about your wife, Collatinus?’  Sextus asks casually, juggling 
two discs in his hand.  The soldiers fall silent, their attention turning to 
Collatinus. 
Collatinus draws his face close to Sextus.  ‘My wife is the air that I 
breathe.’  He pauses and blows softly, gently into Sextus’ face.  His breath 
is wine-sodden, stale. 
‘But who else’s lungs is she pumping?’  The soldiers joke and 
jostle each other boisterously, cheering and clashing goblets and chanting 
for another match of discs between the cousins.  Collatinus waits for 
them to fall silent.  Sextus lifts one eyebrow.  Barely a twitch. 
‘Are you questioning my wife’s loyalty, Prince?’  Collatinus pushes 
Sextus suddenly and fiercely in the chest.  ‘It would bring me untold 
pleasure to have you witness my good fortune.’  He stands tall and turns 
towards the men but continues to address Sextus.  ‘Go and visit my wife.’  
He waves his hand casually northwards.  ‘You won’t find her dancing and 
carousing like the whores of these bastards.’  He winks slyly and the men 
howl in mock offence.  ‘But if you do,’ he pauses and pounds his chest 
theatrically and the soldiers mimic him raucously, ‘then feel free to 
breathe that air for yourself.’ 
Sextus shivers with delight.  He will ride to Collatia without 
stopping. 
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Lucretia puts down her needlework and calls her maid to fill the 
bath.  She hums softly to herself as she works scented oil scented over 
her elbows and knees.  Roses and violets.  She pauses once or twice to 
add drops of lily and musk oils at her neck and on the soft round of her 
belly.  A light knock surprises her.  Collatinus sent word two days ago 
that he would visit this evening but she expects his arrival later.   
‘The Lucomone is here,’ the maid announces and shrugs when 
Lucretia mouths, ‘Why?’ 
Lucretia sweeps a thick cotton robe around her body and greets 
the priest anxiously.  It is many years since she has seen him but she 
recognises Vasquiel immediately and, with embarrassment, recalls their 
first meeting when she was a girl. 
The Lucomone knew her uncle and Lucretia was volunteered as a 
companion for a girl in the priest’s care.  Lucretia was told she would be 
allowed to enjoy the Spring Festival without a chaperone and she was 
excited.  Phersu.  The girl’s nickname, Lucretia decided, wondering if she 
too liked honeyed bread.   
When the girls were introduced, Lucretia felt uneasy.  Phersu was 
meant to be her age but Lucretia doubted that.  Her skin looked old. 
Rough and wrinkled.  Her body was twisted and bent like an ancient, 
punished god.  Lucretia smiled politely and tried to walk as slowly as she 
could bear, but Phersu was slower, and clumsy.  Lucretia looked longingly 
at the other children running, leaping, tossing hoops.  She made a quick 
excuse.  ‘Wait here for me,’ she said, thinking she could run and play for a 
while and then return.  ‘I’ll bring honeyed bread.’   
As the festival stalls were later dismantled and the celebrations 
disbanded, Lucretia reluctantly made her way back, a sticky knot of half-
eaten honeyed bread tucked under her arm.  A small crowd was 
dispersing ahead of her and she saw the girl on the ground.  The priest 
was by her side, dusting her down, consoling her.  Lucretia hid behind a 
barrel-laden cart.  She watched the priest help the girl to her feet and 
waited until they were out of sight.  The girl had stayed as she had been 
told to.  For an hour?  Two? 
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Lucretia walked to the scuffled ground where the girl had waited 
for her, the bread in her hand seeming a pathetic offering.  She kicked at 
the ground, annoyed with herself, and something hard bounced against 
her toe and glimmered in the dust.  She plucked the pendant from the 
dirt and wiped it down.   
The centre stone shimmered brightly.  Ovoid and pale blue, 
veined with gold.  Tiny granulated balls of gold framed the stone, 
following its rounded shape.  She glanced through the thinning crowd.  
She could return it to the girl and the priest and make an apology.  Or, 
she debated, marvelling at the sparkling jewel, she could keep it. 
Four days later, feeling both guilty and ambivalent, she sought out 
the priest at the temple.  He was kind.  Deliberate.  He had not seen the 
jewel before.  There was no need for apology.  And Phersu had now left 
Rome.  He would tell her that Lucretia had come calling. 
The jewel was small inside his huge hands and he turned it over 
carefully.  Then handed it back.  ‘Some things have a way of finding their 
keeper,’ he’d said thoughtfully. 
Then, she was ten.  Nervous and excited to claim the jewel.  And 
earlier, as she slid the cool chain around her neck and fixed the pendant 
at her now womanly chest, she felt like a child again. 
‘You still have it,’ Vasquiel says and Lucretia presses her hand 
over the pendant self-consciously.   
‘You remember the girl?’ the priest asks quickly.  Lucretia drops 
her eyes, her cheeks flushed.  The priest fixes his hat and tugs at the hair 
on his chin.  ‘She needs company,’ he says and Lucretia nods contritely, 
feeling ten years old again, a half-eaten slice of honeyed bread sticky in 
her fingers. 
‘You remember what I told you that day in the temple?’ 
‘Things have a way of finding their owner,’ Lucretia answers 
diligently, as if to pass a test. 
‘Keeper,’ the priest corrects her, raising a finger for emphasis.  ‘Of 
finding their keeper,’ he repeats softly, pacing the floor.  The room has 
grown hot and he clicks open a window. 
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‘A soul is no different.’  The priest is speaking even more softly 
now.  More to himself than to her.  ‘A child’s soul, no doubt, chooses the 
time and place it will arrive.  It has an eye for the perfect keeper.  And its 
own way of finding them.’ 
Lucretia flushes with embarrassment.  She and Collatinus have 
tried for a baby for many years without success and a part of her has not 
given up. 
‘Earnest prayers are always heard.’  The priest’s voice is tender 
and reverent and Lucretia shivers, pulling her robe tighter.  He pushes a 
finger under his hat to scratch.  ‘The ways of the gods are not our own,’ 
he says, pulling on his coat and opening the door.  ‘I’ll come for you in 
two days.’  He looks at her expectantly. 
Lucretia nods willingly.  ‘My husband will be here tonight.  I’ll 
explain.’ 
Lucretia dismisses her maid and finishes smoothing the oils into 
her skin.  She takes her hands to her scalp, pressing and massaging her 
temples, then slides her hands around her throat and her neck, enjoying 
the gentle release of the muscles under her skin.  She smooths the oil 
over her chest, sliding her hands under the pendant.  The words of the 
Lucomone tingle deep in her belly.  It seems a ripe concurrence to have 
this visit from Vasquiel on the night of her husband’s return.  Were she 
inclined, she might even thank the gods. 
 
 
 
Sextus’ horse thunders to Collatia.  His prayers drowned by the 
pummel of hooves on the earth.  Nortia bless my fate.  Hercle make me strong.  
Turan enhance my charm.  If he ever sits on his father’s throne, he wants 
Lucretia beside him.  And now he rides to her at her husband’s invitation.  
He whoops with satisfaction.  She is all he ever wanted.  He can win her 
back.  A skittish uncertainty flattens his mood.  Once more he appeals to 
the gods.  ‘Give me one sign of her love,’ he commands angrily, thrashing 
his horse onwards.   
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Lucretia leaves only the small lamps flickering.  Places them one 
by one to make a flickering pathway to the bed.  She places the last lamp 
on the dresser and plucks the mirror from behind it.  Its silver face is 
polished to reflect, but the back is exquisitely etched with the mortal earth 
goddess Semia and her deified son Fufluns.  The Etruscan artisan from 
Velzna has long since left for Greece, seduced by the payment offered by 
nobles to immortalise their roles in the changing government.  She’s seen 
hundreds of hand-held mirrors made by Etruscans but none as beautiful 
as this.  Around the mirror itself, lilies and jasmine bud and blossom in 
silver and gold.  And, down the handle, nymphs and satyrs entwine in 
ecstatic dance.  The sensuality in the scenes is palpable.  She holds the 
mirror to examine the pendant.  Watery blue on pale skin.  She touches 
her finger upon the jewel and the door to the house heaves open. 
‘My darling?’ she calls, placing the mirror on the dresser and 
turning to greet her husband.  Perhaps he is too weary to reply.  She calls 
again for him.  ‘My darling?’  Boots scrape the floor.  In the doorway, the 
shadowy figure looks taller, broader than her husband.  He moves closer.  
She smells wine and sweat.  And in the same moment that Lucretia 
recognises Sextus Tarquinius, Sextus Tarquinius sees his sign. 
 
 
 
The thrum and whistle of funerary celebrations rises.  Auleta and 
lyre, campanella and kithara attesting in song the life and death of Lars 
Mantua.  The wind strikes up as the land cools and, borne by the breeze, 
distant but fierce, Phersu hears the first roar of the beast.  Tular eisna sath.  
Phersu whispers the words to fix the divine boundaries and taking only 
the knife, she heads for the forest. 
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The beast lurches to its feet.  Its breath gusts.  Hot and steady 
through wet, flared nostrils.  It arches its back and presses its breast to 
the earth.  Then, lifting its head high, it opens its mouth.  Its jaw 
dislocates and snaps back into place.  Its talons splay as it shakes its limbs.  
The webbed ridge flares across its back, the muscles underneath it 
shuddering their release.  Its tail rises and falls, smacking the earth, and 
Phersu feels the distant thud in the soles of her feet.  She makes her way 
deep into the forest and chooses an old cypress.  With the knife held 
erect, she steadies her back against its trunk. 
 
 
 
Sextus speaks to Lucretia softly at first.  He tries to explain.  He 
loves her.  He has always loved her.  Collatinus has tricked him.   
Lucretia backs away.  She tries to placate him, divert him.  ‘You 
must calm down, Sextus.  You’re not making sense.  Are you hungry?  
Thirsty?  I can get you something.  You must be tired.’   
Sextus’ eyes brim with tears, his mouth quivers.  He hates himself 
for these tears.  His mother won’t be surprised, though.  If he is to be 
king, he needs to build strength.  Real strength.  He wasn’t born noble so 
he needs to become noble.  There are ways to teach even a pig.  His mother 
has told him.   
A short length of rope was tethered from the rafters to his neck.  
He had to balance on his toes to find any slack.  After nightfall she’d 
return in a different state of mind and untie him gently.  Then, stroking 
his head and kissing his forehead, his nose, his lips, she would lead him to 
bed and hush his sobs and guide his small hand to her groin.  A king 
must learn how to please his queen. 
Sextus tries to bring himself back from these thoughts.  He tears 
at his hair and wills the tears to stop.  ‘You loved me first.’  He clutches 
Lucretia’s shoulders and shakes her as he speaks.   
‘Where is my husband?’  She tries to pull herself free but Sextus 
clings to her.  He sobs.  Stifled, wheezing sobs that sound like a child’s.  
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She tugs hard from his hands and her robe falls open, her soft round 
breasts exposed.  Sextus steps back.  He is entranced.  Then stricken as 
she collects her robe and pulls it across her chest.  He points his sword at 
the pendant on her chest.  ‘But you have my pendant.’  His voice is small, 
meek.  ‘I found it diving for Emperor shell.’ 
‘I didn’t know it was yours, Sextus, I found it in the dirt.’  Lucretia 
is trembling, she wants to placate him.  ‘I know things can’t be easy.  The 
public is disenchanted with your father.  And, your mother …’ 
‘Don’t talk of that whore.’  Sextus raises the sword to Lucretia’s 
throat.  Lucretia can see the frenzy building in his body.  It twitches and 
pulses, shaking fat drops of sweat to the floor. 
‘If the public turns on the crown, Collatinus will look after you.  
I’ll make sure of it.’   
She watches the grief swell inside him.  ‘Collatinus bid me come.’  
Sextus spits as he speaks.  ‘Threw you my way like a gambled dice.’   
 
 
 
In one silent leap, the beast is on her.  His monstrous frame 
impossibly quiet, graceful as a soaring tern.  Phersu is too slow to ready 
the blade.  It is jammed flat, inert between their hot squirming bodies.  
The beast’s mass on her body pushes the air from her lungs.  And with 
each gasping breath she sucks in more of his.  A rotted, gamey smell.  She 
tightens her grip on the blade, waiting for the moment. 
She has seen the creature’s long, snaking phallus.  He reared up 
before her, showing his size.  And now she can feel it probing, insisting.  
An unwelcome pressure between her legs.  She struggles against it in 
disgust.  Her mind loses its clarity and becomes tangled in a web of 
thoughts.  A child will arrive.  It will be a girl.  A child will arrive?  The 
beast pushes hard between her legs.  A low ululation issues from its 
throat. 
Grief, not rage, explodes within her.  Every cell in her body want 
to ooze salty tears.  How she longs to surrender.  To let grief win her 
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over, consume her.  Let it pierce her flesh and bury itself in her bones.  
She is an outcast, a nothing.  A cipher.  Barely an outline, not even a 
ghost.  Just a space where a human was thought to appear.  An 
unfinished dream in the mind of a god.  A child will arrive.  She was 
hopeful.  But for all her visions there was never a hint of this way. 
Then she feels the gap.  The smallest of spaces.  A breath sucked 
in hard by the beast’s huge lungs.  His torso pulls upwards in its own 
heaving ecstasy.  Just enough.  And she thrusts the blade hard, deep into 
its guts. 
His howl roars in her ears.  In her body, the earth, the forest, the 
sky.  Under her fingers, its body changes.  The thick, rough scute of its 
torso now warm and soft.  Skin-like.  She thrusts the knife deeper and the 
beast arches upwards.  It thrashes hard against her, into her body.  
Between her legs she feels the hot tear of tender membranes.  She is full 
with him.  Overflowing.  The treetops above her blur to blackness.  
  
 
 
In the distance, the clang of a heavy bell jolts Phersu awake.  She 
twists and turns to heave herself from underneath the body.  She rocks 
and cajoles the corpse onto its back.  Summoning Minerva, she plunges 
her hands inside its guts and pulls at its gizzards.  She works quickly.  
Shoving the intestines aside and delving into the high side of the paunch 
to find the liver.  Using the knife she slices it free, holds it hot and greasy 
in her hands.  It spills over her forearms.  The size of a newborn. 
Phersu sniffs at the organ.  Then, a hand at each end, she arcs the 
liver down towards the earth to perform the reading.  The edge of the 
liver splits.  A fat clot of blood dribbles out.  In her mind a rush of 
images.  The skies over Rome are thick with foul smoke.  Limbs are torn 
from men by lions, their broken bones chewed, sucked dry and spat out.  
Babies are held high, impaled on gleaming swords.  Crowns and sceptres 
melt into puddles.  Hands ringed with gold reach down and pluck 
weapons from the glinting metallic pools.  And then her mind fills with 
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the woman.  A silver mirror etched with nymphs and satyrs tilted 
upwards in her hand.  Her pale skin given a translucent glow by the 
polished silver. 
The image fragments and fades.  She takes the liver to the tomb 
and places it in the fire pit.  She sprinkles it with sage leaves and blows 
softly on the embers.  Her breath whisks the flames to life.  Fire from air.  
Something from nothing. 
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Tom 
 
 
‘If you’re sitting on something, it’s not blunt.’  Tom twisted his head 
obliquely as he studied the grimacing Head of a Jester in the latest artist’s 
quarterly.  In a bid to raise money for renovations, the Canadian gallery 
that housed it was selling off a selection of items.  ‘Perhaps that’s why 
you look troubled,’ mused Tom, empathising with the irritation of being 
forcibly shifted.  He twisted his head the other way, wondering what sort 
of people had eighty thousand dollars to spend on an ugly fool.  The 
picture irritated him.  In fact, he decided, he hated it.  
 The stunted, jagged coxscomb on the jester’s head looked more 
like a grisly scar from a medieval lobotomy than part of a hat.  Tom 
returned his attention to his own drawing.  ‘Do you want a hat like his?’  
Tom eyed the tiny cartoon man he’d sketched on the page.  Looking for a 
distraction, he spun around on his chair and caught sight of his still-
packed knapsack by the door.  He didn’t remember what he had packed 
on the day he’d gone in.  And there was something about unpacking it 
that bothered him. 
‘You can take care of that.’  He spun his chair back and sketched 
in the knapsack next to the cartoon man on the page.  He tapped his pen 
on his chin, wriggled uncomfortably on the stool at his drawing desk and 
let out a puff of air.  He took his attention back to the little man before 
him. 
Of all things, Tom couldn’t finish his character’s hair.  Neither 
bald nor bushy was working.  Receding or ruffled?  Nope.  Scribbles were 
scrapped and rehashed and scrapped again.  Tap tap tap.  The end of the 
pencil at his right temple.  ‘The right brain’, his year 6 teacher had 
emphasised, ‘is for creativity.’ 
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He folded his arms across his chest and whispered to his cartoon 
man with apprehension, ‘Do you want to be bald?’   
The phone rang and he left it to the machine. 
‘C’mon, Tommo, pick up.’  A pause.  ‘You’ve been home weeks 
and nobody’s heard boo from you.  Pick up.’ 
Tom felt momentarily guilty.  But surely friends were meant to 
understand these things? 
‘Bugga ya then.’  Melvin persevered.  ‘Look, I’m not gonna make 
a fuss.  I just want to catch up.  Besides, I’ve got the provervial good and 
bad news.’   
‘Proverbial,’ corrected Tom, staring at the ants on his half-eaten 
biscuit. 
‘Lucy asked me to Daylesford.  Finally!  And you’d think I’d be 
over the moon, but in the photo I have hair.’  Tom cocked an eyebrow 
and shook his head. 
A long beep.  The machine cut out.  Tom looked at his watch, 
giving it thirty seconds.  In ten, the phone was ringing again. 
‘The photo I posted online was taken at your wedding.’  Melvin 
went on, without taking a breath.  ‘Anyway, women prefer a man with a 
full head of molecules …’ 
‘Follicles,’ Tom grunted, wishing Melvin hadn’t mentioned 
weddings. 
‘ … Jim Barber found out soon enough when Mary started 
hobnobbing with that winemaker just because his noggin let loose a few 
strands.  And what about Roger Hayme’s wife?  Refuses to go out with 
him now unless he wears a hat … incrimination … that’s what it is …’ 
Melvin’s voice rattled on in the background and Tom’s head filled 
with weddings.  And Susannah.  He’d worked hard not to lose his 
composure when she’d stepped from her dad’s black Bentley.  A spry 
breeze licking its way around her silks, fluffing her skirt, toying with her 
fancy hairdo.  She was laughing.  Wrestling with the wind for control of 
her veil.  On the first day of their honeymoon, Apollo 11 had its lunar 
launch.  They’d considered that a good sign. 
Melvin’s insistent voice interrupted his thoughts. 
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‘… so meet me at the pub, will you, mate?  I need some Danish 
courage.  Don’t leave me to get tanked and go home with Maggie again, 
then, well … it’ll be your burden to have her sigh on your shoulder.’ 
Tom rolled his eyes and grimaced as he recalled the hour he’d 
spent at the farmer’s market, a fistful of new potatoes in one hand, a 
chook in the other and a sobbing Maggie Chi thrust between them.  
Begging him to put in a good word for her with his friend. 
‘You win, Melvin.’  Tom knew he owed his loyal friend at least 
this.  His bare legs made a soft sucking sound as he peeled himself from 
the stool.  He didn’t feel ready to face people but Melvin deserved his 
support and Tom wanted to show he was capable of it. 
He stopped at the bathroom door and leaned heavily against the 
doorframe.  Tried to breathe through the anxiety making his head rush 
and his chest thud.  He grabbed for a towel and wiped his clammy hands.  
They were moist again immediately.  Wet hands, dry mouth.  ‘The hardest part 
will be leaving the house,’ he reminded himself of the shrink’s counsel 
and, pulling back his sagging shoulders he turned to face the mirror. 
Artist’s droop, he mused, pulling his shoulders back further and 
noticing this made his guts stick out.  He twisted his face and bit his lip 
like the picture of the jester, feeling silently pleased that he didn’t look 
nearly as ugly.  ‘A shave wouldn’t hurt,’ he mumbled and at once 
dismissed the idea.  He flicked the tap, slugged some water through his 
grey-tipped curls and combed them diligently.  Good hair made up for 
any number of facial faults. 
‘See, that’s the problem,’ he said, pointing at himself in the mirror.  
‘It’s like an old house.  You paint one room and it just makes the rest 
look like crap.’  He mussed his hair out of its neatness and rifled through 
the dirty clothes for his sole white shirt.  One of Susannah’s more useful 
gifts since, so she’d said, it was meant to look creased.  Tugging it on, he 
returned to the mirror and saw a vivid yellow splotch of mustard in the 
centre of his chest.  ‘Shit.’  The tetragrammaton of his existence.  He 
grabbed a felt-tipped pen from his desk and drew a black circle around 
the mustard and coloured it in.  He drew three more below it.  Evenly 
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spaced.  Buttons that would never need stitching.  He smiled to himself 
as he started the car. 
‘Happy fifty-eighth, Tommo.’  Seated comfortably at the bar, 
Melvin gulped a mouthful of his fourth pint and peered at Tom from 
under the rim of a giant sombrero.  ‘Hey Willy, bring us the Irish Special.’ 
Tom shook his head and laughed softly.  He wasn’t sure if he 
really forgot his own birthday.  Just preferred it to come and go without 
bothering him.  Like the milkman.  If Melvin had mentioned a birthday 
drink, he wouldn’t have come.  And Melvin knew it.   
‘You’re smarter than you look,’ Tom said, sipping his Irish Special 
and quietly estimating the sombrero’s diameter to be a metre.   
‘You know why it’s the Irish Special?’  Melvin elbowed Tom and 
raised his glass.  Tom shrugged.  ‘Because it leads you to think others are 
laughing with you.’  Melvin pounded the bar and chuckled merrily. 
Tom weighed up the benefits of getting the obvious question 
about Melvin’s hat out of the way, against the effort of listening to the 
answer.    
‘Q-Grow,’ said Melvin, pointing excitedly to his hat and making 
Tom’s dilemma instantly redundant. 
‘You want to grow a pool cue or a bus-line of people under your 
hat?’  Tom hoisted himself onto the bar stool. 
‘Bugger off, ya contagerous old fart.’  Melvin turned back to his 
beer and drained it.  ‘You on a mission to make everyone in your life an 
ex?’ 
The comment stung.  But Melvin was right, Tom was a 
cantankerous old fart.  Whichever way you said it.  At first it had started 
as a joke.  Susannah had watched an episode of the TV documentary 
Grumpy Old Men and teased him about sending in a profile. 
‘Look!’ she’d exclaimed, punching up the volume when Frankie J 
Holden was saying I can understand a lot of men feeling they have given up a lot 
and gained nothing in return – and that’s why they feel grumpy.  She’d tried to 
make it funny but Tom had been peeved.  Then, later, she’d accidentally 
knocked a glass of his good shiraz onto the tablecloth and Tom had 
flipped.  He’d known it was irrational and afterwards, when he’d tried to 
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apologise, she’d taken her face out of the pillow, looked at him with tired, 
puffy eyes and said, ‘You used to be funny.’ 
‘Sorry, Melv,’ Tom said quietly and let the silence drift between 
them. 
‘So, do you wanna see the surprise?’  Melvin forgave as easily as a 
child and Tom glugged another mouthful of his drink and did his best to 
nod enthusiastically.  As Melvin removed the hat, a hot waft of sulfur and 
tar escaped from underneath it.  Tom stared at the greasy glaze on 
Melvin’s bald head and resisted the urge to cover his nose. 
‘Quick-Grow, my friend,’ squeaked Melvin, unable to contain his 
own excitement.  ‘Natural, no side-effects, full money-back guarantee, 
hair-growing treatment.  I got it from Ronnie Lane’s lass.  She used to do 
Avon but now she reckons this new all-natural line of stuff is the 
provervial ant’s pyjamas.’ 
Tom pursed his lips to correct him and instead let out a loud ‘Ah 
haa!’ 
‘Look!’  Melvin pointed a stubby finger directly at the crown of 
his head.  Tom peered.  And there it was.  No.  Wait a minute.  There they 
were.  Curving tentatively upwards.  Timid as seedlings.  Three thick 
black hairs.  Each about two centimetres long. 
‘And that’s after only two weeks,’ Melvin said, thrusting two 
sulfur-smelling fingers in Tom’s face.  ‘But I thought I’d have more time 
before Lucy ’n’ me hooked up.’  His face sank at the anticlimax to his 
own story.  ‘I gotta find a way to hold her off without puttin’ her off.’  
His fat fingers thrummed the bar. 
‘Just like my mother said when I killed the rooster for Sunday 
lunch.  “You’re as complete a fool as God himself could have fashioned,” 
that’s what she said.’  Melvin shook his head wearily.  ‘I thought females 
were meant to be prettier than males.’  Tom didn’t answer, he was 
captivated by the hairs.  One of them had sprung up and was sitting 
vertically, curling like a fern frond at the end.  Then another popped up.  
And, as the third sprang to attention, Tom touched his hand to the pen in 
his shirt as if to imbibe the ink with the moment’s revelation. 
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‘Melv,’ said Tom, breaking into the first real smile he’d felt in 
months, ‘forget what your mother told you, you’re a bloody genius.’ 
Melvin brightened instantly.  ‘That’s exactly what my father used 
to say.  That it took a fool to be a genius.’  He squashed the hat back onto 
his head, lifted his sixth pint to his lips, belched loudly and declared, ‘I 
think I’m gonna chuck.’ 
‘I’ll walk you home then,’ Tom said, not fancying a mess in his 
surprisingly clean car. 
Inside Melvin’s house, Tom dragged his friend to his bed, slipped 
off his shoes and tried to remove the hat. 
‘Head’s gotta keep warm,’ murmured Melvin, clutching the hat, 
‘it’s got lactic ingredients or some crap.’  He tried to laugh and started 
retching.  Tom grabbed a bucket from the laundry and wedged it in 
between Melvin’s hands, turning away while his friend heaved into it. 
 ‘Hey Tommo,’ Melvin’s voice echoed dully from inside the 
bucket, ‘you never shoulda gone to that loony bin.’ 
‘Shoulda, coulda, woulda,’ Tom said, putting the bucket by the 
bed and shoving a second pillow under Melvin’s head. 
‘You came back all, I dunno,’ Melvin sighed drunkenly and sank 
back onto the pillow.  ‘All funny.’   
‘Yeah,’ said Tom, placing the glass of water on Melvin’s bedside 
table and tugging the curtains closed.  ‘The wrong kind of funny.’ 
 
In his driveway, Tom turned off the car engine and reverently 
lifted his pen from his shirt pocket.  In the kitchen, he flicked on the 
kettle and the radio.  He took a teapot out for the occasion and grabbed 
the Sweet Ceylon tea from the back of the pantry.  He nudged up the 
volume on the radio. 
 
… The essential insight that allowed time to go portable, to be completely 
independent of nature and its elements, was not a smooth continuous motion, but 
regular, precise pulses … 
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Tom raised his eyebrows the way his mother would when an 
interesting point on her favourite shows came up. 
 
… In the thirteenth century, some anonymous genius figured out how to turn 
the continuous unwinding of a spring into regulated bursts that moved the hands of a 
clock … 
 
Tom stirred the tea leaves and let the water ripple and spiral from 
his spoon. 
 
… a small lever called the escapement rests on the notched gear, alternately 
letting the gear move, then restraining it … this makes the clock go tick-tock … 
 
‘The famous dirge of man,’ Tom said aloud, feeling more good-
humoured than sarcastic.  ‘No wonder that genius decided to remain 
anonymous.’ 
His usual stale coffee replaced by exotic fragrant tea, Tom floated 
to the drawing desk.  In this space, he was immune to the tick-tock of 
time.  Not even the inevitable tug of gravity could bring him down to 
earth.  Not with this pen in his hand and the magic ready to spill from its 
viscera.   
Settling himself atop his stool, he took a deep breath.  Then 
another.  Outside the magpies warbled dusk and Tom readied his pen.  
He pushed up his shirtsleeves.  And with a single flick and curl of the nib 
lavished a striking, single follicle on the top of his character’s head.  A 
subtly curling stroke with a perfect spiral at its end.  Then, he drew two 
more.  One on either side. 
‘Melvin, you Mexican hat-wearing fool, you’re the bloody 
unknown genius.’ 
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Tom shuffled into the kitchen and opened the pantry.  Canned 
food.  Not much choice.  He pulled the least filthy pan from the mound 
in the sink and emptied a tin of peas into it.  He lit the stove and tossed 
the match among the others littering the benchtop.  He paused at the 
spice rack, grabbed the curry powder and patted it into the pot.  He 
wiped a fork on the bottom of his T-shirt and mashed the peas.  Stirred 
them a couple of times.  Flicked in some salt flakes.  Wondered if he 
should add tomato sauce. 
It was quiet in his kitchen.  Tom stared at the floor.  His cartoon 
character had emerged eight days earlier.  He’d felt elated.  But the elation 
had dissolved into the despair of being unable to name him.  His 
character wasn’t real without a name.  Without a real character, he wasn’t 
a real creator.  All the best cartoon characters had names. 
 ‘How did God feel on the eighth day?’ he mused to himself, 
heaping four teaspoons of instant coffee into a grotty mug.  He watched 
the spoon circle in the dark fluid and realised he didn’t remember pouring 
the boiling water into the cup.  The stale coffee rippled out from the 
centre and settled in a scummy ring at the rim.  Did his sweat-stained T-
shirt and coffee-streaked trackpants convey the image and likeness of an 
eighth-day god?  He grabbed a pen on his way back to the couch and sat 
down to sketch God.  Next to Him, a long-faced Saint Peter looked 
down at the Earth.  Its crazed inhabitants barely visible beneath billowing 
smoke.  God’s mouth, a worried scribble, lamented, But it seemed such a 
good idea at the time.   
Tom shoved the pad of paper under the couch and rubbed his 
head furiously as if to erase the bleakness.  He lay back on the couch and 
tapped his pen on the chipped lip of the mug.  He vowed, yet again, 
never to put pen to paper.  He scratched at the dried coffee on the rim of 
his cup.  Plonked the cup on the floor.  Fixed the cushion under his head.  
Twice.  And, muttering defeat, pulled the pad from under the couch, 
flipped to a clean sheet of paper and, starting in the centre of the page, 
drew a spiral with seven turns.  He stared at it, sipped at the coffee and 
grimaced.  He turned the paper upside down and contemplated the spiral 
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from another angle.  He let the paper rest against his chest and closed his 
eyes to contemplate the windmills of his mind. 
A knock at the door.  Tom opened one eye.  His heart picked up 
beat.  Another knock.  Not today, Melvin.  But Melvin would be breaking 
down the door by now, yelling at least.  Nobody else in town was stupid 
enough to visit him.  Most of them had tried it once.  Twice at most.  He 
lay motionless.  Fuller-Rees’ Law:  ignore it and it will go away.  Another 
knock, louder but this time on the window behind the couch. 
‘Tom?  It’s Susannah.’ 
He mouthed the worst string of swear words he could think up.  
Then apologised to nobody in particular.  Susannah here in the Cape?  
His eyes darted around the room.  Filthy.  Every room.  He cautiously 
lifted an arm and sniffed. 
‘Tom?’  More banging on the window.  ‘I need to talk to you.’ 
He could see her silhouette through the lace curtains.  Hands on 
hips, trying to peer through her own reflection to confirm he was doing 
exactly what she probably assumed he was.  He didn’t care what she 
thought.  He should let her in proudly and savour her disgusted gawping. 
‘Tom!’  More insistent now.  Probably biting her bottom lip and 
twisting the hair at the nape of her neck.  He blew into a cupped hand 
and sniffed.  Why was he doing this?  What did he care anyway?  He 
wouldn’t let her in. 
He saw her shadow move quickly along the window towards the 
side door.  Crap!  He never locked that door.  He threw the pillows back 
onto the couch, pushed empty dishes under the coffee table and hooked 
the door to his bedroom shut.  On the way to the door, he grabbed some 
air freshener from the kitchen bench and sprayed it as he went.  As an 
afterthought, he sprayed around his body.  He peered through the 
peephole of his door, wondering the best way to open it.  Casual?  
Annoyed?  Hysterically happy?  Or he could just twist the lock.  One 
small click for man.  She’d hear it, no doubt. 
Before he reached a decision, the door was flung inwards.  It was 
strange, Tom thought later, that the impact of his knees on the floor hurt 
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more than the crush of the door against his nose.  Blood dripped 
instantly. 
‘Oh god!’ Susannah shrieked.  ‘I didn’t think it would be open, sit 
down.  No, stay there, I’ll grab some tissues.’  Tom, determined not to do 
what she asked, shuffled lamely behind her as she made for the kitchen.  
He watched blearily as she frantically searched cupboards.  She gave up, 
disappeared and returned with a wad of toilet paper and shoved it into 
the hand holding his nose. 
‘Tilt your head back,’ she said, pushing on his forehead.  ‘Is there 
any ice?’  Tom watched her cross the kitchen and open the freezer.  A 
bulk pack of pork sausages tumbled out and onto her foot.  Without a 
word she bent to pick it up.  Tom raised a hand to tell her about the loaf 
of bread following close behind but instead watched it dislodge itself 
from the jumble of frozen goods and land on the back of her head.  Still, 
she said nothing.  She wedged both items back into the freezer and went 
to the sink. 
He watched her surveying, assessing the space around her.  Saw 
her pick out a glass from the pile on the sink with a forefinger and thumb 
and flick on the tap with her elbow as if touching it would infect her.  She 
placed the water on the table for him and, ignoring the splodge of butter 
on the chair next to him, sat down.  Tom gulped the water noisily.  That 
had always bugged her. 
Susannah leaped to her feet and did a three-sixty turn on the spot. 
‘Phew, what’s that stink?’  She flitted from window to window, 
clicking them open and waving her hands to usher the reeking air outside.  
She picked up an old newspaper and waved it dramatically in front of her 
face.  ‘Smells like something really died in here.’   
‘Probably my life,’ Tom said and felt a rush of shame when she 
ignored him. 
‘Something’s burning, Tom.’  She swivelled her eyes around the 
room and sniffed the air like a beagle.  She made for the stove as Tom 
leaped up, thinking for a moment that he could beat her to it and send 
her running by saying something inappropriate.  Or yelling.  But she was 
already screwing up her nose in Eeewww! at the mushy peas on the stove 
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and he gave up.  Slumped himself back on the chair.  She flicked off the 
gas burner and stared into the pot, pinching her nostrils tightly with her 
left hand.  With a single raised eyebrow she queried Tom. 
‘Bombe Alaska,’ Tom said, sounding less sarcastic than he would 
have liked. 
‘Bombed something,’ Susannah quipped, running some water into 
the pot and placing it back on the cooktop. 
He could see the anxiety in her face.  Her jaw braced to take on 
an angry outburst from him.  Her hands fidgeting at her chest, biting 
down on her bottom lip, deftly tucking a stray wisp of hair back inside 
her long ponytail.  Sadness tweaked in the centre of his chest. 
On day four of their honeymoon, Armstrong had set foot on 
lunar ground.  Nestled in the crook of his arm, the two of them on a too-
small beach towel on the leeside of a sand dune, the almost-half moon 
clear against the black country sky, she’d asked, ‘Would air become more 
important than love if you lived on the moon?’ 
The question had worried and perplexed Tom. 
‘I guess it depends,’ he’d shrugged. 
‘On?’ she’d insisted.  Moving out from the space next to him.  
The space where she’d belonged.  He’d hated that moment and the cold 
air that had rushed in to fill the space where her warm body had 
snuggled. 
‘Whether you love what you need or need what you love.’ 
She’d paused and examined the sky.  Then pressed herself back 
into his arms.  Relief had swelled inside him.   
 
In the kitchen, Tom dropped his gaze to the floor.  He pressed 
another clump of toilet paper into his bleeding nose. 
‘Sorry about your nose,’ Susannah said, taking his glass from the 
table and refilling it.  She placed the glass within perfect reaching distance 
from his hand and smoothed imaginary creases from the front of her 
trousers.  Then, picking up her bag, she took out an envelope in a single 
swift and graceful move. 
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Tom had watched her intently after they’d married.  While she 
was cooking, weeding the garden, making a bed.  Every move she made 
was graceful.  At parties, he’d sat himself across the room from her and 
studied the way she sipped her drink between comments.  How she’d 
reach out and lightly touch the person she was talking to with the perfect 
measure of intimacy.  When she’d pitched his filthy boots at him, left 
once again at her place on the dining table, he couldn’t help noticing the 
decadent arabesque of her arm as the boots hurtled towards his head. 
Susannah slid the envelope across the table so it stopped neatly at 
his elbow.  He looked up at her.  She’d changed her hair colour.  Put on a 
little bit of weight too, it suited her. 
‘You look good, Suze.’  He hadn’t wanted to say it, but it fell out 
of his mouth anyway.   
‘I need my half of the house,’ she said flatly.   
‘Of course you do,’ said Tom, peeling off his filthy T-shirt and 
tossing it at her feet, not caring if she got the joke.  He left the kitchen 
and went to the lounge room.  Susannah followed him. 
Tom slumped himself back onto the couch.  So that’s why she 
was still here, tolerating him.  He picked up last Saturday’s Good Weekend 
magazine and pretended to read it.  Beside him, he heard the light squelch 
of Susannah sinking slowly into the armchair next to the couch. 
‘Tom,’ Susannah said.  Not in her real gentle voice but her 
practised one. 
‘Mmm,’ he offered from behind the paper. 
‘I’m leaving my job, I need the money.’   
‘Liar,’ said Tom, crushing the newspaper to his chest and straining 
his neck forwards.  ‘You love your job.’ 
‘I’ve done the paperwork.’  Susannah tapped the envelope on her 
hand.  She shifted stiffly on the chair. 
‘I can’t wait any longer, Tom.’  Her voice was earnest.  He hated 
that she was earnest.  She smelled of roses.  He hated that she smelled of 
roses.  He hated that he felt his chest imploding.  He hated that he felt. 
Tom exploded off the couch and hurled the newspaper, piece by 
piece.  ‘Why,’ business section fluttering.  ‘Don’t,’ classified ads, cars, 
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computers.  ‘You,’ employment, training, new opportunities.  ‘Leave me,’ 
travel, leisure, a new tour to ancient Tuscany – Etruscan tombs.  ‘Alone?’  
Births, deaths and marriages settled soundlessly on the floor. 
Her mouth trembled.  And under her left hand Tom could see the 
new swell of her belly.  She saw him see it.  He saw her hold her breath.  
Susannah was a good decade younger than him.  But still young enough 
for kids?  He held her gaze.  ‘You’re a bit past it, aren’t you?’  He hated 
himself as soon as he said it. 
‘Take a shower and clean your house, Tom,’ Susannah replied 
calmly, ‘you’re even starting to smell like an arsehole.’ 
She placed the envelope on the coffee table and left.  The front 
door clicked quietly shut behind her.  The quiet clicking of a door where 
there should have been a wood-splitting bang.  Tom kicked the papers 
around the living room. 
Through the window, he watched Susannah’s car leave.  He could 
feel his body beginning to shake.  He needed to walk.  Walk the words 
out of his head.  The ones he did say.  The ones he didn’t say.  The ones 
he should have said.  Images began to flood through his mind.  The ones 
that helped him to really hate himself.  An overstarched shirt hanging off 
his stick-of-a-boy’s body.  His father’s best tie knotted thickly at his 
throat.  The clamour of the courtroom.  His tongue stiff, inert inside his 
mouth.  Brendan Savier, pasty and grim, laid out in his coffin.  Lungs 
clogged with black smoke.  A speck of white ash caught in his nostril 
hairs.   
Tom threw his dirty T-shirt back on and headed outside.  He took 
the scrub track along the coast.  He walked fast.  It was cold.  His eyes 
and nose dripped in the salty sea wind. 
 When he finally stopped, his feet were burning, the back of his 
kneecaps crunched and ached.  But at least he felt them.  He walked off 
the track towards the clifftop and grappled with his Y-fronts.  He took a 
deep breath in and then out.  Letting the day escape in a rush of urine and 
stale air.  ‘Sweet gypsy’s kiss,’ his father used to say.   
His guts were hollow and he felt, half-wished, that his brain and 
its appalling cogitations might implode and dribble in greasy lumps from 
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his ears.  A self-induced lobotomy.  His face graced with the eternal bliss 
of a vacant stare.  His mind flitted to Head of Jester.  Its eyes filled with 
worried comprehension.  Of what?  Tom wondered with agitation.  He 
wanted to scream into that twisted face.  Speak up, you fool!  Spit it out!  
His throat tensed and pain seared through it.  He clutched at his 
neck and swallowed.  The pain flared again.  He swept his fingertips 
across his neck.  It felt swollen.  He pressed the pads of his fingers into 
the skin and found a lump.  Just below his Adam’s Apple.  The hollow in 
his guts yawned.  He swallowed.   He swallowed again.  Glass and gravel. 
The lump spread from the centre to the right side of his neck.  
Longer than it was wide.  Unseemly, unsuitable.  An unpitted olive slipping 
out of place on its way down.  Words.  That’s what was stuck there.  He 
wanted to cry out and just for a moment he dared himself.  To screech all 
his sorry into the salty air.  And that’s when it hit him.  And the ache in 
his throat opened into its agony.  The jester’s lips were bitten shut.  Bitten 
through, but bloodless.  His all-seeing eyes troubled but tearless.  His life 
in a vacuum.  Behind steel doors, behind glass. 
Tom rubbed his hands over his neck.  It didn’t help to subdue the 
rumble of jagged, heavy rubble in his throat.  I wanted to tell my story.  His 
jaw locked tight against the urge to say it, even in a whisper.  He hated 
that tearless, wordless jester.  His lips bitten to silence. 
A glimmer of pink light caught his eye and Tom took his 
attention to the waters of Bass Strait.  A wash of sunset hues veiled 
Wilson’s Promontory.  He pushed his way through the scrub to get a 
clearer view of Australia’s most southerly point and, releasing his hands, 
let the damp air lick at his throat. 
Tom had stolen his first kiss from Susannah at the Prom.  In a 
forest filled with scribbly gums, screeching parrots and stout wombats.  
The pink light in the dusk sky brightened.  A full and rising winter moon 
pushed steadily upwards.  The moon was orange, not white.  Plump and 
smouldering.  So large on the horizon that it seemed hardly necessary for 
a billion-dollar spaceshuttle to reach it.  And Tom was sure that if he 
were standing on the tip of the Prom, he could point a munificent finger, 
like God to Adam, and touch it. 
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The moon before him seemed burnished by warm hospitality.  
Incongruous with the stark white, distant moon she would become as she 
fled the horizon.  This moon was a welcoming moon.  A moon where 
you didn’t have to choose between love and air.  Tom breathed.  The 
lump in his throat throbbed.  Full with the words he should have said.  
He breathed out, letting the air rush from his mouth in a heavy sigh.  
Words took their leave on air. 
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Cipher 
 
 
Das Kind ist Verrückt.  The claim by your mother was a potent incantation 
that conjured the walls that make up your prison.  And since you bit 
through your tongue, the prison potions are stronger.  Bitter and 
pungent, they shut down your muscles.  Sag nichts!  Say nothing!  He’s 
pouring the liquid.  Don’t move your lips or the linctus will spill.  Keep 
your lips still because you have a secret.  The keeper thinks he administers 
a drug for confinement but every last drop will give birth to a journey. 
Bishopsgate Road joins the past with the future.  And you’re in 
the middle right under the Gate.  That’s where you go once they feed you 
the linctus.  The unctuous fluid they pour in your mouth.  You slip out of 
your body on the back of the angel.  To join the grey pigeons and stray 
dogs and squirrels and if you don’t move a muscle the keeper won’t 
notice.  Even as he pours you have slipped from your room, past his skin 
like a shiver, like a draught through a keyhole. 
The linctus has slid down your throat to your belly.  You’re lit 
from within and the fuse is your body.  Sparking, dispersing, shifting, 
transforming.  Through the straps and the buckles, your flesh is 
dissolving.  Even the bones, in divine sublimation.  Don’t tell the keeper, 
he thinks you’re still there.  Limb by limb your world is dismantled.  A 
soft breeze bristles the hair on his forearm.  He is done for the day and 
you’re nothing but air.   
‘Come with me,’ you say to the head of a jester. 
‘I can’t,’ he tells you.  ‘I have no legs for walking.’ 
‘Legs aren’t important.’  You do your best to encourage him.  
‘Forget about legs, the walk is all in your head.’ 
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Under the Gate you must make a decision.  Which way will you 
journey?  It’s time to get moving.  Here comes a man with a cane and a 
hat.  He’s heading south, into the City. 
Where are you headed, Sir?  You use your best English.  He is 
straining to hear you.  He throws you some coins.  You fall to your knees 
and search in the pavement.  Scraping your fingers in the cobblestone 
cracks.  You grasp at his coat-tails.  But he slaps at your hand. 
South from the Gate, shops are ready for business.  Barbers are 
whistling and whetting their blades.  Lopsided markets are erected for 
trade.  Men are packing potatoes and yelling at children.  Others are 
kneeling, their skin poking through splitting patches.  They wave rags 
greasy with wax and stained with black polish,  just like their fingers.  
Ha’penny a shine. 
North from the Gate, there are pubs dim and smoky where 
wanderers and beggars debate their ill fortune.  There are graveyards for 
dogs where old hounds are abandoned, still breathing.  It’s ale before 
meat.  It’s ale before bones.  Late in the graveyard, drunken men fight 
and fall over.  Hiding orphans scurry.  Fishing in pockets for coins or 
stolen gold bracelets. 
From the bustling crowd emerges one woman, she’s moving 
towards you.  But the closer she gets, the harder it is for you to see her, to 
determine her, to make her out.  She’s moving towards you but somehow 
her smile has travelled ahead of her face.  You feel the feather-soft touch 
of her hand upon you and a rush of what feels like her warm, sweet 
breath on your face.  Roses and ginger. 
Her hand reaches out.  ‘Can you hear me?’   
Her eyes narrow with discomfort.  Shapes spiral and twist in the 
place where her face should be, people are scurrying.  Then you feel the 
pressure.  A clamouring of souls, a thickening of air, a fuzziness around 
your senses.  And she is waving her hands and summoning a hoard of 
people.  A throng, a maelstrom, hands in all directions pointing from the 
haze of souls before you. 
You feel something slither at the base of your being.  The tickle 
of a tail.  Your attention descends to the place where the shadow of a 
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stray dog, his skin scratched to bleeding, slinks its secret self between 
your legs and disappears into the crowd. 
On the street a carnival erupts.  You see it clearly now.  There are 
not only people but animals.  Ravens, crows, a giant bristling spider held 
up with strings and sticks.  A man in ragged leather cothurns, red tights 
and a cape, his hand pressed to his heart in earnest gesture, crooning 
melancholy songs to an absent lover.  In the centre of the street, a 
tumbling acrobat finishes a grand, high somersault and in a show of 
perverse pride drops his pants and flashes his arse with a whoop. 
They pass by you and through you.  They are travelling north.  
Past the ghosts of the hounds and stale beer of Saint Pindar’s.  They are 
cursing and laughing.  A little man lags at the back of the group.  A 
strange little figure who is looking your way.  He’s toting a knapsack, it 
looks flaccid and empty.  If he’s going on a journey, he’ll need some 
supplies. 
‘What’s in your knapsack?’ you call out to the man. 
‘Don’t speak to him, he’s mad,’ says the head of the jester.  Scratch 
scratch scratch on the back of your brain. 
‘But you’re ugly,’ the little man says to the jester.  ‘Mad we can fix.  
But no hope for you.’ 
You hear yourself laughing.  Laughing and screeching.  Hooting 
and howling as loud as you can.  The little man grins and opens his 
knapsack.  A tiny white swallow bursts into the air.  The lock on your 
door is clacking and rattling.  Bottles are jostling, sloshing with liquids.  
The tiny white swallow is swooping and diving.  It alights on your bedrail.  
Its feathers are heavy.  Soaked through by linctus and matted with ash.  
It’s chirruping, fluttering, shaking its winglets.  The woman beside you is 
whispering soft prayers.  The little bird cocks its head and responds with 
a whistle.  She raises her hand and extends a long finger and the tiny 
white sparrow hops quietly upon it.   
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The vomit has set like summery jelly.  Wobbly and cool between 
your two tiny breasts.  They’ve appeared since you came here.  Quite out 
of nowhere.  When you tilt down your chin, there they are!  Through the 
thin nightgown you can see yourself.  But only just.  Your tongue is still 
swollen and it hurts to push down your chin.  Your tongue presses hard 
against your palate when you do.  A simple movement you would never 
have stopped to consider.  That your tongue pushes up when your chin 
pushes down.  But this type of detail has become your meditation. 
When you blink, there is an infinitesimal quiver at the top of your 
ears.  And when you lift your pointer finger upwards, as high as you can 
from flat, a muscle deep under your shoulder blade shunts back and forth 
across your rib.  Lift your middle finger and a muscle running under your 
arm and around your armpit twitches.  Fleetingly.  When you breathe, 
deep and long, filling up your belly then pulling it slowly, steadily back 
towards your spine, the nipples on your new tiny breasts bow inwards, 
just slightly, towards each other.  A secret nod between sisters. 
There are moments, as now, when your head seems clearer.  
When they don’t bring the wooden trays and jostling bottles.  Without 
the medicine, the special treatments, the words in your head move 
differently.  Perhaps, you think, there is somehow more space between 
them.  With this space you have learned to make music from the wailing 
in the other rooms.  Music and stories.  Today one man is calling for his 
dog.   
Taliesan! Come on, boy.  That’s it.  Good boy, Tally. 
He’s laughing softly to himself as if the dog has sprinted to him 
and wedged its head between his knees.  Flapping its tail covered with 
burrs.  He growls on the dog’s behalf, low and satisfied, and you can see 
him running his fingers up and down its scruffy coat.  Picking off a trail 
of blackberry.  Scratching its tummy.  Chucking it under the chin. 
No hares today, boy? 
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When you came to England, your dog did not. 
‘The dog is a mongrel.  Your mother wants whippets,’ your father 
told you plainly and in the hope to defy him, you held back your tears. 
Your English mother had family in Dorset and the lure of a title.  
Promised to her if she returned to tend an ailing aunt and her manor.  
Your mother was someone in England.  It was time to be someone.  You 
weren’t bringing your clothes, you weren’t bringing the linens.  Nor the 
sleek walnut table with its spiral-turned legs. 
‘But it’s English,’ huffed your father. 
‘The air here’s gotten to it,’ your mother said curtly. 
You were leaving for England and leaving everything behind.  
And your father, shirtless and in britches, left the house with the hackbutt 
in one hand and an unplucked fowl meant for soup in the other.  Your 
dog scampered merrily alongside him.  Why was he hunting?  You were 
meant to be leaving.  He walked across the field and stopped.  He tossed 
the fowl high and the dog pelted. 
You were halfway across when the shot found its mark.  Your 
father stomped back and pulled you up off your knees.  You were to stop 
all the nonsense and go and wait in your room.  And if you didn’t stop 
crying, you would stay behind.  It was up to you. 
You mother was standing on the verandah.  She’d been there for 
two hours, waiting to leave.  Every so often she would lift a gloved hand 
to press at an impeccably placed hairpin and smooth her skirts.  Her foot 
tapping impatiently.  When the carriage arrived, she clapped her hands 
like a child.  The driver held out a hand and she pertly refused it.  He 
asked for her baggage and she didn’t reply.  All she was taking was what 
she was wearing and the black parasol she kept at the door.  Your father’s 
leather bag was stuffed full of objects.  They spilled on the floor as he 
clambered inside.   
‘You look like a tinker,’ your mother scoffed without humour.  
‘And that ugly thing should be pitched from a cliff.’   
The Head of a Jester had been bought by your father from an artist 
in Fürstenberg who couldn’t pay rent.  For your father there was no 
beauty in art, only business.  You could tell from his face that he had 
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been plotting what he called a ‘snatch acquisition’.  The artist had pointed 
to the children huddled on the doorstep. 
‘Four children and one more coming.  Even if I could pay rent, I 
have no coal for winter.  I’m only asking for six.  It’s worth many times 
more.’   
‘Six?  I’ll give you two.’ 
‘But, Sir, all the work.  It was commissioned by King Rudolf.’  He 
had waggled the parchment bearing the Austrian King’s order. 
‘Yet it wasn’t collected.’  Your father had been casual but he’d 
grabbed for the order and pulled out his eyeglass to examine the seal. 
‘My wife’s carrying our fifth.’  The man had clasped his hands and 
you’d seen they were bleeding.  Old scabs and blisters had covered the 
top of his knuckles.  As he’d clenched pleading fists, the lesions had wept 
yellow pus, soaked up by his raggedy sleeves. 
‘The fool is conflicted.  Ugly, at least.’  Your father had sneered at 
the engraving.  ‘You won’t sell it for more.’  He’d slipped the royal order 
into his pocket and handed the artist one mark for his work. 
‘Sir, you said two.’  The man had scuffled closer. 
‘It’s unfit for a king, you should be glad for the favour.’ 
All the way home, your father had conjectured. 
‘I might keep it a while, then sell it for fifty.’  He had tweaked his 
moustache and scratched at his chin.  Then raising a finger he’d looked at 
you and through you. 
‘But let’s not forget the King is capricious.  He may well change 
his mind.  Then the piece would be priceless.’  He hadn’t said it out loud 
but you knew what he was thinking.  He could sell it and travel to 
somewhere much warmer.  Somewhere near the equator where the 
servants were cheaper. 
 
 
 
The wagon rattled and bumped.  Your mother gazed out the 
window.  The sketched jester was stubborn.  Kept popping out from the 
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bag.  Each time he was pushed back, a rut in the road would reveal him 
again.  An all-seeing eye inspecting your father, who didn’t care less who 
inspected his soul.  Or that winter was returning to Fürstenberg Village 
and there might not be coal to keep new babies warm. 
‘If I see it I’ll burn it.’  Your mother spoke through clenched 
teeth.  Not shifting her gaze from the fields you were passing. 
You know that’s how the picture appeared in your room here.  
Hung on the wall at the end of your bed.  A vault for his treasure away 
from your mother, who wouldn’t dirty her slippers in these cold, grimy 
halls. 
‘It’s one of her favourites.  A worthless, frivolous picture.  But 
perhaps a good tonic.’  Your father had dropped a small bag of coins in 
the keeper’s quick hand. 
‘If you think it will help, I’ll be happy to grant it.’ 
‘See it’s well kept and there’ll be more reward.’ 
And they dust and fuss with that head of a jester while you lie in 
your urine and steep in your faeces and the spew sets like jelly between 
your new breasts. 
The trolley is rattling.  The bottles are jostling.  The potions arrive 
to dissolve all your crazy.  To turn you into the daughter that your parents 
deserve.  The thought of your parents brings sadness and fury and you 
long for the breeze on Bishopsgate Road.  Where you stand with the 
people and stray dogs and squirrels in the slow-moving shadow of the 
Great London Wall. 
Perhaps you should tell the truth to the keeper.  The truth of the 
jester hung on your wall.  Perhaps the keeper is also eager for mild, 
warmer weather.  For a journey down south where the servants are 
cheaper.  The words in your mind are pounding their rhythm.  The 
padlocks are jangling.  Your foot is throbbing and stinking.  In your 
tongue, miniscule muscles tremble. 
Sich auf die Lippen beissen! 
Bite your lips and say nothing! 
The door heaves opens and you hear someone splutter.  Gagging 
on the stench that has now filled your room.  Their footsteps are 
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different.  Quick and light scuffing.  They are clearing their throat.  You 
can hear plugs popping from bottles.  Fragrant air rushes. 
‘I’m your new keeper.’  Her voice is a song.  A keeperess?  An 
unbearable lightness shivers your skin.  You keep your eyes closed and 
think of the little white swallow.  Its wings are now dry and downy and it 
wheels in the draught through the door she’s left open. 
‘You go first and I’ll follow,’ you say to the swallow and it bursts 
from your bedrail and flies out the door.  New air swells in its wake, roses 
and ginger. 
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I don’t want to go on being a root in the dark, 
insecure, stretched out, shivering with sleep, 
going on down, into the moist guts of the earth, 
taking in and thinking, eating every day. 
 
Pablo Neruda 
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Phersu 
 
 
‘Hush.’  Lucretia’s head tilts in concentration, her ear strained towards the 
direction of the mountains as if trying to discern a distant birdsong.  The 
ride from Caisra Necropolis has been slow and uneventful, and it is with 
both uncertainty and curiosity that the women stop their horses to listen.  
The mares throw their heads in the air and whinny soft impatience.  
Lucretia closes her eyes, as if to sharpen her other senses. 
The sound comes again.  A sad, wounded howl.  The horses snort 
and stomp.  Lucretia bends forward as far as she can over her swollen 
belly and runs her hand down the mare’s glossy neck.  She rests her cheek 
against its coarse, stringy mane.  She has stopped several times to rest and 
Phersu is unsettled by her unusual silence. 
In the first days after her arrival, Lucretia mixed the herbs.  Tansy, 
silphium and pungent fungi.  A brew to expel any gestating seed.  She 
cramped and bled and sweated through nights but still the child grew 
inside her.  Phersu considered the herbs for herself but her body rocked 
in anguish against the idea.  The herbs wouldn’t always abort the foetus 
and instead the potent mixture could damage it.  She’s seen deformed 
babies brought to Vasquiel in the arms of terrified mothers whose 
conceptions, whether forced or illicit, were unsuccessfully terminated.  
Thinking their babies were touched by the Underworld, they pleaded 
tearfully for blessings. 
As a young girl, Phersu had longed to ask Vasquiel if her own 
mother had steeped roots and mushrooms, then arrived to plead for her 
purification.  She’d never dared. 
 ‘I’m cold, I need to rest,’ says Lucretia, pulling her cloaks around 
her and snuggling against the horse’s mane.  Her form is fragile, covered 
and shivering, and Phersu remembers the night she arrived. 
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Buried inside a swathe of dark, heavy robes, Lucretia arrived at 
Caisra Necropolis on the back of Vasquiel’s horse.  A plump rising moon 
shimmered in the twilight as the priest dismounted briskly and began to 
unstrap the luggage.  Dust motes burst from the laden sacks and a single 
pale hand emerged from the robes in a defiant, wordless command.  Wait. 
Phersu noticed the woman’s palm was square and strong but her 
fingers were those of a dancer.  Precise and expressive in even this small 
gesture.  She watched the hand slip back inside the robes and the 
woman’s body fold slowly forwards.  Her covered face pressed into the 
mare’s neck.  Vasquiel stepped back and tucked his hands inside his 
chiton and Phersu shifted her gaze to the sky.  Quietly, politely, the 
woman cried and in stillness and silence, the other two waited. 
The moon reached its apex and something, too, rose in Lucretia 
as her scream erupted, fierce and furious.  The horse reared high and she 
clasped at its neck.  The priest seized the reins, urging the horse to 
composure.  Placating, reassuring.  Her screams became sobs, long and 
insistent and these soon quieted to steady weeping.  Quieter again, as the 
moon began its descent.  When the moon touched the tips of the tallest 
forest pines, the folds of shuddering fabric became still as night and long-
eared owls resumed their vigil. 
Lucretia pulled the robes from her face and body and 
dismounted.  The skin around her eyes was blotched and swollen but her 
eyes were clear.  ‘I’m sorry,’ she said, holding Phersu’s gaze for only a 
moment.  Phersu could see there were more words to be said but, 
perhaps satisfied, the woman decided to say nothing more. 
The women lived with each other in silence.  Not the placid 
silence of nightfall or a sleeping child but the airless silence of despair.  
When she wasn’t sleeping, Lucretia stood for long hours staring at the 
forest.  Motionless.  Her eyes fixed on some spot among the trees.  
During sleep she would dream with a steady low whimper, punctuated 
sometimes with an abrupt shriek.  Awake and asleep, Phersu’s world 
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belonged to Lucretia.  She waded in her tears and breathed her heavy 
breath. 
In the third week Phersu, unslept, arose from her cot with a wave 
of nausea.  Lucretia was in her usual position.  Rigid in the doorway, her 
arms crossed tightly over her chest.  Phersu would usually wait patiently 
for the woman to leave her post for the privy or to retire to her cot.  Her 
bladder swelling, burning.  Any other human could slip nimbly by another 
standing in their way, nudging their body so as not to disturb them.  But 
Phersu didn’t trust her clumsy, wobbling body.  She tried to stay out of 
the way.  Her stomach lurched and spit welled in her mouth. 
Phersu shuffled towards Lucretia, who instinctively moved aside 
to let her pass.  She kept walking.  A flicker of annoyance propelling her 
legs.  If it was going to be that easy, she would have tried to pass sooner.  
She walked over the dusty path and halfway across the field to the forest.  
She stopped to breathe.  To steady herself. 
Inside the forest, the rays of sunlight shared their morning secrets 
with the leaves.  The birds chortled and the long grass bid them hush.  
Warmth spilled over her head and streamed across her face and she took 
it in.  Under her feet the earth did the same.  Creatures fossicked and 
beetles scurried in their morning rituals.  Worlds upon worlds in time 
with the earth.  When she felt part of this, she could think clearly. 
In the morning sunlight, the earth released the dew in steaming 
tendrils.  Phersu’s stomach roiled and in quick reflex she leaned forwards 
and vomited.  It spattered on her legs and bare feet.  Beside her, 
Lucretia’s warm hand grasped hers.  She rubbed Phersu’s back and 
dabbed at her mouth with a cloth. 
‘Do you need the herbs?’  Lucretia broke her silence and asked 
solemnly as Phersu leaned forwards and vomited once more into the 
grass. 
This was the first of the questions. 
 ‘Those birds,’ Lucretia said as soon as she heard Phersu rousing 
herself from sleep the next morning, ‘they repeat the pattern of their 
flight but first in a flock of twelve, then sixteen, then twelve.  Why?’  
Lucretia glanced impatiently behind her as Phersu hoisted herself from 
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the cot and made her way slowly to the doorway.  ‘Did you learn Latin 
from the priests?’ she asked, following the flight of the birds with her 
eyes.  ‘Are all the tombs here like this one?  How many do you think 
there are?  There must be hundreds.’ 
Phersu had answers to all the questions.  And she could feel the 
way her mouth should move in order to respond.  The way the muscles 
and nerves should lift, thrust and direct her tongue around her mouth, 
behind her teeth in exclamation or sibilance.  Ipsissima verba.  She could 
say it in her head like the orators and the priests.  The precise words.  They 
came easily enough.  Alighted like a tiny bird in the branches of her mind.  
Flitted, whistled, sang.  Hopped from limb to limb.  But only for her own 
inner ear. 
Phersu’s skin prickled with frustration.  Did other people yearn 
for something other than words in order to make more sense?  The king, 
the senate, even the Lucomones sought long languid phrases to build 
their speeches, to raise their arguments and auguries.  But Phersu wished 
for that simple glance or gesture that could create understanding.  An 
exchange between other senses that could reveal everything.  Ipsissima 
verba.  Not from her mouth.  Not from her hand.  Too slow, too 
uncertain in its own coordination to write more than a few words at a 
time.  A bird has feathers but can’t hold a quill. 
‘Show me,’ Lucretia said briskly.  Her hands on her hips, her face 
keen.  ‘Your tongue,’ she clarified.  Gesturing towards her own mouth for 
emphasis.  ‘Open your mouth so I can see it.’  Her fingers were already at 
Phersu’s chin, firmly but gently persuading her to open wide. 
The fat pad of flesh stuck to the bottom of her mouth like an 
oyster inside its moist shell.  The fused tongue pulsed and quivered with 
the random movements of her body.  Lucretia’s fingers were delicate in 
Phersu’s mouth as she pushed and prodded the tongue.  Trying to find 
leverage in it from the bottom of the mouth.  At its root, it looked to 
bunch and spread at the back of her mouth, falling back down her neck 
where it should give way to the smoother, fragile tissue of the throat. 
When he was deep in thought, the tip of Vasquiel’s tongue almost 
touched the shaft of cartilage dividing his nostrils and Phersu could see 
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the delta of red and blue veins on its glistening underside.  On her own 
tongue, these veins were on top as if the entire organ had been put in 
upside down.  She waited for Lucretia to grimace at the sight.   
 ‘Conversation rarely inspires me,’ Lucretia said matter-of-factly, 
gently pressing Phersu’s jaw closed and wiping the saliva that had 
gathered on her chin.  She walked back to the door and, once more, took 
her gaze to the birds outside.  ‘It was selfish but I wanted to hear more 
about your people.  I had two Etruscan maids and I’m ashamed I didn’t 
ask more.  Romans are absorbed in their own stories.’ 
Phersu shuffled awkwardly towards the back of the tomb as 
Lucretia nattered on to herself.  A dam of words had built up in her 
silence and she happily let them gush forth.  Phersu tugged at one of the 
bright silks lining the walls.  ‘To lift the spirit of the place,’ Vasquiel had 
jested with a wink.  Letting it drop to the earth, she tugged at another.  
Then another.  Lucretia turned from the doorway of the tomb.  Her eyes 
adjusted to the low light.  And as the first hint of a smile softened her 
face, Phersu’s body swelled with pleasure for having caused it.   
The fallen silks revealed an elaborate fresco that covered the wall.  
On the left, in profile, sixteen red birds took flight above the ocean.  In 
the centre, twelve birds painted in a rich dusky blue, burst from the water 
with wings splayed wide and soared upwards in elegant formation.  
Phersu watched Lucretia count and re-count the birds on the right.  
‘Sixteen,’ she whispered excitedly, ‘in the same profile but flying in the 
opposite direction to those,’ she pointed once more to the left. 
Above the birds, men and women draped in black and white 
chitons and encircled by dancing satyrs and nymphs offered what looked 
like smooth, round pebbles to each other.  Some black and some white.  
Lucretia traced her finger around the pebbles and shifted her brow 
quizzically. 
Phersu lifted an unsteady hand, it flapped back and forth like a 
caught fish.  She pointed to the strong hand of a man reclining 
comfortably with his wife.  Then to the round pebble shape.  ‘Ov.’ 
‘Egg?’  Lucretia recognised the Etruscan word, similar to Latin, 
and furrowed her brow thoughtfully.  ‘Egg,’ she repeated earnestly, 
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running her hand across the inscriptions carved into the soft tufa rock 
beneath the birds.  ‘What does it mean, this egg?’  She touched the white 
then the black eggs in the reclining couple’s hands. 
‘Teach me.’  She whirled around and looked at Phersu with wide 
excited eyes.  ‘Teach me Etruscan.  Teach me the stories.’  She hurried to 
the silks strung on the walls and around the columns of the tomb and 
tore them all down.  She uncovered the sarcophagi and unwound the 
linens wrapping the columns on each side of the tomb, unleashing boar 
hunts and sieges and feasts as she went. 
‘Teach me to understand the Etruscan way.’  Lucretia was 
puffing.  Tiny beads of sweat glinted from her face and neck. 
‘Here,’ she said, thrusting the silks from the walls into Phersu’s 
hands, ‘tear them like this.’  She measured the fabric width-wise with two 
hands and tore it cleanly into a long soft scroll.  ‘Do them all,’ she 
commanded, pulling on her cloak and disappearing from the tomb.  
Phersu did as she was told, longing to feel the smile of approval from 
Lucretia’s face once more. 
Lucretia bustled back inside hauling one of the unopened sacks 
she had brought on the horse.  She untied it and let the contents spill out 
onto the floor.  Pots, brushes, quills, scribes.  ‘There’s not much ink but 
the forest must be full of berries.  We can use ash too.  We’ll mix it with 
water.’  She arranged all the implements and containers on Phersu’s small 
desk and smoothed out a length of the silk. 
‘Now begin,’ she said, offering Phersu a brush.  Under the tuition 
of the Lucomones, Phersu’s written word was well-practised but she was 
slow and her script untidy.  She took the brush reluctantly. 
‘Ipsissima verba,’ Lucretia said eagerly.  ‘Write only the important 
words, you understand?’  Phersu nodded.  And smiled inside. 
The sarcophagi in the tomb were carved in meticulous detail.  
Each motif, each figure revealing the life of the person whose ashen 
remains were within it.  Everyday items, mystical dreamings, plants and 
animals they used and loved, gestures and dances they performed.  Gods 
they feared, goddesses they glorified.  Each side of the rectangular 
sarcophagus bore a different aspect of the deceased’s life and, with 
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Phersu at her side, Lucretia insisted that each feature be written for her in 
Etruscan. 
‘Here is life!’  Lucretia delighted at the detail in the burial 
chambers, revelling in the irony of such vivid and lively scenes.  She 
sounded each letter and then each word, awaiting Phersu’s nod of 
approval.  The clipped Etruscan sounds echoed in different parts of 
Lucretia’s mouth, resounded in her throat.  Forced her tongue into new 
shapes.  Latin rolled and thrummed but Etruscan danced.  Words with 
hard edges.  Peaks and valleys.  Words of adventure. 
The new language was changing Lucretia.   Everything in her 
world could become different by the simple utterance of a new word.  
Old stories could alter in her mind.  Her mouth, her throat, her breath 
formed new shapes in the air.  Within a few moons, she could stand 
before the tomb walls and the sarcophagi and tell the stories out loud.  
Weaving in her own embellishments to emphasise her clever grasp of the 
language. 
‘And Noble Aruns (fat and portly, probably eaten too much game 
and caught very little by his own hand) was happy to see his wife bear 
them six children.  Five of his sons (very short and toad-like) liked to 
hunt.  But the youngest (who by his stature and his dress was more a 
dancer than a hunter and likely never found in war but rather in the 
backrooms of dining houses, where he would drop his pants in service to 
the men swilling wine) played the double flute (and, to his father’s 
unconcealed dismay) had a voice not unlike it.  Shrill and lofty.’ 
Lucretia stopped her monologue and surveyed the details of the 
caskets and the walls.  She mused deeply over the pictures and carvings 
surrounding her.  ‘Everything is alive.’  She paused for a long time at the 
fresco of the birds.  And, turning suddenly, her arms raised triumphantly, 
she declared, ‘I must write these stories, these words for myself.  I must 
write this newness.’ 
At first her strokes were tentative but Phersu was silently 
impressed at how quickly she took to the construction of Etruscan 
phrases.  She wrote slowly at first.  Tracing and re-tracing the letters, 
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committing their shapes and sounds to memory.  The more proficient she 
became, the more furiously she wrote. 
Lucretia would sit for hours at the desk, often throwing her head 
back to snort emphasis at some point or challenge her own conjecture.  
Now and again she would ask the Etruscan word for ‘degenerate’ or 
‘imbecile’ or something mellifluous like ‘dapple’ or ‘supple’.  She scribbled 
in long phrases, sometimes painting over them and beginning again.  
Mumbling under her breath.  She would spend long moments looking out 
over the forest, her eyes barely blinking.  Then, once more, a frenzy of 
writing.  By early nightfall, her ink pots empty, her pale, long fingers 
stained yellow and crimson by makeshift inks in clay and berry, Lucretia 
would be draped over her work and Phersu would sit and listen to her 
soft, sleeping breath.  A long trail of silk spilling from underneath her and 
onto the floor, saturated with her newly written words.   
 
‘What did you bet him, Collatinus?’  I asked, my mouth dry as tufa rock.  
Crumbling from the inside, sending dust into my throat, my lungs.  Grit and gravel 
burned and scratched inside me.  I watched him pluck the shards of pottery from the 
floor.  Smashed lamps.  Now eternally unlit.  He fumbled with a sharp piece and 
sliced his finger against it.  Thirsty clay drank in blood.  It was pointless to collect 
pieces.  Everything was broken beyond repair. 
‘The Prince will suffer.’  His words were lame, uncharged with any real spirit 
of conquest.  I shuddered at his weakness, his stupidity.  He disgusted me.   
‘I didn’t mention the Prince.’ 
He covered his face with his hands and made sounds like crying.  But there 
were no tears.  He begged my forgiveness.  Tried to explain.  They were playing a game.  
It got out of hand.  He’d meant to arrive earlier.  The more he spoke, the more my 
world broke apart.  Fell in pieces around me like the lamps on the floor. 
‘It was a trick.  A trap.’  He stammered and bumbled. 
‘A trick or a trap, Collatinus?  Each is unique.’  I was calm.  I don’t know 
how.  My body stiff and cold and numb.  Perhaps I was dead.  I could taste the earth.  
A trick needs a fool but a trap needs bait.  My thoughts careened.  Exploded into each 
other.  One desperate thought broke through my confusion. 
‘Is it the crown you want?’ 
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‘Yes.  No.’  He was growing impatient. 
‘Yes or no?’  I persisted.  ‘You understand they are different?’ 
His mask fell and he raged.  Held his fist at my face. 
‘I was after a son.  You tell me you don’t know that?  You loved Sextus 
once.’ 
I could have killed him myself.  And I thought of it too.  With his own 
sword.  And it was this more than anything that took my legs from underneath me.  
The will to murder.  To relish a death.  I fell to the floor.   
Even now, I can barely comprehend his arrogance.  His pride.  His 
cowardice.  His insanity.  How long had he been plotting?  I screamed for him to leave 
me.  ‘You owe me this.’  He pulled me roughly towards him and shook me.  ‘I am 
your husband.’ 
I couldn’t lift my head.  I couldn’t tell him the clarity of my mind. 
You are nothing, Collatinus. 
Not even a speck of salt in the memory of a tear. 
 
Phersu knew the rest of the story.  Lucretia had fled to the 
Lucomone.  Two days later, a body claimed to be hers was carried 
through the streets of Rome.   
‘Lucretia of Collatia.  Murdered by Prince Sextus.  Let the 
Tarquins fall and the Romans rise.’  The proclamation by Collatinus to 
the people was also a message for Lucretia herself.  A warning.  Don’t 
return to this city.  Don’t return to your life.  Her husband had made his 
sentiments clear.  To him, Lucretia was dead. 
Prince Sextus Tarquinius and his family fled the city.  The 
Etruscan kingdom crumbled and the senate long waiting in the wings 
took its place.  The republic of Rome emerged and life for Etruscan 
citizens began to shift.  In the eight months since, Phersu and Lucretia 
had created a world beyond Rome.  A silent, simple world where unlike 
the city, the language of the Etruscan was thriving. 
A draught of air caught the candlelight and Phersu rose 
unsteadily.  The thick hides covering the entrance billowed forward and 
Vasquiel entered, his face pinched with cold.  Once lean but 
commanding, his bony frame jutted from under his chiton.  The hair at 
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his temples sparse and white, his face long and drawn.  The changes in 
Rome were changes for Etruscan people and the Lucomone appeared 
bent, defeated.  Heavy furrows lined his brow. 
 ‘Collatinus suspects a child.’  He spoke in hushed tones, glancing 
nervously at the sleeping Lucretia.   ‘And he holds rank now.  A consul in 
the Roman Senate.  Whatever he thinks should be done, he has the power 
to do it.’  The Lucomone saw the flicker of anger in Phersu’s eyes. 
‘Forgive the seers.’  Vasquiel clutched Phersu’s hands tightly.  
‘They are paid to tell the truth.  Their visions and prophecies are their 
life…’  His voice trailed off. 
Phersu had witnessed many arguments between Vasquiel and the 
other Lucomones on the matter.  It was the Etruscan nature to embrace 
that which was different to themselves.  But Vasquiel’s opinion had 
grown agitated. 
‘The Roman language is in our mouths, our hands and minds 
work for their glory.  The Phoenicians use our seafaring knowledge 
without fair exchange.’  The priest had paced the room, shaking his head 
at the gathered Lucomones.  ‘The Royal Tarquins are dismantling Etruria 
by allowing it.’ 
Vasquiel had stood with his back to the others.  The fire crackled 
and he’d drawn his hands towards it.  ‘I have to strain to hear the sound 
of our voices in the marketplace.’  He’d breathed deeply and exhaled 
gently, silent as a passing cloud.   
‘I have arranged as much as possible.’  Vasquiel turned to Phersu, 
rubbing his wide hand over his wrinkled forehead.  ‘The horses are here.  
Supplies in the bags.  When you reach the Silva Ciminia, set the mares 
loose and wait inside the edge of the forest.  The Romans won’t dare 
enter.  Its ghosts terrify them.  The Rasenna will come.  Give them time 
to find you.’ 
He pulled a pouch tied with red string from his pocket and toyed 
with its weight in his hand.  ‘Her maid brought me some of her 
belongings.’  He glanced again at the sleeping Lucretia.  ‘I melted down 
her mirror, for the silver.’  He placed the pouch on Lucretia’s writing desk 
with a muted clunk.   
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The women stop their horses a few hundred paces from the 
forest.  Lucretia tugs abruptly on the reins and the mare billows her 
nostrils and huffs in annoyance.  The Silva Ciminia is sprawling and dense.  
Beech and birch crammed together.  Their spiny trunks and boughs 
joining forces to close out the light.  Slowly and carefully, uncomfortable 
and heavy with their pregnancies, the women dismount and unstrap their 
bags.  Withholding sentiment, Lucretia swiftly smacks the horse’s 
hindquarters.  Under their hooves the green earth gives up very little dust 
and in moments all traces of the animals have vanished. 
The women heft their packs and head for the trees.  Roman 
soldiers have ventured and never returned from the fabled forest and the 
Horrenda Silva Ciminia, as it is known to the them, serves as a natural 
barrier between Rome and the heart of Etruria. 
The sky over the westerly mountains grows paler.  The smell of 
the earth swells from the forest floor and blows towards them.  Beckons 
them.  Sweetgrass and poppies eddy on the shifting breezes behind them.  
Towards the sunset, the land rolls out in hazy purple-green flecked with 
violet and laced with red.  Its ripples and folds, streaked and dappled with 
new wildflowers, remind Phersu of the market-stall fabrics brought in 
from the east. 
Waiting for the priest, she would sit quietly watching the 
merchants display their wares.  Some fabrics were bundled and some 
flattened, fingers pressing and stroking the contrasting threads and 
colours.  Earnest eyes and busy mouths. 
‘Five hundred pieces.’   
‘No, too much.  I’ll give you fifty.’ 
‘Ay yay yay!  For Persian?  Feel it.  So soft, such luxury.’ 
The squash and folds of fabrics looked most beautiful all mixed in 
together.  And as a length of it would be tugged from the mass, Phersu 
would feel a leap in her heart as if something whole had been dismantled.  
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Had been lost.  The Etrurian landscape was more resilient.  A bazaar of 
texture and hue and no hand big enough to spoil it. 
Eeeh-aaaawwww! 
The strange noise punctures the silence of the softly setting sun.  
A screech of birds bursts from the forest and wheels high.  It is difficult 
to tell whether the noise comes from the forest or the hills.  The birds 
screech again and careen in wide arcs around the women.  A sharp kick 
jabs Phersu under the ribs and she winces.  The baby is restless.  In the 
pit of her stomach a faint vibration is beginning.  It rises from the earth 
and into the soft flesh of her belly in a steadily gathering rhythm.  The 
thrum in her belly gets stronger.  There are at least two horses coming 
their way. 
Phersu can hear their hooves clearly now.  Men are whooping.  
The sting of whips.  The women are moving too slowly and have fifty 
paces to cover. 
‘Get on,’ Lucretia demands, leaning forward and motioning for 
Phersu to climb on her back.  Phersu hesitates.   
‘Get on, damn you!’  Phersu struggles to place herself.  She can’t 
grip with her fingers.  She has to clasp Lucretia’s neck.  And the moment 
she does, Lucretia takes off.  Her breath straining.  Her feet pounding 
beneath them.  They push inside the edge of the forest and Lucretia 
bucks Phersu from her back.  Phersu falls heavily to the ground. 
‘Get in as far as you can.’  Lucretia points, heaving, to a thick 
copse of beech tangled with briar.  She grabs the bags and throws them 
deeper into the trees.  ‘I want you to have this.’  Lucretia presses the black 
pouch tied with red string into Phersu’s hand.  ‘Keep it or trade it.’  
Lucretia shrugs her shoulders and tries to look brave.  ‘It should fetch a 
good sum.’  She squeezes Phersu’s hand tightly and lets go.  ‘Now move, 
I’ll follow.’   
Phersu pushes through bracken and nettle, her skin and cloak 
catching, tearing.  Lucretia’s foot catches on a vine and she trips.  The 
horses halt at the forest edge, puffing and stomping.  There are two riders 
and their swords clang dully as they steady the horses.  A few trees 
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separate Lucretia from the men.  She dares not move.  She dares not 
breathe.  The men are arguing heatedly in Latin. 
‘It wasn’t my idea to come.  You go.’ 
‘I don’t need Collatinus’ reward.’ 
‘But you need some cunt.’ 
‘I’d take a boar over cunt.  Sell it for more and I get to flay it.’ 
‘Collatinus wants the child, you might get to flay that.’ 
The horses scuff their feet aggressively as the two men reach an 
impasse.  They dismount, the clod of their hobnail boots thudding and 
scraping as they pace. 
‘I thought the woman was killed.’ 
‘Rose up ’pparently.’ 
‘I can’t make sense of a woman rose from the dead.’ 
‘Leave sense to the priests, keep your wits about you.’  The 
soldiers are skirting the forest.  Unsure.  Nervous. 
A bedlam of scuffle erupts behind Lucretia.  And, stuck with two 
finely marked arrows, a wild boar bursts from the forest, grunting and 
squealing.  Lucretia tries to scramble out of its way and it smacks her back 
into the earth, stomping over her with its filthy hooves and belting 
hysterically towards the edge of the forest.  It crashes into the clearing 
and the soldiers whoop with excitement. 
‘You get your beast, comrade.’ 
‘There’ll be whores for a month on that skin.’ 
The boar makes for the foothills but the men on their horses 
catch up with it easily.  The squeals of the capture are abruptly halted by 
the slaying.  The men bicker about how to hoist and strap it to their 
mares.  Gradually, the sound of the soldiers’ jubilant cries vanishes and 
Phersu begins wriggling her way out of the bracken.  Her chiton catches 
and snags on the cluster of thorny vines.  Lucretia has not moved. 
The soft pad of nimble feet sound on the forest floor and two 
men, their bows readied, creep into sight.  Their bodies are brown and 
lean.  Sunkissed and toned from hunting and fishing.   
Phersu watches as the older man, a proud and fit elder, rolls 
Lucretia gently onto her side.  With the fingers of his right hand he 
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presses lightly, gently, across her skull, her neck, her chest.  He leans his 
mouth to Lucretia’s ear and listens intently.  He shakes his head and 
blows heavily out his lips.  He moves her onto her back and snaps his 
fingers.  The boy puts his hands under Lucretia’s head and the elder runs 
his hands over her swollen belly.  Pressing firmly below her ribs and 
across her pelvis.  Then, bending low, he presses his ear to her navel.  
Closing his eyes, he whispers something indistinctly, fervently.  And 
counts slowly under his breath.  Thu.  Zal.  Ci.  Huth.  He pauses at four 
and lifts his head. 
‘Run ahead.  Tell your mother a baby is coming.  Send another for 
her,’ he waggles a finger towards Phersu.  The boy runs and the elder 
wraps Lucretia tightly in her chiton and lifts her to his chest. 
‘Further in, you will reach a clearing,’ he tells Phersu.  ‘On the 
west side is a small hollow.  There is water and a little food.  Wait there.  
We will come for you.’  Glancing down at the larger bags, he adds, ‘Sling 
them around my neck.’ 
The hollow is as he instructed and Phersu gratefully drinks from 
the water bladder left there for the roaming hunters.  She curls against the 
earth.  Her eyes blink slowly.  Once.  Twice.  And then she sleeps.  And 
in her dreams she finds the lone traveller.   
 
When he reaches the village, the lone traveller is hesitant.  He 
scratches at a poorly healed scar on his scalp with a grimy fingernail.  He 
needs food but he would rather go hungry than cause trouble. 
A woman screams from a hut close by and he hunkers down.  She 
screams again and women hurry from other huts.  The screams escalate 
and the lone traveller holds his hands to his ears.  Outside the hut where 
the woman is screaming, the men stand protectively and inside the hut 
the cluster of women pass the breathless child between them. 
‘Many days dead.’ 
‘You think six?’ 
‘Even longer.’ 
They decide and concur.  Their voices somehow making stern 
facts tender. 
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The lone traveller’s face twists into a grimace, his forehead is 
beaded in sweat.  His mouth opens wide and delivers its wild call. 
Eeeeeh aaawww. 
A puddle of urine wells at his groin and drizzles heavily onto the 
dusty earth. 
 
The wetness draws Phersu from sleep. 
Lucretia.  She wants to call for the woman but the spasms in her 
belly pull hard at her body.  Water drips from between her legs. 
Lucretia!  New spasms in her body pull at her muscles.  She tries to 
work with them, arching her back, then squeezing herself forwards, 
pummelling her fists into the ground beneath her to dissipate the cry that 
is mounting inside her. 
She quickens her breath to keep up with her body.  One moment 
convulsing, the next collapsing.  Each breath is different and she struggles 
to keep up, to anticipate.  Her limbs bristle in the cold air.  The forest is 
quiet.  She can hear her own breathing. 
Squeezing forwards again, she wills the child from her.  One more 
push, that’s what it will be.  Her body tightens backwards and inwards, 
the muscles building momentum, pulsing anticipation.  She bites hard 
into the skirts she has pulled up to her chin and pushes once more.  The 
hot flesh of the child rushes from her body, slides past her thighs and 
bumps unsteadily onto the ground. 
That’s when he appears.  At first she feels him.  A heavy stone 
rolling back from the cave of her heart.  Then, she can smell his skin.  
Unwashed and sour.  He kneels down beside her, his actions swift.  He 
doesn’t slice the umbilical, so she knows he must be Etruscan.  Her 
people think it brutal to hack away the child’s source, so soon after the 
trauma of birth. 
He covers her thighs and gently, slowly, brings the child to her 
chest.  He pauses at her side.  A grubby cloth is tied over his nose and 
around his head.  He keeps his eyes downcast as he lifts his hands to hers 
and guides them across the soft, smooth body of the baby.  She feels the 
perfect roundness of its head, the soft profile of its tiny nose, the turn of 
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its shoulders.  She slides her fingers across its hands and feet.  Counts to 
ten.  Twice.  Follows the curve of its ears and traces the palm of her hand 
down its spine.  Relief swells in her chest.  The baby’s body is not like her 
own.  In the dizzying aftermath, she can hear him whispering the prayers 
to stir the soul’s memory. 
The Etruscans know that a mind forgets but a soul remembers.  
They follow the law, the disciplines, the rites that help them remember.  
Which moon to sow, which battles to fight, which woman to marry.  All 
souls in waiting see the design with clarity.  But, like their mothers, their 
grandmothers and all those before, once they merge with their bodies, 
they forget. 
Semia.  Phersu names her baby in a rush of joy. 
Two babies lie close to their mothers.  One now remembers that 
he was always destined for the heavens, the other is already forgetting 
why she journeyed to earth. 
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Wally?  ‘No,’ said Tom, striking an angry black line through the word and 
tapping his pen furiously on his knee. 
Willeford?  Winston? 
‘Well, that’s W.’  He threw his pen aside and scratched his head 
with both hands.  ‘It’s all in a name, it’s all in a name.’  He jiggled his legs 
impatiently and whistled through his teeth.  Feeling a second wind 
coming on, he scooped up his pen and held it poised underneath his little 
cartoon man. 
He remembered when Melvin’s son had been born.  Melvin’s 
wife, Grace, claimed that from the first moment she’d seen his little face, 
she’d known he was a Willard.  When Tom had inquired about how she 
chose the name, she’d stared across her roast beef towards her son and 
said confidently, ‘Just look at him.’  Later, at the cricket club Willard was 
referred to as ‘Scrotum’, with which Tom more easily saw the 
resemblance. 
When Grace had died, Melvin had been heartbroken but also 
stubbornly philosophical.  ‘Who says it’s the end?’ 
‘Nobody,’ Tom had said with annoyance, ‘the dead people won’t 
talk.’ 
He looked at the little man’s face intently.  His three hairs coiling 
perfectly from his otherwise bald scalp.  He didn’t look like a Scrotum.  
He didn’t look like anything at all.  Nothing. 
If he finished the cartoon, the local paper said they’d print it.  
Their readership of roughly two hundred and eleven (if you included the 
Dow family who were only there over summer) would soon let them 
know its worth. 
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‘Don’t underestimate the country audience, Tommo.’  Jack 
‘Flippity’ Ellis had shaken a heavily strapped finger at Tom. 
At eighty-two Flippity was the founding editor of the Cape Daily 
and the longest standing employee of any Victorian newspaper.  Sunday 
afternoon in summer was his only time off, when he bowled for the Cape 
Old Codgers and was famous for a style where the ball would seem to twist 
and flip from the palm of his hand. 
Flippity Ellis was a supporter of Tom Fuller-Rees.   
‘They say it’s a disgrace, I say it’s art!’  Tom had overheard 
Flippity tell his worried mother one day at the store.  Tom had never 
considered his cartoons as art. 
‘Planned your exhibition yet, Tommo?’  Flippity would ruffle 
Tom’s hair and squat down to talk to him.  ‘It’s important for men to talk 
eye-to-eye,’ he’d declare seriously and Tom had dared not blink for fear 
of ruining the manly moment. 
‘Ever hear a picture whistle?’  Flippity had asked Tom one day 
after an especially good innings.  His father had taken him along to the 
game to see, so he’d said, if Tom would respond to cricket.  Tom had 
known it was really in the polite hope that he would forget about art.  
He’d glanced around anxiously to see if his father was within earshot, but 
he was bent head to head at the bar with Doctor Moretti.  When Tom 
shook his head in answer to the question, Flippity had rifled through his 
kit bag and pulled out a wad of magazines. 
‘Art in Australia,’ Flippity had said with a wink.  ‘I’ve had them for 
years.’  He’d flipped open an edition of the journal.  ‘Dobell.’  He’d 
tapped on a picture of a fat reclining lady with bouffant hair.  Then he’d 
flipped open another edition.  ‘And Drysdale.’ 
Tom had studied the image of a willowy man with feet and 
fingers too long.  His elegant dog standing proudly by.  If you looked 
closely, there were barely any straight lines in the drawing, just scribbles. 
‘Hear anything?’  Flippity had said quietly and Tom had shaken 
his head.  He’d pointed to the man and his dog and put a hand to his ear 
and Tom’s mind had filled with the image of the scribbled man raising his 
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fingers to his mouth and whistling long and sharp for his dog.  He’d 
grinned with excitement. 
‘Dobell.  Drysdale.  Two names to remember.’  Flippity had 
waggled his finger and Tom had understood it was an instruction.  ‘Come 
and see me when you finish school,’ he’d said, offering the journals to 
Tom.  ‘The paper is always open to a bit of art.’ 
Flippity Ellis looked the same now as he always had.  And Tom 
felt the slight embarrassment and apprehension he’d always felt in the 
company of the self-assured editor. 
‘Bowling injury?’  Tom had inquired of the bandaged finger 
dominating Flippity’s hand. 
‘Ingrown wart,’ Flippity had said matter-of-factly, looking 
suddenly forlorn.  ‘Infected,’ he’d added, evidencing this by pointing to 
the oozy yellow stain on the inside of the bandage.  ‘Can’t touch a bloody 
feather to it.’ 
Tom couldn’t think of any words of encouragement for an 
infected wart.  And the old guy didn’t like pigeon-shit talk.  ‘Give me fewer 
words and more story,’ he was famous for instructing his writers.  If you 
were boring him, he’d tell you. 
‘Still,’ said Flippity, breaking the silence and relieving Tom’s 
anxiety, ‘I’m off the pipe now.’  Tom had quirked his eyebrows, not 
seeing the connection.  ‘Can’t seem to smoke with my left hand.’  He’d 
laughed to himself and Tom had chuckled nervously. 
‘But you know what I miss most?’  Tom hadn’t answered.  
Flippity wasn’t looking at him, too busy fossicking in the top drawer of 
his desk. 
‘This,’ he’d said, pulling out a box of matches and striking one 
with gusto.  It had sparked brightly and Tom had flinched.  Something 
inside him still unresolved in the striking of a match.  Flippity’s attention 
had been on the dwindling flame.  It had extinguished with a soft sizzle.  
A thread of grey smoke trailing towards the ceiling.  Flippity had looked 
over the rim of his glasses at Tom. 
‘Bring me something with spark, Tommo.’ 
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Feeling decidedly sparkless, Tom threw his pen on the desk and 
went to the window.  A sense of incompletion bristled in his drawing 
hand.  Characters needed names.  It was a way to get inside them.  People 
liked that.  People needed names, needed to pin things down.  The little 
man was there on paper but half of him was still stuck inside Tom’s 
mind.  He prised open the venetian blinds and peered outside.  He felt 
like doing something he could finish.  He saw the shed. 
 
 
  
Tom had been meaning to organise the shed since 25 August 1981.  He 
knew the exact date because that was the day he’d checked himself out of 
Charlesworth.  The first time.  And that was the number-one priority he 
had set for himself upon arriving home.  The psychiatrist had coached 
him about planning his time at home.  That it would feel very different.  
A lot of time had passed.  That setting achievable goals and tasks was 
very important.  Tasks he could complete.  He was asked to compile a 
list.  The list was in his pocket.  And, at number one, the shed was on the 
list. 
Under the instruction of the shrink, Tom had practised the walk 
from Charlesworth to the bus stop over and over in his mind.  How it 
felt.  What he would see.  How he would conduct himself.  As he’d 
walked along in reality, he’d been happy to see that such visualisations 
were helpful and nothing felt particularly new or confronting. 
When he’d arrived at the bus stop it was 11.45 am.  He’d 
remembered this because the next bus to the Cape wasn’t until 1.00 pm.  
For all his visualisations he’d not accounted for a spare hour and a 
quarter.  He’d panicked.  The urge to pace had been irresistible.  Every 
sensible, coherent instruction from the shrink had been replaced by one 
interminable question.  What now? 
He’d wandered aimlessly around the bus terminal, trying to 
appear at ease, confident.  He’d found a cafe crammed with loud 
American tourists and backpackers.  Snaking around a clutter of tables 
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and chairs and out onto the footpath was the coffee queue.  Without 
anything better to do, he’d joined it.  People were rugged up in woollen 
hats and scarves.  He was wearing only a T-shirt and jeans but he was 
sweating furiously. 
‘Where ya’ll from?’  A terrifyingly cheerful American woman 
looking for a yarn to bide her time had smiled in his face. 
‘Uh.  Um.  I live here.’  Tom had mumbled his reply and felt his 
temples oozing perspiration. 
‘Ooh how lovely,’ she’d said over-enthusiastically, as if she’d just 
won cleanest-house-in-the-street award.  ‘Ah juss love Osst-Rahlia.’  She 
had clapped her gloved hands and smiled blinklessly.  She’d moved her 
face even closer and squinted.  ‘Ya look like ya have a fever,’ she’d said, 
burrowing into her enormous snakeskin handbag and offering him a 
tissue.  He’d taken it gratefully and dabbed at his face. 
‘Need to git yaself home by a warm fire with a cup o’ chicken 
soup.  My mama has a fine recipe.  Ah can write it up fer ya.’  She’d gone 
to reach into her purse again and a gust of cold air had tugged at the scarf 
around her big hair.  She’d pulled it down tightly and looked at Tom 
expectantly.  He’d said nothing. 
‘Speakin’ of fires,’ she’d said relentlessly, ‘what about tha fire in 
Sydney?’  Tom had looked blank.  ‘Tha fire at tha hotel in Kings Cross.  
Narn-teen de-yad.’  She’d held up nine fingers, poorly emphasising the 
point.  Tom had felt his head buzzing.  His sodden armpits were starting 
to stink.  He’d excused himself.  She was still gabbling on.  ‘Take care, 
y’all.’  Her voice had seemed to follow him. 
He had run without stopping back to Charlesworth.  Demanded 
to see the shrink who, I’m sorry sir, is with somebody.  He’d burst into the 
consulting room and screamed the somebody else out.  The psychiatrist 
had spoken firmly to him.  Told him to settle down or he wouldn’t see 
him at all.  Tom had done what he was told and settled himself and had 
done his best to explain what had happened. 
The doctor had urged him to see the coincidence of a random 
conversation about a fire.  That fires and death were part of life.  
Especially Australian life.  That he didn’t have to like it but he would have 
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to get used to the idea of it coming up in conversation.  That the deaths 
in the Kings Cross fire had been an accident.  Just like … 
The shrink had stopped short.  Tom wasn’t sure why.  His mind 
had drifted to the comedian Graham Kennedy.  His bulging eyes 
particularly prominent in black and white.  He had been watching 
Blankety Blanks with his father during one of his rare visits to the 
detention centre.  The place that, after the fire, Tom had ended up.  
Instead of art school.  The shrink had remained silent while Tom 
thought.  Just like … what?  Was he supposed to fill in the blanks?  He 
had chosen not to. 
It had been weekly sessions for two years with the same 
Charlesworth House shrink before Tom had been able to speak about the 
fire.  There was a lot to cover before this, or so it became apparent.  
Things such as the detention centre.  The place where, instead of the 
sketching and painting of art school, he’d spent every birthday from his 
tenth to his fifteenth scrubbing floors, scraping greasy pots and learning 
to avoid the older boys.  In the detention centre, you weren’t encouraged 
to talk about it.  Whatever your it was.  And, whatever it was, you could 
be sure it became something different with every year you spent there. 
Tom had been meant to go home after eighteen months.  But his 
mother had died.  Suddenly.  Collapsed with the iron in her right hand, 
the arm of a wrinkled white shirt hanging from the ironing board above 
her.  Her left hand had been wedged into a well-thumbed book.  A 
collection of Shakespeare.  Poems and plays.  She had known The Rape of 
Lucrece by heart and muttered snippets under her breath when passing the 
local pub on her daily walk to the store.  Tom had watched the men 
leering from their barstools.  Nudging one another as she’d strutted by.  
He’d heard her whispering clever words about beasts and black clouds, 
ignoring the men completely. 
‘I don’t think she killed herself,’ she’d admitted to Tom on one 
brisk walk. 
‘Who?’ asked Tom, scrambling to keep up with her determined 
strides. 
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‘Lucretia,’ she’d said, stopping in front of the pub to boldly fix 
her hat in the window’s reflection.  The men at the bar distracted from 
their beer.  Mouths gaping, eyes gawking. 
‘Who’s Lucretia?’  Tom had liked the feel of the name in his 
mouth.  The way his tongue clicked off his palate. 
‘Lucretia, Tom, is one of many ladies whose story hasn’t been 
told properly.’  She had bent down to tuck in his shirt. 
‘I like to imagine it differently.  Lucretia going into hiding.  
Waiting for her moment to come out and say, “Huh!  You were all wrong 
about me.  You were wrong about everything.”’  She flattened his 
shirtcollars with her hands and kissed his cheek.  ‘Imagination is the only 
thing that can change the past.’ 
Tom had tried to do a lot of that in the detention centre.  To 
imagine it differently.  He’d felt it was his duty. 
‘An aneurysm,’ the doctor had said of his mother’s death.  But 
Tom knew it was probably him that caused it.  He made her think too 
hard about how to fix things.  There was a lot to talk about, dig up, peel 
back before he and the shrink had got to the fire and, when they did get 
to it, things took a turn. 
Therapy was labyrinthine.  Coiling, wending.  Just when you 
thought you would hit the centre, you took a turn and ended up further 
away.  Tom’s trajectory away from what he felt was the imminent centre 
of the interminable ache inside him, came from a very simple question.   
Before the hearing at the juvenile court, Tom had been told what 
to say.  That he hadn’t been thinking clearly.  He hated school.  He felt 
picked on by the priest.  He hadn’t meant to hurt anybody.  He was sorry.  
He was willing to be reformed.  He’d been told all this and agreed to it. 
Tom’s family hadn’t been able to afford a lawyer but his mother 
had found an advisor who’d told her that it wasn’t in Tom’s interest to 
mention the girl he thought he had seen. 
‘I did see her.’  Tom had demanded anxiously. 
‘They’ll say it’s conjecture.  There’s no proof.’  The advisor had 
used long words that Tom didn’t like the sound of. 
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‘Alot to lose, when you take on the church.’  The advisor had 
explained that it would be better for her son, for everyone, to keep things 
simple.  That they’d get their lives back to normal much quicker.  
Otherwise, who could tell, they might not get their lives back at all. 
‘Hell’s a lonely place,’ the advisor had said and it seemed Tom’s 
mother understood.  Tom did not. 
Tom had nodded and appeared compliant.  But in his mind he 
had decided differently.  He was ready to speak up.  To tell the truth.  To 
talk about what he saw in the church that day.  But from the court stand, 
in an anxious moment when he’d sought his mother, his eyes had found 
Sally Fieldmarsh. 
She had been by herself.  Dressed in a blue and white jumper, a 
red handbag slung primly over her wrist.  She had been staring at him and 
when he caught her eye, she’d held his gaze.  His eardrums had thudded.  
Had he started to raise his hand to wave at her?  He couldn’t remember.  
But he did remember, very clearly, the tiny movement of the heavy plait 
draped across her shoulder marking the otherwise imperceptible but 
adamant shake of her head.  That day, in the court, Tom hadn’t told the 
truth. 
‘Tom?’  He’d realised the shrink was repeating his name.  He’d 
pulled his mind from Sally Fieldmarsh’s twitching plait and tried to focus. 
Why hadn’t he spoken up?  Such a simple question.  An obvious question.  
He’d known he’d wanted to.  Decided it against the advisor’s instructions.  
And his mother’s. 
Nothing about Sally Fieldmarsh was ever discussed with the 
psychiatrist.  He’d thought about it.  Hundreds of times.  A promise between 
friends is important.  His mother’s words.  Important words.  The least he 
could do was to honour them.  He could have spoken about the court 
scene.  Could have named an arbitrary person rather than Sally.  But, 
then, what was there to say?  That he’d seen a girl from school?  He’d 
thought he saw her hair move?  It’d been a sign, a sign to tell him to stop?  
Not to say anything?  To keep his mouth shut?  
‘Tom?’  The shrink’s persistence had paid off. 
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‘Sorry,’ Tom had said.  ‘I’m okay.  Really.  I was just shocked.  
Out of my comfort zone.  The bus station was gushing with people.’  
He’d paused for a while and then added, ‘Americans are really loud.’   
The shrink had laughed softly in agreement and rocked lightly in 
his chair.  Tom had known he was being scrutinised.  And had known the 
shrink was thinking harder than it appeared. 
‘I’m going to offer you a suggestion.’  The shrink had slipped off 
his glasses, rubbed the bridge of his nose and looked at Tom intently. 
‘Go home,’ Tom had said.  ‘That’s what you were going to say, 
right?’  He hadn’t waited for confirmation but got up from his chair.  
‘Something’s different,’ he’d said, half to himself, half to the shrink. 
‘What’s different?’ the shrink had asked carefully. 
‘I need to see an old friend,’ Tom had said evasively. 
‘Why don’t you ring him?’ 
‘Huh?’  Tom had been confused by the question. 
‘Melvin,’ said the shrink, scribbling away in the heft of a file that 
was Tom’s.  ‘I’d prefer it if somebody could collect you.’  The shrink had 
gone on talking, still scribbling madly.  Tom hadn’t answered.  He hadn’t 
meant Melvin.  He’d felt panic muddling his brain.  He’d taken a few 
breaths.  Tried to reason with himself.  If he went home, he would have 
to see Melvin eventually.  The rest of the town had moved on.  Into 
Wonthaggi.  To Melbourne.  Out to Inverloch.  Most of them, anyway. 
‘You can use my phone,’ the shrink had said without looking up 
from his paperwork, pushing the receiver into Tom’s sweaty hand.  He’d 
been tired of thinking things through.  He’d let the shrink’s plan become 
his own.  He’d grabbed the phone and dialed Melvin’s number. 
 
 
 
Tom jiggled the key in the rusted padlock on the shed door.  
When Melvin had picked him up from Charlesworth, it hadn’t gone well.  
He’d been pissed off when Melvin had hugged him and started crying.  
He hadn’t spoken after that.  Hadn’t answered any questions.  Hadn’t 
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asked any.  Melvin had finally given up.  They’d pulled up at Tom’s place 
and Melvin had let the car idle. 
‘If there’s anything, Tommo, anything at all.’ 
‘When I’m up to it, Melv, I might need a hand to clean the shed.’ 
The door’s rusted hinges were stiff and Tom paused.  He should 
call his friend.  He’d said he would.  But this was just a reconnaissance.  
The call could wait.  He entered buoyantly.  If he organised the shed, then 
he’d have a real studio.  In real studios, real creations happen.  Historic 
tomes were written and characters with names danced to life.  The urgent 
scuffle and scuttle of retreating creatures made him wary of his bare feet.  
He shuffled back a few steps.  Everything inside was grey and still.  A 
paralysis of paraphernalia.   
The space was larger than Tom remembered.  He took in the 
towering piles of moulding boxes, the gaunt still-life of old machinery, 
splodges of stuffed plastic bags, rafters festooned in myriad webs.  
Leaning crookedly on a sagging box was his father’s telephone.  He 
picked it up.  A carcass kind of smell wafted from the box and settled on 
the back of his palate.  Snakeskin and dead rat.  He exited quickly and 
closed the door.  Maybe a walk would be better. 
In the kitchen, he wiped down the old phone.  He pulled out the 
digital phone near his desk and plugged in his father’s, feeling a sense of 
accomplishment.  Scuffing away the thin veins of spiderweb, Tom pushed 
his feet into the shrivelled pair of boots near the door and set out.  Walk.  
Call Melvin.  Clean shed.  His new list. 
He stopped three times before reaching the letterbox.  Once to 
tap out the dead cockroach from the toe of his left boot.  Once to 
consider a hat.  And the last to review his walking gear.  ‘Trousers are a 
nuisance’, he mumbled in defence of Susannah’s imaginary objection at 
his leaving the house, yet again, in his underpants.  He squinted into the 
sun and pondered which direction to head.  South to the beach or north 
to the creek?  He took a deep breath and headed north. 
Underpants alone provided Tom with optimum walking comfort.  
There were other benefits though, he mused.  He could feel the breeze.  
He could get a suntan that went all the way to his groin.  He could whip 
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them off in a second.  As was needed six weeks ago during a bout of 
diarrhea.  His stomach turned at the memory.  Those sausages had 
smelled okay. 
He felt his bare legs pumping underneath him.  He felt strong.  
Glancing down, he saw that he didn’t look that way.  His legs appeared 
thinner.  ‘When do we start forgetting to look at our bodies?’ he 
wondered wearily, admitting he was out of shape.  Flaccid and pallid.  
Cold porridge came to mind.  But that didn’t bother him.  He was 
perfectly okay with not keeping up appearances.  Wearing trousers, he 
concluded triumphantly, was about everyone else’s comfort. 
 
 
 
When he’d first bought the property Tom had explored a new 
part of it every weekend, excited by the teeming wildlife.  But with every 
fat leech that had found its way inside her shoe and each dinnerplate-
sized golden orb spider that had appeared in the eaves, Susannah had 
grown steadily revolted. 
‘It’s festering,’ she’d said anxiously, scratching at the weeping 
lump where a leech had been tugged prematurely from the soft skin of 
her calf. 
‘The teeth need to release.’  Tom would repeat the facts with 
increasing frustration.  ‘You need to let it finish sucking or strike a match 
to it.’ 
‘Can you hear yourself?’ she’d said tightly.  ‘You think that’s my 
idea of home-sweet-home?’ 
Tom had stopped trying to answer that. 
‘Have you looked at a detailed picture of a leech’s mouth, Tom?’ 
she’d asked one day, her eyes welling with tears, her face blotched red 
with frustration.  Tom had stood mutely, his arms gesturing sarcastically 
for her to continue.  He had not seen a leech’s mouth and what of it? 
‘Well,’ she’d said stiffly, hugging her favourite cardigan around 
her body, ‘I dare you to look.’ 
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Susannah was a detail person.  She liked to know things.  To 
quote things.  To back things up with facts.  She loved libraries and book 
fairs and would spend hours in thrift shops rifling through old 
encyclopaedias.  Her collection of dictionaries was formidable, the 
favourite an old German dictionary in onionskin.  She would sit for hours 
in concentration.  Thumbing furtively through its wafer thin pages.  
Cross-checking with other documents and books. 
‘What’s the point of reading German words?’  Tom had grown 
jealous of her attention to the books. 
‘English is Germanic,’ she’d said matter-of-factly without lifting her 
eyes. 
‘English is English,’ Tom had mumbled, knowing he sounded 
childish. 
‘German expresses feelings with such, I don’t know …’ she’d 
pondered out loud.  She’d been excited, engaged.  Too absorbed in her 
study to notice his irritation.  ‘German is so …’ 
 ‘Grande?’ Tom had offered optimistically. 
 ‘Lebendig!’  Susannah said triumphantly, tapping her finger on the 
perfect word.  ‘Alive, spirited,’ she whispered excitedly.  ‘Anyway, grande’s 
Italian,’ she’d said without looking up. 
 ‘Not Germanic Italian?’  Tom, sulking, had slipped on his boots 
and headed outside. 
Susannah’s affair with books and the ideas inside was, initially, 
one of the things he’d loved most about her.  When her mind was on 
words, there used to be a place for him too.  But over the years he’d lost 
interest in language, in reading.  And now, when she was inside the 
studious quiet he had used to relish with her, he had no place. 
Leaving her to the German words, Tom had wandered down to 
the creek, muttering that a woman intent on finding a picture of a leech’s 
mouth was more than a match for him.  There were plans to create a path 
from the house to the creek so she could avoid the slithering creatures.  
Why hadn’t he just built the stupid path?  His walks had never been the 
same without her.  A spring had bubbled gently in the dry creekbed and 
he’d crouched on his haunches nearby. 
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His attention had narrowed in on one thought.  He was here 
alone, wishing she was with him.  She was up at the house, alone, but 
happy.  His throat had felt itchy and he’d scratched it hard.  I’m so itchy.  
His fingers had hit a lump and pain flashed in his throat.  He’d ignored it, 
distracted by the itch.  He’d scratched harder.  So damn itchy.  He wasn’t 
sure it was his own voice.  Did his voice sound like that?  The burn at his 
throat had intensified.  He’d scratched harder still.  Felt the tear of skin 
beneath his nails.  The nails he never trimmed as she’d said he should.   
‘You never see Melvin with a hair out of place,’ she’d tut and tsk 
over Tom’s messy hair. 
‘Funny how neat a bald head can be.’  He’d said, scrunching up 
his face as she combed her fingers through his hair.  ‘You want me to be 
bald, so I can be neat like Melvin?’ 
He scratched in a frenzy, his skin stung and bled but still he 
scratched.  The back of his neck had rushed with heat.  He’d pulled his T-
shirt off and wiped it across his brow.  The heat had spread to his chest, 
through his spine.  ‘I’m just so bloody hot.’  He’d stood up to splash his 
face with the dribbling springwater.  He’d felt woozy, unsteady.  A rush 
of blood to his temples and blackness.  ‘I can’t see,’ his itchy, aching 
throat had rendered the startling fact in a whisper.  He’d scrambled and 
tripped.  He’d lurched to his feet, spitting grit from his mouth.  He’d tried 
to run.  The rocks clunking beneath his clumsy feet.  His knee had 
smashed into something sharp and he fell hard. 
He’d called for Susannah.   
‘I can’t see!’ he’d repeated, desperately rubbing at his eyes.  They’d 
stung.  He’d called for her again.  Screamed for her.  A babble of words 
had burst from his lips.  He couldn’t stop them.  He hadn’t wanted to.  
Where was she?  Too busy with her German words.  ‘Fuck you!’ he’d 
screamed out.  ‘What’s the German word for that?’ 
Somewhere deeper in the forest he’d heard his own voice.  Stifled, 
ignorable.  While she’d sat there engrossed, enamoured with her German 
words.  He had felt the earth wrap itself around him, pull him deep into 
the creekbed.  He couldn’t get up.  He hadn’t wanted to. 
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Tom had felt Susannah’s fingers pressing gently into his scalp.  
He’d opened his eyes.  A blur of sunlight and murky shapes.  A blade of 
light had sliced his pupils.  He’d thrown his hands to his face and cried 
out for her.  She’d soothed him.  Hushed him.  He’d clutched her hand 
and sobbed. 
‘I didn’t mean it.’ 
‘Hush, Tom, don’t excite yourself.’ 
He’d felt the anger rise in him again.  He loved her.  He hated her.  
He craved her.  He loathed her.  His body had buzzed, his spine a wire 
between heaven and hell.  He knew she felt him shaking.  He’d felt her 
stiffening.  Retreating.  Withdrawing from him.  Leaving just the burning 
imprint of her fingers on his skull and the soft sibilance of the air against 
her teeth.  Hush. 
‘Conversion disorder.’  That’s what the locum had muttered, 
snapping cases shut and withdrawing cold instruments from each orifice 
in Tom’s face.  Hysterical blindness.  That’s what he’d really meant and 
Tom had swallowed the urge to tell the doctor to get some balls and tell it 
like it is.  But the language hadn’t changed the facts and Tom would have 
been less embarrassed by a diagnosis of syphilis. 
His eyesight had gradually returned but the angry outbursts 
became more frequent.  Anything could trigger one.  A spilled glass of 
wine.  A fuzzy TV reception.  After a gallant outing to the local shop, 
he’d arrived home to realise the milk had been paid for but left on the 
shop counter.  With a wild swing of his arms, the washed morning dishes 
had clattered and smashed to the floor.  He’d picked up the eggs left over 
from breakfast.  Susannah’s scrambled eggs, her breakfast special. 
‘Don’t give me eggs!’  Tom had smashed the remaining four to 
the floor.  ‘I can’t shit for days when I eat eggs.’  She’d gone to him, tried 
to hold him.  He’d yelled at her to get away, to leave and never come 
back.  Then, the despair had washed over him.  He’d collapsed onto the 
floor.  Curled himself into a ball amidst the mess of yolk and broken 
china.  She’d knelt beside him, keeping her distance, until he’d dragged 
himself to bed without a word. 
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Soon the peaks and troughs of rage and despair had flattened into 
long periods of sombre silence.  Often she’d find him squashed into a 
corner of their bedroom, sobbing quietly.  Hours would pass. 
At first, she’d tried to help.  Tried to soothe him, reassure him.  
But soon he grew used to the pad of her feet towards the door.  The click 
of the latch and the steady crunch of gravel under car tyres as she left.  
He’d felt ashamed that this brought a sense of relief.  It was easier once 
she’d left.  He could breathe more easily.  He’d go into the kitchen and 
make a cup of tea.  Or sit in her reading chair and watch the trees.  When 
she returned, he’d become agitated again.  So she’d stayed away longer 
and longer. 
He could not sleep.  Susannah had stayed away most nights by 
then so he had been free to roam the house and do whatever he pleased.  
He’d enjoyed books once.  He took to reading hers.  The History of the 
Glass.  The Beginner’s Guide to Desert Ornithology.  Volume M from an antique 
edition of Encylopaedia Brittanica where he learned that Minnesingers were 
the ancient bards of Germany who sang about love and nature.  ‘The 
Germans are back,’ he’d mumbled sulkily and plucked the prized German–
English Dictionary off the shelf.  He’d thumbed the page to ‘Minnesinger’.  
Cross-checking just like she would.  ‘Huh!’ he’d exclaimed to himself, 
feeling both childish and enthralled.  By comparison with the provincial 
troubadours of France, one of the features of the Minnesingers was their genuine love 
and respect for women.  He’d felt jealous of her interest in such Minnesingers. 
He’d flicked through the dictionary, N…S…T…V.  Under V, a 
word was circled.  It wasn’t like Susannah to mark her precious books.  
The ink had bled through to the next page.  He’d run his finger 
underneath the word.  Verrückt.  He’d spelled the word out loud, tried to 
pronounce it and pulled the book closer to his face to read the definition. 
He’d thrown the book on the ground in horror. Deranged.  Shifted.  
Crazy.  Those words were about him.  She’d been laughing at him behind 
his back.  Calling him names.  Colluding with these secret words.  Why 
had he read those words?  Those words now stuck in his head.  He’d 
grabbed the spade from the shed and pierced the earth with a roar of 
contempt.  It had been three in the morning.  The air had been icy.  The 
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cloudless sky a star spectacular.  Usually the telescope had been trained 
on Orion’s Red Giant.  The winter solstice providing optimal viewing of 
his favourite night light.  But not that night.  His eyes had been on the 
earth.  He’d thrust the shovel and dug hard. 
She’d arrived home just after dawn as she usually did.  To dither 
and clatter in the kitchen as if she’d been there all along.  She’d leave a 
cup of honeyed tea in the mug that said, ‘Eat well, exercise, die anyway.’  
Then she’d dress for work and leave again.  He’d never drunk the tea.   
The books, all of them, were in the hole and the hole had been 
nearly filled in.  With great satisfaction he’d torn every page from the 
German–English Dictionary.  Then in a frenzy he’d put them under his boot 
and twisted them into the mounds of earth beside the hole.  Each and 
every one.  Blown his nose on some of them too.  A few of the pages had 
fluttered in the sunrise breeze and caught in the trees.  Others were 
strewn haphazardly around the hole.  Corners of hard covers and 
embossed spines poked from the earth.  He’d heard her gasp.  She’d cried 
immediately.  And he’d been surprised to feel the slink of guilt stirring in 
his gut. 
‘What’s going on, Tom?’  She’d sounded frightened. 
Without pausing, Tom had hefted pile after pile of dirt onto the 
buried books. 
‘Come inside, Tom, I’ll make you a cup of tea.’  She’d been trying 
to compose herself.  But he could hear the change in her voice. 
‘Stop talking to me like I’m some imbecile.’  He’d been shaking.  
His face and body covered in dirt, the shovel held defensively to ward her 
off.  He’d seen the change in her breathing first.  Then Susannah had 
lunged towards the hole, picked up a clod of earth and pitched.  Her face 
had scrunched and turned red with the effort.  It had smacked him hard 
in the mouth.  He’d sputtered gravelly dust.  Then she’d pitched another. 
‘Why didn’t you just burn them?’  She’d sobbed and screamed and 
pitched dirt feverishly.  It had hit his face, his chest.  And she hadn’t let 
up.  She’d found rocks.  Tom had reeled backwards, holding his arms 
across his face.  A muddy rock had smashed into his groin.  He’d lost his 
breath and dropped the shovel.  The earth had rained down. 
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‘I’m done.’  Susannah’s usually mild face had been wild and 
sweaty.  ‘I’m done with this.’  She’d flung more dirt, fistfuls.  He’d 
watched her face.  Her pretty, kind, smart face.  Covered in earth.  
Strained by hopelessness.  He’d rushed to her.  A rock had struck his 
brow and he’d felt it split.  But he’d grabbed her close.  She’d tried to 
resist.  Punched at his chest.  But he’d held her tight.  Ignored her 
objections.  She hated him.  He’d known she would.  He’d held her like 
he used to.  And in his arms she’d grown still.  They’d cried together.  
Surrendered.  He’d whispered to her over and over, his lips against her 
hair.  Her washed and fragrant hair filled with grit, smeared with his mess.  
His mess inside. 
‘I’m sorry.  I’m so sorry.’  His voice had grown quieter. 
It was only when she’d come for her last box of belongings that 
she saw the page from the German–English Dictionary.  The fine, onion-skin 
sheaf, limp as a grieving ghost, that started it.  A stake driven through its 
centre, the scatter of dirt unable to cover the circle she remembered 
describing around the word.  Her private act of defiance. 
‘I’m checking myself into Charlesworth.’  He’d been standing at 
the door with the last of her boxes in his hands.  He’d done his best to 
clean up.  Half-ironed a shirt.  She’d moved to take the box but he’d 
offered to carry it to her car.  He’d placed it carefully in the boot and 
opened the door for her.  She’d slid in behind the wheel, automatically 
clicked on her seatbelt.  There had been silence, not uncomfortable. 
‘I wanted them to suffer,’ Tom had offered, scuffing his feet in 
the gravel.  ‘The books,’ he’d added quickly.  ‘I wanted them to 
decompose.  To rot.  Slowly.  I wanted them to feel the weight of the 
earth.  The ruthless tug of gravity.’  He’d shaken his head and turned 
sideways to hide the water brimming in his eyes.  ‘Burning would’ve been 
too, I dunno, too instant.’  He’d paused briefly, wondering if burning 
would have helped.  ‘Seems you can bury the books but not the words,’ 
he’d half-laughed.  ‘Not once you’ve read them, anyway.’  She’d reached 
for his hands.  He’d kept them in his pockets. 
Susannah had started up the car and Tom had pulled out a hand 
and motioned for her to wind down the window. 
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‘How do you actually pronounce it, Suze?’  Tom had leaned on 
the car door, scratching his ear. 
‘Tom, don’t.’  She’d looked at him pleadingly. 
‘No, I mean it,’ Tom had said lightly, ‘I really want to know.’  
She’d studied him intently and then spoken slowly and clearly. 
‘Fair-Rookt.’ 
‘Fah-rook,’ he’d repeated softly, almost reverently.   
‘Good enough,’ she’d said. 
 
 
 
In his comfortable underpants and shabby boots, Tom stopped 
abruptly at the creek on his property.  It was gushing from the recent 
rains.  Nothing like the place where he’d lain while his world turned to 
blackness.  Fah-rook.  It was a long time since he’d thought of that word.  
It sounded so different in his head now.  A tickle of delight shivered 
across his skin.  He spun on his heels and started running hard, back to 
the house.  Sticky and sweating, he sat down at his desk, pulled out his 
cartoon man and scratched the name beneath his little boots. 
‘Welcome home, Fahrook,’ Tom declared jubilantly, then added 
gravely, ‘Where on earth have you been?’ 
A fury of sketching ensued.  In two hours, he had drawn 
seventeen cartoons.  Fahrook as the fourth wise man, Fahrook directing 
traffic on London Bridge, Fahrook at the Eiffel Tower, Fahrook peering 
from the crown of the Statue of Liberty.  Fahrook with his knapsack tied 
to a stick.  His soft, pointy boots worn through at the soles.  His sombre 
face retaining the hint of some evanescent smile, a long-gone hopeful 
moment. 
Tom surveyed the blossoming biography of Fahrook.  Going 
over the cartoons one by one.  Laughing quietly at some and rehashing 
the words or the punchline on others.   
Fahrook was a curious character.  He didn’t mean to, but 
everywhere he went he caused problems by telling the truth.  It made 
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other people uncomfortable.  They were busy trying to hide their truths.  
Fahrook did what he had to do.  Compared with your nose, your arse looks 
small.  Not with brashness or pomposity or malevolence.  Just casually, 
almost nonchalantly.  As if to do otherwise never entered his mind. 
Tom rubbed at the lump on the top knuckle of his middle finger.  
His pencil had not worked this hard since primary school when he’d been 
sentenced to writing out the Lord’s Prayer one hundred times.  In Latin.  
And he’d done so under the tutelage of the pious, god-fearing teacher-
aide Nancy Fieldmarsh. 
‘What’s Caelis?’  Tom had asked, working on the wobbling 
crescent of his capital C. 
‘It’s heaven,’ Nancy had replied dutifully, her whispery voice 
barely audible, even in the silence.  ‘Our Father’s home,’ she’d added, 
blessing herself with the sign of the cross. 
‘But what’s it like?’  Tom had persisted.  Pictures springing up in 
his mind.  A cosy room.  A comfortable chair, a kettle on the stove.  
Wrinkled pyjamas on the floor near one almighty bed.  Would God have 
to fold his pyjamas? 
Out of the corner of his eye, he’d seen Mrs Fieldmarsh close her 
eyes, purse her lips and place a bony, veined hand on her chest.  ‘It’s the 
opposite of Earth,’ she’d finally announced, resting a delicate finger on 
the page to signal where he should continue his writing. 
The opposite of earth?  Tom’s mind had raced with possible 
images.  Upside-down people, skies full of raging seas, birds that swam, 
icy stalactites hanging from a frozen sun.  He’d go back to confession just 
to get a glimpse of a Heaven like that.  In that moment he’d felt he 
understood Mrs Fieldmarsh more than anyone he’d ever known. 
The day he’d left Charlesworth, he’d told the shrink he wanted to 
see an old friend.  He looked at Fahrook and thrummed his fingers 
against his lips.  Melvin hadn’t been the friend he’d had in mind.  He 
grabbed the phone book and scanned his finger through F. 
Fieldmarsh, N & A.  141F Alexander Pde, South Yarra.  He plucked 
the handset from his father’s old phone and dialed.  The dial arced its 
return.  Sunrise.  Sunset.  It seemed to take all day.  Bleep bleep.  Silence.  A 
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space between lifetimes.  Bleep bleep.  His index finger twitched above the 
cradle.  He glanced at Fahrook.  Put his hand in his pocket.  Kept the 
receiver to his ear. 
‘Yeh-hes?’  The flamboyant voice at the other end sounded 
unfamiliar.  Tom hung up.  Wrong number?  He imagined the stranger 
looking quizzically at the phone.  He paced the room.  Then he grabbed 
his knapsack from the hall and unzipped it.  One bottle of water inside.  
Probably stale but it would do.  He stuffed in a jacket and scarf, grabbed 
his hat, disturbing two daddy-long-legs spiders, and closed the door 
behind him.  Thinking twice, he returned to his desk and opened up once 
more to the list of Fieldmarsh phone numbers.  He tore out the page and 
headed for the bus stop.  There was something he had to do. 
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Cipher 
 
 
Around the tarot deck she kept under a floorboard beneath your bed, 
your mother bound a red string.  On the evenings when it was only you 
and she in the house, your father in London, his worn leather bags 
stuffed with shrewdly bartered art, she would prise open the floorboard 
with the bread knife and unleash the cards. 
‘Ask me something,’ she said one day over her shoulder to where 
you were leaning half-in, half-out, of the doorway to your room.  Fence-
sitting the moments most important, most exuberant for her. 
‘Über was?’ you said, knowing she preferred to speak in English. 
‘Something you want to know, stupid.’ 
But you didn’t know what you wanted to know.  You only ever 
thought about the things you didn’t want to know but couldn’t help 
thinking about.  Such as whether your father would open the bottom 
drawer in the chest by your bed and unearth the ferret you had brought 
back from the Lakes and fed with pieces of apple left over from his 
porridge.  Or whether, as your mother insisted, boys with dark hair and 
light eyes could cast spells.  So you shouldn’t ever look at them.  Not 
even a glance.  Or your belly would swell with their seed and nobody 
would believe that you hadn’t been whoring.  You couldn’t think of 
anything you wanted to know the answer to.  So she thought for you. 
‘Let’s see if you’ll be famous.’  She cackled in a way that made you 
know that, famous or not, the end result would be entertaining for her 
but not necessarily you. 
You watched your mother from behind.  Her right shoulder 
jigging as she shuffled the cards.  An ancient augur with clacking bones in 
their palm.  You didn’t like her in this frame of mind.  She was no longer 
your mother.  Her brow seemed lower.  Her head tilted towards an 
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imaginary sky.  Anticipating the lark’s path and applying its insights to the 
divination at hand.  Her fingers seemed bonier, more pointed.  A 
haruspex with a long, sharp nail on her index finger to paw and study the 
hot, steaming liver of a beast.  Her head was held back and you knew her 
eyes were closed as her nimble, prying fingers worked the cards.  You 
didn’t want to know what the cards had to say.  You stepped fully into 
the room and faced her.  Your lips were trembling but you tried to look 
bold. 
‘Hör auf!  Jetzt!  Stop it!’ you yelled in your language and hers.  But 
it was too late.  You saw she’d already picked a card. 
‘It flew out of the pack.’  Your mother was wide-eyed and sinless 
as if it was completely out of her hands.  Which you knew was what she 
believed when she worked with the cards.  That once it was in the cards, 
it was no longer in anyone’s hands.  Against your better judgement you 
glanced at the card.  You saw it was the one you least wanted to see.   
She was tapping on the card’s dull, well-fingered surface, 
emphasising its intrusion into your life, and you were raging inside.  You 
knew with your sane mind that this card had no power over you, no 
force, no impetus.  But she didn’t feel that way.  And she had power over 
you. 
‘Das ist Unsinn!  Das ist Scheisse!’ 
‘Mind your language or we’ll stop the game.’ 
‘Ich werde nicht spielen.  Das ist ein Hexenspiel.’  You raised your voice 
but stopped short of screaming.  Her ears were delicate and shrill noises 
brought on bouts of fainting.  Your head hurt but you didn’t move.  She 
had you caught with that look of disapproval. 
‘Is that what you think of me?  You think I’m a witch?’  She 
looked at you and her eyes narrowed.  There was a pulsing tic in the 
corner of her mouth.  In a blink she was on her feet.  She pushed past 
you into the library, the whistle of her skirts skimming the floorboards.  
She returned with parchment, a quill and a pot of ink.  She shoved them 
into your hands. 
‘Go on then,’ she said, her eyes wild as lightning.  ‘Write to the 
King.  Tell him there’s a witch in your house and once I am burned, you 
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can stomp on my ashes.’  She stomped her feet to demonstrate, a thick 
strand of hair falling loose from her bun.  ‘Trampel auf meiner Asche.’  Her 
hair loosed itself with every stomp, she was beautiful, magnificent in her 
rage.  But her tongue licked the German words of their colour and 
flavour.  Bones picked by dry by crows.  ‘Tot! Tot! Tot!  That’s what I’ll be.  
Ashes and dust.’ 
Your eyes were filling with tears.  Why did she hate you?  Did you 
hate her?  You didn’t know.  But you knew you would not stomp her 
ashes into the earth.  How did she do that?  Make the game you detest 
into your wrongdoing?  You were guilty and hateful all at once.  But she’d 
cinched you into her game with the little red string that is her tongue.  
She’d teased you into place and bound you tightly with her fossicking 
fingers. 
‘That’s what a fool would do.  Burn their own mother.  Du bist so 
ein Dummkopf.  Dummer junger Dummkopf.  You won’t be famous.  Only 
famously stupid.’  She hissed and spat, her top lip sweating.  She tried to 
push past you to finish the game. 
‘Raus!  Geh’ aus meinem Zimmer!’  You were screaming then and her 
hands were at her ears.  You wanted her out of your room.  ‘Raus!  Get 
out!’  She stood still in the doorway.  She’d do as she pleased.  But she’d 
heard something important that in your rage you missed.  ‘Raus hier!  Geh’ 
raus!’  She smirked and remained still. 
You pitched first the parchment, then the quill, then the ink pot.  
The pot hit her forehead and the ink was elated.  It erupted with delight 
to recolour her face.  Steadily, inevitably, it slid from her brow.  A black 
curtain closing.  You looked at your hands.  Back and front.  How did 
they do this?  It happened so quickly.  And you expected her to leap at 
you in a rage of her own.  But her lips were curled in a self-satisfied smile. 
‘Das Kind ist verrückt.’  She spoke the words smugly, in German.  
The black ink was dripping.  Staining the toes of her white pigskin 
slippers.  Your father was silent, halfway up the stairs.  She’d heard the 
front door open but in your rage you’d heard nothing. 
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‘Sie spielt Hexenspiele.’  She pointed to the tarot cards strewn on 
your floor.  Your father approached.  Was he walking or floating?  His 
steps were soundless.  He was usually clomping. 
‘Does she speak with the devil?’  Your father’s voice was a 
whisper.  You’d never seen him look frightened. 
Your mother shrugged. 
‘Not that she’ll tell me.’ 
‘Sprichst du mit dem Teufel?’  He looked straight at you but straight 
through you.  He wrung his fingers.  His lips had gone purple. 
‘Nein, nein Vater! Nein Papa!’ you were trying to tell him.  You 
rushed for his arms but he pushed you back. 
‘Das ist falsch! Das ist nicht wahr.  Sie lügt!  She lies!’  You pointed to 
your mother.  You clutched at your head.  How it hurt, how it burned.  
You pounded at your head.  You wanted to tell him the truth but your 
mother was glaring.  Daring you to declare it.  Go on stomp on my ashes, said 
the look in her eyes. 
‘Doktor oder Priester?’  Your father was panicked.  He was pacing 
and muttering.  Your mother paced behind him. 
‘Perhaps it’s a phase?’  Your mother tried for retraction.  ‘They’re 
just silly cards.  They don’t have much meaning.’  Outside the wind was 
nudging the shutters.  The dull thuds changed to a rattling clatter.  Your 
father was breathless, your mother panting.  And your life hung between 
them like a web in a hailstorm. 
‘Nicht in meinem Haus!’ he roared.  ‘King Rudolf is impressed.  He 
is viewing my Holbein.  I won’t tolerate scandal.  I’d sooner send her 
back to her dog.  Or have her committed.’ 
That was when it took you and you rushed like a demon and 
pushed hard with both hands at your father’s broad chest.  You should 
have pushed him like that when he’d tossed the fowl into the air and your 
little dog had pelted, her loyal eyes on the bird. 
Your father lost his balance and toppled.  So unexpectedly flimsy.  
Broke an arm and a leg on his way down the stairs.  You picked up the 
quill and stabbed at your mother.  It stuck from her stomach.  Under the 
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ribs near the liver.  You tore up your room and shrieked out your 
innocence but, to them, it only gave proof of your certain possession. 
With blankets and belts you were hauled into London.  To the 
place that would help you near the Great London Wall.  It had all the 
serums and tonics and concoctions to cure you.  Contraptions to absolve 
and empty and clean you. 
 
 
 
The floor of your room is grey as a blade.  The rugs on your body 
smell of cedar and camphor.  Saint Botolph’s bell is muted by hail and 
out in the hallway footsteps are retreating. 
You’ve been out today.  Out on a journey.  Down the hall and 
across the courtyard to a room with a chair.  They covered your eyes and 
shaved your head and you felt the cold metal on the skin of your skull. 
The burning took place in sections.  First, in the hollow above the 
nape of your neck.  The place where your low-tied ponytail used to 
bounce when you ran along the creekbed chasing squirrels.  And your 
mother would squeal with disgust from her high bedroom window, ‘She 
ties her hair like a soldier, she’ll end up with gypsies.’ 
In an unchanging order, the iron would move to three spots along 
the hard ridge on the back of your skull.  You knew it wasn’t random 
because you felt their fingers probing, palpating, to find the perfect spot, 
then applying the iron.  Then protracted stops at each temple.  And lastly, 
a line from between your eyebrows to your crown. 
This was an important therapy to both prove and cure your 
infirmity.  The bland-voiced practitioner was whispering all through the 
treatment.  Explaining.  Expounding.  Offering meticulous insight.  The 
morbid humours could be purged, cast from the hiding places in your 
brain and brought to light in domes of golden pus. 
Your tears had stopped falling.  Your face was taut with their salt.  
Where was the new lady who tended you gently?  The keeperess.  Had 
she been a dream?  You’d been so sure she wasn’t. 
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The smell of your own burning flesh was confusing.  In one way 
it almost surprised you.  That there was living flesh still clinging to your 
bones.  Flesh that could be hurt or spoiled or rendered dead.  It was a 
strange torture to think you had not already crossed that threshold, closer 
to death than not.  You thought you had.  You had resolved within 
yourself that there was more death than life hanging off your bones, like 
the hareskin your father would pin to the washing line.  Dry by Sunday. 
But your body was speaking up in a very live manner.  Squealing 
and stinking.  The burning was one thing but this sense of aliveness was 
worse.  You were used to the waft of rot that trailed up from the bottom 
of your bed to your nostrils in the cold draughts.  You knew it was your 
foot, because where once it ached and itched and burned, it had grown 
numb.  You were sure your foot, at least, was dead.  Your mind scurried 
in the shadows of the Great London Wall.  It was easier when you did 
not know how alive you were. 
Back in your bed, the blisters rub against the sack stuffed with 
straw.  The sack that is your pillow.  Hessian knots pricking and sticking.  
You could be back in the barn, watching the sparrows in the rafters.  
Your hair stuck and mussed by straw for the lambs and feed for the 
geese.  But of course, back then you could pull off a stocking, roll it up 
tight and stuff it under your head. 
Your body, like your foot, is numb.  On your visit today to the 
room with the chair, was something forgotten, left behind?  Right now, 
all you can feel is your head.  Is your body back in that chair?  Strapped in 
snugly?  New holes pierced in leather to keep it tight around your 
diminishing wrists?  Is your body back there leaking and twitching?  No 
mouth to cry out to the practitioner who is crossing the courtyard, 
whistling church hymns, your head under his arm. 
There are raised voices and scuffling at the door to your room.  
You hear her familiar voice threaten that the King is disgusted.  That it 
will be your head not hers that will be ripe for chopping.  ‘There are direct 
royal orders.’  Her voice is commanding and angry.  ‘If you’re fit for 
punishment, then go ahead and defy him.’ 
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Back on the bale that acts as your pillow, there’s no tightening of 
buckles or tugging at tethers.  Not that you feel.  Not that you know.  All 
you can feel is your head erupting its darkness.  Percolating through your 
skull, seeping under taut skin.  You can’t open your eyes, your lids are too 
heavy.  You can’t check for your body.  Nothing is moving. 
The head of a jester is worried for you.   
Sag nichts von diesen sachen.  Let nothing be said. 
Do you have bubbling blisters under your cockscomb, jester?  Is 
that what turns up your lip and wrinkles your face?  ‘We are now two,’ 
you say to the jester.  Lame heads full of whispers.  Lips bitten with 
disgrace.  No hands, no fingers to cover our skulls.  To defend morbid 
humours.  To hide our deep shames.  ‘There’s nothing more to us,’ you 
say to the jester.  If the eyes show the soul, then you can see why he’s 
worried. 
  
Lachst du mit mir 
So gleich Ich dir 
If we laugh together, we share this game. 
Spottest du meiner 
So lach Ich deiner. 
There’s no escaping each other, we are one and the same. 
 
You see him now, that head of a jester.  His eyes are the windows 
and the soul is the view.  There’s no built-up smoke or grime on the glass 
panes.  They’re open, translucent.  Nothing is hidden.  His face seems 
forlorn but he isn’t unhappy. 
Out in the hallway, the trolley is rattling.  You’re aching for 
linctus and serums so you can slip from your room.  Let them eke out 
your humours from bile and blood.  You open your mouth to show you 
are willing.  You’ll be still as a painting, you’ll swallow it all.  Your head is 
being lifted to administer the remedy.  And you notice with the swirl that 
becomes your mind that something is different.  Perhaps it’s the fingers?  
They’re being so careful.  Trying to work their hands in the spaces 
between the scalds on your scalp.  These fingers are different.  Quick and 
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attentive.  But your eyes are too heavy.  Too heavy to open.  To be 
touched this way, your mind’s in a tumble.   
You pull in your mind and focus your muscles.  But nothing is 
moving, not even a finger.  Your mouth’s being wiped.  Dabbed very 
gently.  Your rug’s being fixed, tucked under your chin.  Your lids are too 
heavy, sewn shut like a corpse.  Perhaps it’s the jester?  No longer simply 
a head.  He’s found a new body and slid out from the picture.  Padded in 
soft shoes to the side of your bed.  Or he’s been to the room with the 
chair where you sat, and has stolen your body to keep as his own.  Are 
they your own hands that you can feel at your temples?  The burning is 
easing.  The medicine’s working.  Your mind can take leave.  But 
Bishopsgate Road is not where it’s headed.  There’s a memory that’s 
snagged a rough edge in your mind. 
 
Your mother was shuffling.  Her shoulder was jigging.  She laid 
the tarot.  Three across and four down. 
Allso seint unszer ziven. 
‘So are our seven.  Laid out in the cross to divine my redemption.’ 
Tap tap tap.  A finger was tapping.  At the heart of the cross on 
the head of the fool.  Your mother looked tired.  Perhaps she was 
weeping.  Or was it a rain shower wetting the window?  She traced her 
finger around and around.  You couldn’t see her properly, the window 
was dirty.  Her finger kept moving.  Wearing a pathway around the zero 
inscribed at the feet of the fool.  Around and around she travelled in 
circles.  Her eyes were not open.  She was making you dizzy. 
Your father was out.  King Rudolf was in raptures.  He wanted 
the Holbein.  ‘Are there more of this kind?  Paintings with fools but also 
with riddles?  You must bring me more.  I’ll begin a collection.’  He was 
provoked and excited.  The fools were delightful.  But he was growing 
jealous, others were admiring the pictures.  The King knew what he 
wanted and was making demands.  ‘Say nothing of my fancies.’  He 
commanded your father.  ‘Do you hear me?  Be silent.  Or you’ll not get a 
pound.’ 
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Your mother was finished.  She’d dismantled the reading.  
Plucked the cards one by one off the floor.  But the fool was not ready.  
He was unleashed for a journey.  But he needed real legs to walk, so he 
thought he’d take yours. 
Your father was clasping his hands in excitement.  The King was 
expectant.  He’d made payment and wanted the next treasure.  Spittle was 
glistening from each corner of his royal mouth.  He’d been told by your 
father that all was possible.  He only needed some time to make the 
arrangements.  To bring the artwork from its safe store.  To liaise with its 
keeper. 
‘Machen Sie sich keine Sorgen, mein König.’  Don’t you worry, your 
Highness, your father said, bowing low.   
You feel dizzy, you are retching.  Your insides are aching.  You 
imagine your mother cinching the string round the cards.  It pulls tight at 
your waist and cuts into your skin.  Does she know, does she dare know, 
that the fool has replaced you? 
She prises the floorboard and slips you beneath it.  It’s cooler and 
darker.  Cautious paws scurry.  You feel yourself under there away from 
the breezes that will dry sweat to salt on the skin of the fool.  He has your 
feet beneath him, your eyes are dry but your blisters are weeping and he’s 
taking a walk with your legs to clear out his head.  He thinks he’ll go 
north along Bishopsgate Road.  He has a small bag.  It’s all that he needs. 
There’s a crack in the floorboards.  And you’re underneath them.  
You can peer with one eye through that sliver of light.  Your mother is 
pacing.  She has dainty feet but they pound on your head.  Your head’s 
underneath her, seeping its humours.  Humours drenching the earth.  
Staining the tarot. 
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I have a feeling that my boat 
has struck, down there in the depths, 
against a great thing. 
And nothing 
Happens!  Nothing … Silence … Waves … 
– Nothing happens?  Or has everything happened? 
And are we standing now, quietly, in the new life? 
 
Juan Ramon Jimenez 
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Phersu 
 
 
Phersu shuffles across the thin sandy shore and stands at the water’s 
edge.  Lake Velzna stretches to the horizon and she feels small beside its 
expanse.  A child by its mother’s side.  She shuffles closer and lets her 
toes kiss the silvery blue liquid.  Her likeness winks and glimmers on the 
surface.  But something in the water’s gentle lapping changes her.  Like a 
ripple meeting a ripple, it irons out her misshapen body and, in nature’s 
mirror, she sees herself anew. 
Her face looks different in this water.  Here the folds and ripples 
in her skin blend into the swirl and lap of wavelets as they bounce and 
bend the light.  Her jaw is slender and her eyes curve up towards the 
outer edge of her brow.  Gently ovoid, dark at the centre.  Her thick 
black hair falls gracefully around her face and shoulders.  Catching her 
breath, she sees her mother.  Tullia.  There is no sense of upliftment in 
her realisation.  Tullia.  She touches her fingers to her water-face and 
watches the reflection dance.  Now Tullia, now she.  She rustles her hand 
and froths the water.  Lets the reflection disappear. 
A flat narrow track has been worn around the lake’s 
circumference where barefoot runners vied furiously for first place in the 
annual race.  The distance around the lake matches Rome to Caisra.  Half 
a morning’s steady canter for the fittest mares.  A few days earlier, the 
fastest runner, an Etruscan from Veii, finished the marathon lap in record 
time.  In the market, the story gushed from excited mouths and flushed 
faces. 
‘Legs like a horse.’ 
‘Etruscans are nimble.’ 
‘Romans are stronger.’ 
‘Stronger, not fitter.  What a distance to cover.’ 
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‘Let’s try him with hurdles.’ 
‘Could he run in the mountains?’ 
‘Run in the mountains?  He could outrun a river.’ 
She wades up to her knees and the water circles her legs.  She 
cups her hands and drinks thirstily.  The liquid shifts around her body in 
licks and splashes.  She draws her fingers lightly across the surface, a 
gentle resistance nudging against her hand.  Circlets emerge and dissolve.  
She steps further into the lake. 
Her travelling companion paces the shore.  He is agitated, she can 
feel him.  Three days ago he lifted her from the forest floor and began the 
slow walk to bring her to the temple.  Her body was tender from the 
birth and he didn’t expect her to ride on his back.  Instead, he carried her.  
And she knew that with each step, he was doing his best to keep her 
steady.  To find discretion in their intimacy.  So that even as he carried 
her, her skin against his, he kept his distance.  She had not asked him to 
stay.  But as long as he did, she quietly accepted his unexpected goodwill.  
Only in one fleeting moment did she feel any fear. 
 
When the stirring child woke Phersu from a deep dreamless sleep, 
Phersu saw that he had sat himself outside the hollow, across the clearing.  
His back was against a young oak, his knees bunched to his chest and his 
forehead atop them.  He was asleep.  Breathing heavily, noisily.  Phersu 
felt her child wriggling its mouth to her breast.  She slipped the robes 
from her shoulders and felt the child on her skin. 
Her breasts were not like Lucretia’s.  Full and pale with perfectly 
round nipples.  Her own breasts were hidden in the folds of flesh that 
hung from her chest and the baby pushed its head insistently around the 
skin, struggling to take hold of a nipple.  It threw back its head and 
screwed up its tiny face, red with frustration, and tried again.  There were 
a few beads of milk but the baby, sucking furiously, could not draw 
enough.  Phersu stroked its head and prayed that her body could offer 
more.  The child settled and she returned her attention to the sleeping 
man. 
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The crown of his head was hairless and a thick twist of purple 
scar rose in ugly relief down its centre.  The glint of heavy, sharpened 
chains flickered in her mind’s eye.  The blow would have been swift and 
crushing.  His filthy tunic hung slack at his knees and puckering scars ran 
down each leg.  Festering welts circled his ankles.   He lifted his head, 
bleary-eyed, and the cloth usually tied around his face fell to his lap. 
Phersu flinched and clutched her child.  The child startled and 
began to cry.  The traveller scrambled to his feet and held up his hands as 
if to emphasise a benign intention.  He fumbled with the scarf, trying to 
retie it around his face.  Covered his eyes with his hands.  Then, dropping 
his hands to his sides and the scarf to the ground, he stood to a defeated 
kind of attention.  Let his face be seen. 
Phersu had become accustomed to the grotesque injuries on the 
lone traveller’s body but the damage to his face alarmed her.  The hands 
behind this violence were not only savage but deliberate.  Strategic in 
optimising their torture.  She fought the urge to look away. 
The scar on his crown travelled the length of his face.  Chunks of 
skin had been gouged from both cheekbones in a precise and symmetrical 
pattern.  His nose, cracked in two places, zigzagged drunkenly across his 
face.  His jaw had been crushed and hung permanently half-open.  
Around his lobeless ears the cartilage was cut to form triangular peaks.  
As if shaped to those of an ass.  He pulled the back of his hand across his 
mouth to mop the ooze of saliva.  He remained uneasy while she studied 
him.  The baby wailed. 
Moving slowly, he unstrung the knapsack from the staff against 
the tree.  There were two fingers on his left hand and three on the right.  
Even so, his movements were deft and precise.  He unstopped a small jug 
and poured thick yellow oil over two hunks of bread.  He placed the food 
beside Phersu and went back to arranging his belongings.  A large knife 
with a jagged blade.  A smaller one with a hook at its end.  A few scraps 
of metal bound with yarn.  Pieces of bread wrapped in cloth.  A few times 
he looked up, as if anticipating an instruction.  Phersu rubbed her finger 
in the oily bread and put it to the baby’s lips.  It sucked furiously and 
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cried again.  She pressed it to her chest where it found the nipple and 
tried to drink. 
The stranger became agitated.  Held a hand to his ear and listened 
intently, then pulled together his belongings and disappeared into the 
forest.  The village elder and the boy reappeared and took time to catch 
their breath.  They studied Phersu and the crying baby carefully.   
In the small villages, Etruscan people still looked at each other 
this way.  The deeper way.  Among the Romans, Phersu learned to avert 
her gaze.  It was unsettling for Romans, who worried about sorcery and 
magic plotted against them.  But the Etruscan insights towards people 
and events help them avoid poor transactions and gain leverage among 
peers.  They could increase a harvest and prevent undue conflict and so 
the Etruscan acumen in prophecy had become highly sought. 
From their plaited hair and traditional chitons, Phersu knew the 
elder and the boy were Rasenna.  Etruscan villagers living the traditional 
ways.  Among these people, what was natural was not bought or sold but 
cherished and shared.  It was instinctive to attune to the inner world of 
each other.  In this way, without the weight of words, they could more 
easily adjust their behaviour towards each other.  Conversation was born 
from the primary, sensory connection they shared.  In this way, what was 
spoken carried meaning.  Easily commanding its listener’s ear. 
‘A singer, not a dancer,’ the elder said, having to raise his voice to 
be heard over the screaming child.  He was smiling, shifting his merry 
eyes from her to the baby.  Trying to allay her embarrassment, to soften 
her feelings of incompetence.  ‘I am Talma,’ he said.  Crouching to his 
haunches and rolling a pebble between his thumb and forefinger. 
‘Your sister’s boy died.’  He spoke plainly but not indifferently.  
‘It was a quick delivery.  Your sister is well.  Making new friends.  They 
find her accent amusing.  She takes it in good humour.’  His news 
constructed a rhythm, a song in her mind.  Phersu wanted to correct him.  
She isn’t my sister.  I don’t have a sister.  I don’t have a family.  But in the 
Rasenna world, everyone is brother or sister.  Connected.  United by the 
blood in their veins and the earth under their feet.  She hadn’t lived with 
this kind of connection and she struggled to find a place for it now.  It 
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hurt to reject it.  It hurt to embrace it.  She wanted to fight him with 
clever words, to send him on his way.  Grief was sometimes this way.  
First, the denial.  Vasquiel’s wisdom. 
Vasquiel.   
Her body shivered and the baby grizzled. 
Vasquiel. 
Talma watched her carefully.  She thought she saw him nod.  She 
hated his seeing eyes.  She felt into the space the thought of Vasquiel 
usually filled.  Nothing.  Airless.  Her keeper had passed from this life.  
Somewhere far from her, a baby cried angrily.  It was dull in her ears as 
her thoughts retreated and took her from this forest, these strangers 
around her, this starving child. 
Phersu had not felt the Lucomone’s departure.  Perhaps he had 
intended that.  To not impose his death upon her thoughts.  To not 
distract her from the birth.  She opened up to feel for him once more and 
imagined him beside her.  As light as the breeze, as tall as the trees, 
hushing her grief in the whisper of the leaves.  She opened up inside her 
chest and the thoughts rushed from it.  Upwards they surged like a river 
to the ocean of her mind. 
 
The walls of the Fanum Voltumnae were quaking.  From each nail in the 
grainy tufa rock, dust and silt billowed, covering the floor in a gritty, white powder.  A 
haze built steadily in the air.  Motes of clay and quartz settled on the thick, earthy 
arms of Aplu.  The red terracotta skins of the gods and goddesses made imperfect with 
the dust.  Phersu cowered.  Her hands covering her head.  The dust grew thicker, the 
air became earthen and she sucked it inwards in choking clumps.  Prayers to Isis 
sounded from invisible mouths.  Mouths moist with limpid tongues.  Her lips were 
parched, splitting and cracking from the waterless dust.  She gulped at the dust, 
looking for air.  She could see Vasquiel.  The outline of his long body barely visible.  
He was beckoning her.  Hurrying her.  She opened her mouth to call him. 
 
Talma knelt beside her, stroking the child in her arms, holding a 
bladder of water to her lips.  The liquid filled her mouth and she gulped it 
down.  The taste of dust mellowed. 
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 ‘Your sister understands that you will go to the priest’s funeral.’  
He smiled warmly and she could feel his smile in her blood.  He made a 
soft clicking sound with his tongue and the boy with him stepped 
forwards.  ‘My son can guide you to the temple.’ 
Phersu shook her head and looked towards the edge of the forest.  
She waited for the lone traveller.  Let herself feel her unexpected need for 
him and hoped he felt it too.  He came reluctantly.  His head hung, his 
knapsack bound to the staff, the staff on his shoulder.  Talma stood 
quickly and looked him over. 
‘You are strong enough?’  His enquiry was more optimistic than 
sceptical.  The traveller nodded.  The baby grew restless in Phersu’s arms.  
Thrusting its head once more into her chest.  Sucking and then crying. 
Talma cocked his head and studied the man with open curiosity.  
Listened intently to the breathing that rasped beneath the cloth on his 
face.  His eyes skirting nervously around the forest.   
‘Your brother will take you.’  He spoke to Phersu but didn’t look 
her way.  Phersu took careful notice of Talma’s words.  He had not used 
the platonic word for ‘brother’ but the formal, familial word, implying a 
blood relation.  She looked to her travel companion.  He did not react.  
She let the shiver in her skin pass. 
Talma brushed his hand over Phersu’s brow, rested it on her 
head.  He invoked the deities to clear the path before her.  Gently, he 
took her baby in his arms.  He whistled softly between his teeth and the 
boy pulled a velvety cloth from the sarcen at his back.  He wrapped the 
child snugly and kissed Phersu lightly on each cheek.  Standing up, he 
cradled the baby to his broad chest. 
‘Children belong to the world.’  Talma’s eyes widened brightly 
and he laughed warmly.  ‘Born by one but nourished by many.’ 
A singer, not a dancer. 
They sat together.  The lone traveller and Phersu.  Until the song 
of her little girl was lost to the forest. 
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Phersu takes another step forwards, deeper into the lake.  She 
longs to feel the child in her arms.  The water swishes at her waist.  Soft 
sand looses itself around her toes, reedy fronds snake her ankles.  She 
turns to her travel companion.  He stands ankle-deep in the water behind 
her, his hand shielding his brow, squinting into the sun to watch her.  She 
takes another step and her arms rise from her sides.  She eases herself 
backwards into the water, her feet popping through the surface in a 
satisfying rush. 
She floats, drifts on the lake.  Not as herself but as something 
new.  She could be swallowed by this lake, hungrily sucked down to its 
centre and feel chosen.  Blessed.  A new kind of weight begins working 
her body, heavy but not oppressive.  Tullia.  Her mother.  She cannot face 
the turmoil of her feelings, they weigh her downwards in a peculiar way.  
She is not falling but sliding and she lets the water engulf her.  Even 
breath does not matter now.  She will take water over air. 
Birthing blood washes from her clothes and skin and swirls pink 
on the surface.  She thinks of her baby, once afloat within her.  How 
cruel that we leave the freedom of that moment, that oh so fleeting liquid 
moment.  Ati, Ati?  Mother.  Before this moment she has yearned for her 
mother.  She needed to be felt and known.  Ati, Ati.  She lets her desire 
ripple outwards.  She no longer wants this feeling.  She wills it to dissolve. 
Her body jerks and she feels his strong hands clasp her shoulders.  
Then his elbow at her chin.  Tugging her upwards.  They rush towards 
the surface.  Her chest grows tight.  Endlessly up.  She has slid so deep.  
They break through the surface and the water floods her nose and mouth.  
She chokes and coughs and heaves for air.  He holds her forwards, 
pushes firmly but gently at the back of her head.  His heavy breath rasps 
in her ear.  His feet kick below them. 
She looks towards the lake’s edge.  Their meagre camp of sticks 
and mud seems sad and desolate.  She has drifted so far.  Out towards the 
centre, where it is too deep for even the best swimmers to touch the 
lakebed.  He rests for a moment then begins swimming steadily.  The 
water dances around her body.  Kneads her muscles.  Her legs tingle with 
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the tiny bubbles as they burst against her skin.  When his feet touch the 
bottom, he unhooks his arm from her neck and slips one hand under her 
back and holds her feet with the other.  He lets her float until she grows 
cold. 
On the shore, he builds a fire while Phersu dries and warms 
herself.  Then, strapping his knife to the staff, he spears three fat fish.  He 
sits them on oak bark and lets them roast slowly.  She watches him scrape 
back the skin and pinch the white meat from the bones.  He takes a tiny 
pouch from his knapsack, sprinkles its contents onto one of the fish and 
hands it to her.  She relishes the tang of myrtle and salt on her tongue. 
He finishes eating and rinses his hands and knife in the lake.  
When he is done, he sharpens his blades.  Whetting them back and forth 
on a stone from the shore.  He whisks a finger across their edge and, 
seemingly satisfied, slips them into the sheaf and inside his bag.  He 
builds up the fire with pine cones and thick branches and gathers bunches 
of pine needles for a makeshift bed.  He brushes down his hands and 
glances up at the skies.  Then out across the lake, the pop and bubble of 
fish gulping insects off the surface taking his attention. 
He walks to Phersu, kneels beside her and opens his mouth.  
Points to the waggling stump of flesh that was once his tongue.  Then 
rising abruptly, he tears off his filthy tunic and throws it to the ground.   
A maze of wrinkling scars spreads from his navel, across his groin 
and around his hips.  Instead of genitals, the swell of poorly healed flesh 
stretches unevenly between his legs.  As on his scalp, there are some scars 
from heavy blows with weapons but others from sharp blades that sliced 
through and hacked at his body.  The birds have quietened and the lake is 
still.  Everything around seems to retreat from his presence.  He is bare 
before her with nothing to hide.  An expelled god.  An unrequited king.  
A punished prince. 
Phersu’s mind fills with the image of a glistening stone in a small 
hand.  The sound of the carnival dancing at the periphery of their first 
meeting.  Now she recognises his eyes.  Sextus the boy’s eyes inside 
Sextus the man’s crippled body.  She looks at the traveller, meets his gaze.  
Do you know who I am?  Did you seek me out because you knew?  Because you 
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needed something familial that didn’t hate?  Are you here to help me or to help 
yourself?   
Phersu’s thoughts swell and lap against her skull.  Here is my 
brother.  She knew Sextus as a boy but Lucretia knew him as a man.  What 
is left of that man?  My brother.  She pushes against the surge of emotions.  
It is easier to think of him as a lone traveller.  A stranger.  Crushed.  
Apart from the world.  His story secret, lost with his tongue.  Sextus.  She 
tries to match the name with the man before her.  It won’t fit.  Maybe she 
can’t bear it to.  In his broken, sexless body, he is a stranger.  But that’s 
not how Lucretia would feel.  What is this blood into which she has been 
born?  Torn, she looks away. 
He runs to the lake and plunges deep within it. 
 
 
 
The heads of state from the dodecopolis have been called to an 
early meeting.  A disconcerted mumble is rippling through the gathering 
at the Fanum Voltumnae.  Under the gables of dark hardwood and red 
terracotta, the orderly ritual of the Lucomones is interrupted by 
whispering tongues and fossicking hands.  Long fingers lift longer hats to 
scratch and wonder.  To mark the end of a year, they need to herald the 
new one.  And to herald the new year, they need a nail.   
Reluctantly the head Zilath, the head priest, has agreed to alter 
tradition.  The year will be brought to an end before its final moon.  
Vasquiel’s early death has unsettled the priests.  Brought their simmering 
fears and hostile premonitions to the surface.  The new Senate in Rome 
has voted to retain the Lucomones’ services but Etruria is changing and 
there is a sense of urgency to reinstall the twelfth priest.  There is strength 
and stability in their number of twelve. 
An initiate will be chosen to replace the dead priest.  Somebody 
younger, some new blood with the vigour to foster new connections with 
Rome.  The debates have quelled, the formalities completed.  But at the 
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point of conclusion, the ceremony has met a hitch.  And every augur in 
attendance is anxious and perplexed. 
The Zilath’s face is laced with irritation.  Spidery veins glow red 
on his cheeks.  ‘I’m not asking you to bring down Aplu from the clouds.’  
He waves his long staff impatiently as the priests scour the temple.  Urns 
are upturned and chitons shaken.   
‘You!’ roars the Zilath, pointing to an initiate, a slender, simpering 
adolescent with frightened eyes and a crooked grin.  ‘Don’t come back 
without one!’  He thrusts his staff towards the door.  And without 
knowing what direction will be best, the young priest runs from the 
temple. 
 
 
 
In the maple grove close to the temple grounds, the lone traveller 
collapses and Phersu tumbles to the ground.  He rolls onto his back and 
clutches at his foot, he is breathing heavily.  The nail has sunk deep into 
his heel.  He rocks back and forth, wincing with pain.  His breathing is 
shallow and he sways very gently, scrunching his eyes, catching his breath. 
The morning’s blue sky has vanished beneath heavy grey layers of 
storm clouds.  The air is humid and hot and his face is slicked with sweat.  
For a moment he glances up, as if a prayer might tumble from his lips. 
The nail has to be removed swiftly.  Tugged out in a straight line 
from his foot.  His eyes scan the grove of trees where they stopped.  He 
picks out a small trunk and drags himself to it.  Loosening the leather belt 
from his chiton, he takes out a blade from his knapsack and splits the belt 
into two strips, then two again.  He ties the four lengths together and 
works a loop in each end.  He hitches the strap around the tree and 
threads one loop through the other.  Pulls tight to secure it.  He slips the 
other loop around the head of the nail, takes a deep breath and tightens 
it.  He braces his other foot against the trunk.  Then, sucking his breath in 
hard, he launches himself from the tree. 
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Fifty paces from the temple, the young priest stops in his tracks.  
Someone is hurt.  A fat splodge of rain falls onto his face.  Or is it the 
yowl of a wounded beast?  A wild and hungry one?  Lightning splays 
across the sky and the young priest whimpers fretfully.  He thinks of 
running away and not coming back.  He glances at the skies and prays for 
a sign.  A single vein of blue-white light shoots downwards to the west.  
He winces.  The most inauspicious of the directions.  He bites his bottom 
lip and quietly laments his fate.  A blast of thunder and lightning cleaves 
the sky and a second pillar of light emphasises the dreaded west.  The 
gods are not speaking, they are yelling.  The young priest starts running. 
When he reaches the maple grove, he bends forwards, heaving.  
He’s lost his breath and his hat in the race to the maples.  And now that 
he is here, he feels foolish.  He lifts his hand to the sting on his breast, his 
chiton torn, snagged on wild briar.  The rain is heavier but the air is still 
hot.  He feels agitated, confused.  He curses under his breath.  He’s been 
tricked by the gods.  Sent to a grove to discover a nail.  He paces 
uselessly, dolefully.  Deep puddles of water are already forming and he 
sloshes in them, angrily shaking his head.  He has failed in his duty.  His 
one chance to impress.  
The sky clashes above him and rain pelts his shaved head.  He 
decides to run and never look back, and with his first hurried step trips 
over a rope of leather tied to a tree. 
  
 
 
Phersu is enshrined by the splatter of water.  It falls from the sky 
in hot heavy drops and splashes from the temple fountains in soft 
sprinkling mists.  The gods cast in red clay stand proud on the roof of the 
Fanum Voltumnae.  Nortia, Voltuna, Tinia, Juno, Aplu, Vanth, Minerva 
and her owl.  To the north of the temple and towering over it, the obelisk 
of Volsinii marks the heart of the city.  Built on a rocky outcrop, the 
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monument’s apex seems to pierce the sky.  A blood red nail for the heel 
of a sinful god.   
They can hear the singing from inside the temple and Phersu’s 
body shakes with the sound.  At the bottom of the stone steps leading up 
to the temple, the traveller bends one knee to the ground and stoops low 
for her to climb onto his back.  He leaves his blood on the steps as they 
climb.  She can feel the throb of his heart against her chest.   
The priests gather around the body.  It is shrouded and set in the 
centre of a stone plinth.  Phersu’s grip on the traveller closes tight and he 
flinches.  A young, bare-headed priest pushes past them and rushes for 
the Zilath.  The head priest studies the unusually sharp nail.  Thunder 
rumbles and he holds the nail high.  The air swells with chants and cheers 
of approval. 
The sky clashes and voices rise.  The roof of the temple begins to 
quake as Jupiter roars his fury.  The rain from the heavens pounds the 
roof.  On the calendar wall, the nails wobble in the tufa rock.  The young 
priest stands ready, the mallet raised for the new nail. 
 ‘Drive it!’ the Zilath orders, his face an urgent red.  The 
thundering sky booms and tiles on the temple roof shatter.  The priests 
cower and, terrified by the looming scourge from an angry god, some cry 
out admission of their unspoken sins. 
‘I cheated the noblemen.’ 
‘I stole gold from the market.’ 
‘I drank wine during fasting.’ 
They beg for clemency, ignored by the gods, unheard by the 
water.  It streams through the eaves.  The temple floor becomes slick.  
Priests flee and slip.  And for a moment there is a crush of bodies at the 
temple door.  Swarming to exit.   
Clay statues topple and shatter, water gushes.  The skins of those 
who stay in the temple, fervent and resolute, become streaked with 
crimson rivulets.  Clay dust and water.  The Zilath’s robes, his hat, his 
face turn from white to rust-red.  And around him, steadily, the holy 
house floods.  Like a grand seaborne vessel, the plinth with Vasquiel’s 
body seems to float in the temple. 
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The young priest fumbles with the hammer as water falls into his 
eyes and sweeps under his feet.  The earth bursts open.  Phersu draws her 
hands to her ears as the crack in the earth splits the temple.  Mud and 
bricks and bodies slide inside it.  Faces twist in fear.  Above them gods 
and goddesses descend from the heavens.  Tumble and smash.  Minerva’s 
owl breaks loose from her shoulder and soars in a graceful path to the 
skull of the young priest fumbling with the nail.  Phersu sees the nail slip 
from his hand.  A rush of water collects it swiftly.  Sending it across the 
temple floor and out through its doors. 
Phersu feels the earth shudder, the water gushes behind her.  The 
crack in the earth groans and widens.  She, now on one side, her brother 
on the other.  His eyes watch her sadly.  
 She fumbles to untie the pouch at her waist.  She pulls its red 
string tight to secure the opening and holds it high in her hand.  He 
understands the motion and moves back from the edge, his hands ready.  
‘Se-mia,’ she calls to him.  The pillars are toppling.  The precious 
pouch with Lucretia’s silver lobs through the air and her brother, Sextus 
dives. 
The calendar wall collapses.  The nails marking the Etruscan 
world, their life, their culture, break loose and scatter.  They wash over 
the temple floor, past Phersu and into the crack in the earth.  She 
stretches her unsteady arms and grapples for them.  Water rushes 
between her fingers, pushing everything beyond her grasp.  She feels the 
earth tilt beneath her, the water gush behind her.  She claws for the nails 
as they sweep past her sliding body.  Trying to clutch some.  A few.  Just 
one. 
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Tom 
 
 
The track along the Yarra River bustled with people.  Eager runners, 
unhurried walkers.  Kids, dogs, chattering women.  Tom stood uneasily in 
the centre of the track, fumbling with the lid on his water bottle.  He 
licked his tongue over his dry lips and cleared his throat.  The lump ached 
as his Adam’s Apple shunted over it.  He ignored it. 
‘Don’t people have jobs?’ he grumbled under his breath, stepping 
sideways to let a group of runners rush pass him.  They all wore the same 
white T-shirts declaring Fit for Life in a colour which, Tom mused, should 
be called fatal red. 
‘Shit for life.’  Tom’s hands twisted uselessly around the lid.  Too 
sweaty.  He shoved the bottle into his shirt.  It wouldn’t budge.  Busy 
grappling, he wasn’t ready for the next fleet of runners.  The lead runner, 
lost in his own race, caught Tom’s right shoulder as he cruised past.  
There was a dull thud of bone and flesh and the bottle top in Tom’s hand 
gave a satisfying crick.   
‘Sorry, mate.’  The apology wafted back along the runner’s wake. 
‘No worries,’ Tom called out sincerely, holding the opened bottle 
high in a grateful salute.  He took a thirsty gulp.  ‘Maybe not so shit,’ he 
muttered with amusement. 
‘All eight to feather!’  A coxswain’s confident voice ordered a 
team of rowers carving their oars through the murky Yarra.  Tom 
watched them diligently change the pattern of their strokes and pick up 
pace.  He was unable to reconcile feathers and water sports.  Maybe 
feathers aren’t what they seem, he concluded, watching the ripples from 
the oars widen.   
The water looked uninviting.  An unmarketable colour between 
milky coffee and unflushed yellow.  Even so, there was something 
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compelling about the movement of the blades.  The water was yielding, 
compliant.  Able to flex and bend around the regular interruptions and 
continue on its own journey.  It made him think of his father.  And he 
held that thought for a moment longer than he usually did.   
He shoved the empty bottle into his bag and returned to the 
track.  He wondered if he would feel more prepared had it taken him 
longer to find the house.  He rifled through his backpack and pulled out 
the page from the telephone book.  He’d checked it on the bus.  Every 
few minutes.  Nothing had changed.  The page showed the street number 
for A & N Fieldmarsh.  And the number, in rusted iron and flaking black 
enamel, was wired to the awkwardly hung gate.  141F. 
Tom allowed himself to become distracted by the F.  An address 
addendum that was eerie, if not comical, without the imagined A, B, C, 
D, E of other, long-demolished cottages.  Remnants, thought Tom, rolling 
the word around in his mind.  F for Found.  F for Friend.  F for Finally.  
He felt the urge to whistle.  He pursed his lips and a shadow of anxiety 
stiffened them. 
Alongside the river, Alexandra Parade rushed with traffic.  Not in 
a steady stream but in spurts.  Tom found it agitating.  He couldn’t 
account for when the rush would happen.  Couldn’t concentrate enough 
to anticipate it.  Not while his attention was elsewhere.  He scanned the 
road left and right.  No pedestrian crossing.  He squinted across the busy 
road at the houses towering above. 
A Victorian mansion in tired white dominated the spread of huge 
homes flanking 141F.  Its filigree verandahs over three tiers were twined 
with budding wisteria.  Like the verandah at Charlesworth, whose wisteria 
had become Tom’s unlikely companion. 
With each year of his therapy, Tom’s interest in the structure of 
life had diminished.  He’d no longer cared for birthdays or special events.  
He’d felt glad not to know the day of the week.  He’d never checked the 
time, sometimes scraping in only the last few minutes of a session with 
the shrink. 
‘It’s not personal,’ Tom had told the shrink one day, shrugging 
casually. 
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‘Therapy’s best when it’s consistent, Tom.’  The shrink had been 
patient but serious.  ‘You’ve arrived with less than five minutes left every 
week for a month.’ 
‘Sounds consistent.’  Tom had felt a strange and genuine sense of 
pleasure.  He hadn’t tried to be so late.  At least he was regular.  The soft 
blip of the digital clock on the hour had neatly punctuated his closing 
thought. 
Three steps from the clinic front door and his woollen jumper 
had snagged on a twig.  He’d cursed silently and glared at the vine 
responsible for the irreparable hole.  He’d seen several small but sharp 
twigs.  He’d snapped them off one by one.  Irritated.  He hadn’t taken 
any notice of the plant before and allowed himself to be mildly impressed 
by its size.  It trailed up the verandah post and splayed across the iron 
awning.  Masses of leaves cascaded from the verandah in a deep, waxy 
green.  He’d wrapped his hand around the main stem, it only reached 
around half of it. 
‘Been around a while,’ Tom had thought, nodding respectfully at 
what was clearly years of work by the plant to add such a spectacular 
decoration to an otherwise ordinary building.  Years, maybe decades, of 
work in its own time, in its own way.  From then on, Tom had taken 
notice of the enduring wisteria.  He’d noticed its changes through the 
seasons and enjoyed predicting its cycles.  How early it budded; how 
strong the fragrance was; how dense the blooms.  When it flowered, he’d 
cradled the pendulous clusters in his hand and lifted them to his face.  
Other patients would enter by the side door of the clinic to avoid the 
frenzy of sneezing triggered by the rich scent.  He didn’t have that 
reaction and Tom had decided to accept this as a compliment.  A nod of 
respect from the plant to himself.  Acknowledgement of his attention.  
He’d been satisfied with that. 
Tom looked thoughtfully at the sprawling twist of vines wrapping 
the verandah of the Victorian mansion by the river.  In six weeks the 
weathered house would be overwhelmed by myriad bursts of bright 
violet.  And this dependable fact caused him to smile. 
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Next to the mansion was a round-edged Art Deco manor in 
cream clinker-brick and a more serious Tudor villa huffing from two of 
its six chimneys.  Perhaps in objection to the cram of high-rise flats that 
blocked its morning sun.  Further along, flat-topped constructions in 
concrete, steel and gleaming walls of glass seemed to complete a 
hundred-year account of urban housing in the city of Melbourne.  And, 
wedged among the grandeur, like a hatchling spider squashed between the 
pages of a history book, was the house he’d set out to find. 
The tiny miner’s cottage that was 141F was obscured by two  
London plane trees, whose ample roots were clearly responsible for the 
buckled footpath.  The entire row of cottages Tom imagined had once 
stood there, would barely have stretched the width of the front lawn of 
any of its neighbours. 
The road and the track beside it were suddenly quiet.  It flashed 
through Tom’s mind to make a dash for it.  There was nothing to 
guarantee that the house belonged to the Fieldmarsh family from his 
childhood.  He hadn’t thought through what he would say or do if it was.  
But, he realised now with frustration, he had thought even less about 
what he would do if it was not. 
‘What would you do, Fahrook?’  Tom scuffed the soles of his feet 
over the round edge of the footpath. 
Solvitur ambulando. 
He saw the blank caption of Fahrook’s mind fill with Latin.  It 
was his father’s maxim.  It is solved by walking.  His cure-all for a defiant 
wife and a wayward son.  A familiar twinge of disquiet arose with the 
memory.  His father pulling on his coat, fixing his cap and patting his 
pockets for tobacco.  His mother sitting stiffly at the kitchen table.  Her 
face streaked with an artist’s palette of blush and charcoal.  The ruby-
glass jug smashed at her feet.  The only heirloom left in her husband’s 
collection.  But she’d warned him.  He’d needed to give her something more.  Just 
talk to her.  Open up. 
During these disputes, Tom’s father would speak quietly.  Too 
quietly.  And where once this had mollified his mother, reassured her, it 
now enraged her. 
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Joe Fuller.  The quiet, sensible boy from the next block who’d 
first seen Cynthia Rees standing in her nightgown on her doorstep, her 
face dazed, her eyes following the trolley carrying her father’s body from 
the front door.  The boy whose simple manner had swept like an angel’s 
wing across her sombre brow when he’d offered her a sherbet and told 
her there were frogs in the creek if she’d like to catch some. 
Joe Fuller had answered her wish for a man unlike her father.  A 
sober man, a steady man.  A man whose gentleness and temperance 
didn’t falter with her outbursts on their wedding night.  She had been 
unsure.  Frightened.  Confused about the feelings in her body when he’d 
touched her.  But, as became his set charter, he’d held her and hushed 
her.  And this was the image of his parents that dominated Tom’s 
memory.  Until his father had begun what Tom called the ghost voice. 
‘We didn’t get the loan.’  Tom’s father had stood at the kitchen 
door.  His mother was taking plates from the table. 
‘Didn’t get it?’  She’d been frantic, her face flushed.  ‘But you 
talked to Alan Fieldmarsh?’ 
The mild-mannered bank manager had been polite but resolved.  
No, they couldn’t overdraw their mortgage.  He was sorry.  He was new 
to his job.  He’d been mistaken.  Perhaps selling would be an option.   
‘But last week, he said it was a matter of paperwork,’ Cynthia had 
gushed.  Joe Fuller had been unnerved, disappointed.  At a loss to 
account for the change.  He could tell Alan had been uncomfortable.  
They’d shaken hands.  It had been a gentlemanly discussion.  He had 
dreading telling Tom’s mother.  So he’d tried to do it as he always had.  
Softly. 
‘Don’t patronise me with your soft talking, Joe.  I’m not a child.’ 
‘I can’t talk to you when you’re like this,’ his father had said.  
Quieter still. 
‘Like this?  Like what?  Like a real person, a person with actual 
feelings?’  The strain in his mother’s face had worried Tom.  She should 
stop yelling or she would burst. 
‘I have feelings too, Cyn.’   
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‘Where?  In your sock drawer?  Or maybe in some box where you 
keep the clocks that don’t tick and the lamps that don’t light?’  No matter 
how many times she’d ridiculed his father’s obsessive collecting, he’d 
always looked hurt.  Misunderstood. 
‘I’m going to clear my head.’  His father’s voice would be clear 
but faint, as if he’d already left and his words were blowing back from the 
ocean, where the sides of his good shoes would be salt-licked to pale 
brown, the cuffs of his pants filled with sand. 
‘You’re always walking away,’ she’d scream at the softly closing 
door.  A shoe, a teacup, a frypan pitched against it.  The splatter of tea, 
the ricochet of sausages.  She’d been a good shot and there was more 
than a smattering of dents in the same small patch of wood beneath the 
stained glass panel.  The panel his father had called ‘the Cipher’. 
The Cipher had been found on one of his father’s many foraging 
journeys, in a hillside town by a shop that had sold buttery English scones 
and sugary tea.  Unlike the telephone he’d once proudly brought home 
and the chaos of unusable items cluttering the shed, the mosaic of glass 
had been a curiously welcome addition.  His mother had happily used it 
to replace the scene from The Crucifixion that had featured in their front 
door.  A wedding gift from Joe’s parents. 
The new coloured glass image had enthralled Tom.  And because 
his mother loved it, he had spent hours carefully studying the image 
without upsetting her.  There had been two figures at the centre of the 
image.  A woman bent over a long, flowing roll of what looked like paper 
with strange, angular etchings.  They were like nothing Tom had ever 
seen.  They’d looked like letters but ones that had been held up to a 
mirror.  Backwards and indecipherable.  The second figure had been 
more difficult to discern.  It wasn’t a stately, pretty figure like the first but 
bent awkwardly.  As if the maker of the image had been distracted and 
turned away, his hand sliding across the work, taking the glass with it. 
‘You’ll go cross-eyed,’ Tom’s mother would warn him as he 
studied the image, his nose almost pressed to the glass.  And often, just 
before his mother’s words, Tom had the distinct feeling that the strange 
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figure before him was quivering.  He would blink a few times.  His eyes 
stinging.   
The walls of the room in which the figures sat had been covered 
in fantastical images.  Dancing people, birds and fawns.  Scenes of 
celebration.  And other creatures which Tom had studied intently.  A 
strong muscled man with flared, technicoloured wings.  A long, hooked 
beak instead of a mouth.  Snakes coiling and hissing from his arms.  On 
the top of his wildly furred head were two more hissing snakes.  Placed as 
if they should be horns.  And sprouting either side of them were the ears 
of an ass. 
‘Does it frighten you?’  His father had peered over his shoulder 
and Tom had shaken his head. 
‘I like its eyes,’ he’d said brightly. 
‘Coloured with Purpure.’  His father had tapped gently against each 
pupil of the figure.  ‘A difficult colour in glasswork.  Fades quickly.  
Streaks easily.  Needs a good artisan.’ 
‘Let me see.’  His mother, her washing-up gloves sudsy and 
dripping, had huddled with them.  The three of them, skin to skin, had 
examined the glass.  Tom had wanted it to last forever.  He hadn’t 
complained when the hot, watery bubbles fell steadily onto the top of his 
head.   
‘I bet she’s writing her story,’ his mother had said, leaning closer 
to examine the woman at the desk with the train of scroll around it.  ‘The 
bent woman is my favourite.’ 
‘What makes you say it’s a woman?’ his father had asked, 
genuinely curious. 
‘What makes you call it The Cipher?’  His mother would do this.  
Answer a question with a question when she’d felt interrogated. 
‘Because I don’t understand it.’  His father had never been afraid 
of not knowing. 
‘What’s a cipher?’  Tom’s mind had taken hold of this particular 
word with its whispery, snake-like sound and he’d thrown in the question 
partly because he wanted to know but mostly to distract them. 
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‘Depends,’ his father had replied, taking off his glasses, pulling 
out a corner of his shirt and polishing them.  ‘It can mean nothing.  A 
zero.  Zilch.  Or an unimportant person.  A nobody.  Or it can be 
something more like a key.’ 
‘To a door?’  Tom had asked, wiping the suds from his cheeks. 
‘A key, as in a solution.’ 
‘To what?’  Tom had grown agitated by the vagueness in his 
father’s answers.  He had felt his mother grow bored.  The space between 
the three of them growing wide. 
‘To a problem you didn’t know you had.’  His father had given an 
unsatisfying shrug.  Their moment together had passed.  His mother was 
clattering in the sink.  His father pulling on his coat. 
 
‘Where’s a cipher when you need one?’  Tom turned his back on 
141F Alexandra Parade and looked at the river.  Water didn’t try to make 
sense of things.  He started walking.  A dissonance of low, persistent 
croaks gurgled from the reeds.  His mother’s cheeks had flushed when 
she’d spoken about meeting her husband over frogs.  It wasn’t hard for 
Tom to imagine the moment.  His father sure-handed and strategic, 
keeping to the shallows so he didn’t fill his gumboots with water.  His 
mother eager and ill-prepared, scooping at the creek with her blue cotton 
pinny and squealing in delight at the pure luck of trapping a frog within it.  
Tom wished he’d been there then.  Been born as their friend or their 
neighbour, rather than their son.  Maybe then he could have been there 
for the moments when they’d laughed more and for the moment that his 
father had kept to himself until the day before he died. 
 
 
 
‘One hundred and eleven frogs.’  His father had opened his eyes 
and squeezed the bridge of his nose with both forefingers.  He’d coughed 
drily.  Tom had pushed the glass of water towards him.  He’d ignored it.  
When Tom had arrived, his father was asleep in his chair.  He’d waited 
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half an hour.  An hour.  Paced around his father’s modest room.  Stared 
out the window into the garden.  Then decided to unwrap the book he’d 
brought as a birthday gift and read it himself.   
‘I know exactly how many,’ his father had kept his eyes on the 
window, ‘because I kept promising myself I’d kiss her the moment we 
had twenty.  Then thirty … forty … sixty.’  His father had rolled his 
hands several times, indicating the changing goal posts, then become 
quiet again.  Distant.  Tom had waited uneasily.  Unsure of how to 
advance the interaction.  He’d handed the unwrapped present to his 
father. 
 ‘Great Victorian Walks,’ he’d blurted out the title nervously.  His 
father had surveyed the cover of the book and tapped a finger on the arm 
of his chair. 
‘No such thing as a bad walk,’ he’d said, more to himself, and 
edged forwards in his chair.  Tom had stood up, thought of a dozen ways 
to be of assistance and offered none.  Hated the hole in his guts when his 
father had waved him away.  Told him not to fuss.  His father had got up 
easily and walked carefully to the dresser.  He’d slid on his hat, taken the 
coat from behind the door and left the room. 
Tom had paced.  He’d seen his father cross the verandah and take 
the path through the garden.  Other residents had called out to him but 
he hadn’t responded.  Tom had yanked his coat from the back of his 
chair and muttered furiously to himself.  If he left now, he could make 
afternoon tea at Charlesworth.  The glass doors had slid open and he’d 
paused at the exit to the hospice.  Then with a frustrated Bugger you, Dad 
that had caused the stony-faced receptionist to look up from her 
magazine, he’d done a swift about-turn, stridden down the long hall and 
headed for the garden. 
At the end of the path had been a quaint wooden bridge spanning 
the creek.  Across it and a few paces to the left had been an old carved 
seat, which creaked as Tom had sat down next to his father. 
‘About time.’  His father had pitched a small pebble into the 
water. 
‘What?’ 
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‘You followed me.’  Tom hadn’t answered.  He wasn’t sure he’d 
understood.  The creek had bubbled gently.  The air had been fragrant 
with pollens and Tom had been happy to sit in silence.  The sun had sunk 
lower and the breeze had grown cooler.  His father had coughed lightly 
and begun the story. 
‘I swore on the saints that one hundred and eleven would be the 
number.’  His father had shifted on the bench and looked down the creek 
as if seeing something play out before him.  ‘And then, splash, she leaped 
in the water and caught it.  The magic number.  One hundred and eleven.  
She was laughing so hard.  Her pinafore saturated.  Slicked with moss and 
mud.  I tried to hold the bucket steady.  My hands were shaking as she 
plipped it from inside her fist.  He was tiny.  Tail still not dropped.  I 
wasn’t sure.  Did it count?  But still, less a tadpole, more a frog.  Our 
faces were so close I could smell the honey on her breath from the 
sandwiches her mother had made us.  I snatched it there and then.  My 
lips on hers. 
‘The shock in her eyes broke my heart.  Twelve years old and 
already a broken heart.  Joseph Fuller, don’t you do that, her eyes filled with 
tears.  And, oh boy, was she trembling, quaking like a baby bird.  Why’d 
you have to do that?  She was yelling and crying and she pushed me hard.  
I went bum first into the creek.  Cracked my tailbone on a rock and went 
dizzy all the way to my head.  The bucket fell on top of me.  Frogs 
leaping everywhere.  All over my face.  The water rushing over me, filling 
up my pants.  I struggled all the way home.  An empty bucket.  Britches 
full of slime.  A roaring ache through my tail.  Spent the next week in bed 
with fire in my spine.  Didn’t dare tell my mother what’d happened.  I 
was in love.  God help me if she forbade me to see this girl.’ 
Tom had an itch on his left nostril.  He’d screwed up his mouth, 
trying to relieve it without fidgeting. 
‘Two weeks later, there she was at the front door.  A jar full of 
frogs under her arm.  Her face was so sad, so serious, and I loved her all 
her more.  I took her to see my room and she marvelled at my posters.  
I’d been collecting them.  Building my own solar system.  She quite forgot 
herself.  She was all lit up naming the planets. 
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“You’ve even got Pluto, Joe!” 
‘Which sent more than a tickle of pride through my bones since 
I’d only just got it in the post after saving pocket money for three months 
to replace the old ones – they only went up to Neptune.  Then she turned 
serious once more and hung her head.  Told me she had a confession.  
And I wanted to tell her that whatever she had to say didn’t matter, but I 
couldn’t say a damn word.  I panicked.  Maybe she’d met another boy?  
She sat down on my bed and told me. 
“I killed my own father.” Her words caught me off-guard.  I was 
too busy thinking of myself.  I must have looked dumbstruck and a flash 
of annoyance twitched in her face.  She took a deep breath and 
persevered. 
“He had the strap.  He’d dragged me out from under the bed.  He 
would make me do things, Joe.”  She looked up at me and I tried to look 
strong so she’d feel safe.  It must have worked, she kept on talking.  “I bit 
his arm and there was blood.  He howled like a wild dog and lifted the 
iron bed right off its legs.  Smashed it towards the wall.  Half through it.  
My foot was trapped, I couldn’t move.” 
“Where was your mother?”  I could hardly breathe, listening to 
her, and I blabbed out the question.  Her lips were quivering and her eyes 
went dark.  And she squeezed them shut.  Tight.  But the tears leaked out.  
I told her, “Forget about my question, just tell me the story.” 
“That’s when I did it.  I wished him dead.  Wished with all my 
might.  He was walking towards me.  Just stopped in his tracks.  And fell 
on the floor.  His head caught the bedpost.  Split it wide open.  Blood on 
the bedskirts, the carpet.” 
I didn’t speak.  I didn’t dare. 
“That’s the end of the story,” she said, opening her eyes and 
wiping her nose with the back of her hand.  “And I’ll go to hell for it.” 
“I’ll go with you,” I said as bravely as I could, and she ran into my 
arms and I couldn’t have cared less where I was.’ 
 
‘Buddy.’  Tom vaguely made out the voice calling him.  He 
wanted to stay with that memory, with his father holding his mother.  
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‘Hey, buddy.  Watch out!’’  The voice was more urgent now and Tom 
stopped short of several plants spread across the walking track.  He 
looked behind him.  Couldn’t see the sprawl of mansions.  He didn’t 
know how far he’d walked. 
Further down the embankment, men and women were stacking 
boxes of fragrant seedlings on a small punt.  Tom began helping them.  
He needed something to do, so he’d do this.  It didn’t matter what it was, 
as long as there was a rhythm to it he could escape.  He hoisted and 
dumped crates laden with plants at varying stages of growth.  Some he 
recognised.  Lilly pilly, bottlebrush, native flax, silver banksia.  And 
pigface.  He rolled his eyes as he lifted these particular plants, which 
managed to outgrow everything else in his garden year after year.  Hoist, 
dump, hoist, dump.  The action like a mechanical breath helping him to 
work his lungs. 
‘Sorry to interrupt your walk.’  A man with thick gold earrings in 
one ear slapped him on the back and handed him a badge.  Friends of 
Herring Island.  Tom slung it around his neck.  He could do with being a 
friend of somebody’s today. 
‘How far’s the island?’  Tom asked, hoisting a tray of bottlebrush 
to a woman straddling the punt and the embankment.  She appeared to 
be supervising the operation.  She raised her eyebrows in a lighthearted 
manner and nodded towards the water. 
A literal stone’s throw from the embankment, a mass of land rose 
from the Yarra River.  It looked to be a modest hundred metres wide.  
An island in a city.  Tom pondered the concept, setting Fahrook loose to 
explore it.  Seeing him discover all manner of urban castaways, unfunny 
comics, fingerless sculptors, men who didn’t understand football.  Duck-
calls hanging from their bottom lips, clumsily hunting small prey with 
slingshots made from river rubbish. 
‘I need the extra help today.’  The woman walked over, 
interrupting the cartoon playing out in his mind and handed him a marker 
pen.  Tom stared at it quizzically and she laughed apologetically, her 
fingers tapping the side of her head to acknowledge her lack of 
explanation.  She had an attractive face and, although her large front teeth 
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crisscrossed in a way impossible to ignore, she had a warm and friendly 
smile. 
‘Your name,’ she clarified, holding her badge up. 
‘Right,’ said Tom, staring at her name:  SARAH.  In neat capital 
letters.  He scribbled his name on the card, managing to make three 
simple letters look untidy and illegible. 
‘Tuum,’ Sarah said, squinting at the badge theatrically. 
‘Tom,’ he said seriously, flicking his nib to complete the hastily 
scribed O and transforming the undulating scrawl after it into a neater M. 
‘Hope you’re ready for some work?’  She widened her eyes and 
stuck out her soil-stained hand, which Tom shook.  Sceptically.  He 
wasn’t sure if he was ready at all. 
The punt arrived and Tom helped lift the last of the crates 
aboard.  The remaining volunteers hopped on and Tom stared blankly at 
them from the small concrete dock. 
‘It’s only a four-minute ride,’ Sarah said, eyeing Tom.  ‘A very 
slow ride,’ she added when he didn’t respond. 
‘Sorry,’ said Tom, realising they were waiting for him.  ‘I’m a bit 
out of it today.’  He shuffled onto the punt and Sarah unwound the rope.  
As they left the embankment, she raised a hand and waved towards the 
shore.  Tom followed her gaze to an old woman on a park bench.  She 
was dressed in a glittering purple ballgown and a wide brimmed yellow 
hat and she waved back enthusiastically.  Finishing with a flourish 
reminiscent of the Queen. 
‘My mother,’ Sarah said. 
‘I feel underdressed,’ Tom said, assuming from her mother that 
Sarah must be around his age.  If so, his diet of tinned food wasn’t doing 
his complexion any favours.  The punt motored through the water and 
Tom began to feel queasy.  His head was fuzzy.  What on earth was he 
doing?  He politely manoeuvred himself away from Sarah.  Pretended to 
watch something indistinct on the shoreline. 
The punt bunted into the pontoon on the other side and Tom 
clambered off.  He heard Sarah calling him from behind. 
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‘Hey, Tom,’ she said, catching up with him, ‘are you okay?’  She 
looked at him with concern.  He felt beads of sweat dripping into the 
collar of his jacket. 
‘Open your hand.’  She emptied two large mints into it and he 
shoved them into his mouth.  The peppermint hit the back of his sinuses.  
‘Better?’  Sarah offered him a bottle of water and he took it.  ‘That’s some 
serious seasickness.’ 
Tom felt a strange urge to laugh.  They had travelled a few 
minutes across a calm river in the middle of a city and his sea-legs were 
wobbling.  It amused him.  He felt bad but he really needed to laugh.  He 
tried to contain himself.  But the laughter was erupting.  She began 
laughing too.  He shook his head and tried to explain, but it only made 
things worse.  And he laughed more. 
‘Sorry,’ he managed to squeeze out breathlessly.  Then, a few 
breaths later, ‘I’m not crazy.’ 
‘Gee, that’s lucky.’  Sarah’s laugh softened and her gaze drifted 
across the water where the woman in glittering violet was now standing 
proudly at the water’s edge and singing at the top of her voice.  Tom 
shoved his hands into his pockets and shifted his weight uncomfortably. 
‘When I poured my second cup of tea this morning, her dentures 
fell out and into my cup.’  Tom grimaced.  ‘She was cleaning her teeth in 
the kettle.’  Sarah shook her head and tried to laugh it off.  ‘She drives me 
crazy.’  She added thoughtfully, ‘Sometimes.’ 
 
… but like the bard, who freely sings 
In strictest bonds of rhyme and rule, 
And finds in them, not bonds but wings. 
 
The old woman’s voice was loud and strong and Tom was struck 
by the waft of words over the river. 
‘Not bonds but wings,’ Tom said, noticing the wisp of anxiety 
curling through his bladder.  ‘I know that song.’ 
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‘Angel in the House,’ Sarah said.  ‘It’s a poem.  She learned it as a 
child but she only remembers a couple of stanzas now.  Thank God.  I 
hate it.’   
Tom was distracted by the feeling this song, this memory, was 
stirring.  Old feelings were surging like stormwater through his chest and 
up his throat.  He imagined the relief of unplugging his mouth and letting 
the rivers gush forth with all their debris: twigs of remorse, empty bottles 
of lust, dried leaves of time, tin cans of hope, plastic wrappers of truth. 
‘It’s the nineteenth century’s answer to the submissive woman.  
The perfect wife,’ Sarah puffed noisily through her lips and scoffed.  
‘Passive, powerless, meek and, of course, pure.’  Tom wasn’t listening, he 
was trying to manage the foetid waters swishing in his guts. 
‘Victorian propaganda,’ Sarah continued, her tone fractious 
enough to half-grab Tom’s attention. 
‘Yes, with the wisteria,’ he said vacantly.  He felt sick.  He felt 
faint.  He sucked hard at the mint in his mouth. 
‘What?’  Sarah’s attention was now fully on Tom. 
‘The Victorian house with the enormous verandah.’  Sarah looked 
blankly at him.  ‘In six weeks the wisteria will be blooming all over it.’ 
‘How do you know about that house?’ Sarah asked, forgetting her 
confusion.  The horn blared from the punt.  ‘They need me,’ she said 
then, looking at her watch and over towards her mother.  ‘I have to finish 
on time today.’ 
‘I’m sorry if I wasn’t listening.’  Tom was confused by the rush of 
events, her change in tone. 
‘It’s just weird,’ Sarah said.  ‘My mother used to live next door to 
that house.  She keeps forgetting she moved.  We have the same struggle 
every time I have to bring her here.  She makes a huge fuss.  Tells 
everyone I won’t let her go home when it’s just down the road.’  She 
shrugged and sighed.  The horn blared again. 
‘I have to go.’  She jogged towards the group of workers.  ‘Take 
your time,’ she called back, smiling.  ‘You’ll need your strength.’ 
Over the next few hours, they planted hundreds of saplings and 
Tom pulled bag after bag of rubbish from the reeds around the island.  
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The muscles in his arms ached.  His legs felt hollow.  But his mind was 
keen and clear.  That was good. 
In his time at Charlesworth, he’d seen just about every kind of 
mental problem.  Manias, mood swings, palsies, dementia.  He’d spent 
Sunday mornings visiting the wards at the back of the consulting room.  
The permanent residents.  He’d thrown a few hands of cards in games 
with inscrutable rules that were always won when somebody triumphantly 
revealed the joker.  A large number of which the residents had stashed in 
shirt-pockets and hosiery, ready for their moment. 
Tom had tried to work out the rules.  For a while it had looked as 
though the eight of clubs was involved.  But he’d given up.  It had been 
an order of play known only to the group of earnest people with whom 
he sat.  Who’d taught him that order and rules are subjective and a joker 
will change everything.  Every time. 
‘It iz not vat you sink,’ Mrs Oberstein had encouraged Tom as 
he’d fumbled over what card to play and when, and fidgeted 
uncomfortably during the times he was dealt no cards at all.  Her violet 
eyes had been bright as a child’s.  ‘Sag nichts,’ she’d said, placing a finger to 
her mouth to translate her words.  ‘Else the mad vunns vill be vonting to 
play.’  She’d winked conspiratorially and tapped her temple, ‘You need 
zer right kind ov head.’ 
Tom watched the woman in the ballgown dancing and singing by 
the Yarra.  The woman who’d perhaps once lived in the house he’d come 
to find.  Not the pensive, dutiful woman who’d taught him the Lord’s 
Prayer in Latin.  But Tom knew that things changed.  And under the 
pressure of uninvited knowledge and inevitable memory, minds changed 
too.   
‘Last one,’ the man with the gold earrings called out, holding a 
bottlebrush sapling above his head.  The group cheered.  They stacked 
empty pots and gathered used fertiliser bags.  Spades and hoes clunked 
into tubs.  Rakes and trowels clattered in beside them.  The punt 
launched and all fifteen workers, sunburned, filthy and utterly exhausted, 
headed for the mainland. 
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In the middle of the river crossing, the punt jolted to a stop.  The 
driver urged the engine but the punt didn’t move. 
‘Did you coil the rope, Sal?’ a man with a worried look asked her. 
Tom snapped to attention.  He glanced at Sarah, who was on her 
knees, one arm plunged underwater fossicking for something under the 
punt. 
‘Sally?’  He blurted the question. 
‘My mother’s nickname for me,’ she said, rolling her eyes.  ‘It’s 
caught on.  They know I hate it.’  She tried the rope again.  ‘It’s snagged 
again,’ she said despondently. 
‘Are we going home now?’  The old woman was standing at the 
edge of the water.  The evening was still and her voice was clear.  She 
toyed with the layers of bright beads around her neck. 
‘It’s okay, Mum.’  Sarah walked to the edge of the punt.  ‘We’re 
coming soon.  We have to wait for some people to fix the boat.’ 
‘What’s wrong with the boat?’  The woman was distressed now. 
‘Mum, listen to me carefully.’  The old woman’s eyes were wide 
and frightened and Sarah spoke firmly.  ‘I’m going to be there in a 
minute.  Why don’t you sing your song?’ 
‘I don’t want to sing my song.’  The woman was raising her voice 
and pacing the water’s edge.  She began making a strange noise under her 
breath.  A pained, murmuring sound. 
‘Oh God.’  Sarah rubbed her hands on her face.  ‘Did you call the 
office?’ 
‘They’ll be ten minutes.’ 
‘Then double that.’  She opened a water bottle and took a gulp 
but kept her eyes on her mother. 
The woman started calling more loudly.  ‘You’ll leave me again, 
won’t you?’  She pulled the brim of her hat around her face. 
‘Let me talk to her,’ Tom said edgily, the distressing sound of the 
woman’s voice reminding him of any number of permanent residents at 
Charlesworth.  ‘What’s your mother’s name?’ 
‘Nancy.’   
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‘Nancy,’ Tom repeated, his throat closing tight around the word.  
Glass and gravel.  Sarah’s eyes were on his.  Worried and tired.  It was like 
looking at himself.  ‘Give me some water,’ he said, surprised at the 
authority in his voice.  He slugged back the small bottle shoved into his 
hands and drew down to where he thought his strength might lie.  
Somewhere under cigarette butts and bottle tops, snagged between 
perished thongs and soda cans. 
‘Mrs Fieldmarsh?’ Tom called out. 
‘Who’s calling me?’ 
‘Mrs Fieldmarsh, it’s Tom Fuller-Rees.  I’m on the boat with your 
daughter.’ 
‘You’re with my Sally?’  She clutched her hands to her chest and 
squinted across at the punt. 
‘Yes, Mrs Fieldmarsh, she’s right here.’  Tom curled an arm 
around Sally’s shoulders.  Ignoring, for now, her silent shock. 
‘When are you coming back?  It’s getting dark.’ 
‘Very soon.  But I was wondering, as long as we’re here, maybe 
you could do something for us?’ 
‘Well, I do like to help,’ Nancy Fieldmarsh said, halting the frenzy 
of pacing and releasing the brim of her hat. 
‘You might not remember, but when I was a little boy you taught 
me the Lord’s Prayer in Latin.  Maybe you could say it for me now.’ 
‘A prayer for the boat,’ Nancy Fieldmarsh said excitedly, fixing 
her hat and resuming her composure.  ‘But I never remember the first 
damn line.’ 
‘Pater noster, qui es in caelis …’ Tom felt the words rushing back 
from his memory and it elated him, for once, to open the gates. 
‘… sanctificetur Nomen tuum.’  Nancy Fieldmarsh continued the 
prayer. 
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 Flippity Ellis filed through the collection of cartoons one by one.  
Tom was offered a seat twice but he didn’t sit down. 
‘You pull a rabbit out with these?’  Flippity’s eyes sparkled 
merrily.  ‘Something must have changed.’ 
‘I took a trip,’ Tom said, watching the editor’s face as he 
examined each cartoon.  He was laughing in the right places. 
‘You drove?’  Flippity’s scepticism was deserved.  Tom hadn’t 
driven much in thirty-three years. 
‘Boat trip.’ 
‘Ah,’ Flippity nodded enthusiastically, ‘nothing bad about water.  
Sweat, tears, the ocean.’ 
He was ripping off Isak Dinesen and not getting the quote quite 
right.  Tom decided to ignore it.  Anyway, in an odd sense, Dinesen was 
ripping off Blixen-Finecke.  The female author behind the nom de plume.  
Name of the feather.  More to a feather than we think, Tom mused silently.  
In any case, Flippity had earned the right to a few unoriginal wisdoms. 
‘I went along the Yarra,’ offered Tom. 
‘Even better,’ said Flippity, throwing one of Tom’s cartoons into 
the tray marked ‘current edition’ and putting the others in the top drawer 
of his desk.  ‘A river’ll soon show you about change.’ 
Tom nodded thoughtfully and watched Flippity scribble his name 
onto a blank cheque.  Heraclitus had said it differently, but the same was 
true.  You could never cross the same river twice. 
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Cipher 
 
 
When you awaken, something is different.  Your first impulse is to lift 
your hands.  They rise before you.  Unbound.  You touch them together.  
Unsure if they are your own.  They don’t look like the hands that pulled 
off your boots so you could wade in the creek and trap minnows between 
your palms.  Your fingers flushed pink and tingling as spring water rushed 
through them.  A soft, wet body flapping, tickling inside them.  You study 
your hands.  Your nails were always kept short by your nibbling.  The 
nails before you are long.  Some are chipped, jagged.  Your hands are her 
hands.  Your mother’s.  Uneven and veiny.  Bony fingers that a minnow 
would skim through.  Fingers designed for fossicking.  Not caressing.  
Not cradling. 
The hallway at Bethlehem is quiet.  Have others like you woken 
up to something different?  Chains are not clanking.  There’s nobody 
howling for a candle, just a single flame to break the darkness.  Nobody 
calling for their dog. 
Slap flop slap flop.  Different feet are walking to your door.  You 
put your hands back by your sides.  You close your eyes and slide your 
arms under the blankets.  You keep very still.  There’s a hand on your 
forehead.  A scent of roses daubed at the wrist.  Your heart is responding.  
You know your eyelids are flickering.   
Drumb schweig.  Be silent.  Be still, you order your body.  But the 
roses are blooming inside your room.  In the reek of humus and peat, the 
flowers have taken root and their scent has seduced you.  Found the fine 
fibres in your nostrils and caressed them. 
You flinch.  A sharp inverted hiss as you suck the pain back inside 
your mouth.  Drumb schweig.  Don’t make a fuss.   
‘Sorry.’ 
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A soft voice.  Warm air skirts the crown of your head.  She has 
been dabbing at the half-dried scabs.  Pausing to twist the lid of another 
pot.  It must be on tight because you can hear her holding her breath.  
The way you do when you muster your strength.  The squeak of metal.  
She breathes out.  Her breath smells like sweet ginger.  And there arrives 
a glorious image.  A memory of your grandmother’s partner in 
Fuchsprellan.  Lady Cardamom Hartnett. 
In the game of fox tossing, Cardamom Hartnett and your 
grandmother would be the only female pair among a dozen or so.  
Among them, Cardamom alone required only one hand to grip the sling 
that tossed the fox.  Your grandmother, stout and broad, was twice her 
weight but needed both hands to hold tight at the other end.  Several 
animals would be released into the stadium and if one found its way to a 
sling, the object was to catch it at that moment and hurl it into the air.  
The highest fox made the winning pair. 
When Cardamom was in waiting, ready for the animal to be 
loosed into the arena, she was motionless.  Moving only her head to glare 
at your grandmother if she shifted her stance to swat at a fly or satisfy an 
itch where her britches were too tight. 
‘In Gottes Namen!  Halt still!’  And your grandmother would scowl 
and resume her position.  Still as a post, as best as she could.  She didn’t 
retort.  She wanted to win. 
Fuchsprellan was a game of precision.  Exciting too, if you could 
overlook the fate of the fox.  Which you tried hard to do.  To be grown 
up.  To see the sport for its unique challenges.  Its demands on the 
players.  You were, at least, intrigued by Cardamom’s demands.  Her 
intolerance of your grandmother’s fidgeting.  Now and again she would 
drop the sling to the dust, cup her hands at her ample mouth and bellow, 
‘Halt still oder stirb’ wie der Fuchs!’  Be still or die like the fox.  There was no 
room for misapprehension. 
You were mesmerised by the paradox this generated.  A riddle in 
stillness.  Because during the game, Lady Cardamom Hartnett was 
focused and commanding but when not playing Fuchsprellan, she was 
something quite different. 
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Her issue was tics.  Her entire right side ceaselessly twitched.  
Sometimes in small syncopated spurts.  A sharp hunch of the shoulder.  
A quick cock of the leg.  But other times, especially it seemed, during the 
inevitable lulls in conversation that litter social gatherings, her arm and leg 
would launch into a fine medley of movements accompanied by strident 
bursts of soprano song.  Her ferocious repertoire was defiant and 
included a clenched fist, thrust one or two inches from any one of the 
Fuchsprellan opponents’ noses and accompanied by the urgently whispered 
phrase, coined by an English ex-husband, ‘Take that home to your 
mother.’ 
The surly men were yet to refine their reaction to Lady Harnett’s 
obscure vitalities.  The youngest man on the team, Lord Edward Staithes, 
an Englishman who at sixty-seven had found himself a first-time father 
with the thirty-five-year-old church cleaner, would vanish to the lavatory.  
A rotted, hastily repaired outhouse good enough, as he would announce, 
to sneak a soft Gypsy’s Kiss but grossly incapable of insulating any other 
sound.  Namely his laughter.  A snorting guffaw interrupted at regular 
intervals by a wheezing, rattling titter.  ‘As if Santa swallowed a Christmas 
fairy,’ it had been sagely observed. 
You surmise that Cardamom, clearly unaware of her own unusual 
habits, viewed Lord Staithes as suspiciously peculiar.  Not solely for his 
philandering, but for the fact that he seemed to reserve loud outbursts of 
laughter for the lavatory. 
‘Needs a confession,’ Cardamom would state charily and bless 
herself in the sign of the cross with a hastily produced crucifix from her 
spotless pinafore. 
False diagnoses and flawed theories on her condition came and 
went but her Fuchsprellan was faultless.  Not a single fox lived to scamper 
from her vigorously flung sling.  Instead, after landing from the eight-
metre toss produced by her and your grandmother, they were piled neatly 
ringside.  Their wet noses bloody.  Their limp tongues hanging through 
their fangs. 
Cardamom’s face would stiffen with serious but obvious 
approval.  And while, at the post-game celebrations of ale and tea, many a 
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sugary gingerbread was flung sideways on its way into her mouth and 
many a gentleman’s head was clipped, smacked and clonked by her 
restless limbs, she remained a highly sought after player and one whose 
minor shortcomings were overlooked in the bigger picture.  That is to 
say, the picture that would be seen in the local newspaper of the 
Füsternberg Zeitung of her and my grandmother taking out first place in the 
regional pennant competition. 
 
‘Is this feeling okay?’ 
The smell of ginger wafts again from her mouth.  You wonder if 
you drifted off to sleep.  Your mind full of foxes.  Your tongue picking 
out imaginary gingerbread crumbs from between your teeth.  Cardamom 
Harnett always stashed three or four in her pinafore and let you fish them 
out on the ride home. 
‘Were you dreaming?’ 
Were you dreaming?  You can’t remember.  Perhaps you are 
dreaming now.  When has a keeper spoken to you?  When has a keeper 
smelled of anything but ethanol and cigars?  Her voice ripples the air and 
around it the room seems awkward.  Clumsy and dirty.  The walls not 
meeting.  The floors on an angle.  You suddenly feel embarrassed.  As if 
friends have arrived and you haven’t brushed your hair.  Your stockings 
and nightgown are crumpled by your bedside.  The bedcovers tangled.  
That’s how you feel.  Unkempt.  Embarrassed. 
She finishes with your head and you can feel her standing by your 
side.  You drive your eyelids down hard.  She places a hand on your 
shoulder.  It is unexpected and you cringe.  Her touch is overwhelming.  
Dizzying.  The tears come and you cannot stop them.  She stands with 
you.  Her hand stays light but connected to your shoulder.  She is quiet 
but not silent.  You can hear her breathing.  Slow and mindful.  You 
imagine her chest rising and falling.  Her lips slightly parted.  Her eyes 
soft.  She is breathing for you. 
‘You don’t have to talk.’  She speaks in a watery, rippling voice.  
And you almost cry out for her to stop.  To cut the act.  To wake you up 
quickly.  Before you wake up yourself to what must really be happening.  
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This is the worst kind of nightmare.  The one from which you dread 
awakening.  To find yourself back in the room with the dirty grey floor.  
The old keeper’s clumsy hands wafting stale cigars.  The keeperess gone. 
She persists. 
‘I’ll check your body.’  Her hand leaves your shoulder and a rush 
of cold air takes its place. 
She is folding back the rugs.  The sheets.  You’re not ready.  You 
want to sink below the straw and iron slats and the stone.  You want to 
dissolve.  To disappear.  To make yourself into that number inscribed at 
the foot of the fool.  That zero.  That nothing.  That cipher. 
A faint, disgusted clack of the tongue.  But she restrains herself.  
You know she has found the foot.  The foetid, reeking, putrid foot that 
you have learned to ignore.  She rustles inside a bag.  Unseen items clunk 
and clatter.  You feel the urge to laugh.  To yell.  You suddenly hate her 
for finding you this way.  For making it too real.  You want to swipe at 
her.  To send her packing.  Gouge out her eyes with your new long nails.  
Toss her like a fox from your bed, from your room.  Hear the dull thud 
of her body in the courtyard by Saint Botolph’s church.  Her head now 
cleared for eternity of any memory of you.  Of this. 
‘We’ll fix this,’ she says with her watery voice and you wonder if 
you can hear sadness or pity. 
She places a pill on your bottom lip and you scoop it into your 
mouth with your top teeth.  It’s automatic.  You don’t know if you want 
to take it.  Or should.  It’s just what you do now.  You feel the glass 
pressed to your mouth.  You try to tilt your head.  She cups her hand 
behind your neck and the water trickles in.  It is sweet.  Fragrant. 
‘Rosewater,’ she says, predicting your question.  ‘Rosen Wasser.’  
She clears her throat.  She’s asking for your approval of her 
pronunciation.  You do not answer. 
Bitter pills.  Sweet water.  This suits you.  Your body is melting.  
The straw becomes buoyant as a river.  The stony weight in your chest 
drops to the creekbed and you float above it.  Then you are rushing 
weightlessly with the water.  And you let it take you.  Will she notice now 
if you open your eyes?  Can you catch a quick glimpse while she is bent 
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over your foot, paring back rotten flesh?  You can’t imagine a face to 
match with her timbre.  Maybe that of a mermaid’s whose voice can lure 
minnows. 
 
 
 
When you awaken, something is different.  Your body is 
throbbing.  Your head is fuzzy and prickling.  You flutter your eyelids.  
Your eyeballs are gritty.  You open them slowly and blink a few times to 
settle the stinging.  There’s a deep exhalation.  The smell of roses and 
ginger.  You turn your head slowly.  The keeperess is beside you.  Asleep 
in a chair.   
She sits like a nun in a church on a pew.  Straight and gracious.  
You want to look away but you can’t.  This is not a face for a watery 
voice.  Even in the silence of your mind, you try to be respectful.  But 
you cannot find a word other than ‘ugly’.  Her lips open.  Barely a crack.  
And you hear the sound of her gingery breath seep out.  When she 
breathes, the air rolls like a lazy wave through her body.  The motion 
from her nose to her belly is almost seamless.  You did not know it could 
be so beautiful to breathe.  She makes it beautiful.  Perhaps she must. 
Your father knew a man who worked in the Bournemouth 
shipyards.  He shovelled coal into a furnace to melt down old metal.  In 
the mist before dawn, your fingers stiff, your lips afraid to betray a shiver, 
you stood on the docks with your father.  There to act as a decoy as he 
waited for the small boats that brought his arts and wares.  If you were 
asked, you were to speak up, in cockney English of course, and tell the 
enquirer of your love for the sea.  That you was lookin’ for mermaids.  That you 
’as heard they get lonesome.  That so is your farva since your muvver died chokin. 
You would watch the man shovelling metal.  The furnace roaring.  
Your fingers freezing.  When the furnace was full, he would sit on the 
jetty and take potshots at gannets to pass the time.  He didn’t eat them or 
use the feathers.  It was simply something to do.  After an especially good 
morning, his aim and balance in sweet harmony with the blunderbuss, 
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two dozen gannets bobbing in the icy ocean, a flock of them rustled from 
the pebbled beach and swooped in behind him.  Just as he threw in what 
he thought was his last load for the day, he lost his balance and fell face-
first in the fire.  Some Dockhands came sprinting and dragged him into 
the ocean.  They doused him in time to save his life.  But not his face.   
 ‘Feuerfratze!  Hättest sie besser alle erschossen!’  Fireface!  Should have 
shot them all!  Your father thought it was funny but it was impossible to 
tell what Feuerfratze was feeling.  His skin was too fused, a confusion of 
scars, to display any emotion. 
This is her face.  Puckered and melted.  So different to the 
smooth, composed lines of her body.  Your eyes scan her face.  Across 
every detail.  You feel your brain looking for patterns.  For points of 
recognition.  Looking for that moment when the image makes sense. 
She opens her eyes.  Without warning.  No yawning or stretching.  
No startled stirring.  You don’t have time to turn away.  Or to blink close 
your eyes. 
‘Guten Morgen,’ she says, unclasping her fingers.  Fixing the 
pendant hung at her neck.  ‘Would you like me to speak in German or 
English?’ 
You don’t reply.  You are caught up in your own discomfort at 
being caught gawking.  You roll your head back and stare at the ceiling. 
‘It’s a curious poem.’  She’s now standing at the foot of your bed.  
And you notice her head’s at same height as the jester’s.  But her frame is 
more narrow than you imagine his body.  And her legs are much longer, 
leaner than his. 
‘Allso seint unszer ziven.’  Her German is awkward.  ‘Now we have 
seven.’  Her translation is not quite right.  But close enough.  Her voice is 
so lovely it doesn’t matter at all. 
‘Curious,’ she says, repeating the word.  You can tell she is 
genuine.  After all, in the picture, there is only one jester.  The closest to 
seven of anything you’ve counted are the six warts on his nose and six on 
his chin. 
‘Is it special?’  Her question has you flummoxed.  Searching for 
answers. 
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‘Mein Vater.’  You try to speak up but the words fall into the 
cracks in the back of your throat.  Maybe your lips moved.  You cannot 
be sure.  But she is nodding politely.  She heard you well enough. 
‘Ihr Vater kommt.  Er kommt morgen früh.’  She speaks slowly and 
steadily.  The words flicker and flash in the fusty air in the room.  Fireflies 
in a forest hatched too soon in autumn.  Disappearing before you have 
time to catch them.  Your father is coming.  He will come in the morning. 
 
 
 
Rosewater has been poured into the bath.  It eddies and spirals in 
steamy circles from the water.  You know because you can smell it but 
your eyes have not opened.  Not since she sat you on a low stool to peel 
off your robe.  For just a moment, the water takes over.  You are a 
newborn passed to her mother.  The water takes you in without question.  
Moves aside for your presence, takes a new place as you enter her world. 
The first towel is folded and placed under your head.  The other 
under your ankle on the edge of the bath.  Your foot is bound thickly in 
linen and mustn’t get wet.  Over the tub, she has draped a small sheet 
spun of fine cotton.  It feels soft on your shoulders and your skin prickles 
with delight.  But your legs are parted and you don’t like the feeling.  
Your hand reaches slowly to cover yourself.  Slides over the jutting bones 
of your hip, to cover the place in the crook of your thighs. 
What you feel is not your body.  The ridge of your pelvis is 
matted with hair.  You pull your hand away.  Your body is trembling.   
‘Dies ist nicht mein Körper.’  You tear the sheet from your body.  
They’ve taken your body.  Water is spilling.  Splashing her apron. 
‘Der Dummkopf hat mir meinen Körper genommen.’  The fool has your 
body.  He’s gone north along Bishopsgate to your better future.  You are 
flailing and wailing, her arms tightly round you.  You kick with both legs.  
And you think about biting. 
She speaks to you warmly. 
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‘Ihr Vater kommt.  Das Wasser ist glücklich.’  Her German is clumsy.  
But you know what she means.  She’s trying to calm you.  To sit you 
down in the bath.  Your father is coming.  The water is happy.  She tells you 
once more.  And because you feel sorry for her, her ugliness, her crude 
German, you do not correct her.  The water feels good.  You’re not sure you 
share in those feelings of water.  You let her assist you.  You slide back 
into the bathtub.  Your bandage is sodden and she quickly removes it.  
And you see that your foot is chewed over and black.  There are only two 
toes.  They are weeping and blistered.  But it’s done now.  You have seen 
it.  The lame body that the fool left behind while he skipped off with 
yours. 
On this body, the skin is a very fine veil.  Barely hiding the bones.  
Vaguely covering veins.  Dark hair has sprouted and for some reason you 
feel sickened.  You don’t look like a girl.  You don’t look like the memory 
of who you once were.  You can see why he took your determined strong 
body:  if he left with this body he wouldn’t get very far. 
She dips a small jug into the water beside you.  She shields your 
eyes with her hand and pours it over your head.   She speaks to you 
softly.  Roses and ginger. 
Your father is coming.  The water is happy. 
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Some secret aether in my bones 
Makes me light, like a bird. 
 
Pierre Guéguen  
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Phersu 
 
 
The girl appears in the doorway.  Her slingshot clutched in one hand, a 
small rock in the other.  With the sun at her back she is splendid.  Her 
skin a blush of bronze and cinnamon, her black hair burnished with 
sunset red.  Her eyes are clear and fierce, enlarged pupils turning each 
compliant iris into the faintest rim of brightness.  Eclipsed moons with 
smouldering haloes.  And, like the lunar cycles, their shifting clarity both 
enchants and unsettles Lucretia. 
‘I’ll be longer in the forest today, Ati Zal.’  The girl speaks coolly 
and Lucretia shrugs.  Ati Zal.  Second mother.  The change from simply 
Ati, mother, started on the girl’s twelfth birthday and Lucretia is still 
stung by the new title. 
‘Straight from the loins of the woodland god, Selvans,’ Lucretia 
tells the other women, unsure as to why the idea makes her shiver.   
‘Better than Tuchulca!’  The women nod and laugh and Lucretia 
shakes her head at the girl’s insistence on sleeping under the stars and 
wandering naked in the forest.  She and the women are quiet together, 
their fingers busy with spool whorls and woollen thread, knowing that the 
child of a nature god than an Underworld god would be the lesser of two 
burdens.  For a few moments they share the silence as mothers, aunts, 
sisters.  The muted clack of spinning yarn turning in tandem with their 
thoughts.   
‘Wait,’ says Lucretia, breaking her irritated silence and snatching 
up a chiton strewn on the floor.  She offers it to the girl standing wild-
eyed and naked at her door.  The girl steps back, her mane of hair 
swishing around her shoulders. 
‘Are you ashamed, Ati Zal?’  The girl ignores the clothes in 
Lucretia’s persistent hand.  Lucretia doesn’t answer.  Her mind is busy, 
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rustling for a logic that might soothe her.  It is true, she was not first 
mother.  Ati Thu.  And the child had never called her this.  But they had 
both become accustomed to Ati.  Mother. 
 ‘Ati Zal?’  The girl’s inquiry is determined but Lucretia’s tongue 
feels numb.  Paralysed by this simple word: Zal.  Second place.   
She takes a step closer and, mustering a look of authority, pushes 
the chiton into the girl’s hand.  The girl huffs and snatches at it, 
reluctantly tugging it over her head.  Lets it cloak her newly maturing 
body.  Only a moon ago, the girl’s body was lean, angular.  But the soft 
mounds of her young breasts have begun to form and a new roundness 
plumps her buttocks and hips.   
Lucretia turns her back to the girl.  Fills a bag with oats, places 
boiled eggs into another.  She settles herself and hands the food to the 
child. 
‘Semia,’ Lucretia does her best to keep her tone light and steady, 
‘do you see that your body is changing?’ 
‘I’m proud of my body.’  The girl’s face wrinkles with frustration, 
her eyes glower.  ‘I’m not like you.’ 
‘You’re not like anyone.’  Lucretia holds out the small bag of food 
with a stiff hand. 
The girl tears the chiton from her body and runs.  Her tiny 
breasts jiggling.  Her jaw firm as an unyielding god’s.  Lucretia watches 
her disappear into the forest.  A swish of branches and then stillness. 
 
 
 
When Talma first brought the baby girl to the village, the people 
were waiting.  In the centre of the circular courtyard, the fire had been lit.  
The herbs burned.  White sage and copal.  Pungent and sweet.  The doors 
of the huts were hung with gold.  Etched shields flattened and engraved 
by careful hands.  Strung with glinting gemstones.  The terracotta tiles of 
the roofs swept of moss and leaves.  Their finials of Aplu, Minerva, 
brushed of webs.  And under the caress of the late afternoon sun, the air 
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swam with shades of red and gold.  Gilt, decadent tones to appease the 
earth goddess. 
Talma joined the gathering.  The baby was sleeping in his arms.  
A female elder shuffled towards him and ran her fingers over the child’s 
head.  She bent and touched her lips against the skin between its sparse 
eyebrows.  The old woman looked up at Talma’s serious face and 
laughed, her wide mouth toothless and merry. 
‘They come, they go.’  She clapped her hands in the air and 
laughed again.  She tossed a handful of sage from her pocket into the fire.  
It licked furiously at the dried leaves, releasing trails of fragrant white 
smoke.  She placed the funerary urn for the baby boy on a cloth near the 
fire.  It was no wider than two palms, no higher than one.  Not for the 
body, but for the ashes. 
Lucretia’s hair was oiled and loosely braided.  Her skin, rubbed 
warm by the elders, carried scents of vetiver and verbena.  Earth and her 
fruits.  The dead child in her arms was bound in white.  Violets and tansy 
buds sewn into the cloth.  Flanked by two women, Lucretia was brought 
to the gathering and the circle closed around her. 
Slowly, she peeled back the cloth around the child’s face.  
Brought his brow to her lips.  She let the touch of skin on skin fill her, 
overwhelm her.  She traced her hands around the child’s eyes and nose.  
Across his pink mouth.  Curved and peaked under the tiny tip of the 
nose.  The blush gone from his lips.  She loosened the linen at the child’s 
chest and took out the feather placed inside it.  The villagers shifted 
uncomfortably.  Sandals scuffed the earth.  Throats were cleared as 
Lucretia made her change to the traditional ceremony and offered a 
feather.  Not an egg.  She dipped the feather into the ivory jar, tall as a 
finger and hung around her neck.  The jar the elders had fashioned to 
catch her tears.  She brushed the feather lightly over the child’s face and 
neck.  She pressed the feather to his chest and slid the cloth back into 
place, over his face. 
She placed the child on the cot near the flames.  The men piled 
fat logs into the fire pit.  The fire doubled in size and Lucretia’s anger 
swelled.  She tore off the tear jar and pitched it into the fire.  The flames 
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spat back.  An ember scorched her robes, seared through to her skin.  She 
felt the blister rising but did not flinch.  A prickling dizziness swelled 
inside her head.  She felt the crunch of her knees as they struck the dusty 
earth.  She could hear her own voice wailing.  The strange lonely 
crooning of grief. 
 
The fire burned low, crickets thrummed in the forest and Lucretia 
rose unsteadily and nodded towards Talma.  A wooden triclinium filled 
with downy pillows and woven rugs was ferried to her side and she sat.  
The baby girl in Talma’s arms stirred.  Raucous and hungry, her cries 
filled the forest. 
‘Where is my friend?’  Lucretia’s eyes filled with new tears.  Talma 
nodded and handed Lucretia the baby.   
‘She couldn’t draw milk,’ Talma said.  A strange swish of relief 
lightened Lucretia.  Then guilt.  Was it right to feel this way, holding 
another woman’s child?  Her mind became muddled and the child felt 
awkward, out of place in her arms.   
‘Semia’, Talma said slowly.  Sah-me-ah.  The baby’s face frisked at 
her breast.  So much weight for such a small body.  Semia.  Lucretia said 
the word in her mind, trying to bring herself to the moment.  The baby 
shared her name with a mortal goddess.  Fiery, wilful.  The baby opened 
her mouth and screamed.  Instinctively Lucretia lifted her to her breast 
and the child sucked hungrily. 
She watched the baby gulping, murmuring.  The air winked and 
danced at the corner of her eyes. 
‘The fireflies are early,’ she told the girl softly. 
 
 
 
Lucretia sweeps a stray hair off her face and reluctantly takes her 
gaze from the forest.  She sits down at her desk by the window.  The girl 
seems to carry her own perpetual glint of fireflies.  A sparking glow 
always dancing around her body.  Smiling to herself, Lucretia reaches 
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across the desk and touches the brushes.  Her writing brushes are a 
second mouth.  They speak her life in a way her own lips, her tongue 
cannot.  Etruscan is her first language now.  And Cima, the forest village, 
is her home.  From her window she can see the women sorting 
gemstones. 
Cima’s artisans are master jewellers and smiths.  Feldspars and 
quartz, rubies and chrysocolla are set in precious metals and decorated in 
fine detail with tiny balls of gold.  Some no bigger than a grain of sand.  
The granulation methods are shared between families and, while Lucretia 
has seen this performed many times, she is still in awe of the intricate 
pieces it produces. 
Cima’s rings and brooches, necklets and headpieces are coveted 
and prized by Roman noblewomen.  When it comes to the finery of gold 
granulation, only a Ciman can craft a goddess in all her glory on an 
earring.  Or bring a stalking pride of lions to life on the reed-thin face of a 
fibula.  But the trade in these exquisite pieces is growing harder. 
Before they leave for Rome, the men ask Lucretia for any words 
in Latin that may improve their negotiations with the increasingly 
arrogant and shrewd buyers.  At times she falters, just for a moment.  
Where once Etruscan felt strange and sharp in her mouth, now the 
Roman language feels unnatural to her tongue. 
When the men return, they bring news of a changing Rome.  A 
city whose new laws of the Senate have little value for Etruscans.  It has 
become difficult to sell the jewellery and the gleaming black bucchero 
pottery for any profit.  Their buyers speak only Latin and aren’t interested 
in fair trade.  New partners are emerging from land and sea.  Men with 
minds built for both science and art, who bear rich colours from an 
alchemy of sea-snails and minerals.  This excites the Romans and makes 
them envious.  Only imperial purple for nobles.  They form new laws to 
ensure it. 
The Etruscan story is changing.  And diligently, humbly, Lucretia 
tries to scribe the world she has come to know and cherish.  To hold it in 
place with ink and silk.  At times like today, this also helps her to build 
her own story about the things she doesn’t understand in the girl. 
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Semia peels herself off the forest floor and heads once more to 
the spot where she saw the man three days earlier.  She feels confident.  
She is happy in the forest.  She likes its dark and light.  Its cool damp 
smell and dizzying crush of trees.  She spins and spins and lies down on 
the forest floor, looking up at the treetops swirling around her.  Light 
flickers between the leaves in the canopy.  Between the branches and 
trunks.  In every place that was once filled with only the invisible air she 
breathes, Semia can see the constant yet shifting thread of lights. 
Sometimes the threads look like a spider’s web.  Weaving 
themselves into the spaces between her body and the trees.  Between 
each tree in the forest.  Between the forest and the sky and from star to 
star.  She thinks of them as the very threads that hold everything in place.  
The Sun and Moon, the constellations.  All caught like insects and held in 
space in a vast luminescent mesh.  If she could run her finger through it, 
like a stick through a spider’s web, could she unhinge the moon from its 
place near the Earth and watch it, once suspended like a cocooned moth, 
now falling to the Earth, impotent and dimmed?  Or would it disappear 
into the lands that even the gods cannot reach?  A silent silvery disc 
fading, dissolving into the black night sky. 
Semia wrinkles her nose, unsure if she likes the idea of being 
caught in a web.  She turns her thoughts to the man.  Three days ago, he 
entered the clearing, limping and groaning, and from her place in the 
crook of a high branch she watched him wheeze and cough and stagger.  
His wounded cry was piercing and she covered her ears, wondering if Ati 
Zal had looked up from her writing as the echo trailed into the village.  
He flung his knapsack to the earth and slumped against the tree she 
climbed.  She pushed her body back into the branch, excited and secretly 
satisfied to be unknown to him. 
The top of his head was rippled with scars, a sight she knew 
would make Ati Zal’s stomach turn.  But she was grimly fascinated by 
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such frightful wounds and, when she heard him snoring, she slid down to 
a lower branch to take a closer look. 
The chunks of skin missing from his skin made her imagine him 
being dragged across the Ciminian plains.  After a heavy rain, the topsoils 
sluiced from the lowlands, the surface scattered with rocks and stone, and 
she imagined his captors delighting in the clunking and bouncing of his 
head over their sharp edges. 
With these gruesome images in her mind, she nimbly scales the 
same tree, hooks the slingshot over her arm and waits.  A twig cracks 
dully in the brush and he appears.  He is moving more slowly than the 
last time and soon after he leans himself against the tree, he falls asleep. 
Semia wraps her legs around the branch and uncurls her body to 
hang upside down.  If she reaches out a hand, she can almost touch his 
head.  A flurry of wood-pigeon screech from the forest, a wildcat hot on 
their heels, and the man wakes.  Semia freezes on the lower branch.  If he 
glances upwards, even slightly, he will see her.  She holds her breath, the 
blood collecting in her head throbs.  The thrill of being caught ripples like 
silent laughter in her belly.  If she is caught, she will twist herself from the 
tree and tumble and leap like a sprite and dash for home, the long way, 
before he even stands. 
He shakes some water from a bladder in his bag and splashes it 
over his face.  With a flint from his bag he rouses a small fire of sticks 
and dry moss.  She pulls her belly tight and silently curls herself back onto 
the branch.  She is ecstatic at her little game and grins broadly at his 
ignorance.  She tucks her knees beneath her chin, wishing she wore her 
chiton after all.  The cool air of dusk shifts through the forest. 
 
 
 
Lucretia is breathing quickly as she writes. 
 
I was selfish when I first arrived at Caisra.  I viewed the woman as stupid.  
Simply because she was ugly.  Inept because she was deformed.  To feel ashamed would 
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be self-indulgent.  Even the gentlest noblewoman can be savagely ignorant.  But then I 
found a beast in the forest.  Slit through the gut, her knife beside it.  I knew it was 
hers because the priest’s name was carved into the handle.  Like the other two she kept 
by the hob. 
The creature was dead and still I was terrified.  I picked up the knife and 
held it ready and in that moment I understood my own incapacity.  I was stupid with a 
knife.  Pitiful.  I tucked it inside my waistband.   
The smell of rotting flesh made my stomach lurch.  Ants and midges swarmed 
on its belly.  Its tail bubbled with maggots.  Perhaps it was this that caused me to 
think differently.  To feel a sudden helplessness on its behalf despite its enormity before 
me.  It took me ten steps to reach its head from the hind legs.   
The lids of its eyes were closed.  A milky sap weeping from them.  Fire ants 
were pushing their giant pincers around it, trying to access the glutinous meal inside.  
There was so much flesh for them to feast on.  It seemed greedy to want the eyes.  More 
swarmed.  They leaped at me impetuously.  Their pincers pricking my feet and calves 
like hot poisoned needles.  I picked up the end of my robe and brushed them away.  
Swept at them briskly as they teemed around the corpse.  I brushed harder and my robe 
caught its rotting eyelid and tore it away.  I squealed and fell backwards.  Tried to 
scurry away.  The fire ants launched at me furiously. 
The eye was as large as my fist.  A coal-black pupil, too dark for shadows.  
A fine halo of watery green edged the blackness.  There was no grim malevolence in this 
eye.  Just, perhaps, an unbearable truth: a beast is a beast.  Even if it had leaped up 
before me, its putrid limbs grasping and clawing, I would have felt different after seeing 
that eye.  Afraid still, yes.  But I would have understood the beast differently.  The 
instinct in its actions.  Why curse the wheel for turning? 
When I reached the tomb, she was sleeping.  I put the knife back with the 
others.  I wanted to speak about it, to ask a thousand questions.  But I hadn’t earned 
that conversation.  So I kept silent. 
The Rasenna are helping me to understand this kind of silence and I am 
finally beginning to understand ‘Rasenna’.  In Latin we would translate it directly: 
‘one people, many cities’.  But the women shake their heads.  They work the wool and 
think deeply. 
‘One tongue, many words.’ 
‘One heart, many moods.’ 
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‘One blood, many skins.’ 
‘You see the difference?’ they ask me and I nod.  Although I don’t really.  
Not like them. 
The longer I have known the people of this village, the more I realise the crush 
of Rome on the Etruscan spirit.  The nuance of their differences.  Here I have been 
taken in as family.  A sisterhood vital and inviting has surrounded me.  And I no 
longer know who I am without them.  The men listen to the women not as servants but 
as comrades.  And when they gather and hold counsel, something changes in the air.  
They speak and I feel the presence of a purer atmosphere.  The Greeks would call it 
Aether.  And when I am with these people, I am drawn inside it. 
I think of the fire ants and midges sucking, burrowing in their hordes into the 
inky centre of that eye.  Blackness into blackness.  There is a strange purity in their 
actions. 
 
Lucretia sits back from her work and fans herself with a scrap of 
parchment.  It is growing darker outside and there is no sign of the girl.  
The chiton lies crumpled in the spot where she threw it.  She always lets 
the girl go.  Never follows.  Never asks.  As if some sacred boundary in 
the trees is in place.  Perhaps she is still more Roman than she cares to 
think.  She taps her brush on the side of her cheek.  Does her Roman self 
hold her back from the forest?  The thought makes her burn with old 
resentment.  She bundles her brushes and throws them into the jug on 
her desk.  It is late and her daughter is in the forest.  She is going to fetch 
her.   
 
 
 
‘I’ll crack your skull.’  Semia is a good shot and the stranger seems 
unnerved.  She grew tired and cold in the tree and when she thought he 
was sleeping, leaped down.  He was quicker than she thought and 
blocked her pathway.  The sharp rock is aimed at his forehead. 
‘Why won’t you look at me?’  She keeps the sling taut and he 
keeps his eyes downcast. 
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 ‘Who are you?’ she says, aiming now for the sweet spot between 
his brows.  The stranger is silent and she can see he is sweating. 
‘Tell me your name.’  She pulls back harder on the sling and sees 
him glance at his knapsack.  His hand lifts.  She shifts the angle of the 
slingshot, pulls back hard and releases.  It hits him above the left eye.  
Cracks the bone of his eye socket.  The skin splits and blood spurts.  He 
doesn’t raise a hand to it or flinch and the blood wets his face and the top 
of his filthy tunic. 
The stranger lowers his head further, trying to blink away the 
steady trail of blood washing into his left eye.  The girl tosses down her 
sling and picks up the wooden staff next to his sarcen. 
‘You are ugly,’ she says, wielding his staff.  Moving closer to him, 
she raises the staff higher and holds her ground. 
‘You’re not Roman, are you?’ she says, feeling braver, wilder.  She 
hears him swallow hard and delights that he might find her intimidating.  
‘This forest eats Romans,’ she adds slyly.  Disappointed when he doesn’t 
react.  He moves his arms, barely a twitch, and she whips back the staff 
and smacks it into his ribs.  He folds his arms over his chest but doesn’t 
make any sound.  She can tell that it hurt him and it makes her feel briefly 
remorseful.  She stops to catch her breath.  Her arms shaking. 
She studies him.  His jaw hangs slack, saliva oozing.  Something 
in her softens and she puffs out her chest against it.  As if feeling her 
change of heart, the stranger finally looks up.  He finds her eyes and 
holds her gaze.  His left eye still blinking back the rivulets of blood.  She 
lowers the staff and with deft fingers he unhitches the sarcen from his 
back and draws from it a bundle of fabric.  He throws it at her feet.  She 
shakes out the fabric and the chiton billows to the ground. 
The neck of the chiton is woven with glistening stones.  Lapis 
lazuli, moonstone, iolite.  She slides her fingers over the jewels.  She 
wants to cry and isn’t sure why.  She eyes the stranger.  His eyes are on 
his feet.  She slips it over her head, and it falls soft as moonlight around 
her body. 
 
Semia. 
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The voice in the forest startles them both.  Ati Zal in the forest?  
Never.  He begins to stuff his belongings back into his sarcen.   
‘Why are you here?’  Semia asks impatiently.  She feels unsteady, 
not strong any more.   
 
Semia. 
 
Lucretia’s voice is closer. 
‘Who are you?’  Semia is growing anxious. 
He mumbles something.  Spittle drips from his mouth.  He 
covers his face quickly with a scarf. 
‘I don’t understand you.’  Semia is feeling confused, disturbed by 
the mangled, beaten man. 
The stranger hangs his head and shakes it from side to side.  She 
can see he is frustrated.  His arms are rigid.  His hands pumping open and 
closed.  Open.  Closed.  Open.  Closed.  His body is shaking, sweat 
rolling from his temples and his neck.  He throws a tiny leather pouch 
bound with red string at her feet and she eyes it suspiciously. 
 
Semia. 
 
Ati Zal’s voice is more distant now.  Her beautiful voice.  Soft 
and tuneful.  Song-like without even a song.  Her voice is fading into a 
different part of the forest.  Semia doesn’t like the feel of Ati Zal moving 
away.  Growing distant.  Her words waning, diminishing without even a 
trace.  Her legs are ready to run to her mother.  She slides her foot under 
the small pouch and kicks it back to him.  It launches from the ground 
into his chest.  His hands are quick as lightning and they hold it fast.  She 
turns from him, and flees. 
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When she hears her daughter return her call, Lucretia stands still.  
Ati.  The forest is cool and quiet and it travels to her ears on the back of 
a cuckoo call.  Ati.  Mother.  Semia bursts into the clearing and stops.  
Her lips parted.  Her chest heaving.  Her eyes dance up and down Ati 
Zal’s body and she gasps. 
Lucretia’s usual tightly plaited hair falls loose and flowing around 
her shoulders, not quite covering the breasts of her naked body.  She 
scrunches her toes against the earth and tries not to look embarrassed. 
‘And now you decide to dress like a lady,’ she says to Semia, her 
cheeks flushing pink. 
‘I made it,’ Semia blurts, flouncing the skirt of the chiton, anxious 
with her lie.  ‘To surprise you.’ 
‘Surprises all round then.’ Lucretia laughs lightly, crossing her 
hands awkwardly in front of her belly and then, with a deep outward sigh, 
shaking them loose and letting them hang at her sides. 
Her body is exquisite.  Its lines smooth and white.  Every part of 
it different to Semia’s.  She is fulsome and pallid where Semia is lean and 
brown.  There are no sharp bones or angles at her knees or elbows. 
‘Goddess Uni?’ Semia says, tipping her head to one side and re-
thinking.  ‘No, you’re too generous to be a consort of Jupiter.’  She thinks 
deeply and Lucretia does her best to stand at ease while the girl 
scrutinises her. 
‘Lasa.’ She announces, smiling, satisfied.  ‘The forest diva.’ 
‘You have Ati Thu’s hair,’ Lucretia says, tears spilling.  Semia’s 
eyes brighten.  She twirls and laughs and grabs Lucretia’s hand. 
‘Dance with me,’ she giggles and Lucretia follows her steps.  
Awkwardly at first.  Then twirling with a whoop.  They fall onto the 
ground.  Panting and laughing.  Then, together, fall silent. 
‘I read your letters,’ Semia admits suddenly.  ‘About Phersu, the 
village.  I know I shouldn’t.  They’re your story.’ 
‘I’m not sure whose story I am writing,’ Lucretia says, folding her 
arms around her shivering body.  Semia pulls off her new chiton and 
holds it out to her.  Lucretia shakes her head.  The girl persists.  Lucretia 
is unpersuaded so she folds the garment carefully and places it on the 
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ground, patting it lightly.  Lucretia lies down, her head on the silky robe.  
It is warmer with her body against the earth. 
‘Will you teach me Latin?’ Semia asks, plucking at some wild-
grass. 
‘A republican already?’  Lucretia teases but Semia is earnest. 
‘I’m worried our language will be forgotten,’ the girl says, her wild 
eyes suddenly despondent. 
‘Nobody will forget Etruscan.’ Lucretia is startled and leans up on 
her elbow, reaching out a hand to comfort the girl. 
‘I want to write a book of Latin words and Etruscan words.  To 
show what is what.’  The fierce determination in the girl’s eyes returns 
and Lucretia’s love for the child swells in her chest. 
 ‘When did you stop waiting for Ati Thu?’  The girl is nervous but 
she tries not to show it. 
‘I haven’t,’ Lucretia says matter-of-factly. 
‘Why didn’t you try and find her?’   
‘I was afraid.’  Lucretia speaks softly. 
‘Afraid you wouldn’t find her?’ 
‘Find her, not find her.  Both.’ 
Lucretia is surprised when the girl rolls over and holds her close.  
Snuggles her head to Lucretia’s warm chest.  They feel each other’s breath 
and smell each other’s skin.  The girl’s salty, lemony.  Lucretia’s violets 
and musk.  The air winks and glints. 
‘The fireflies are early,’ Semia says softly. 
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Tom 
 
 
‘Ret me see yoh tongue.’  The dainty Chinese herbalist peered intently as 
Tom reluctantly presented the organ for viewing.  ‘Moh stick out,’ she 
said.  Swirling her fingers at her jaw and smiling.  Feeling awkward and 
exposed, he extended his tongue.  He could feel it quivering against his 
bottom lip.  She pushed her face closer.  The soft breath from her mouth 
and nostrils smelled sweet and musky.  It seemed a ridiculous and 
excruciatingly intimate way to start a health exam. 
 ‘How is yoh bowel move-meh?’  The herbalist, pen poised, 
awaited his reply.  The oddest thing about the question was the level of 
courtesy.  As if ‘Aunty Margaret’ or ‘Uncle John’ had once inhabited the 
place now filled by ‘bowel movement’.  He wanted to laugh.  He resisted.  
With unwavering courtesy, the diminutive herbalist clarified, ‘How many 
times foh one day?’  She held her index finger straight and tall.  Her 
plum-red nail polish gleaming. 
‘Once,’ Tom lied.  He hadn’t moved his bowels properly for 
weeks.  ‘Usually,’ he added, coughing unnecessarily and finding an 
imaginary itch behind his left ear.  The herbalist scribed ornate Chinese 
ideograms.  Diligently, precisely.  Then shifted her fingers to the pulse in 
his left wrist.   
‘Kurrah?’ 
After all his time with doctors of various general and specialist 
proficiency, Tom found it hard to believe there were things he had not 
been asked.  He wriggled uncomfortably on his chair.  There were two 
distinct possibilities.  The herbalist had either just said something to him 
in Chinese, the meaning of which would soon be explained, or she had 
asked him the colour of his shit. 
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‘Sorry?’  Tom scratched at his throat and hoped his face wasn’t as 
red as it felt. 
‘Wot do you notice is the kurrah of yoh bowel move-meh?’  Her 
eyes were polite and expectant as Tom searched for the words to answer 
her question.  The chair squeaked as he shifted on it. 
‘Browny, um, green.’  His voice trailed off as she scribbled 
illegible but delightfully perfect symbols on the page in front of her.  The 
Chinese writing helped.  It rendered his answer exotic, enigmatic.  He 
wondered if the interrogation was over.  And why he had let himself be 
talked into trying an alternative therapy.  Answering the herbalist’s 
questions made having the needle jammed into the lump in his throat last 
week seem subtle.  The herbalist looked up, her cherry lips peeling back 
over movie-star white teeth. 
‘Texture?’  She brushed the pad of her featherweight thumb over 
the tips of her other four fingers.  Tom stared in horror at the gestural 
innuendo. 
‘I haven’t touched it.’  The flush in Tom’s face deepened.  Even 
though it was the truth, it suddenly felt like another lie.  He felt the urge 
to add, ‘God’s honour.’  A throwback from his mother who, despite her 
insistence that God was an adjective, not a noun, a description for 
something people didn’t understand but felt, had used the phrase to 
emphasise statements such as Mothers have invisible eyes in the back of their 
head and If you lie to your mother, you will sprout an orange moustache in adolescence 
even if your hair is black.  God’s honour. 
The herbalist uhmed and ahed and with increasing geniality tried 
again.  ‘Is the bowel move-meh, meh-be, a rittle bih rook dry or moh wet 
or sum-sing?’ 
‘I shit like a goat,’ Tom said frankly.  Surprising himself with a 
public admission about the relentless array of pellets littering his toilet 
bowl.   
‘Ah!’ said the herbalist.  Her intelligent eyes excited and engaged.  
‘So meh-beh moh too dry?’ 
Tom cleared his throat and nodded his head enthusiastically.  
‘Yes.  Very dry.’  The herbalist wrote more characters, her breath silent as 
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a baby’s.  Tom was pleased with himself for speaking up about such 
private matters.  It was liberating.  He wondered briefly if this was the 
type of ‘shit’ he should have been speaking about all along with the 
shrink.  He shrugged at his own question and put his mind to making the 
connection between dry pellets of shit and the problem he had come to 
discuss. 
‘Okay, Mistah,’ she ran her finger over his name and wrapped her 
cupid’s mouth around it, ‘Foorah-Liss.’  She looked up at him eagerly and 
Tom nodded.  He knew what she meant.  She grinned broadly. 
‘Can you describe foh me again the noise.’  She tapped at her ear 
and smiled. 
 
The noise in his ears had started when, stood in her newly painted 
daisy-yellow kitchen, Sally Fieldmarsh had shown Tom her birthmark.  
Or maybe it had started the moment before.  As she had unbuttoned her 
lilac cardigan and slipped it down from one shoulder.  Revealing her bra 
strap in white scalloped lace.  There was so much to take in and Tom had 
felt dizzy.  He’d lost focus.  And the birthmark had swelled.  Growing 
from the size of a walnut in the centre of her shoulderblade to sprawling 
like a crimson delta over the round pink flesh of her shoulder joint. 
Tom had tried to concentrate on what he was being shown.  
What he was being told.  But there were more thoughts than his brain 
could manage.  The loudest of them reminding him how long it had been 
since he was privy to a woman’s undergarments.  But others, quieter, had 
tinkered in the dusty spaces of his mind.  He’d turned his head left and 
right to look at the birthmark.  The high pitched ringing flourished in his 
ears. 
Tinnire.  Tinnire.  The church bells call. 
Huh?  Why was he saying these words in his mind?  It had 
seemed insolent.  But he couldn’t keep Father Savier’s voice out of his 
head.  The priest’s wistful musing.  Part of some unimportant poem.  But 
always alive on his lips as the altar boys had heaved the bell on Sundays. 
Tom had wriggled his jaw.  The noise had softened.  The chink 
and jingle of distant bells. 
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‘Tom?’ 
He could see her mouth moving but Sally’s voice had been dulled 
by the noise in his ears.  She was facing him now.  Fixing her bra strap.  
Buttoning her cardigan.   
‘Tinnitus,’ Tom had mumbled.  Wiggling his finger inside his ear 
and opening his mouth to pop the vacuum that seemed to have formed 
within it.  ‘I know a good herbalist,’ Sally had said absently, pulling a 
business card from behind a magnet on the fridge and handing it to him.  
‘She’s got a remedy for everything.’  He’d shoved the card into his pocket.  
Sally had continued. 
‘So when you saw me in the church that day, it wasn’t what you 
thought.’  Sally had been at her kitchen sink, water gushing, scrubbing the 
soil from their planting efforts out from under her fingernails.  Tom had 
wriggled his finger in his other ear.  It was as if he was listening to a 
conversation through a glass held to a wall. 
‘Savier tricked me.  Told me I’d left my bible in the confessional 
box.  I was always leaving it somewhere.  I didn’t think to doubt him.  
Then he followed me in.  Closed the door.  He was determined to see if I 
had what he called “the mark”.  You remember the Sunday school class 
about it?’ 
Tom had groaned and nodded.  He had been busy sketching Jesus 
on a bicycle, loaves and fishes in the carrier basket.  But the talk about the 
different marks you could have at birth had caught his attention.  That if 
you had one, you should own up to it. 
‘He could check if the marks were from the devil or God,’ Tom 
had said drearily, his own voice sounding faint, distant. 
‘I wasn’t going to own up.  What if mine was from the devil?’  
She’d laughed.  Unconvincingly.  After that class, Tom had used brown 
boot polish and smeared a trident shape on his thigh.  It was the most 
devilish thing he could conjure.  But it had stained his pyjamas and upset 
his mother.   
Sally had pulled two mugs from the cupboard.  There had been a 
muffled thunk as she’d placed them on the marble benchtop.  Tom had 
clicked his jaw back and forth trying to release the pressure in his ears. 
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‘It wasn’t what you thought,’ Sally had said again in her faraway 
voice.  ‘Wasn’t any better though.  If he’d touched me, done something, 
maybe in time …’ she’d shrugged.  Her face was tired.  Crumpled into 
different shapes.  Made older, sadder by what she was thinking.  ‘It was in 
my cells.  I felt disgusted by that.  Trapped in my own skin.  I was his 
child.’ 
His child.  His child.  Tom’s mind had been gushing.  Words, 
phrases, dancing and tumbling.  Playing out like a limerick, a ditty.  
Rhythmically, compulsively. 
 
You were His child. 
He was the Father. 
You couldn’t tell God 
You’d rather another. 
 
Say nothing.  Say nothing.  Say nothing of these things. 
 
Tom had pressed his fingers hard into his jaw, tried to 
concentrate on what she was telling him.  The priest was her father.  He’d 
got that.  Nancy was her mother.  He’d got that.  But Nancy and Savier 
together?  He couldn’t get a handle on that.  Cartoon images had flooded 
his mind and Tom had wished, prayed for something to break the 
delinquent rhythm of words and pictures.  He’d needed to ask something 
sensible.  To show he was listening.  Trying to. 
‘How did he know about your birthmark?’  Tom’s voice had 
boomed in his head.  He’d wondered if he was speaking too loudly.  Was 
he yelling?  If he was, she didn’t notice. 
‘He baptised me in the hospital,’ Sally had said, shovelling 
spoonfuls of sugar.  Partly emerging from the world of her story, she’d 
hovered the fourth spoonful over his mug and looked up. 
‘Plenty,’ said Tom and she’d plonked it into her own mug. 
Tom wasn’t quite following her story.  But the stories deep inside 
you could be hard ones to tell.  You knew them so well.  Every winding 
turn they took.  But when you finally spoke them out loud, there never 
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seemed enough words to tell them properly.  To mark out the infinite 
moments that made them up.  As if somehow, over time, the unspoken 
story had fallen apart, away from the words themselves.  Even when you 
needed them to stay in place so you could remember for yourself, the 
pages, the volumes in your mind wrinkled with the sun, soggy with rain, 
shrinking, fell inevitably from the spine.  And all you could do was hand 
someone the fragments. 
‘What was he doing in the hospital?’  Tom had asked carefully, 
hoping he hadn’t missed something obvious. 
‘I was six weeks prem.  Lungs not developed.  Wasn’t breathing 
properly.  He had a good excuse for being on hand.  Maybe he was 
hoping I didn’t make it.’ 
‘And your father?  He must have agreed.  I mean, to let it look 
like it did.  A birth out of wedlock.’ 
‘Crazy, I know.  I couldn’t do it.’  Sally had clasped her hands and 
sighed heavily. 
Tom had thought of his own father.  His boots full of water.  The 
seat of his pants streaked with slime.  A rusted tin bucket.  Empty of 
frogs.  His promise to travel to the underworld.  To be with her.   
‘I’ve felt furious with him sometimes.  My father, that is.’ 
Tom had bitten his tongue.  Didn’t ask ‘which father’, although 
only just.   
‘He was the good guy.  It should have ended better for him.  But 
then,’ she’d planted her face in her hands and shaken her head, ‘good, 
bad.  Light, dark.  There’s a blur in the boundary somewhere.’  She’d 
paused and lifted her head.  ‘I saw into Savier’s eyes once.  Close up.  I 
was looking out the window, as usual.  He leaned down by my desk and 
poked his finger onto the passage being recited from the bible.  Tapped.’  
Sally had thudded her finger on the benchtop three times.  ‘“And the 
beast that thou sawest was, and is not.”  The only damn thing I 
remember from Sunday school.  His eyes were a clear brown.  No flecks 
of gold or green.  No dark spots.  He unsettled me.  But not in the way I 
imagined.  I never thought of him as evil.  I remember thinking, “it’s just 
what he is.”’  She’d paused, considering her own words. 
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Tom’s mind had shunted to an article that claimed African natives 
who survived wild beast attacks felt this way.  Overcome with a sense of 
euphoric understanding and acceptance of the beast and its nature.  That 
it wasn’t personal. 
‘Can’t curse the wheel for turning,’ Sally had said, drawing slow 
circles on the marble with her finger.   
The noise inside Tom’s ears had changed.  Clicks and whirrs.  A 
jukebox changing vinyls.  He’d clicked his jaw once more.  The noise had 
begun to fade.  Then, like a shiny bubble on a blade of grass.  Pop. 
The kettle was whistling but Sally had been oblivious to it.  Sat at 
the kitchen bench, her chin sunk into the back of her hand, she’d been 
elsewhere.  Tom had taken the kettle off the flame and pulled up a stool.  
They were silent together.  He was awkward.  He’d moved his hand 
imperceptibly toward hers but retracted it.  He’d shoved both hands into 
his pockets.  He wasn’t built for consolation. 
In the background, Nancy Fieldmarsh had snored open-mouthed 
in her armchair.  Her false teeth had fallen out and were resting on her 
chest.  Held in place by a long trail of saliva from her bottom lip. 
 ‘Didn’t your father want to know?  Who it was, I mean.’ 
‘Yes.’  Sally grew uncomfortable.  She’d fiddled with the buttons 
on her cardigan, then got off her stool and pulled two teabags from a jar 
near the stove.  She’d plucked the tabs from the bags, dropped them into 
the mugs and poured the kettle.  The mugs steamed. 
‘That’s one thing I actually do know.’  She’d pushed the mug 
towards him and clasped her own.  ‘We’d just come back to Cape.  I was 
sent to Sunday school but I stopped going.  I’d hide my bike behind the 
bins at the back of the bakery and sneak back to the house.  Climb in my 
bedroom window and read under my bed.  One day they were arguing.  
Dad was upset.  It didn’t even sound like his voice.  He said that being 
back there was bringing up all sorts of feelings.  That he couldn’t walk 
around the town like a man without knowing.  That it was killing him.  
He didn’t care any more who it was.  He just wanted to know.  Mum told 
him to calm down.  To sit down.  That she’d pour him a brandy.  I didn’t 
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know what they were talking about.  But I knew my father well enough.  
And this was big.’ 
‘And she told him about the priest?’  Tom had asked, his knee 
jigging up and down.  Sally had shaken her head. 
‘Joe Fuller.’  She’d said it quickly.  Getting it over with.  ‘That’s 
what she told him.  She begged him not to say anything.  That your family 
had problems enough.  That it was a mistake.  That Joe had been lonely.  
Upset.  They’d known each other such a long time.  There’d been 
problems with your mum and my mum was confused about getting 
married.  She’d made a mistake.  But they’d all moved on.  And so should 
he.’ 
A flash in Tom’s mind.  His father hefting a mallet.  Pounding the 
For Sale sign into the earth near the letterbox.  The bank loan refused.  
The curtains in the house drawn.  His mother somewhere inside.  Her 
hands over her ears, her eyes closed. 
Joe Fuller the salesman and Alan Fieldmarsh the bank manager 
had been well acquainted.  They’d liked each other.  They were 
gentlemen.  There was never going to be an outward confrontation.  
Nancy had been smart enough to know it. 
‘At the time, it was just some strange argument between my 
parents.  Until my father started to cry.  He sobbed so hard.  Without 
even knowing why, I cried too.  Under my bed.  She loves you as if she was 
your own, my mother told him.  And they were the words that changed 
everything.  You know how it is when you’re a kid?  You understand on 
some level.  You know something is wrong.  But you don’t have the story 
to go with the feelings.’ 
Tom had nodded.   
‘I went back to Sunday school after that.  I didn’t want to hear 
any more secret conversations.  That’s when Savier started to bother me.  
We had the “marks of God” lesson.  I kept my head in my bible.  Shrewd 
old git.  Didn’t give up easily.’ 
‘I know things have changed.’  He’d glanced at Nancy Fieldmarsh.  
‘But back then your mum was different.’ 
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‘I’ve made sense of some of it.  Once I turned eighteen I felt it 
was my right to find out more.  We’d been in Melbourne three years.  
Dad had left.  After her second turn, she screamed him out of the house.  
I went back to Cape a few times.  Asked around.  Told people my mother 
was ill.  Losing her memory.  I wanted to write her story.  It wasn’t a 
complete lie.  I found out Mum took the job at the church when she and 
Dad got engaged.  Neither of my grandparents had any money.  And they 
desperately wanted a real wedding.  She’d found her dress in the Women’s 
Weekly.  The shoes.  I still have the clippings.’  She’d taken a deep breath.  
‘Savier, Father Savier,’ Sally had clarified, her jaw stiffening around the 
title, ‘was charismatic.  Gave her compliments, paid her fairly.  She was 
pious, devout.  I can understand she may have been overwhelmed by his 
interest in her, his generosity.  Just like the nuns.  The way they’d jump 
about, primp and preen, fuss like lovestruck teenagers when the 
Monsignor arrived with the Bishop.  You remember?’ 
Tom had nodded, irritated by the memory. 
 ‘Fact is, I don’t know how it happened,’ Sally had said, finally 
answering his first question.  ‘But the day after you found me in the 
church, I confronted Mum.  Told her what the priest had said.  That I 
had the devil’s mark.  She begged me not to tell my father.  I screamed at 
her that I’d worked it out.  And it was her fault I had the devil’s mark.  
Because Joe Fuller was my real father.  That she had sinned and I was 
marked because of it.  Her face paled.  I was terrified.  But furious.  I said 
I was going to tell you.  That you were my brother.  Because you’d seen 
me in my knickers and brothers shouldn’t see that kind of thing.’   
“You’ll send us all to hell.”  That’s what she told me.  Her lips 
quivering.  More than once, I almost blurted it out.  But hell was a 
compelling reason not to.’  Tears had filled Sally’s eyes.  They were so 
pale.  The pupils large and black.  Wild and delicate all at once.  ‘I liked 
the idea of a brother.  I wanted to learn how to shoot.’ 
Tom’s hand had wanted to dart from his pocket and grab hers.  
He’d pressed it down further.  Grabbed the lining in his fist to hold his 
hand in place. 
‘After that, the mother I knew slowly disappeared.’ 
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Tom had mouthed the word ‘sorry’ but the sound didn’t come 
any further than the bottom of his throat.  He’d shoved his hand further 
into his pocket.  He’d thought about pushing his stool backwards.  
Pretending to stretch his legs. 
‘She’d would just sit all day,’ Sally had said, nodding towards her 
sleeping mother.  ‘Just stare at the wall.  Barely said a word.  It went on 
for weeks.  Then one day I came home and she was all dressed up.  Her 
makeup was ridiculous.  Pink lipstick plastered around her mouth.  Purple 
eyeshadow.  Every jewel she owned hung from her neck and arms.  And 
she was swanning around, setting the table with our best china, as if it 
was nothing out of the ordinary.  Dad had a new clerk’s job.  He was 
working long hours and wasn’t due back for two days.  I started crying.  
“What are you doing, Mum?  Why are you dressed like that?” 
‘And then, as casually as if she was telling me she was off to buy 
beans, she said, “Your father’s coming for dinner.  I want to look my 
best.” 
“Dad’s not back til Friday, Mum.” And she fluttered her hands 
around, fixing the serviettes into fans.  “No, no, no, no.  Your real 
father.”  She said it so excitedly.  I was confused. 
“Joe Fuller is coming for dinner?” I asked her.  I could hardly 
believe it.  I was terrified.  She threw back her head and laughed.  There 
was lipstick on her teeth. 
“No, silly.”  She was talking to me like my girlfriends at school.  
Waving her hands in front of her face and laughing.  Clucking her tongue.  
“Savier,” she said, nodding and grinning.  “Now go put on your blue 
dress.” And that’s what I did.  I went and put on my blue dress.  And 
waited.  Sat on my bed in my blue dress for two hours.  Waiting for the 
knock on the door.’ 
Tom could imagine the little girl in her blue dress.  A ribbon fixed 
above her left ear.  The bows on her shoes tied twice. 
‘I was so ashamed.  For myself and my mother.  I vowed to keep 
it a secret.  But then there was you.  If you ever said anything about what 
you saw, people would keep asking questions.  Can you imagine, Tom?’ 
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Tom had shaken his head.  Jesus on a bicycle.  The Almighty 
seated comfortably in his living room.  Golden coils of smoke from an 
expensive cigar dissolved instantly by an immaculate, incorruptible air.  
He could imagine these things far more easily.   
‘Why did she go back to the Cape?’ 
‘I don’t know.’  Sally had dabbed at her eyes with her fingertips.  
‘Why do we ever return?’   
The question had caught in Tom’s mind. 
Sally had exhaled noisily.  ‘It’s as if the answers are floating 
somewhere just beyond my grasp.’  She’d grasped at her arms and 
clenched her jaw.  ‘It’s like my bones are too heavy, I can’t fly towards 
them.’ 
Tom had taken his hands out of his pockets.  His fingers were 
cold.  He’d blown on them.  Put them back into his pockets.  The lump 
in his neck had throbbed.  He’d opened his mouth and let the words fall 
out. 
‘After the fire, while the court case was still going, I had night 
terrors.  It was always the same nightmare.  My bones growing heavier 
and heavier.  Busting the springs in my bed, smashing through the floor.  
I’d crash through the floorboards to the ground.  But my body was so 
heavy, the earth beneath me would start to rumble and crack and break 
apart and I’d sink into it.  I couldn’t lift myself.  My mother would rush in 
to soothe me.  She’d open the window and ask the birds to fill her hands 
with the lightness in their own bones – their secret aether.  A birdcall 
would always return through the night air.  Gulls and shearwaters settling 
in late.  She’d walk to my bed, her hands cupped carefully together and 
speak solemnly: “Spread out your wings.” And I’d hold my arms wide 
while she poured the aether from her hands onto them.  My arms would 
tingle and burn and she’d whisper to me, “Fly back in time for breakfast.” 
And I’d nod my head, already half-asleep.’ 
Sally had sat quietly.  Nancy Fieldmarsh’s sleeping breath had 
puffed steadily in the next room. 
‘I bet you were pretty in your blue dress,’ Tom had said. 
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‘Savier never showed up.’  She’d shrugged as she spoke.  ‘I woke 
up with the birds, my dress all crinkled.  My feet hot and swollen in my 
shoes.  Tied too tight.  Double knots.’  She’d grimaced at the memory.  
‘But, a week later, he had the audacity to come unannounced.  My father 
opened the door.  Shook his hand.  Welcomed him for dinner.  There we 
were.  Four of us.  All suffering for a different sin.  It’s just … It’s just ...’  
She’d searched for a word and Tom had helped her. 
‘Verrückt.’ 
‘Huh?’   
‘It’s just a word I like.’   
‘Sounds fierce, is it German?’ 
Tom had nodded.  ‘In some dictionaries it’s translated as crazy, all 
stirred up.  But the meaning is actually more interesting than that.  It 
comes from rücken: displaced, dislocated, rearranged.  Like having all the 
right thoughts in your head but in the wrong order.  You’d know all the 
right words but their meanings would be different.’ 
‘You’d sound like a fool!’  She’d laughed heartily, fully. 
‘Or a sage,’ Tom had said, sounding more serious than he’d 
meant to. 
She’d looked at him intently with her clear, pale eyes.  Tom had 
pushed his hands deeper into his pockets and spoken before he lost the 
nerve. 
‘Didn’t you hate me?’  He’d paused to collect himself.  ‘I mean, it 
was still your father and I lit the fire.’  His throat had ached.  He hadn’t 
looked away from her.  He’d been prepared to accept her answer. 
‘And you suffered,’ she’d said softly.  ‘And I never visited you.  
Ever.  Even when I knew exactly where you were.’ 
‘I don’t blame you,’ Tom had said earnestly. 
‘Ditto.’  Sally had replied. 
The ringing in his ears had struck up again. 
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The Chinese herbalist waited patiently while Tom thought about 
how to describe the noise in his ears.  He wondered how many ways you 
could explain the sound of a distant ambulance, one whose batteries 
sounded as if they were running flat, without resorting to some lame 
attempt to reproduce it vocally. 
‘It varies,’ he explained uncertainly.  ‘High pitched and whiny.  
Sometimes buzzing.  Other times a kind of clicking sound.  Whirring.’   
The herbalist nodded optimistically.  ‘We stut with mek better the 
kit-ney.  Then you having moh goot energy.  Moh strong.’  She sat up 
straight and puffed out her chest to demonstrate.  ‘Then we can fix the 
ree-vah.’  The herbalist explained that the liver was important for better 
energy levels.  To help his sleep.  To keep his mind clear. 
‘We mek yoh head no moh noisy.’  She nodded and smiled, 
waving her hands frenetically around her shiny black hair. 
‘No more noise is good,’ Tom said gratefully.  If his ears settled 
down, next time he might talk to the herbalist about the lump. 
Back home in the kitchen, Tom took one last sniff at the dried 
herbs that he was to boil and drink and, screwing up his nose, dumped 
them on the bench.  He’d been trying to describe the smell all the way 
home.  Wet socks and birdseed.  Fresh hay and cat’s wee.  Mushroom 
soup left in the sun.  The herbs gave off a mysterious yum-yuck smell.  
One which, he decided, would remain unsolved for now.  He grabbed 
juice from the fridge and sat on the verandah.   
Finches flitted between yellow-green leaves and king parrots 
nibbled the banksia cones.  Motes of dusk speckled gold in the air.  
Dragonflies hovered and dipped.  Mynah birds snatched insects from the 
lilly pilly.  Below them, Tom imagined the tiny monster mouths of leeches 
hidden under rotting leaves.  He felt like drawing. 
He went back to the kitchen and rustled through a drawer.  
Plumbing tape, sticky tape stuck with grey fluff, the magnifying glass 
from his father, dried-out marker pens, blunt pencils, unopened letters, 
half a dollar note, crushed serviettes, a broken hammer, a giant old nail. 
Tom plucked the nail from the drawer and turned it over in his 
hands.  It was as long as his forefinger and rust-bitten.  The head was 
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square and set to one side and the nail tapered down to a thick point.  It 
looked ancient.  The type he imagined being driven through Christ’s 
palms.  Then the memory struck him.  It wasn’t a nail, it was an old rail 
spike.  Those hammered into sleepers to keep them in place.  They were 
scattered over desert roads in Australia.  Jiggled and strewn from 
rumbling trucks carting the old sleepers for sale.  On a country roadtrip 
he’d hoped would surprise and delight Susannah, this spike had lodged in 
his front wheel.  They’d spent the night in the car on the edge of a dusty 
paddock.  Towed the next morning to a service station, by a farmer 
who’d lectured Tom on spare tyres and tool kits.  And who’d made Tom 
promise to hammer the spike into the front door.  The inside of course.  
So he could see it when he walked out and be reminded that a bit of 
preparation went a long way. 
Tom stuffed the spike into his pocket and reached deeper into the 
drawer.  A ruler, a dead cockroach.  No pens.  He groped further and felt 
the hard spine of a book. 
The cover was mottled grey and blotched with stains.  He put it 
tentatively to his nose.  It smelled old.  There was no writing on the 
cover.  A forgotten child of Susannah’s beloved brood of ancient books?  
Its spine hung in place with a few white stitches.  He placed it on the 
benchtop and opened the cover.  A sheet of browning tissue-guard hid 
the title.  He put his finger at the top right corner and ran it down 
carefully, stopping halfway down the page, just as Susannah had coached 
him.  He turned the page. 
Alles est Verrückt:  Ein Illustriertes von Geisteskranken ein der Stern des 
Bethlehem-Krankenhause, London, Edition 1, 1615, Fürstenburg. 
‘Bethlehem-Kran-ken-hause, London.’  Tom read the words he 
could understand:  Verrückt, Bethlehem, Hause and London.  He frowned 
and ran his finger over the first three words.  ‘Alles est Verrückt.’  Tom 
smiled to himself.  ‘That I understand.’  He turned the page. 
The sketch of the girl was in black ink.  A brilliant purple scarf 
wrapped around her head and knotted at the side.  Scraps of hair stuck 
out from underneath it and her round, wide-set eyes softened her angular 
but pretty face.  She looked underfed.  Perhaps frightened.  Tom turned 
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the pages carefully.  They were filled with black and white images in finely 
drawn lines.  Men and women with twisted and grimacing faces stared out 
at him.  He peered closely at the images.  Certain they were the rendering 
of real people.  The nuances of their features seemed too intricate and 
varied to have been wholly imagined.  The images grew increasingly 
sophisticated and Tom wondered if they had been drawn by different 
people or by one person whose skill had improved with each drawing.  
Most artists liked to repeat some kind of image or aspect.  To form a 
trademark in their work.  If he could find this, he would know if it was 
one or multiple artists at work here. 
Whether one or more, they had a gift for drawing eyes.  Capturing 
the pain, the ill temper, the worried minds of the people while keeping a 
clarity in their eyes that was startling.  He looked closely at the eyes.  His 
own eyes blurred and he blinked.  They blurred again.  Impatiently, he 
snatched up the magnifying glass from the bench and held it over the 
eyes of the girl in the purple scarf.  He did the same on the next picture.  
And the next. 
‘Ah-ha,’ he said gleefully.  ‘Gotcha.’ 
At the top right of each pupil in each picture was a miniature 
window with four panes.  A swirl of delight rose in his belly and Tom 
hurried to his desk and scooped up the journal featuring the Head of a 
Jester.  He placed it side-by-side with the image of the girl in the purple 
scarf and leaned closer with the magnifying glass.  Four-paned windows 
in each eye of the jester.  He ran his finger across the byline.  Anonymous. 
He held the jester and the girl side by side.  If it wasn’t the same 
artist, it was a copyist of the same period.  That sort of work was highly 
prized.  A miniature portrait of Hans Holbein by an artist mimicking 
Holbein’s style had fetched tens of thousands from a private collector in 
Europe.  To tell Susannah this, to witness the elation on her face as she 
learned of her unknown art treasure, would be a treasure for him too.  
He’d love to make her smile again like that.   
A sharp pain seared in his throat.  He pressed his hand to it and 
looked at the unopened envelope from the doctor.  He’d lied about not 
having a phone and asked for his results to be posted.  His stomach 
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rumbled and he was happy for the distraction.  He turned his back on the 
envelope and tugged on the fridge door. 
‘Eggs,’ he stated the obvious.  The only food in his fridge.  He ran 
some water into a pot and set it to boil.  Stared at it for a while.  Then 
sank two eggs carefully inside.  He wondered how it would feel to see 
Susannah. 
Why do we ever return? 
He rolled Sally’s words around in his head.  The eggs jiggled and 
turned in the water.  He pressed his fingers into the top of his shoulders, 
ran them firmly to the soft spongy muscle where the shoulder met the 
neck.  He’d found smaller lumps.  Seven of them.  He hadn’t told the 
doctor that.  One needle in one lump had been more than enough. 
Tom swiped the unopened envelope from the bench and let it 
catch on the flame underneath the eggs.  As the fire gobbled the paper, its 
ash drifting over the pot and fluttering to the floor, relief swelled inside 
him.  He could never hide anything from Susannah.  He was certain the 
Bethlehem sketchbook was valuable.  He wanted her to enjoy the news 
when he returned it to her.  Not be distracted by worried shadows 
flickering in his eyes. 
He tore the jester from the magazine and grabbed the broken 
hammer he’d found in the drawer.  At his front door, he pulled the rail 
spike from his pocket and, holding the jester at eye level, he hammered it 
onto the door.  ‘A reminder that clarity can come from strange places,’ he 
said, satisfied. 
He took the book of mad people onto the verandah.  The birds 
flitted back and forth across the tree tops.  Ferrying insects, twigs.  A 
large pale feather fluttered from an overhanging branch onto the table.  
He blew it aside and looked at the girl’s eyes again.  A twinge of 
apprehension in his gut.  He shifted the image to arms-length and stared 
too long.  Dots and lights flickered on the page.  He rubbed his eyes.  
The speckle of dots brightened.  The throb in his throat worsened.  He 
took the book to the bedroom and slumped onto the bed.  He propped 
the book on his knees, his eyes heavy.  Dusty.  He rubbed them again.  
The image of the girl blurred, her scarf bled imperial purple, billowed 
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from the page into the air between them and swept across the lids of his 
closing eyes. 
  
Tom stood at the back of the church.  Savier was bellowing down 
from the pulpit.  He could feel the weight of a slingshot in one hand, a 
small rock in the other.  His lungs felt heavy and his breath rasped.   
He pulled back hard and launched the rock into the air.  It sailed 
through the haze and pelted the priest above his left eye.  The priest’s 
head split open, blood spattered the marble floor.  Like a perished mask, 
the flesh fell away and from deep inside the priest’s collared neck another 
head emerged.  The face of a man beaten and scarred, his jaw hanging 
slack, saliva streaming from it, a stub of a tongue gargling in his throat. 
Tom’s body felt heavy.  The ground began rumbling under his 
feet.  The candles, the pewter and silver, crashed and tumbled.  The 
stained-glass rattled and shattered.  Bricks loosed themselves from the 
walls.  Beams creaked in the ceiling and plummeted to the ground.  
Cloths caught alight.  Then the altar, the pulpit.  The fire spread through 
the church and roared high to the rafters.  Fluttering down through dust 
and debris, Tom caught sight of his mother’s bright purple scarf.  Sailing, 
rippling.  Weaving its way through the rising flames.  He threw open his 
arms, felt his feet leave the ground.  He reached for the scarf as the 
church erupted around him. 
 
 
 
The eggs in the dry pot exploded.  Tom leaped from his bed, hot 
and confused.  He staggered into the kitchen and flicked off the gas.  
Looked at the chaos of egg in the pot and on the stove.  A wobbling 
splodge hit the top of his head and he looked up through gritty eyes.  The 
ceiling was splattered with a yolky white mess.   
‘Never did like eggs,’ he said, feeling pleased. 
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Cipher 
 
 
You pack your bag.  You don’t have much.  A tangled blue ribbon.  
Yellowing britches.  A coin you remember slipping into your stocking.  
The dress you wore in and the head of a jester.  The picture has been 
taken down from the wall.  Four corners of cloth fastened around it.  
Drawn in tight to a single white knot.  On the edge of your bed, you sit 
still and expectant.  To wait for your father.  You sit like a lady.  As best 
as you can. 
The moths and the silverfish have feasted well on your dress.  
When she saw it, she clucked her tongue lightly and unfolded a tunic 
she’d brought in on her arm.  The breast is embroidered with flowers.  
Lilies and lilacs and garlands of daisies.  It’s pretty in your hands but 
when you pull it over your head, it falls around your body like a sack on a 
broomstick.  She unties the sash that binds her apron.  She wraps it 
around your middle and fusses it into shape. 
‘Viel besser.’  She stands back to view you.  She is satisfied and you 
choose to believe her.  The fabric is stiff.  It rubs on your body.  You 
worry that your half-grown hair makes you look scruffy.  Your father 
always complained when you came back from the river.  ‘Geh' und wasche 
dich, du siehst aus wie ein Bauer.’  Go tidy yourself, you look like a peasant.   
She billows a bright purple scarf from inside her apron.  As she 
ties it around your head, she tells you why the colour is special. 
‘Snails from the seafloor are carefully collected.  The men sail in 
small boats from Lebanon’s shore.  They dive without suits.  Their lungs 
must be strong.  The shells of the snails are shot through with orange.  
Isn’t that strange?  Purple starts out as orange.  They tap the shells with 
hammers so they crack just a little.  The pieces of mollusc are soaked for 
nine days.  Potash is added.  The Phoenicians – do you know of them?  – 
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they discovered potash enriches the colour.  Who knows how they knew 
it?  My mind’s not built for science.  When the liquid is murky, they 
marinate the fabric.  Pulling it to and from the pot like washing linens in 
the river.  The fabric must be saturated, then brought into the light.  It’s 
the sunlight that transforms the pallid linen to purple.  Each time it’s 
submerged and brought into the sun, the colour grows stronger.  They 
hang it to dry.  The colour grows brighter.  The Emperor of Rome 
forbade others to wear it.  Imperial purple was only for him.’ 
The soft, lustrous scarf in imperial purple feels soft at your neck 
but strange on your head.  Your spiky hair sprouting through the scabs is 
starting to itch.  You slip a finger underneath the scarf and scratch 
furiously.  She rushes to you and grabs you by the wrist. 
‘Nein!’  It is the first time she has seemed impatient with you.  She 
clucks her tongue again and pulls a soft white rag from her apron pocket.  
She dabs carefully at your head to mop up the blood.  Then smooths on 
some ointment and waves a stern finger. 
‘Kratz’ nicht!’  You nod your head humbly.  You’ll do your best not 
to scratch it.  You feel as if a swarm of midges has alighted your head.  
She sits back on her chair.  You sense she is tired.  You sit quietly 
together.  Is she thinking of sea-snails?  You try not to ask questions.  To 
leave her to her daydreams.  But your stomach is in knots and you can’t 
keep your silence. 
‘Wann kommt mein Vater?’  You wonder if your father has hitched 
up the wagon and is on his way.  The wheels of the cart leaving shallow 
furrows in his wake.  Sharp nails through soft skin. 
‘Kurz vor mittlerem Tag.’  Her German is clumsy.  You decide to 
correct her. 
‘Kurz vor Mittag.  Just before midday,’ you explain politely.  She 
nods and repeats it.  She decides to try again. 
‘Er kommt in zwei Stunden.’  She raises her eyebrows.   
You nod your approval.  Her pronunciation is perfect.  But your 
stomach is churning.  How should it feel to wait for two hours?  You’ve 
forgotten the feeling of existing in time. 
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‘Die Zeit ist gross.’  Her inflection suggests she is asking for your 
approval.  You shake your head. 
‘Das ist lang.  Nicht gross.  Grosse is large.  You mean to say “two 
hours is a long time to wait.”’  She nods and laughs.  You think she 
laughs.  It’s a whistling noise in the back of her throat.  It makes your 
own throat hum and you rub your tongue as far back as you can to ease 
the itchy tickle. 
‘Sag nichts von diesen sachen.’  She is quoting the jester.  Say nothing 
about these things.  You guess she’s referring to her German.  How poor 
it is.  But in fact her German is quite good.  You aren’t sure whether she 
is making a joke.  You look down at your boots.  You don’t feel like 
laughing.  Your eyes are heavy, you feel like sleeping.  You feel your jaw 
stretching to let out a yawn. 
 
She gets up from her chair and smooths down her apron.  ‘Would 
you like to take a walk?  There’s no rain today.’  Her voice sounds 
different in English.  More like a song.  You look at the tiny window.  A 
cloudy eye on the wall.  Its mottled grey lens your dim view of the sky.  
How many times have you walked with your mind beyond these grim 
walls to the old Roman gate in the Great London Wall?  But now you are 
not sure.  You might miss your father.  How long is two hours?  It would 
be safer to wait. 
The time is large.  He will be here at middle day.  You think of her 
words.  They don’t help you feel calmer. 
‘Da ist ein Engel in der Kirche.’  Her hand is on the doorknob.  There 
are angels in the church.  She guesses this will please you.  Her other hand 
is held out for you.  ‘Er hat grosse Flügel.’  She stretches her arms out wide 
to demonstrate the angels’ large wings.  ‘Sie sind blau und gold.  Leuchtend.  
Sehr Schön.’  Glowing wings in blue and gold. 
The scuff of your boots down the hallway unsettles you.  You 
have heard the echo of other footsteps so many times.  Is it you walking?  
Or are you back in your room under rugs full of camphor, your lungs full 
of linctus?   You keep your eyes on her feet.  To keep you in place.  You 
follow their rhythm.  One step and then two. 
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Out in the courtyard, your head becomes dizzy.  There’s a bench 
by the stone wall.  You have to sit down.  She sits beside you.  Roses and 
ginger.  You blink your eyes against the light and they run.  Your face is 
wet and you are shaking.  You want to go back.  To run to your room.  
To have the door closed and locked tight behind you.  You’ll ask for the 
linctus.  You’ll go back to the shadows.  To the stray dogs and squirrels 
along Bishopsgate Road. 
‘Come on,’ she says firmly.  ‘We can rest in the church.  At least it 
is pretty.’ 
The air in Saint Botolph’s is glinting with dust motes.  The stained 
glass and gold leaf tint the specks blue and yellow.  Purple and emerald.  
You follow dumbly behind her.  Saints loom from the windows, pious 
and constant.  She leads you to the second row and slides into place.  The 
wooden pew wafts new varnish and creaks its complaints.  And that’s 
when you see him.  His wings spanning the width of the altar.  Above 
every feather at his wingtip, a tongue of gold flame.  He holds a gleaming 
sword, cleaving the heavens.  Streams of light rain down, bathing his face.  
Saint Joan of Arc’s angel has finally found you. 
‘Arch-engel Michael?’  You keep your voice low to ask her. 
She corrects your pronunciation.  Ark not arch. 
‘Ad augusta, per angusta.’  You read the inscription slowly.  It trails 
on a banner curling over his head. 
‘To high places by narrow roads.’  She points to the words as she 
speaks them in English.  You nod your understanding.  The air winks and 
flickers. 
The doors of Saint Botolph’s gust open and crash.  Has the 
keeperess heard them?  She doesn’t move a muscle.  She’s watching the 
angel, so you don’t disturb her.  You watch the doors swinging, creaking 
on their hinges.  Under the arch carved in oak, the figure stands with the 
light at his back.  With a full body and fine legs, you see it’s the jester. 
You glance at the keeperess.  Her eyes are shut in repose.  She 
can’t see the jester striding down the aisle.  He leaves muddy footprints 
on the swirling grey marble.  He climbs onto the altar and juggles the 
cruets.  Then he stands in the pulpit and announces his sermon. 
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‘Lachst du mit mir, Engel.’  Holding his belly as he roars with 
laughter.  He points at the angel soaring grandly above him. 
‘Laugh with me, angel!’ he commands once again and droops a 
long mouth when the angel is silent.  Hunching his shoulders, he giggles 
into the back of his hand.  Leaping high, he plucks a feather from the 
angel’s wide wings.  He leaps high again and tickles it under the 
Archangel’s arm.  He tumbles and turns and lands on the altar.  Then 
cups his hand to his ear and lifts a finger to his lips.  In your ears there is 
ringing.  Perhaps it’s the bells. 
‘What’s that you say, angel?’  The jester is nodding and frowning.  
‘You’ll lend me your wings?’  He turns towards you and shrugs, eyebrows 
raised in confusion.  ‘I’ve no need for wings,’ the jester says politely.  ‘I 
am fool to my bones.  All these joints like to walk.’  He clicks his heels 
together and jigs on the altar.  Struts back and forth, bending and 
waggling his limbs. 
You look from the jester to the face of the angel.  To high places 
by narrow roads.  As narrow as a gleaming sword.  But if you take the 
jester’s word, a road is a folly if there are no feet to walk it.  Jester’s word.  
Jester sword.  With the jig of a letter, the gleaming blade is in his hand. 
The bells of Saint Botolph are clanging their cantor.  They’re 
growing louder and it’s hurting your ears.  You look for keeperess by your 
side.  She is gone.  You look up and the jester has gone from the altar.   
You rush down the aisle and over the courtyard, down through 
the halls to Bishopsgate Road.  There’s no shadow today.  The sun is 
unhindered.  It’s casting its light as if Saint Joan of Arc’s angel has pierced 
its fire with a sword and found a soft centre.  The yolk of its heart drips 
onto the cobblestones.  Stray dogs lick hungrily.  It’s so long since they’ve 
eaten. 
Your boots are polished and gleaming.  Your stockings are 
laundered.  Your knapsack is hung on a stick at your shoulder.  You 
squint north through the sunlight.  The road is so narrow.  For a minute 
you flounder.  You might disappear.  Fade into the horizon.  And no one 
would notice.  Just an unfinished scribble on a scrunched scrap of 
parchment. 
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A little white bird is hopping and skittering.  He’s skirting the 
edge of the Great London Wall.  He is preening his plumes and he shakes 
loose a feather.  It drifts down through the air and drops into a puddle.  
So light is a feather.  But the water responds.  In ripples and spirals, it 
admits to the meeting. 
Your mind is rippling.  The cobblestones are spinning.  Faster and 
faster.  You need to awaken.  You know you are dreaming.  The pressure 
in your head is near to exploding. 
 
You wake.  She is watching you.  You leap from the bed.   
‘Gut geschlafen?’  Her voice is so distant, she’s asking if you rested 
well but you’re not listening.  You don’t answer.  You’re checking things 
twice. 
Your bag is packed.  You don’t have much.  A tangled blue 
ribbon.  Yellowing britches.  A coin you slipped down the leg of your 
stocking.  The dress you wore in and the head of a jester.  You count all 
the items.  Still and expectant.  You try to keep your composure.  As best 
as you can. 
‘Did we go to the church?’ 
‘Nein.’  She shakes her head.  She looks bewildered.  You must 
have been dreaming.   She looks at you kindly.   ‘Would you like to go for 
a walk?  It’s not raining today.’ 
‘It’s not raining today,’ you say with elation.  ‘There is sunlight for 
fabric.  Das Purpur wird heller.’  You take her soft hands in yours.  ‘Mein 
Vater kommt.’  Your father is coming.  You shake your head slowly.  ‘Das 
ist nicht gut für mich.’  Her eyes flicker confusion, then she nods 
comprehension.  That is not good for you.  You will not be waiting. 
You sling the tied bag over your shoulder.  ‘Sag nichts.  Okay?’  
Your lips kiss your fingers.  You’re not willing to wait.  At least not for 
your father.  There are narrow roads to find and all your joints need to 
walk.  You’ve been still for so long. 
The keeperess has her fingers at her chest.  Twisting a pendant 
hung at her neck.   
‘Sehr Schön.’  You admire it.  It twinkles. 
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‘Es gibt mir Stirn runzelnde Träume.’  She stumbles over the words 
and you stifle a giggle. 
‘The pendant gives you wrinkled dreams?’  You cannot help 
laughing. 
‘Mein Deutsch ist verrückt.’  She pretends to be flustered. 
‘Alles ist verrückt.’  You throw up your hands and head for the 
door. 
She unclasps the pendant and presses it inside your hand. 
‘Keep it or trade it.’  Her face is determined. 
‘Come with me,’ you say and she shakes her head lightly. 
‘Where are you headed, if I change my mind?’ 
‘South, to Austria.’  You bite your lip in apprehension.  ‘The King 
pays fine money for pictures with fools.  Then north,’ you tell her, your 
excitement returning.  ‘There’s an artist in Fürstenberg with five hungry 
children.  They all need new boots.  He‘ll need coal for the winter.’ 
Bishopsgate Road joins the past with the future.  And you’re in 
the middle.  You’re under the Gate.  The stray dogs are scratching and 
people are bustling.  Their canes click the footpath.  Their shoes black 
and shiny.  It’s not how you imagined, it’s far more exciting.  Even the 
stench from the drains is uplifting because you can walk straight on by 
and leave it behind.  Your senses are ecstatic. 
Inside your knapsack, the jester is scowling.  Frowning?  Hurting?  
His face full of furrows.  Is he in pain, that head of a jester?  Warted and 
wrinkled and worried as mice. 
The air smells like wood smoke.  The pigeons are silver.  They 
swoop from the Great London Wall to scavenge for breadcrumbs.  A dog 
barks and they scatter.  Dull feathers flutter. 
‘Ein.  Zwei.  Drei.  Vier.  Allso seint unszer ziven.’  So are our seven.  
You gather the feathers and push them inside your knapsack.  You have 
an idea.  The idea makes you smile.  You will sharpen a blade and strip 
back the barbs.  Then, at a clean angle, slice the tip from each shaft.  With 
a neat little nick you will score the nibs at the tip.  The quill will then 
draw.  The ink will then flow.  You will heat them for strength, to dry out 
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the oils.  The quills will be thin but that’s how you need them.  The lines 
in your mind are subtly sketched. 
For moon after moon, you have studied the jester.  How the lines 
build the shadows that carve out his face.  Where they darken and lighten 
to flesh out his features.  Where they join, where they part, to bring him 
to life.  Inside your mind, there are faces to free.  To put down on paper, 
like the head of a jester.  Cretins and fools forgotten and tortured.  Your 
neighbours in Bethlehem.  Howling voices, no faces.  How many mouths 
scrunch and twist like the jester’s?  Behind creaking hinges in hovels or in 
the cellars of grand sprawling mansions?  Locked up and ordered, Sag 
Nichts.  Say nothing. 
You’ll put wings on the backs of these misunderstood people.  
You’ll learn how to draw.  You’ll sketch your own book.  Alles ist 
Verrückt.  That will be its title. 
The scarf on your head billows.  Imperial purple.  Airborne bright 
ink, inscribing the aether.  Perhaps King Rudolf’s curator is dusting down 
a new space in the palace Kunstkammer.  The collection of curiosities a 
good home for your offering.  Perhaps in your royal colour he’ll give you 
an audience and pay you good money for your curious art.  Money for 
fine inks and brushes and the very best paper.  And soft boots and laced 
gloves, embroidered with ribbon.  A linen chemise gathered at the elbows 
with bright silky ribbons.  A petticoat painted with little white birds.  All 
bound in white linen for the wife of the artist to unwrap by the fire with a 
cup of mulled wine. 
You might amuse the artist with tales of your journey.  Of women 
and beasts, with whom one should not meddle.  Of seafaring Phoenicians 
and their potion for purple.  Of potash and sunlight and snails from the 
sea-floor.  He may be delighted by your strange entertainment.  Perhaps 
in return, he might teach you to draw. 
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Epilogue 
 
 
Lucret ia o f  Cima 496BC 
 
I circle the remains, keeping my distance.  Even with the bones picked 
clean by the crows, the eyes sucked dry by the ants and midges, I imagine 
the skeleton rising.  Dragging itself through moss and rustling leaves. 
I am still uneasy in the forest.  I start at every shadow that flits 
from twig to branch.  Too quick for me to trace the wing or claw from 
which it fell. 
Until now, I have only walked the forest with my daughter by my 
side.  Watching her cock her ear to discern a bird.  Rushing from my side 
to slam the trunk of a tree with her cupped hand.  A stunned lizard inside 
it.  Without her, I am a nervous child.  The sound of my own breath 
catching in my throat at a scurry or scuffle behind me.  To my right.  To 
my left.  How many times have I walked in circles? 
I study his bones.  I know it is a man.  The ribcage is too large to 
be a woman’s.  Wider than the bag still wedged between his thighs.  The 
bones in his arms and legs are long and thick.  He must have been tall.  
His skull is full of cracks and holes.  Ribs have been broken, snapped.  
Did he creep or crawl from some unknown, brutal village and lean 
himself against this tree to die?  I can see he has dug the bag partly into 
the ground, to keep it in place after his death.  It moves me to think of 
this.  That he knew he’d die here.   
With this thought, I find myself wondering why he wasn’t 
dragged, dismembered, by the animals when his skin was still pink, his 
blood warm.  A furore of boar contesting his flesh would have scattered 
the bones.  But his skeleton is intact.  Complete.  Utterly undisturbed.  
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This thought bothers me.  What does it take to be overlooked by a wild 
beast? 
My skin shivers.  I want to turn and run.  But I am compelled 
towards him.  I hear my own voice muttering objections and yet my feet 
step closer.  Semia would know what to do. 
Sweet sage and juniper waft in the air.  There has been a 
ceremony today and the fires have been lit.  Ducks have been plucked 
and hung ready for grilling, fat red-fleshed fish stuffed with rosemary and 
onions, gravies of fruit and meat bubbling in heavy pots.  Flat breads 
oiled and salted, and wine aired in giant amphorae.  Rich pungent goats 
cheese dusted with the ash of fragrant wood.  Figs, berries and 
pomegranates piled into ripe red and purple heaps.  Tomorrow is the new 
year and the prayers have begun.  Gods and goddesses summoned.  
Nortia, Tinia and Uni.  Luck, abundance and longevity. 
There was no ceremony for the man in the forest.  No fire to 
release the soul, no egg to wish it well in its return.  The Rasenna have 
been patient and I am beginning to feel their language of the elements.  
Secret and unspoken.  I am willing to accept there are such things, too 
vast, too subtle for the weight of words.  Knowledge that demands 
experience over comprehension.  But that a soul lives many lives, this is 
still hard for me. 
‘Do you think your life in Rome is the same life as here?’  Talma 
pushed my thoughts to a precipice and I felt unsteady in my reasoning. 
‘But I didn’t die.’  I found my voice and answered confidently, 
impatiently.  His simple questions tested me. 
Nothing seems to test my daughter.  She has finished her book of 
words and has insisted she take it to Greece. 
‘Greece!’  I objected, knowing it was futile.  She has learned that 
Greek scholars have a taste for Etruscan art and imagines they will be 
happy to keep the language to match it.  She intends to sell her book of 
words, and mine, one day.  If she doesn’t get the right price, she says, she 
will craft an urn big enough to hold it all and bury it in the village.   
‘Baccolini says he’ll return to unearth it,’ she declared and the boy 
beside her puffed out his chest and nodded vigorously.  Baccolini is 
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Talma’s grandson.  Devoted to her.  Although she barely notices the 
pining shadow he has become to her every move.  He has vowed that his 
soul will return some day far into the future, to make sure the Etruscans 
and their language are not forgotten. 
‘Besides,’ she said with frustration as I eyed them both sceptically, 
‘the Romans hate this forest.  Whatever of Etruria is lost to Rome should 
be searched for in such places.  It’s simple logic.’ 
‘You’re already in Greece,’ I laughed and she scowled. 
If I had the silver, I’d pay for the most powerful horses and 
formidable escorts to see her on her adventure.  To say no, would be to 
lose her. 
Her ambition has inspired me to write differently.  Making sure to 
document the everyday details that even the Rasenna may take for 
granted. 
 
Cremation:  The pit must be the length of half a man and twice as wide.  
Paint the tar under the first fat logs above the kindling.  This will hold the heat for the 
last stages of burning.  Make the layers above at least twelve hands.  Keep the flame 
hot enough to melt a pad of gold.  This way, once the flesh is burned away, the bones 
will be brittle enough to pound into fine sand.  The sand can be sifted from the wood-
ash.  The wood-ash texture is grey and weightless and even without a sieve can be easily 
dusted away to distil the bone. 
 
Angel salt.  That’s what they call this powdered bone.  To me it’s 
not a name but a riddle of the most confounding kind.  Two words that 
don’t fit together.  That push against each other.  Or, at least, sit apart.  
Like earth and sky. 
‘Condiment of the gods,’ the elders chortled and I felt no wiser.  
So they told me the parable again. 
 
A Roman fool came to a village deep in the forest and summoned 
the elders.  ‘My son is dying and I have heard you have medicine to cure 
him.’  The elders had lost many sons to Roman soldiers but admired the 
fool’s bravery in coming to them.  The fool produced a bag of gold and 
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the most ancient elder, with many grudges, shook his head.  ‘We will help 
you but you must pay us in angel salt.’  The fool looked puzzled and the 
elder explained that the salt came from the bones of fallen angels which 
were ground to dust.  If he brought this salt back and could swear an oath 
that it was indeed from a fallen angel, they would gladly give him the 
medicine.  ‘How do I recognise a fallen angel?’ the fool asked, despair 
filling his eyes.  ‘Their bodies are too heavy, their mouths are thirsty, they 
drag their feet as they walk, limping in the shadows of the forest.’  The 
elder waved his hand towards the darkness in the trees, never expecting 
to see the fool again.  For many days the fool, frightened and hungry, 
wandered the forest.  He thought about all his foolish actions and his 
body grew heavy, his mouth thirsty and he dragged his feet as he limped 
tiredly through the shadows of the forest.  ‘I,’ he realised gravely, ‘am 
surely a fallen angel.’  In desperation for his son, he cut off his hand, tore 
away the flesh and pounded the bones to dust.  Weak and distraught, he 
made his way back to the village.  ‘Here is your angel salt,’ he told the 
startled elders.  ‘I am ready to swear the oath.’  ‘That is not possible,’ said 
the elder with dismay.  ‘You need both hands to swear the oath.’ 
 
I look at the bones resting against the tree before me and think of 
the hopeless fool who wandered the forest.  He could have been anyone.  
A noble or a servant.  An athlete or a beggar.  Imagination tickles images 
to life. 
For a moment I allow myself to be my daughter and, 
overwhelmed with curiosity, I tug at the bag between the thigh bones.  I 
gasp and scuttle backwards when the skull drops from the shoulders and 
clunks onto the earth.  I feel a mad urge to laugh. 
I creep closer again and see the bag has been hammered into the 
earth with iron nails.  I tug again and the bag tears open.  The leather has 
lasted well but the stitching has perished.  It appears empty and I feel a 
sense of disappointment.  I poke inside with a long stick.  Something 
shifts and slides against the wood.  I fish it out.   
I watch the pouch dangling on the end of the stick.  The red 
string around it has been bound tightly and is frayed.  There is something 
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heavy inside.  Semia’s impetuosity leaves me and I feel a dreadful sense of 
having exposed something precious.  Precious objects are always bound 
with red string. 
My hand reaches towards it and I pull it back, catching my breath.  
With the stick, I push the pouch back inside his bag and drag some heavy 
rocks on top.  The desire to feel its contents in my hand does not subside.  
I leave before I am further tempted.  I will return with the elders.  They 
can decide if a ceremony is needed for this lone traveller. 
Having found him, I know I will be asked to perform the 
ceremony.  On the walk back, I decide I am ready.  To collect all the 
fragments.  To clean and sort the belongings.  To paint tar on the logs.  
Make strong the fire.  To ensure this stranger departs the earth fully.  His 
bones pounded and sifted. 
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Notes: 
 
The rhyme from Head of a Jester is written in old German and, in 
the artwork, appears exactly (including errors) as follows: 
Lachst du mit mir 
So gleich Ich dir 
Spottest du meiner 
So lach ich deiner 
Allso seint unszer ziven 
Drumb schweig und lasz mich gehen 
Sag nichts von disen sachen 
Sonst möchtn noch viell mitlachen 
 
Besides a correction to the word ‘diesen’ (spelled disen in the 
engraving), the capitalisation of ‘I’ in ‘Ich’ in the fourth line and addition 
of an ‘e’ in möchtn to spell möchten; the novel quotes the inscription as it 
appears on the artwork.  All other German is in Hochdeutsch, or pure 
German. 
 
p 46 Bible quote from Matthew 13:42. 
 
p 52 The Circus Maximus is referred to here by its Roman name 
but it is thought to have been first marked out by Etruscan King 
Tarquinius Priscis who ruled in the 6th Century BC. 
 
p 74 The radio show Tom listens to is an excerpt from ‘Hammack 
on the Clock’, The Science Show presented by Robyn Williams, Radio 
National, Australian Broadcasting Commission, 30 October 2004; trans 
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/scienceshow/hammack-
on-the-clock/3429260  
 
pp 110, 111  The Dobell and Drysdale images are from Art in 
Australia, editions May 23, 1940 and March 1, 1942. 
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p 164 Herring Island is an island in Melbourne’s Yarra River.  It is 
an Art & Sculptor Park and ecological reserve whose care and 
maintenance is done by the Friends of Herring Island.  To be involved 
see: http://home.vicnet.net.au/~herring/ 
 
p 196 Chinese Hanzi are more accurately referred to as logograms 
but I have used the term ideogram which is acceptable in order to aid 
comprehension. 
 
p 201 ‘The beast that thou sawest was; and is not.’  Is from 
Revelation 17:8. 
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The Complete Fool: 
 
Insights and Trajectories from an Ancient Path 
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For all that meets the bodily sense I deem 
Symbolical, one mighty alphabet 
For infant minds; and we in this low world 
Placed with our backs to bright Reality, 
That we may learn with young unwounded ken 
The substance from its shadow 
 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge1 
  
                                                
1 Coleridge, Samel Taylor.  The Complete Poetical Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge:  Vol I ‘Poems’. 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1912 p 132; excerpt from ‘Destiny of Nations’. 
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Introduct ion  
 
 
Conjuring Substance from Shadow:  the foo l  behind the Fool 
 
 
The ‘fool’ is the inspiration behind this PhD:  its creative novel, Angel 
Salt, and accompanying exegetical analysis, The Complete Fool:  Insights and 
Trajectories from an Ancient Path. 
The ‘fool’ is a vast subject.  In my exploration across cultures he2 
can be synonymous with trickery and cunning or with innocence nuanced 
by stupidity.  His genealogy recedes far into the literal darkness of ancient 
myth where fool-trickster Raven brought light to the world.3  As Mikhail 
Bakhtin summates: 
If one were to drop a historical sounding-lead into these [rogue, clown and 
fool] artistic images, it would not touch the bottom in any of them.4 
 
This PhD explores the seemingly bottomless image of the fool in 
two ways.  Firstly, as a creative novel Angel Salt where multiple fools are 
presented in both obvious and subtle ways; and secondly, through this 
exegesis which presents a new framework in three distinct but allied 
chapters – The Potent Fool, The Subtle Fool and the Complete Fool – 
and in doing so drops a sounding-lead into the fool image.  It does this to 
argue the fool’s significance beyond his manifest historical complexity 
and to illuminate the application of this in the novel Angel Salt. 
Fools such as the archetypal court jester or the mythological 
trickster played an important role in their respective historical contexts as 
figures of subversion, entertainment and truth-telling.   This study, 
however, has the fool’s nature, rather than his appearance, as its focus – a 
                                                
2 For ease of comprehension and uniformity I have chosen to refer to the Fool as ‘he, him, his’.  This does 
not preclude his many female forms perhaps most famously represented by Erasmus’ Stultitia in Praise of 
Folly.  The choice to use ‘him’ and ‘he’ to refer to the Fool follows on from the tradition of Welsford and 
Willeford and, in my mind, keeps things simple in an already complex topic. 
3 This mythology is discussed by Lewis Hyde in Trickster Makes this World:  How Disruptive Imagination 
Creates Culture (Canongate Books, Edinburgh, 2008) as particular to the Tsimshian Raven cycle in which 
Raven arrives from heaven to find the world in darkness and, being unable to hunt in darkness, returns to 
heaven to steal the eternal heavenly light and bring it to earth.  pp 46–47 
4 Bakhtin, Mikhail Mikhailovich.  The Dialogic Imagination.  University of Texas Press, USA, 1981 p 159 
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nature that sees him cross the border between the real and the imaginary.  
As Bakhtin says, “from real life [fools] move into literary fiction, taking 
with them all of [their] attributes”.5 
It is in this movement that the fool presents himself as a 
compelling and demanding topic for a study that involves an exegesis and 
a novel as its thesis.  The fool is compelling in that his nature epitomises 
the type of boundary crossing that is necessary to render him in two 
distinct worlds (exegesis/real – thesis/imagined) and it is demanding 
because his position both within and at the interstice between these 
worlds produces a novelising force with its own volatile nature. 
Bakhtin says: 
The novel, after all, has no canon of its own.  It is, by its very nature, not 
canonic.  It is plasticity itself.  It is a genre that is ever questing, ever examining 
itself and subjecting its established forms to review.  Such, indeed, is the only 
possibility open to a genre that structures itself in a zone of direct contact with 
developing reality.6 
 
This, too, is the nature of the fool – and indeed the only 
possibility open to an entity that is found in the “zone of direct contact 
with developing reality”.  In this zone, he is an all at once disparate, 
plastic and pervasive force who seems to elude any attempts to 
mastermind him as homogenous. 
This capacity of being able to move from “real life” into “literary 
fiction” (and back again), along with his manifest heterogeneity, qualify 
the fool as a valuable creative catalyst for a work of historical fiction – 
literature which, in title and content, coalesces facts with imagination.  
Angel Salt, as a triadic historical fiction, therefore presents multiple arenas 
in which to exploit the fool in both potent and subtle ways. 
The capitalisation (Fool) and italicisation (fool) of ‘fool’ are 
important textual markers in this exegesis because they help begin the 
                                                
5 Bakhtin op. cit. p 160 
6 Ibid. p 39 
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written journey through the layers (or fathoms) that shape the fool, to 
what lies beneath or beyond the usual fool stereotypes.  These terms 
(Fool and fool) are nuanced by my research, and in this study differ from 
the ‘fool’. 
The word ‘fool’ is used when other’s theories or perspectives on 
the fool are being presented.  For example, St Chrysostom describes the 
fool as “he who gets slapped”;7 or Ambrose Bierce says “[the fool] is 
from everlasting to everlasting”.8 
The ‘Fool’ delineates my perspective on fools.  In this capitalised 
form, he is not limited to familiar icons or symbols such as a jesting 
character in cap and bells or a clown with red nose and explosion of 
orange hair.  ‘Fool’ also represents the subtle, shifting nature of the fool – 
his capacity to be equally the clown in costume and the man who plays 
the role of the clown in costume.  
The fool is the creative impulse behind the Fool.  It is the 
“shadow” from which the Fool “substance” emerges.  This is not shadow 
in the sense of being an evil or destructive force, but shadow in the sense 
of being unclear or ambiguous.  In this sense, fool is a creative impulse 
that demands a unique exploration:  one that is able to address the Fool 
as the progeny of a pure potentiality.  This is a potentiality that values 
both the capacity ‘to do’ and ‘to not do’ (incapacity), and it is equal in 
importance to the fool’s manifest costumes, subversions and mischiefs. 
Unlike early and mid-twentieth century writers Enid Welsford and 
William Willeford,9 whose studies focus on the historical and archetypal 
image of fools and folly, this study binds the Fool to neither folly nor to 
history.  Likewise, the novel Angel Salt is not bound by a single aspect of 
the fool.  Rather, it is held in place by the nature of the Fool, which is to 
                                                
7 Welsford, Enid.  The Fool:  His Social and Literary History, Faber and Faber, London, 1935 p 314 
8 Bierce, Ambrose.  The Devil’s Dictionary. Ebook by Project Gutenburg.  2008 p 34; 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/972/972-h/972-h.htm#2H_4_0007 
9 Welsford and Willeford op.cit.; both writers and their works are discussed in detail throughout the 
exegesis, namely Welsford as listed Willeford in The Fool and His Sceptre:  A Study in Clowns and 
Jesters and Their Audience, Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd., London, 1969 
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always imply that something vaster than itself exists – that there is 
something more than what is apparent.  As Willeford concedes: 
The foolish trappings, such as ass’s ears, tell us little about what a fool is:  they 
are hints of a totality that includes both him and us.10  
 
Angel Salt presents an interpretation of this totality and so within 
it the Fool is presented in a variety of ways.  First, however, he is given a 
playground.  This playground is the novel itself and its structure of Fire, 
Air, Earth, Water and Aether.  The five elements are found in a variety of 
mystical and religious forms and are believed to constitute all of life11 but 
I use them here in the way Bakhtin explains:  
The organisation of the stage of the show and the circus ring displays the same 
topographical structure as the stage of the mystery:  the earth, the underworld, 
and heaven . . . We also find the cosmic elements in these shows:  the air 
(acrobatic feats and stunts), water (swimming), earth and fire.12 
 
This elemental structure is thus a stage for the Fool in his 
archetypal as well as more obscure forms. 
In the context of Angel Salt, ‘Aether’ represents a trajectory from 
hierarchical structure but it also represents the paradox of being bound by 
its relation to structure – a trait argued by both Welsford and Willeford to 
be fundamental to the fool.  The order of the elements does not adhere 
strictly to the medieval notion of a vertical hierarchy (the aspiration 
towards a higher state of being) nor to their Renaissance reconstruction 
into a horizontal movement where forwards and backwards became 
‘relative’ positions.13  The order of the elements is influenced by the plot 
of the narrative, which moves in a non-linear manner.  That is, the three 
distinct time periods (as Phersu:  Etruria 509BC; Tom:  Contemporary 
                                                
10 Willeford op. cit. p 31 
11 The elements (either four or five) are found in a variety of forms in cultures and religions including the 
Japanese Gorin-no-sho or Book of Five Rings, (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five_elements_(Japanese 
philosophy), Traditional Chinese Medicine, Vedic texts (http://www.vedicsociety.org/the-five-elements-a-
326.html) and in the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle (http://www.aristotle-philosophy.com/). 
12 Bakhtin op. cit. p 354 
13 Bakhtin, Mikhail.  Rabelais and His World, Indiana University Press, USA, 1984.  This vertical and 
horizontal conceptualisation of the elements is argued comprehensively in pp 362–367 
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Australia; Cipher: London 1611) are not historically chronological and 
this exerts its own force on the structure of the novel. 
The elements, the non-linear narrative and the plot that spirals 
through it, together make Angel Salt itself an artefact of the Fool:  of his 
ability to transgress worlds and change each environment in which he 
appears.  This also sets the stage onto which a variety of Fools – explicit 
and implicit – emerge. 
Obvious examples of the fool in Angel Salt include the artwork 
Head of a Jester (which features in ‘Tom’ and ‘Cipher’) which depicts the 
archetypal court fool in traditional cap and bells, and young Tom Fuller-
Rees (in ‘Tom’) who plays a trickster role by feigning a kind of mute 
savantism in order to keep a secret. 
The Fool is also represented implicitly by language as in the 
German word verrückt which appears in both ‘Tom’ and ‘Cipher’.  In its 
vernacular use, verrückt can be used to refer to a person who is making no 
sense or is acting irrationally, as we might say to a friend, ‘You’ve gone 
crazy’ or ‘You’re acting crazy’.  However, its root rücken (and verrücken) 
means “shifted’, ‘rearranged”,14 so verrückt carries the sentiments of both 
madness and displacement.  In the film based on the true story of 
“foundling” Kaspar Hauser,15 Kaspar has been locked away from society 
until the age of eighteen.  He cannot speak, read or write or walk.  When 
he is left by his anonymous keeper in the centre of town, he appears a 
mad, mute fool, but the truth is he is tragically displaced:  out of context 
with the world around him – verrückt. 
Verrückt is an important feature of Angel Salt because it captures 
the narrative stimulus provided by the Fool, as well as the nature of the 
Fool himself.  The word verrückt describes a movement away from ‘what 
is’.  As this movement takes place, it also offers a sudden, if not startling, 
illumination of all potentialities – a glimpse of our dynamic, ever-
                                                
14 Duden Bedeutungswörterbuch, Bibliographisches Institut Mannheim, 1970 p 727 
15 Kaspar Hauser (motion picture), Werner Herzog, New Yorker Films, 1974; in the film’s ‘Director’s 
Commentary’, Herzog describes Hauser as a “foundling” because Kaspar, although not an infant, is 
“found” abandoned and taken into the care of Professor Friedrich Daumer. 
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changing ‘wholeness’ that can seem fractured, fragmented and dislocated 
by our beliefs about ‘what should be’. 
More subtly, the Fool’s nature is also carried in the symbols 
created by language.  For example, the nail in ‘Phersu’, which is so 
important to her Etruscan culture and used to mark the passing years but 
is lost in an earthquake, reappears in ‘Tom’ as a rail spike, which ruins a 
trip he planned to help his failing marriage.  In both cases, the nail 
represents the illusion of a finite linear course:  when the rail spike 
punctures Tom’s tyre he and his wife must sleep in their car by a dusty 
paddock; when the wall of nails collapses in Phersu, it marks the end of 
the Etruscan dynasty.  The bleeding of the nail symbol through two 
apparently distinct worlds (Tom in contemporary Australia and Phersu in 
ancient Etruria) highlights an important attribute of the Fool:  that of 
recapitulation. 
As a historical character, the fool can appear in one culture and 
find his way into others.  An example of this is cultural hero Nasreddin 
Hodja, the fourteenth century court jester famed for his witty remarks 
and shrewd advice to Persian conqueror Timur-leng and in whose honour 
shrines were erected (and still enjoy saintly devotion) in Turkey, Iran, 
Aberbaijan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.16 
In her study of fools Enid Welsford describes the historicity of 
‘Nasr-ed-Din’ as difficult since: 
[He] was either completely mythical or else a buffoon who lived in the 
fourteenth century but was confused with an earlier legendary Arabic buffoon 
Si-Djoha, and then, having attracted to himself many of those wandering 
stories found in all parts of the world, became in the Turkish minds ‘une image 
de fantaisie.17 
 
Either way, the cultural significance of Nasreddin persists through 
his celebration in a variety of cultural interpretations.  These range from 
                                                
16 Marrancini, Gabriel.  Muslim Societies and the Challenge of Secularisation:  An Interdisciplinary 
Approach. Springer, New York, 2010 pp 118–124 
17 Welsford, Enid.  The Fool:  His Social and Literary History p 34; Welsford’s spelling of Nasreddin is 
Nasr-ed-Din. 
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the foolish country imam who avoids delivering a sermon by asking the 
congregation if they know what he is going to talk about and when the 
people reply “no”, he tells them “And no more do I” and leaves the 
mosque;18 to the simpleton who takes his eight asses out and becomes 
confused while riding because he can only see seven – he forgets, of 
course, to count the one on which he rides.19 
In a completely different world, we find sixteenth century folk 
hero William Kemp, who left his post as ‘fool’ in Shakespeare’s acting 
company and literally danced his way from London to Norwich.  Kemp 
refers to himself as a “foole” twice in his memoir of the athletic nine-day 
Morris dance.20  Most notably, after completing a dance duet with the 
fool of Master Colt he writes, “two fooles parted faire in a foul way.  I 
keeping on my course to Clare”.21 
While the spirit in which he refers to himself as a fool is not 
specifically clear in Kemp’s memoir, there is certainly a sense that it is 
multi-layered:  a fool actor, a fool for departing an esteemed acting 
company, a fool for attempting such a demanding dancing feat.  As 
David Wiles says: 
The most striking feature of [Kemp’s memoir] is the split personality of the 
narrator… It enables Kemp to project two levels simultaneously:  the 
pretentious idiot on the surface, and the plain man beneath who rejects all 
pretension.22 
 
Kemp’s role as actor, dancer and memoirist draws the world in 
around him.  Bakhtin insists that a “[fool’s] being coincides with their 
role, and outside this role they simply do not exist”23 and Willeford seems 
to agree when he says the fool’s “effects depend upon the attention they 
                                                
18 Welsford op.cit. p 30 
19 Ibid. p 32 
20 A Morris dance is an athletic folk dance usually performed in simple costume and was, in its earlier form 
sometimes referred to as ‘a fool’s dance’ see http://www.themorrisring.org/morris-history/morris-history-
restoration 
21 Kemp, William.  Kemps Nine Daies Wonder, Fac-Simile Reproduction Superintended by Edmund W 
Ashbee FSA, London, 1600, no page numbers, quote from ’the Sixth Day’. 
22 Wiles, David.  Shakespeare’s Clown:  Actor and Text in the Elizabethan Playhouse.  Campbridge 
University Press.  Cambridge, n.d. p 29 
23 Bakhtin Dialogic Imagination op.cit. p 159 
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gain from us”.24  In other words, the fool is always dependent on an 
external context to exist.  However, Welsford says he “depends not upon 
the external … but upon a certain inner contradiction in the soul of every 
man”.25  Perhaps the only sure point that can be made is that the Fool can 
demonstrate both sides of this argument because his nature is ‘to shift’ – 
a propensity captured in the success of his transition between real life and 
fiction. 
The transfer of fools from real to fictional life, however, is not 
limited to the literary.  The fool is evident in contemporary society in a 
variety of light and dark fictional forms:  from the icons of popular 
culture such as Batman’s Riddler and Lord of the Rings’ Gollum to the 
blither characters of Sesame Street’s Grover and The Simpsons’ Homer.  
These examples depict characters with varying degrees of conniving or 
bumbling self-interest but equally common is the Fool whose position is 
without self-interest:  the ‘sacred other.’  That is, as John Docker says: 
The privileged observers of social heterogeneity…the fictional ‘third person’ 
[who] is in but not of private everyday life, and therefore can see it in sharp 
focus, as a whole, in all of its nakedness.26 
 
The fundamental premise of this exegesis agrees, as Bakhtin 
explains and Docker paraphrases, that, in each form, the fool is projected 
from our internal worlds in order to make public (or naked) the private 
aspects of the human figure.27  Conversely, their argument that the fool 
does not exist outside his role has not been my experience.  Rather I have 
found, and as will be argued in the following chapters, that there is an 
aspect of the fool that exists outside his role as a distinct fool behind the 
Fool – a creative impulse that demands attention as readily as the busking 
clown in the shopping mall who pops a bright red balloon in the face of 
an anxious mother. 
                                                
24 Willeford op. cit. p 8 
25 Ibid. p 318 
26 Docker, John.  Postmodernism and Popular Culture:  A Cultural History, Press Syndicate of University 
of Cambridge, UK, 1995 p 222 
27 Bakhtin The Dialogic Imagination op. cit. p 160 
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The work of Welsford and Willeford is important in the 
examination of fools like the busking clown.  Welsford’s work is an epic 
study that identifies the fool’s historical appearances, nuances and 
activities from the parasites (penniless scavengers who jest their way into 
lavish dinners among philosophers and intellects) in Athaneaus’ 2AD The 
Sophists’ Dinner, to the decline of the Harlequin in nineteenth century 
Europe.  Between this, we see the rise and fall of the value placed on the 
fool, but Welsford shows convincingly that, despite economic, social and 
cultural changes, his persistence and versatility are unquestionable.  
However, Welsford’s most compelling argument is where she discusses 
the influence of the fool on Desiderius Erasmus: 
Whichever way up you turned the fool, he could be made an instrument for 
that reversal of convention which was the delight of the Enfants-sans-souci and 
other merry-companions of that type.  Nothing could have been more 
congenial to the volatile mind of that great humanist [Erasmus] than these 
variations of meaning, these ambiguities of definition, these possibilities of 
reversal and counter-reversal of accepted judgments.28    
 
Welsford admits that the fool is used as “a theme for meditation, 
or he could turn into a stock figure”,29 however, her focus is on the latter 
– its appearance, mutations, decline and reappearance. 
This exegesis and thesis intend to bring equal emphasis to the 
Fool as catalyst for meditation – one able to restrain (if not reject) at 
times the obvious stock figure, in order to highlight the transitive, 
stimulating impulse behind it that conjures creative imagination through 
its movements and transgressions. 
Willeford says that his study “will attempt to relate fools and 
instances of folly to a fundamental type”.30  This summary is important 
on two counts in differentiating my own work:  firstly, that my focus is 
                                                
28 Welsford op. cit p 237 
29 Ibid. p 218 
30 Willeford op. cit p xv 
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more experiential than fundamental, and secondly, I do not inextricably 
bind ‘folly’ with the ‘fool’. 
Willeford says: 
Any fool we see is demarcated from what we assume to be a nonfoolish 
background; otherwise he would be like the philosopher’s black cat at 
midnight. We see this fool here only by disregarding that fool or those fools 
there, including the fools that we also are.  Our blindness to them means that 
our perception of this fool is an illusion.31 
 
By looking at the Fool through this exegetical framework I 
propose to switch on the necessary night-vision glasses in order to see, or 
at least sense, the “philosopher’s black cat at midnight”.  That is to say I 
will convey the experience of the Fool (and fool) that lies beyond (or 
beneath) the context of folly and its phenomenal world. 
Vicki Janik’s work is a literal contemporary “sourcebook” on 
fools with four categories “in order to understand the whole more 
clearly”.32  These are the wise fool, the dupe or victim, the trickster or 
evildoer and the innocent or holy fool.  Examples are derived from essays 
from various scholars and range from obvious characters such as the 
“Tarot Fool” and “American Circus Clown” to the more specific and 
inventive examples of “Paul the Apostle” and “Penasar of Bali:  Sacred 
Clowns”. 
The categories Janik creates certainly present the diversity of the 
fool, however, I feel they distract from her more compelling argument 
that:  
The fool, then, a synecdochal figure, both is and represents.  He is the primeval 
condition that churns and rumbles within us all as we seek to know, and he 
represents the ground that assures us we do not.33 
 
                                                
31 Willeford op.cit. p 30 
32 Janik, Vicki K.  Fools and Jesters in Literature, Art, and History:  A Bio-Bibliographical Sourcebook.  
Greenwood Press, Westport, 1998 p 2 
33 Ibid. p 20; my italics. 
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While Janik, Welsford and Willeford direct us towards this 
“primeval condition” (Welsford’s “meditation”, Willeford’s “black cat at 
midnight”), they still venture more in the direction of the manifest 
evidence of the fool and therefore, collectively, their texts distinguish 
between the fool across time and space and analyse specific cultural 
appearances (and contexts) in order to actualise an account or history of 
him and his significance.  This exegesis argues for the ‘fuzzier’ aspects of 
the Fool to also be valued. 
The framework I have built to articulate this value is endophytic.  
That is, each of the three chapters (The Potent Fool, The Subtle Fool and 
The Complete Fool) nests within and relates to the exegesis as a whole 
while still carrying its own argument and perspective.  In this way the 
Complete Fool (as the project title and host) is inhabited by the Potent 
and Subtle Fool, which produce within it a shifting dynamic of 
‘completeness’.  This model emphasises and directs us towards the 
interior function of the Fool – his place not just “among us as a perpetual 
link to the light and life in the darkness [after the show of life has 
ended]”34 but as an impulse that precedes and sparks the potentialities of 
our creative imagination. 
Chapter 1, The Potent Fool, argues a probable genesis for the 
Fool at the heart of pure potentiality – that is, the potentiality that is also 
aware of its impotentiality.  In effect, this chapter is interested in the ‘seed’ 
(fool) as much as the ‘fruit’ (Fool).  I argue that the vital mentorship of the 
Potent Fool is to engender a way of thinking that is at ease with the 
presence of unclear meanings and lack of definition.  Further, this chapter 
examines the critical need to acknowledge this potent force as a natural 
catalyst for creative production – especially when environments for 
creative production come under threat.  
Chapter 2, The Subtle Fool, exposes the Fool’s immense capacity 
for transgression.  Drawing from key literary examples including the 
                                                
34 Willeford op. cit. p 235  
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fiction and philosophical commentary of Umberto Eco and the works of 
Shakespeare, this chapter crafts unlikely partnerships between fools old 
and new.  As the Subtle Fool it provides a lens through which the 
generative forces of the Potent Fool can be viewed.  Both literally and 
figuratively, this chapter maps the complex, multidimensional playground 
of the Fool, not only to propose an explanation for the fool’s ubiquitous 
and indefatigable recurrence through history and its cultures, but to argue 
that ‘subtlety’ – over subversion – may well be the common language of 
Fools.  
The study concludes with chapter 3, The Complete Fool.  This 
chapter – trickster-like – ‘slips the trap of conclusion’ by arguing that, 
paradoxically, the Fool is only complete when his ‘completeness’ is 
unstable and shifting.  Using Nietzsche’s Dying Sage/Living Fool as its 
point of departure, the Complete Fool presents the “morosophic”35 
nature of the fool as an exemplar for this shifting and unstable world.  A 
world, that like the swirling wise-fool hyperbole, produces a life-affirming 
momentum that may well ensure the Fool’s perpetuity. 
Together, the Potent Fool, the Subtle Fool and the Complete 
Fool enable me to present the complex and challenging ‘whole’ of the 
Fool and his multiverse in a way that avoids simplification and 
categorisation and instead offers a way by which we can sharpen our view 
of what Janik refers to as the “inscrutable synecdoche” that is the fool.36 
The construction of this framework (Potent, Subtle Complete) is, 
in and of itself, an argument for the seemingly inherent potentiality in 
humanity to construct and pay homage to fools of all kinds.  However, it 
is also a framework for analysing the potentiality of the Fool himself.  
This analysis takes place not solely as the examination of obvious fools 
we have come to know – for example jester, clown or comedian – but in 
their potent and subtle forms. 
William Willeford says: 
                                                
35 This term for the wise-fool is used by Rabelais and referred to in Bakhtin op. cit. p 426 
36 Janik op. cit. p 20 
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There have been many works of imagination with the theme of ‘Ubi sunt…?’ 
in which we follow the great ones of the earth as they yield to the common 
fate of death; we look at the point where they left us and try to find in dust and 
ashes a trace of their light.  We do not ponder about fools in this way.37 
 
This exegesis and the novel Angel Salt together ponder fools in this 
way – not to find a “trace of their light” but to expose the fact that in the 
world of the Fool the “light” may in fact be darkness; and the dust and 
ash not remains, but the infertile ground about to be made lush and 
productive by the Fool. 
Willeford’s criticism of Welsford’s work on fools was: 
The meaning that is found oversimplifies the figure [of the fool] and abstracts 
it in a way that causes it to lose its vivid presence and, with it, some of the 
depth of that meaning.38 
 
This exegesis is not so much an abstraction of the fool as it is a 
decoction – one that has naturally arisen through the process of 
generating this PhD.  The friction of creative imagination (the novel Angel 
Salt) against the production of a canonical explication (the exegesis) has 
concentrated the fool in its own vivid and intense way. 
The fool’s obvious (clowns and comedians) and more ambiguous 
representations (mythological and literary figures) have inspired many 
research questions and subsequent pathways.  This has been the 
inspiration for presenting my work as a culmination of ‘insights’ and 
‘trajectories’: a title that alludes to the expansive and shifting world of the 
fool but also describes my experience of studying him.  The process 
demanded a constant movement ‘within’ – for insight, perspective and 
revelation – and ‘without’ – as trajectory, adventure, inspiration and of 
seeing the fool in new and more subtly pervasive ways. 
An example of this subtle pervasiveness can be seen within the 
world of the Shakespearean fool.  In Shakespeare’s theatrical world 
                                                
37 Willeford op. cit. p 4 
38 Ibid. p xxi 
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(despite its change and evolution through the reigns of Elizabeth I and 
James II from foppish clown to wise fool) the fool was a figure 
recognised for his attributes of improvisational skill, humour and (later) 
growing perceptiveness.  This perceptiveness grew increasingly 
sophisticated.  The fool actor was often allowed to improvise the script 
and the scene being played.  However, the fool would grow to find voice 
beyond the fool as a character and penetrate the drama’s narrative 
through other characters, in order to emphasise and complicate the idea 
that humanity is inherently foolish. 
This can be seen in King Lear when the bastard child of the Earl 
of Gloster, Edmund, says: 
This is the excellent foppery of the world, that, when we are sick in fortune,– 
often the surfeit of our own behaviour, – we make guilty of our disasters the 
sun, the moon, and the stars:  as if we were villains by necessity; fools by 
heavenly compulsion.39 
 
Just as the Potent Fool anticipates the genesis of the Fool at the 
heart of pure potentiality – that is the potentiality that is also aware of its 
impotentiality, its capacity not to be – I anticipate the fact that a seed, a 
potenza, has developed from something, somewhere that brings into focus 
the shadowy, indistinct origins (fool) of the Fool.  That is, the space the 
Fool might inhabit before it is engendered in human potentiality.  As 
King Lear’s scheming Edmund goes on to say, “Fut, I should have been 
that I am, had the maidenliest star in the firmament twinkled on my 
bastardising”.40 
Edmund’s plot is to rid himself of his legitimate brother in order 
to better entitle him, but despite his acknowledgement of his own 
impending misdeed, he seeks improvement in his status. 
This contradiction in Edmund’s opinion of his ‘incapacity’ and yet 
ambitions for his ‘capacity’ sits at the heart of my conception of the Fool 
                                                
39 Shakespeare, William.  King Lear.  In The Complete Works of Shakespeare, Volume III, Wordsworth 
Editions Limited, Hertfordshire, 1999 p 890 
40 Ibid. 
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– a Fool that symbolises Edmund’s words, “that I am”,41 but that also 
holds over this statement an eternal question mark.  This quality of 
questioning (and its necessary instability) engendered by the Fool has 
become an important narrative catalyst for my own (and a proliferation of 
other) literary work.  As a driving question, That I am? disturbs not only 
the truths we hold about ourselves and others but it also magnifies the 
illusions we didn’t know we held.  
By revealing only partial (or contradictory) answers to That I am? 
at any one time, and moving between worlds of the real and imaginary, 
the Fool frustrates, if not avoids, conventional analysis and its desire for 
the ‘sole model’.  Further complicating this, is not only his appearance in 
a vast variety of forms, but also his seeming ability to pervade a non-
archetypal domain.  Edmund is not King Lear’s fool but he admits to a 
foolish compulsion that, in his mind, is pre-ordained.   In this sense, the 
Fool is able to infiltrate the environment where he is found, not only as 
an artistic image but as an impulse of language, thought and dreams. 
The word ‘fool’ can represent many characters with which, in 
vernacular use, it can be seen as interchangeable.  These include but are 
not limited to:  buffoon, clown, comedian, comic, dolt, idiot, imbecile, 
jester, joker, moron, simpleton, jackass, renegade, stooge, tomfool, 
trickster, troubadour. 
There are significant studies devoted to differentiating these 
characters42 and this project does not argue the historical or semiological 
precedence or primary emergence of the fool over, for example the 
much-studied Trickster.43  However, when ancient Indian trickster 
Coyote accidentally eats his own body parts and proclaims, “Correctly 
indeed, am I named Foolish One, Trickster”,44 we can see the problem of 
                                                
41 As said by Edmund in the preceding quote, ‘I should have been that I am’; my italics. 
42 Willeford, Hyde, Janik, Welsford all op. cit. 
43 Hyde, Lewis.  Trickster Makes this World:  How Disruptive Imagination Creates Culture.  Canongate 
Books Ltd, Edinburgh, 2008 
44 Ibid. Hyde p 30; after a series of acts in this story from the Winnebago cycle, Coyote accidentally eats 
part of his own body and then burns his own anus, after which he makes this claim of foolishness. 
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trying to separate the various fool guises since, if only conceptually, they 
belong together. 
As Paul Williams says: 
The curious thing is that the fool figure in early and modern literature, the fool 
illuminated in medieval manuscripts, the folkloric fool, and the tribal trickster, 
if not exactly the same animal, all show signs of belonging to the same 
species.45 
 
Fool, (as opposed to ‘Trickster’ for example) also offers a distinct 
semiotic strength and value in representing the “species”.  The word fool 
comes from the Latin Follis46 which referred to a “sack” or “bag” with the 
insulting connotation towards another person that a bag is full of “air” or 
“nothing” hence the derivatives “windbag” or “airhead” to refer to fools 
and their folly. However, taken more literally the concept of the fool as 
constituted and fuelled by “air” or “nothing” marks the word as the 
perfect unstable, incalculable entity that remains open to many 
interpretations.  
The fool as ‘o’ or zero (nothing or without value) is explained 
differently by Michel Serres who sees the fool – as joker – as having “no 
value so as to have every value”.47  To Serres, the joker is a point of 
bifurcation – the nodal point where “to bifurcate, to take another 
appearance, another direction, a new order” 48 is permitted and inevitable. 
A literal example of this in Angel Salt is the character Cipher 
whose name not only means ‘zero’ but who, by suffering the false 
accusation of witchcraft, becomes ‘nothing’ – forgotten, rejected by 
society – as an inmate of Bethlehem Insane Asylum.  There, her world is 
affected by constant drugging and torturous remedies for her ‘possession’ 
                                                
45 Williams, Paul VA.  The Fool and the Trickster.  Studies in honour of Enid Welsford, DS Brewer Ltd, 
Cambridge and Rowan and Littlefield, Totowa, 1979  p 1 
46 Oxford Dictionary Online; http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/fool?q=Fool 
47 Serres, Michel.  The Parasite.  Minnesota Press Edition, 2007, translation by John Hopkins University 
Press, 1982 p 160 
48 Ibid. 
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by the devil – treatments that keep her in a dream-ridden world overseen 
by the image of a court jester.  Serres says: 
If you increase the number of jokers … polysemy overtakes the space with 
multivalence and equivocity.  Near the end is the world of dreams completely 
filled with polyvalence.49 
 
Cipher moves between these multivalent dreamscapes, which bleed 
through the reality of her bleak circumstances. 
Another example in Angel Salt can be seen when the character 
Lucretia decides to venture into the Ciminian forest to seek out her 
adolescent daughter, Semia.  The moment seems to be a brave and 
empowered one since Lucretia, as Roman, holds deeply rooted fears 
about the forest.  On the surface we would not call her a fool in this 
moment because her decision appears to be conscious and intelligent.  
However, this decision marks a point of departure from her old way of 
being – a way that is prudish, wounded and restrained in comparison to 
that of the uninhibited, passionate Semia. 
In this scene, Lucretia is the Fool under the terms argued in this 
study, because the departure (the “bifurcation”) from her old way of life 
culminates in Semia’s unpredictable discovery:  her adoptive mother’s 
presence not only in a forest which frightened her but as completely 
naked, echoing Semia’s distaste for clothing.  Further, the reconnection of 
mother and daughter in a new space under a new order precipitates a 
rapid resolution in the unspoken issues between them:  namely dialogue 
and discussion about Semia’s birth mother and Lucretia’s companion, 
Phersu.  
Any definition of the Fool that attempts to be ‘complete’ must 
account for this capacity to induce propulsion or an acceleration in time 
and space toward resolution.  Yet it must also account for the unseen 
internal machinations of an individual and the imperceptible but real 
effect this has on the resolution (or irresolution) formed.  The 
                                                
49 Serres op. cit. p 163 
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conversation that ensues between Lucretia and Semia reveals Lucretia’s 
moral dilemma:  she longs to know what has become of Phersu but is 
terrified that this may jeopardise her role as ‘mother’.  This revelation is 
not overt but is present in the subtext: 
Semia:  ‘Why didn’t you try and find her?’   
Lucretia:  ‘I was afraid.’  Lucretia speaks softly. 
Semia:  ‘Afraid you wouldn’t find her?’ 
Lucretia:  ‘Find her, not find her.  Both.’50 
 
The subtler examples in Angel Salt may not have an apparent 
Fool, but they contain the fool because they cause us to witness (if not 
personally experience) the mechanisms of potentiality.  That is, they allow 
us the opportunity to witness the continual making of choices that 
contrive us as limited, awkward and frustrated by contrapuntal desires to 
conform (which may also take the form of protecting ourselves from 
perceived risks:  derision, exclusion or even death) and yet to be distinct 
(to create, to thrive, to celebrate our differences).  As Serres says: 
As a joker, the excluded is included…[he] has two values; the fact that they are 
contradictory changes nothing here.  Or better yet, it is because [he] is excluded 
and included that [he] becomes a joker.51 
 
Maria von Franz identifies the fool as “part of the personality or 
even of humanity which remained behind and therefore still has the 
original wholeness of nature”52 and verrückt captures the nature of this 
shifting “wholeness”.  This original wholeness is not the Christian pre-
apple Adamic self, untouched by original sin, but, rather, the sum of our 
choices before they are chosen – our potentialities – that find their centre 
within us.  This is a wholeness that may only be achieved when its 
paradox of motion is accepted:  that both motion and non-motion, 
exclusion and inclusion constitute the movement. 
                                                
50 Colin-James, Sally.  Angel Salt, 2012 p 189 
51 Serres op. cit. p 161 
52 Von Franz, Maria & Hillman, James.  Jung’s Typology.  Spring Publications, Texas, 1979 p 6 
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This motion is captured by Charles Williams’ The Greater Trumps53 
where the tarot “trumps” (the twenty-two major cards of the tarot54) have 
been crafted into gold chess-like statues and placed on a board for 
divination.  The fool figure is in such rapid and constant motion that it is 
invisible to all who observe the board – except for Sybil, who declares 
that the fool statue comes in and out of view as she watches the board 
and, “it seems as if it were always arranging itself in some place which was 
empty for it”.55  The fool’s swift, imperceptible movement is integral to 
the wholeness of the trumps and their potentiality to forecast or divine 
knowledge – in one moment it is apparent and then … verrückt, 
everything and everyone around it shifts. 
From Potent to Subtle to Complete, this exegesis journeys from 
the inception of the fool; to the conception, impetus and influence of the 
Fool; to his less-examined and more subtle environmental influences; to 
the necessarily flawed completeness of his cultural derivations.  It brings 
to light the relentless complexity of the Fool, by demonstrating the ever-
shifting totality of his ‘completeness’.  This unstable completeness is 
demonstrated by Angel Salt’s interweaving historical narratives which 
showcase the Fool’s ability to bring disparate entities into collusion for 
creative exploration. 
As part of the ‘whole’ PhD, this exegesis drops a sounding-lead 
into the seemingly unfathomable depths of the fool figure and, from the 
shadows of the black cat at midnight, discerns a substance – more 
valuable than comedy or subversion or mere folly – that will demonstrate, 
as Serres says, a “universe that is organized according to the distribution 
of jokers”56 and our inevitably unstable place within it. 
  
                                                
53 Williams, Charles.  The Greater Trumps.  Regent College Publishing, Vancouver, 2003. 
54 Sallie Nichols describes the tarot as the parent of modern day playing cards and a “mysterious deck of 
cards of unknown origin” which has been used for “gambling and fortunetelling”.  Jung and Tarot:  An 
Archetypal Journey.  Red Wheel/Weiser, CA, 1984 p 1 
55 Williams op. cit. p 82 
56 Serres op. cit. p 163 
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It is wrongly said … that a society is defined by its contradictions.  That 
is true only on the larger scale of things.  From the viewpoint of 
micropolitics, a society is defined by its lines of flight, which are 
molecular.  There is always something that flows or flees, that escapes the 
binary organisations, the resonance apparatus, and the overcoding 
machine: things that are attributed to a ‘change in values’, the youth, the 
women, the mad, etc. 
 
Deleuze and Guattari57 
                                                
57 Deleuze & Guattari.  A Thousand Plateaus:  Capitalism and Schizophrenia.  Continuum, London, 1987  
p 238 
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The Potent Fool:  The Vital Impulse of Pure Potentiality58 
 
 
The escalation of global issues such as expansive environmental hazards, 
terrorist threats and technological advances has precipitated a new sense 
of personal accountability for the changes required to address them.  The 
capacity for individuals to view such issues as belonging to ‘another’ 
country, ‘another’ community or ‘another’ person seems no longer viable.  
As the modern dictum “Think Global, Act Local”59 insinuates, global 
change has steadily become a personal responsibility.  Under such 
conditions, the age-old fool develops a renewed strength and relevance in 
the thoughts and actions of a society. 
 The intensification of a global-to-local shift (in the specific way of 
concentrating the global (molar) in the local (molecular) via a macro sense 
of responsibility within the individual) is a phenomenon in which the role 
of the fool, likewise, is intensified.  Deleuze and Guattari say: 
When the machine becomes planetary or cosmic, there is an increasing 
tendency for assemblages to miniaturise, to become microassemblages.60 
 
The Potent Fool narrows our focus to these microassemblages – 
but only in order to take us beyond them. 
In the same way that Deleuze and Guattari rebut the notion that a 
society is built on its contradictions, this chapter argues that the Fool is 
not created simply by binarising forces – those forces where he is seen to 
decode, uncode or discombobulate.  In fact, the Fool’s suitability as a 
micropolitical agent – who escapes the binary organisations and produces 
lines of flight61 – emphasises his perpetual agency with pure potentiality 
and reveals an important potenza.  This chapter, The Potent Fool both 
                                                
58 A previous version of this chapter was presented at the annual Hawaii International Conference of Arts 
and Humanities held in January 2010; the revised paper (Colin-James 2011) was published in The 
International Journal of the Humanities, vol 8, no 11. 
59 The phrase’s origin is contested and some theories are found at: http://smc.simtech.a-
star.edu.sg/uploads/ak1444Qw/File/Gaining%20Recognition%20with%20the%20Sustainable%20Manufac
turing%20Label%20-%20A%20Case%20Study.pdf 
60 Deleuze & Guattari op.cit. p 236 
61 Ibid. 
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encapsulates and demonstrates this potenza:  the nature of the fool behind 
the Fool. 
The Potent Fool derives from the molecular and its impulse is to 
stimulate, as Deleuze and Guattari say, “the profound movements stirring 
in a society [that] present themselves in [lines of flight]” with the capacity 
to engender “molecular segmentation causing a zigzag crack, making it 
difficult for [molar entities] to keep their own segments in a line”.62  This 
“cracking” may take the eventual form of contradicting or subverting 
ideas and events but this may be less intentional than functional and is 
not what lies at the heart of micropolitics nor the Potent Fool who is 
brought to life within it. 
Using the example of the widespread strikes of France’s mai 68,63 
Deleuze and Guattari suggest that the micropolitical agent (the everyday 
citizen or the “old outdated landowner” and the peasant living on his 
land64) bore the capacity for understanding (and perhaps even intuiting) 
such a mass rebellion when the “the politicians, the unions, many leftists 
[the macropolitical agents] were utterly vexed”.65  Deleuze and Guattari 
quote sociologist Gabriel Tarde as saying “what one needs to know is 
which peasants, in which areas of the south of France, stopped greeting 
local landowners”.66  That it was important to know that peasants stopped 
their greetings is significant because it suggests that decisions negating 
action were being made:  if the peasant determines ‘I cannot greet my 
landowner today’, then he is in the domain of pure potentiality, where I 
cannot is a functional determinant of outcomes equal in value to I can. 
In a cultural and literary sense, fools are commonly thought of 
and portrayed in relation to their deficiencies – for what they cannot do 
or see.  The fop, the clown and the idiot provide entertainment in their 
vanities, vulgarities, ignorance and, often, non-emotional point of view.  
                                                
62 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 238 
63 The extensive general strikes that occurred throughout France in May 1968 are said to have included 
11,000,000 workers bringing the country’s economy to a virtual standstill. 
64 Ibid. Deleuze & Guattari  p 238 
65 Ibid.  
66 Ibid.  
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As Donald Perret says of Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, “Beckett’s 
clowns pass their time in an empty world.  It is this that makes the 
audience laugh and, finally, see themselves”.67  This ‘emptiness’ refers to 
what they cannot do, know or achieve. 
When Vladimir (Didi) opens the play struggling with his boots 
and saying, “Nothing to be done”,68 the theme of incapacity is made clear 
and we are thrust immediately into the world of pure potentiality and 
suspended in this space until the final inconclusion, when Estragon says, 
“Yes, let’s go”69 and neither he nor Vladamir leave. 
Giorgio Agamben says: 
I think the concept of potentiality has never ceased to function in the life 
and history of humanity, most notably in that part of humanity that has 
grown and developed its potency (potenza) to the point of imposing its 
power over the whole planet.70  
 
This “power” is often viewed at the molar level (state power, 
federal power, world powers) but the Potent Fool re-directs the emphasis 
of power to the molecular in a very specific way:  it anticipates 
inconclusion and has an ear for the silence of the peasant towards the 
landowner as much as it does for the uproar of the eleven million 
students and workers of France striking in battle-like rebellion. 
The Fool is an adroit micropolitical agent.  He is one that “flows 
or flees”; the one that introduces or represents or is “the youth, the 
women, the mad” and the “etc” in all its variant and deviant forms.  The 
Potent Fool is his potenza, his “power centre” – a centre “defined not by 
an absolute exercise of power within [his] domain but by the relative 
adaptions and conversions [he] effects between the line and the flow”.71  
However, these adaptions and conversions may lie dormant or remain 
                                                
67 Perret, Donald.  Beckett’s Postmodern Clowns:  Vladimir (Didi), Estragon (Gogo), Pozzo and Lucky in 
Janik op. cit. pp 79–84 
68 Beckett, Samuel’s Waiting for Godot was written in 1949; a transcript can be found at http://samuel-
beckett.net/Waiting_for_Godot_Part1.html p 2 
69 Ibid. http://samuel-beckett.net/Waiting_for_Godot_Part2.html p 42 
70 Agamben, Giorgio.  Potentialities:  Collected Essays in Philosophy.  Stanford University Press, 
California, 1999  p 177 
71 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 239 
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unmaterialised and, in this state, effect a different result.  This is the 
potent impulse of the Fool – an impulse capable of initiating or denying 
what might become; of recognising potentiality and impotentiality as 
valuable for change. 
Deleuzian scholar Clare Colebrook says that fundamentally the 
work of Gilles Deleuze helps us to understand that, “if we want to 
change our world we need to change the way we think.  We need to 
transform the very structure of our ideas”.72  This chapter argues that the 
Potent Fool, as a nexus of pure potentiality, plays a critical role in 
changing the way we think.  This is achieved through its potenza which 
asks us to consider equally potentiality and impotentiality as viable lines 
of (no)flight in the act (inaction) of creativity.  It also asks us to be 
prepared for nothing, for stillness and to hold an ear for the silence as 
well as the uproar in order to look differently at what we see as different. 
Australia social commentator, artist and cartoonist, Michael 
Leunig has made an art of seeing and thinking differently.  In 1969 he 
changed the way he was thinking about political cartoons and produced 
an image in response to the Vietnam War:  a man, with a teapot on his 
head, riding a duck into the sunset (see Figure 1).  According to Leunig, 
the editor of the newspaper said “he didn’t know what it meant but 
laughed, shook his head and published it”.73 
 
Figure 1:  Leunig’s Duck-rider; Image from Introspective, 
Text Publishing, 1991 
                                                
72 Colebrook, Clare.  Understanding Deleuze.  Allen & Unwin, Australia, 2002 p xxxvii; my italics. 
73 Leunig, Michael.  Introspective, The Text Publishing Company, Melbourne, 1991 p 5 
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For twenty years Leunig has consistently presented himself as able 
to ‘think differently’.74  His cartoons of curious creatures, news articles 
and brief but humorous philosophical treatises (which include 
peculiarities such as The Life Cycle of the Supermarket Trolley and Should 
Children Believe in Santa – Should Santa Believe in Children?75) have been 
regularly published and he has engaged in artistic collaborations in song 
and dance to produce poetic and political messages. 
As an enduring Australian artistic identity, Leunig has been both 
deeply valued and intensely vilified for his different kind of thoughts – 
thoughts deemed so abhorrently inexplicable that they are referred to by 
one detracting journalist with the sarcastically deified acronym TOL – 
Thought of Leunig.  Whether praised or disparaged, TOL has persisted.  
In his article Self in the City Leunig says: 
The great popular project of modern government and mass media (the corrupt 
projects):  the great groovy work is not primarily to heal, but to normalise what 
is unhealthy and to make acceptable and exciting those soul-destroying things 
to which we have been chained.76 
 
Further, Leunig says that the environments in which individuals 
live – especially the cities – are becoming more “monstrous and 
traumatic”.77  Studies in the perception of a “global risk society” agree 
with Leunig.  The term “Global Risk Society”, first coined by sociologist 
Ulrich Beck, emphasises the expansive way that risks now affect 
individuals and their communities.  Both locally and globally, real and 
imagined risks permeate social and political ways of thinking and effect 
instability, uncertainty and a sense of permanent stress.  
Whether viewed through critics’ eyes or from the perspective of 
global risk TOL, as a commentary on the “corrupt projects” of 
                                                
74 The quality, according to Colebrook, necessary for change. 
75 Leunig, Michael.  Wild Figments.  Penguin Group, Australia, 2004 pp 42, 111 
76 Leunig, Michael.  ‘Self in the City’, Sydney Morning Herald, 21 January 2004 transcript on 
www.smh.com p 2  
77 Ibid.  
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government, emerges as a phenomenon with its own potenza.  It is this, 
more than Leunig’s own confession that he is a fool (“the [duck-rider] 
was most definitely me” with the teapot worn like a fool’s cap78), and 
more than his capacity to render human folly in a variety of artistic ways, 
that makes Leunig impossible to ignore as an Australian conducting a 
contemporary study of fools. 
TOL has obvious synergies with the voice of the court jester, who 
could be celebrated or executed for his outspoken observations.79  It is 
something that, as Deleuze and Guattari predict, escapes the “overcoding 
machine” and initiates a change in values:  the youth, the women, the 
mad and the vast numinous “etc” that includes Michael Leunig. 
The Potent Fool presents a sense, a voice, a face for the “etc”.  It 
is a model that locates the originary fool, the ‘pure’ Fool not as one 
distinct character or individual in history or mythology but in pure 
potentiality – a potenza epitomised by the micropolitical agency of the 
Potent Fool who motivates pathways for fleeing and flowing but who 
(often in a different form) must also “return to the molar organisations to 
reshuffle their segments, their binary distributions of sexes, classes, 
parties”.80 
To elucidate the Potent Fool I will draw on Agamben’s essay On 
Potentiality81 and deploy the Aristotlean concept of ‘pure potentiality’82 
(which includes impotentiality:  the decision to not bring something into 
actuality) as a way of emphasising the critical role the Fool plays in an 
individual’s capacity to exist and act in new ways – not simply in ways of 
“imposing power” but of addressing the nature of potentiality to 
                                                
78 Leunig Introspective op. cit. p 5 
79 Leunig’s relevance to this chapter of the exegesis is the specific thoughts he has expressed regarding 
contemporary society.  However, Leunig, as both a cultural identity and artist, forms a case study in 
chapter 2 which puts him side by side with Shakespearean fool actor, William Kemp, to argue the implicit 
multivalent nature of the Fool – a nature which not only creates new orders but brings together new 
worlds. 
80 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 239 
81 Agamben op. cit. pp 177–204 
82 Aristotle explains that pure potentiality (he also refers to it as original or primary potentiality) must take 
into account impotentiality.  (Aristotle.  The Metaphysics.  Translation by John H McMahon, Dover 
Publications, Inc, New York pp 107–109 and pp 187–208; Agamben’s interest is in examining the 
motional hinge that determines potentiality, namely the realization within the individual ‘I can/I cannot’. 
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proclaim ‘I can’ or ‘I cannot’ act in a certain way.  In this role he is the 
Potent Fool:  the one able to “dip his pen in thought and write [not write] 
solely with his potentiality”83 and, by doing so – as Leunig did with his 
duck-rider – describe to us to a different, an-other way of thinking. 
Using examples from film, history, literature and art I argue the 
Potent Fool as a creative impulse (a “molecular movement”84) that is 
intrinsic to our real and imagined worlds; one that does not 
“complement but rather thwart[s] and break[s] through the great 
worldwide organisation”.85 
The Potent Fool highlights not only the constraints imposed on 
individuals by the context of their external worlds but the capacity this 
bears to diminish individual creative endeavour.  It likewise demands the 
production of a creative space where the ‘capacity to and for change’ 
becomes a creative possibility – if not a creative responsibility. 
 
The Potent Fool as Creative Catalyst 
 
Colebrook proposes: 
If we look at all the bizarre, aberrant and different expressions of human life 
we begin to intuit the virtual powers that are capable of transforming life 
beyond what it actually is to what it might become.86  
 
Nowhere are these bizarre, aberrant and different expressions of 
human life more common than in the realm of the fool and his 
manifestations.  From the dwarf-fools sold at the markets of ancient 
Rome to “tickle their masters’ sense of humour as well as their degenerate 
curiosity”87 to the sacrilegious throngs in the medieval Feast of Fools in 
tolerance of which Bishop Brunton in 1380 declared that “while the 
irreverence [of the Feast of Fools] is perverse men may otherwise not 
                                                
83 Agamben op, cit. p 216; Agamben here is referring to Aristotle. 
84 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 238 
85 Ibid. 
86 Colebrook op. cit. pxxx 
87 Weslford op. cit. p 59 
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attend Church if not for such games and activities”,88 to the loyal but 
trouble-causing Donkey in the popular Shrek movies. 
Whether the environment be literary or political, mythological or 
esoteric, the fool appears in each domain and, even when silent (Charlie 
Chaplin, Hector Mann), alters the quality of what is.  From the fleshly and 
often grotesque world of historical and fictitious Carnivalesque images 
(Rabelais, Memoirs of a Gnostic Dwarf, the Feast of Asses)89 to the lofty 
mythical world of the shape-shifting gods Maui and Set,90 fools are born 
or created, appear in or depart from our presence and – by their 
subversions and mischiefs, their irreverence and sacrilege – the structure 
of the world around them and their audience appears to change.  Perhaps 
this explains the ubiquitous nature of the fool throughout human history:  
in everyday life or fiction when change in the structure of thinking is 
necessary, the fool in his various manifestations is effectively employed.  
A fictional example of this is Robin Williams’ transformation 
from failed father Daniel Hilliard to inimitable nanny Iphigenia Doubtfire 
in the film Mrs Doubtfire.91  Daniel takes this drastic cross-dressing 
measure in order to remain in his estranged children’s lives.  In the 
process he also changes the way that his ex-wife views him and, ultimately 
and unexpectedly, changes himself.  In his essay in The Drag Queen (as 
included in Janik’s sourcebook on fools),92 Carl Bryan Holmberg explains 
that, as Mrs Doubtfire the nanny, the questionable parent Daniel is “far 
more responsible and nurturing than he was as a father”.93  In short, the 
guise enables he and everyone else to think and act differently and 
transform their world because where Daniel cannot succeed as a parent, 
                                                
88 Williams op. cit. p 39  
89 The Carnivale is thoroughly explained in Bakhtin’s Rabelais and his World; Memoirs of a Gnostic 
Dwarf which is a ‘scatological and bloody look at the Renaissance’ and unveils a Carnivale of fools in all 
their forms; the Feast of Asses was a celebration that involved the temporary and consensual overthrowing 
of ‘rule’ in grotesque, irreverent and humorous ways. 
90 Maui is referred to as a Polynesian Trickster God in Lewis Hyde’s Trickster Makes This World and Set 
(or Seth) is suggested as perhaps a god of confusion in H. te Velde’s ‘The Egyptian God Seth as a 
Trickster’, Journal of the American Research Center. in Egypt, vol. 7, (1968), pp 37–40  
91 Mrs Doubtfire 1993 Twentieth Century Fox directed by Chris Columbus was based on the book 
Madame Doubtfire by Anne Fine. 
92 Holmberg, Carl Bryan in ‘The Drag Queen (Worldwide:  Throughout History)’ in Janik op. cit. p 7 
93 Ibid. p 173 
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Mrs Doubtfire can.  This is what lifts the curtain on the apparent ‘Fool’ 
(Daniel as Doubtfire) and reveals the Potent Fool (Doubtfire as Daniel). 
Robin Williams playing Daniel Hilliard playing Iphigenia 
Doubtfire exemplifies in a very literal way the return to the “molar” (the 
family, the job, the world outside the film set) “to reshuffle their 
segments, their binary distributions of sexes, classes and parties”.94 
 A different and historical example can be seen in the real-life 
actions of Pope Leo X, as recounted by Barbara Tuchman in The March of 
Folly.95  Leo’s outplaying of the alleged claim via letter to his brother, 
“God has given us the Papacy – let us enjoy it”,96 radically changed the 
politically austere, battle-prone Italy of Pope Julius into, for some, an 
indulgent embarrassment. 
Literal physical changes to the Italian landscape included a one 
hundred and twenty mile road that Leo insisted having built “through 
untrodden country”97 so he could access the best marble of the Pietrasanta 
range outside Tuscany.  So great were Leo’s extravagances that 
Machiavelli reported, “that the nearer people are to the Church of Rome, 
which is the head of our religion, the less religious they are”.98  Even 
more scathingly he laments, “The evil example of the court of Rome has 
destroyed all piety and religion in Italy,” resulting in “infinite mischief and 
disorders” that “keep our country divided”.99 
Infinite mischief, disorders, divisions, fleeing, flowing.  
Tuchman’s theory is that the folly of the popes lay not in what they 
actively pursued but: 
[in the] rejection of any steady coherent policy either political or religious that 
would have improved the their situation or arrested the rising discontent.100 
 
                                                
94 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 239 
95 Tuchman, Barbara W.  The March of Folly.  Michael Joseph, Great Britain, 1984 
96 Ibid. p 126 
97 Ibid. p 128 
98 Ibid. p 137 
99 Ibid. p 136 
100 Ibid. p 153 
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That is, it lay in their collective incapacity to bear the papacy successfully.  
Leo is the Pope on a macropolitical scale but he operates as a 
micropolitical agent:  interested in changing the world of the church for 
his uniquely personal benefit. 
Perhaps the allegation that Leo used his “unpleasant anal ulcer 
which gave him great trouble in processions”101 as leverage for his 
election offers its own morbid comedy of potentiality, in that his 
incapacity to live a long, healthy life was what gave him the capacity to 
become Pope.  That is, the prognosis of a short life was amenable to the 
voting cardinals.  The fact that Leo left the Papacy and the Church in the 
“lowest possible repute”, not for his incompetence, corruption and greed 
but “because of the continued advance of the Lutheran sect”102 further 
identifies a specific incapacity in his religio-political responsibilities while, 
at the same time, ignoring those of his seedy behaviour – behaviour 
Machiavelli viewed as evil.   
The Potent Fool paradigm does not discern between good or evil, 
effective or ineffective, or whether events and their effects are comedic or 
morbid.  It simply recognises that all potentialities exist with equal 
validity.  In doing this, it undertakes a shift away from the conventional 
attempts103 to categorise and universalise the many characters that 
historically represent the fool and, instead, identifies his capacity to 
inhabit the network of contexts and beliefs that influence, even if 
perversely, our thinking minds. 
To demonstrate this further, and remaining in Pope Leo’s era of 
the High Renaissance, I will present an example of the sense of the 
Potent Fool using Michelangelo’s painting The Creation of the Sun and Moon 
in the Sistine Chapel.  My personal experience of observing this painting 
highlights the abstract world of the Potent Fool and further explains why 
                                                
101 Tuchman op. cit. p 130 
102 Ibid. p 142 
103 Here I refer to texts such as Welsford, Janik, Willeford and Docker where the Fool as ‘human’ or 
‘animal’ is presented and examined and ultimately a definition for ‘Fool’ is sought.  The Potent Fool does 
not seek to define the Fool but rather disclose the presence of the Fool and the mechanism of forces that 
surround him, his beliefs, his context, his actions, his inactions. 
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its uncertain, non-specific environment carries, like pure potentiality 
itself, a “nevertheless absolutely demanding”104 impulse. 
 
I Can:  The Perversity of Inspiration 
 
On the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel there is a painting of the 
fundament of God.  I describe it this way because my assumption is that, 
said in plainer English, it may be offensive to some readers.  But I can say 
it so you understand:  on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel there is a 
painting of God’s almost-naked butt as he creates the Moon.  He is 
swathed in robes so diaphanous that the contours of his hind cheeks are 
easily discernible (see figure 2; the image referred to here is on the left, facing away 
from the viewer). 
 
 
Figure 2:  Michelangelo, The Creation of the Sun and Moon105   
 
                                                
104 Agamben op. cit. p 178 
105 Image from http://www.famous-painters.org/Michelangelo-paintings/The-Creation-of-the-Sun-
moon.shtm 
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Since thirteenth century battles106 (and highly likely long before) 
the action of baring one’s cheeks has signified protest and poking fun.  
This method of protest carries its own indistinct levels of acceptance.  It 
can be viewed as tolerated boldness, as seen in the Venetian Carnivale 
where jesters Arlecchino and Pulcinella share their trademark clowning 
on the pier (see figure 3).  In current times it can also be seen as culpable 
as in the case of American footballer Randy Moss, who was fined $10,000 
by the NFL for simply pretending to ‘moon’ the opposing team.107 
 
 
Figure 3:  De Bruno, Arlecchino and Pulcinella108 
 
With fools, jesters and chaotic medieval feasts109 celebrating the 
denunciation of hierarchy, protocol, courtesy and even doctrine it seems 
                                                
106 Queller, Donald E; Thomas F. Madden, Alfred J. Andrea (2000). The Fourth Crusade. p. 178. "As the 
ships pulled away from the shore the Greeks on the walls hooted and jeered at the defeated attackers. Some 
of them let down their clouts and showed their bare buttocks in derision to the fleeing foe”. 
107 This event took place in 2002 and was found in various sources including 
http://sports.espn.go.com/nfl/news/story?id=1998159 Updated: February 25, 2005 
108 Image reproduction courtesy of Scriba Gallery di Bertoldini Marina, Venice, Italy  
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possible to believe that Michelangelo was aware of the foolish 
interpretation of a bared behind.  Even if Neoplatonism110 and 
Renaissance thinking can explain a more general artistic acceptance of 
nudity, as inspiration for an exegesis and thesis on fools, The Creation of the 
Sun and Moon builds an exciting and unsettling atmosphere.  An 
atmosphere best described by Janik’s “primeval condition”. 
Observing Michelangelo’s work, I experienced a rumbling and 
churning to know about this work of art and the congruent fact that 
(until I conducted further research outside the experience) I could not.  
Despite this, I experienced a sense of inspiration – an impulse of 
creativity that has resulted in this component of the exegetical work.  In 
this light, I view that moment when I experienced the painting in the 
Sistine Chapel, as an experience of the Potent Fool. 
The presence of the Potent Fool is not contingent upon whether 
Michelangelo’s depiction of a partially nude God is in celebration of 
God’s majesty or the spirit of tomfoolery.  Its criterion is that he said I can 
create God’s backside or I cannot not paint it this way.  This choice heralds 
the point of departure for new possibilities (the fleeing, the flowing) and 
the creative endeavour that arises from it. 
Welsford argues: 
The King, the Priest and the Fool all belong to the same regime, all belong 
essentially to a society shaped by belief in Divine order, human inadequacy, 
efficacious ritual.111 
 
There are many ways to overlay this trinity (the King, the Priest, 
the Fool) in relation to The Creation of the Sun and Moon.  For example, 
Michelangelo wielding a paintbrush as his ‘sceptre’, is “the Fool”; Pope 
                                                                                                                
109 Welsford discusses in detail the emergence in the twelfth century of the Feast of Fools (pp 200–203) 
sometimes mistakenly referred to as the Feast of Asses, however, the two are related. 
110 Michelangelo’s lack of conformity to the contemporary art theories of his time and his possible 
influences by Neoplatonism are discussed in The Influence of Neoplatonism on Michelangelo by Dr 
Deborah Vess, Director of Interdisciplinary Studies/Associate Professor of History, Georgia College and 
State University from http://hercules.gcsu.edu/~dvess/micel.htm Michelangelo and neo-Platonism in the 
Sistine Chapel. 
111 Welsford op. cit. p 193 
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Julius (Pope Leo’s predecessor, responsible for ensuring the completion 
of the Sistine Chapel project) is “the Priest” and God (presiding over the 
project and its subjects set to honour him) is “the King”. 
From the perspective of the Potent Fool there is a deeper 
significance we can extrapolate from Welsford’s trinity:  the 
interchangeable and shifting nature of its subjects (King, Priest, Fool) 
through time and space.  I could say that (compared with the time of its 
painting), when I observed the chapel ceiling I was the Fool, my Catholic 
education that taught me that such a depiction of God is blasphemous is 
the Priest and Michelangelo, whose image reigned over me, is the King.  
Or – in the current presentation of this chapter – the Fool is this non-
conventional chapter (whose inspiration is taken from God’s rear); the 
Priest is projected as an individual or collective among the readership 
(who may feel my ideas are sacrilegious) and the King is the institution of 
the journal (allowed jurisdiction over the expression of my ideas). 
Welsford goes on to say, “[for] strange as it may seem the fool in 
cap and bells can only flourish among people who have sacraments”.112  
While the image above me had neither cap nor bell in sight, there was an 
undeniable movement within me, a distortion of the ‘sacramental’, which 
told me that something of the Fool was alive in that moment; that these 
images of seemingly fixed roles were capable of stirring profound 
movements through pleasant or perverse contemplations. 
Ben Okri sees such contemplations as inherent to human thought 
when he tells us: 
You might think there is a kind of perversity to inspiration. There might be.  
The subconscious loves mischief; its resident forces are trickster deities, Eshu, 
or Hermes, and other such figures who love tangents, invisibility, boundaries, 
and enigmas.113 
  
                                                
112 Welsford op. cit. p 193 
113 Okri, Ben.  A Way of Being Free.  Phoenix House, London, 1997  p 21 
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 Okri argues that our very subconscious (the place from which he 
suggests our inspirations emerge) is the fool114 and he continues by saying 
that this force of this fool/subconscious “loves games; it is our own 
internal underworld of combinations, transformations, enchantments, 
and unfixed shapes”.115  He, like Bakhtin, applies a metaphor of darkness 
to the depth of the fool:  his the “underworld” of the subconscious, 
Bakhtin’s the lightless depths of an ocean.  Agamben, however, says, 
“The greatness – and also the abyss – of human potentiality is that it is 
first of all potential not to act, potential for darkness”.116  In considering 
these words, a dimension to this “darkness” becomes apparent.  
Agamben’s darkness, compared to Okri’s and Bakhtin’s, is not merely the 
wellspring for enigmatic mischief-makers but, in its “abyss”, holds the 
light of greatness – the obscurity of the ocean floor changes with the 
shifting sands. 
As I stood beneath an artwork that rendered the perfect heavenly 
lights (the Sun and the Moon) of God, a demanding impulse triggered by 
the enigma of the lightness in God’s exposed, very human anatomy arose.  
In that moment, I contemplated the potentiality of interpreting this 
moment as a mechanism of the Fool:  an invisible, compelling, Potent 
Fool that like the Sun and Moon invokes experiences both dark and light.  
In a flash of what felt like perverse inspiration, I uttered I can. 
 
The imPotent Fool – the Primacy of inCapacity 
 
Agamben says that human beings differ from other living beings 
in that they are capable of their own impotentiality, that is, their 
                                                
114 In Hyde’s book Trickster Makes This World:  Mischief, Myth and Art. North Point Press, New York, 
1999 pp 17–38 he discusses Trickster’s key role in understanding the kind of ‘creative deception that, 
according to a long tradition, is a prerequisite of art’. Hyde argues the nature of Trickster’s learning to ‘eat 
and not be ‘eaten’:  a literalism that over time became more metaphorical about how to survive in the 
world around you.  The forcing by the Church for Michelangelo to paint the Sistine Chapel creates an 
environment ripe for the Fool as Trickster with its necessity for art and need for survival (of punishment or 
rejection from the ‘institution’ for non-compliance). 
115 Okri op. cit. p 21 
116 Agamben op. cit. p 181 
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incapacity.  Further, he states that in order to enter the domain of pure 
potentiality we must be capable of our own impotentiality.117   
An interesting fictional example of this can be found in Margaret 
Mitchell’s novel Gone with the Wind118 in a scene where Rhett Butler 
defends Ashley Wilke’s humble and gracious wife Melanie (Miss Melly) 
against Scarlett O’Hara’s selfish opinions.  Having just returned from a 
social gathering where Ashley was present Rhett, now married to Scarlett, 
is jealous and frustrated at Scarlett’s long-standing and unconcealed desire 
for Ashley.  In a furious diatribe, Rhett orders Scarlett to sit down and 
tells her: 
Miss Melly’s a fool, but not the kind you think … It’s just that there’s too much 
honour in her to ever conceive of dishonor in anyone she loves.119  
 
Melanie’s impotentiality is dishonour and her incapacity is so 
complete that she is unable to see it in those she loves.  It is this that, in 
Rhett’s eyes, renders her a different kind of fool to the dis-abled or 
ignorant fool Scarlett imagines her to be. 
In order to inhabit and benefit from what Agamben refers to as 
pure potentiality, a way of being that is comfortable with impotentiality 
and its inherent incapacity is critical.  Miss Melly is not an archetypal fool 
but she displays the impulse of the Potent Fool.  In doing so, she benefits 
from her incapacity to even conceive of dishonour because she is 
shielded from the worrisome speculation about Scarlett’s attraction 
towards her husband – a fact that might otherwise haunt her. 
The Potent Fool represents this way of being since it accounts for 
the individual who escapes the overcoding machine by, first, not needing 
to escape.  Even more importantly, it points toward and draws us into a 
space that is unimpinged by normalising structures and made free by its 
lack. 
                                                
117 Agamben op. cit. p 182 
118Mitchell, Margaret.  Gone with the Wind.  Pan Books, London, 1988 
119 Ibid. p 913 
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In his 1998 book Creativity:  Psychoanalysis, Surrealism and Creative 
Writing, Kevin Brophy says: 
The notion of creativity throws up a number of oppositions which highlight 
the way its presence shifts under our gaze or slips through our fingers or the 
way it takes us by surprise despite and because of our maps.120 
 
Despite and because of its lack, the Potent Fool seeks to 
emphasise the presence of a shifting and slippery creative space.  It is a 
catalyst and proponent for Brophy’s suggestion that creativity may be 
described as “the history of differences which can never be settled”.121  
In this way the Potent Fool becomes a reconciliation between the 
shifting, pulsing, disparate tensions that fuel the impulse to create and the 
equally valid decision not to. 
In Miss Melly’s case, there is a primacy in her incapacity that 
ensures her victory (even though victory was not her motivation) over 
the scheming Scarlett.  It also sends a “zigzag crack”122 through Scarlett’s 
self-centred, centralised world, destabilising even further the overcoded, 
dualist machine that is her marriage to Rhett.  Perhaps in this latter effect 
we find Miss Melly’s ultimate power. 
Deleuze and Guattari say, “power centres are defined much more 
by what escapes them or by their impotence than by their zone of 
power”.123  
Michelangelo was first and foremost a sculptor (earning praise for 
the Pieta and David) but under the command of Pope Julius (who was so 
impressed with the Pieta that he wanted the young sculptor to carve his 
tomb as well124) he agreed to paint the Sistine Chapel.  Supposedly this 
was the connivance of architect to the Pope (and rival), Donato 
Bramante, whose “plot…proposed an altogether different commission 
                                                
120 Brophy, Kevin.  Creativity:  Psychoanalysis, Surrealism and Creative Writing.  Melbourne University 
Press, Australia, 1998  p 10 
121 Ibid. p 11 
122 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 238 
123 Ibid. p 239 
124 King, Ross.  Michelangelo and the Pope’s Ceiling.  Pimlico, London, 2006  p 3 
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for the sculptor, a task at which he knew Michelangelo could not possibly 
succeed:  frescoing the vault of the Sistine Chapel”.125 
To say ‘I can’ to this project, Michelangelo would have most 
certainly confronted what Agamben refers to as that “hardest and 
bitterest experience” – the experience of potentiality. 126   
 
The Fool in You:  The Condition of Potentiality 
 
Janik’s idea of the fool as an unstable, unsettling “primeval 
condition”,127 shifts the focus from the manifest and observable presence 
of a fool, to something more potent and intrinsic:  the potentiality of a 
moment or circumstance to originate a fool.   In doing this, it provokes 
the question, ‘in that moment of origination, does the fool emerge from a 
single source or multiple sources?’ 
The anonymous wood carving, Head of a Jester (see figure 4) 
presents us with an environment that attempts to answer this question by 
disturbing the boundaries between the fool who is observed and the 
observer of the fool. 
 
                                                
125 King op.cit. p 10 
126 Agamben op. cit. p 178 
127 Janik op. cit. p 20 
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Figure 4:  Anonymous Artist, c.1600, Head of a Jester128 
 
Historically, the study of the fool’s antics often implied a 
necessary other, a passive or active outside observer.  As Welsford says, 
“For in his role – whether it be devil, dupe or fop – he is parasitical”.129  
Therefore he requires the complement of his environment and its peoples 
to truly become the Fool.   This necessary, if not unconscious, condition of 
the environment and its audience’s collaboration with the fool was often 
implied in medieval and Renaissance art.130 Underneath the Head of a Jester 
                                                
128 Head of a Jester engraving, 360 x 277 mm; Toronto, Art Gallery of Ontario, Gift of the Trier-Fodor 
Foundation, 1985 
129 Welsford op. cit. p 4; here Welsford explains this term as a bastardised version of Plutarch’s original 
‘parasite’.  Writers of middle and new comedy morphed the word into something more lowly in status 
whose function was buffoonery and therefore reliant upon the others for any status. 
130 In their paper on Head of a Jester, Gregory Davies & Alison Stewart discuss various German artworks 
wherein the title of the artwork suggests that the viewer is implicated in the art itself.  For example, The 
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image, the first line of the inscription reads:  “If you laugh with me then I 
resemble you, if you mock mine, then I laugh at yours”.131  
The insinuation of the observer into the world of the fool (the 
observed) dissolves the boundaries between he and us between one and 
the other, and instead hints at a pre-existing network of connections.  
Perhaps this network is the “primeval condition” to which Janik refers:  
the condition whereby an individual observing a fool always, already 
carries the potentiality of the Fool with all its contradictions, nuance and 
idiosyncrasy. 
In the church, Deleuze and Guattari say that the zone of power is 
carried by the strong segmentarity of sin – even “that sin which is the 
default of consciousness of sin … the sin of the consequence of having a 
consciousness of sin”.132  There is a strong segmentarity to the fool (the 
dullard, the knave, the jester, the politician, the “etc”) and the thesis 
behind Head of a Jester is that we are engaging in a ‘default consciousness’ 
of the fool the moment we view the image. 
The thesis of the Potent Fool is found in the space where, 
inevitably, the observer and the observed have already collapsed into one:  
in the mind of the artist as he renders his Head of a Jester and scribes his 
lyric below it.  The Fool in the artwork has a zone of power, the Potent 
Fool is a power centre.  Where Head of a Jester initiates a participation, the 
Potent Fool has already pointed a finger toward its inevitability. 
In Angel Salt the literal artwork of Head of a Jester appears as a 
character in Cipher.  It has been hung by Cipher’s father on the wall of 
her cell in the insane asylum.  The image shifts and slips through various 
guises:  it is a muse, it is an item of trade, it is a ghost, it is an item both 
hated and treasured – its zone of power shifts as Cipher’s consciousness 
of its value and meaning shifts. 
                                                                                                                
Seven Oddities in which there are only six characters in the work and the seventh is the implied observer.  
Print Quarterly Publications, 2002, Shorter Notice at 
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1005&context=artfacpub 
131 Davies & Stewart op. cit. p 171; an English translation is included in this paper.  The quotation used 
above includes the first two stanzas of four stanzas in medieval German. 
132 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 240 
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Over the centuries, artists have offered numerous depictions of 
the fool as a definable character.  What is important about Head of a Jester 
is the experience of the viewer and the contribution this experience 
makes to the expanding domain of the fool.  As Willeford says: 
The fool breaks down the boundary between chaos and order, but he also 
violates our assumption that the boundary was where we thought it was and 
that it had the character we thought it had.133 
 
The Potent Fool, however, recognises that if the fool breaks the 
boundary between chaos and order, then order infiltrates chaos as much 
as chaos infiltrates order.  The flow is both ways and, ultimately, the Head 
of a Jester that has marked Cipher’s de-ranged world is what will, 
ultimately, help her re-arrange it. 
 
The Subtle Fool:  The Fruit of the Potent Fool needs Light and 
Shade 
 
Culminating with my experience in the Sistine Chapel, my early 
association with the Fool led me to understand him as vital catalyst: a 
catalyst inextricably woven into the stories we tell about the world around 
us.  Michelangelo’s painting of the Sistine Chapel and Daniel Hilliard’s 
transformation into Iphigenia Doubtfire’s both pay homage to a potenza – 
a fool (a religious doctrine and the desperation of a failing father) behind 
the Fool which redirects our attention to “the profound movements 
stirring in society”.134  
Agamben voyages into his study of potentiality by questioning the 
meaning of a word:  the verb potere – I can, I cannot.135  In order to solve 
                                                
133 Willeford op. cit. p 108 
134 Deleuze & Guattari op. cit. p 238 
135 Agamben op. cit. p177 
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the paradox of potentiality, he says, we must understand the existence of 
non-Being, of I cannot.136 
The Potent Fool examines this incapacity by presenting real and 
imagined characters known as fools, in order to argue a more intrinsic 
condition from which the capacity to be ‘Fool’ arises.  This condition is 
an unstable, irregular, “primeval condition” where the forces of human 
potentiality – of light and dark, of I can, I cannot – silently shape the 
capacity to exist and act; or not. 
Janik notes that “an analogous figure [to deconstruction] is the 
strange and inscrutable fool whose…presence reminds us to question 
formulaic answers”.137  The Potent Fool pre-empts this moment of 
questioning by pointing toward a potenza, a space that precedes thought, 
action or answer. 
The Potent Fool is an interpretation and demonstration of the fool 
behind the Fool.  It presents both a way of being, and a way of thinking 
about being, which is specific to the human experience of pure 
potentiality.  In its presence, it is possible to become cognisant of 
impotentiality and “to be in relation to one’s own incapacity”.138  In this 
relational space, our “incapacity” is not deemed degraded or inferior but 
simply part of the choices always available:  I can, I cannot. 
The mentorship of the Potent Fool is to engender a way of 
thinking that is at ease with the presence of unclear meanings and lack of 
definition.  It can assist in the appreciation of these more uncertain 
environmental symptoms, urging us to embrace them as indicators of 
pure potentiality.  In doing this, it helps us to recognise that, in their 
“fleeing and flowing”, “the youth, the women, the mad and the etc” are 
borne by a potenza with no specific allegiance to good or bad, but with an 
impulse for trajectory, and whose seeds may take root under light, or 
darkness.   
                                                
136 Agamben states that the aporia of potentiality,that is the inherent unresolvable contradiction of 
potentiality is in grasping our faculty for non-Being. 
137 Janik op. cit. p 20 
138 Ibid. Agamben p 182 
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From this shaded and lit place, the fruits of the Potent Fool 
appear in all their varieties.  Chapter 2, The Subtle Fool, examines these 
fruits that emerge from the complexity of pure potentiality and in doing 
so helps us understand the portrayal of the Fool as necessarily (if not 
infinitely) multiple. 
The Subtle Fool continues the journey begun by the Potent Fool, 
bringing to life a new, tangible dimensionality to what we know as ‘the 
fool’ and cautioning us that on this journey, as Agamben says, “what is 
sometimes darkness and sometimes light, is one in nature”.139 
  
                                                
139 Agamben op. cit. p180 
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The Subtle Fool 
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From a moving train I don’t see the opaque weave of the real, 
I see the more expansive view the shuttle gets as 
again and again 
the warp threads briefly rise. 
 
Lewis Hyde 
Trickster  Makes This  World 140 
 
  
                                                
140 Hyde op. cit. p 5 
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The Subtle Fool – What’s all the Fuzz about? 
  
Jacopo Belbo:  There are four kinds of people in this world:  cretins, fools, 
morons and lunatics. 
Causabon:  And that covers everybody? 
Belbo:  Oh yes, including us.141 
 
The fool appears in a vast array of literary contexts and, if what 
Umberto Eco’s character Belbo says is true, then all of humanity is 
included.  Sometimes the appearance of the fool is obvious and iconic.  
At other times, as with book publishers Belbo and Causabon chatting in a 
bar, it is subtle and the Fool participates in the story as an influence or 
innuendo rather than a discernible protagonist or character.  In this subtle 
form, the Fool is far from reduced but rather he seems to seeps into the 
spaces between dialogue, action and scene, and his influence emphasises 
the potentiality, more than the actuality, of the story. 
Angel Salt explores and demonstrates the ‘Subtle Fool’ and my 
creative intention was for this paradigm to permeate the conception of 
the novel and the movement of the narrative.  As Lucretia says of Sextus 
Tarquinius in the Prologue, “He waits for me in the spaces between 
thoughts,”142 the Subtle Fool pervades the novel in indirect but important 
ways. 
A prime example of this ‘subtlety’ is in the names of three 
protagonists:  Phersu, Tom and Cipher.  The word ‘phersu’ is an 
Etruscan word meaning ‘mask’, and from which the Latin words 
‘persona’ and, later, ‘personality’ were derived.143  Fools and masks have a 
long history together.  As Bakhtin says, “[fools] carry with them…the 
                                                
141 Eco, Umberto.  Foucault’s Pendulum.  Ballatine Books, New York, 1990  p54 
142 Colin-James op.cit. p 4 
143 Bonfante, Guiliano & Larissa.  The Etruscan Language: An Introduction.  Manchester University Press, 
UK, 2002 pp 12, 72, 203; “the Latin word persona in its original meaning of mask…derives from the 
Etruscan adjective phersuna ‘related to Phersu’”. 
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mask of the public spectacle”144 and Docker says, “Fools are life’s 
maskers”.145  Phersu’s ‘mask’ is actually her face, so the line between her 
‘persona’ and her real identity (the fact that she is Queen Tullia’s 
daughter) is blurred. 
‘Tom Fuller-Rees’ is a derivative of ‘tomfoolery’ with the obvious 
connotation of foolish or silly behaviour but also the more serious origin 
(Thom or Tom Fool) of a mentally deranged person.146 
‘Cipher’ carries the literal meaning of ‘zero’ – a number often 
associated with the fool in tarot (see appendix 1).  However, there is 
something even more subtle in the Cipher narrative that reveals the 
pervasive nature of the Subtle Fool: the writing of it in the second person:  
you. 
Beatrice Otto says: 
[in Chinese], the key character you does seem to have referred specifically to 
jesters…The term often combined with other characters giving differing shades 
to jesterdom…paiyou , youren, you ling, changyou .147 
 
‘You’ in Cipher also points directly to the reader as an active 
participant in the story, in the same way as the inscription under Head of a 
Jester (in chapter 1) does with those who view the artwork – If you mock 
mine, I laugh at yours.148 
While it may not, at first, be recognised by the reader, the above 
characters are subtly crafted Fools who demonstrate perfectly the essence 
of the Subtle Fool.  They are, in a sense, unmasked fools:  humans who 
confront their incapacities without any guise to protect them. 
This chapter argues the critical value of conceiving of and 
exploring the realm of the Subtle Fool in order to better understand the 
                                                
144 Bakhtin Dialogic Imagination op. cit. p 159 
145 Docker op. cit. p 199; my italics 
146 There are various histories for ‘Tom Fool’, some say it comes from the late fifteenth century court jester 
Thomas Skelton of Muncaster Castle, while others claim it goes back to the early fourteenth century and 
applied to inmates of Bethlehem Insane Asylum see http://askville.amazon.com/tomfoolery-word-
originate/AnswerViewer.do?requestId=4717723 
147 Otto, Beatrice.  Fools are Everywhere:  The Court Jester Around the World.  University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 2007 p 2 
148 Head of a Jester loc. cit. 
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Fool’s significance within a story and its text.  It highlights the many 
functions of the Fool, not only as a character but also as a specific 
narrative catalyst.  
The formulation of the Potent Fool in chapter 1 acknowledged 
the Fool in its pure state of potentiality.  That is, the state prior to action 
(or even constructive thought) where only the realisation of ‘I can or I 
cannot’ has taken place.149  The importance of the Potent Fool is to 
demonstrate the equal creative significance of ‘I can’ and ‘I cannot’.  The 
Subtle Fool explores more deeply the repercussions of ‘I can/I cannot’ 
and demonstrates the fruits of this potentiality as necessarily multiple and 
fuzzy.   
To exemplify this multiplicity, I will begin by explaining the term 
‘subtle’ using Michel Serres’ ‘Theory of the Joker’.  By reintroducing 
Michael Leunig I will then explicate the nature of the Subtle Fool.  From 
here, I will exemplify the Subtle Fool both in literature and in Angel Salt 
and, in conclusion, re-configure the role of the Fool from a plainly 
archetypal figure that has, historically, seemed to expose human shadows 
and imperfections150 to a signifier for the complex web of 
interdependencies that constitute creative thinking. 
The model of the Subtle Fool was not a strategic idea for this 
exegesis, but occurred as a natural extension to the work presented in 
chapter 1, the Potent Fool, with which it shares one specific role.  
Namely, that the symbolic aim of these frameworks is to concentrate the 
diversity of the Fool into a flexible, manageable totality without espousing 
a unifying theory or diluting the scale of his operations. 
                                                
149 Agamben discusses poet Anna Akhmatova’s answer  ‘I can’ to the question of whether she could speak 
or describe the many months during the ‘Yezhov terror’ where women waited in lines outside Leningrad 
prisons to see the young men (including her own son) incarcerated on political grounds, as having occurred 
‘without knowing how or why’.  Agamben op. cit. p 177   The translation of Akhmatova’s Preface to 
Requiem found at http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/requiem/ in which this moment is recounted reveals 
the moment as less arduous and more optimistic than Agamben’s perspective but the sense of ‘I can’ 
remains the same.  
150 Jung, Carl.  Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious.  Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1975 p 
267; here Jung speaks of the emergence of the shadow (trickster figure) once the individual bearing or 
hiding the shadow is ‘submerged’ or in other words put under threat. 
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While the term ‘potent’ was chosen for its rapport with both 
potenza (potentiality) and its relevant forces of action/inaction (I can, I 
cannot), the term ‘subtle’ takes its inspiration from the phenomenal 
world. 
I use ‘subtle’ in its original Latin (subtilis) and French (soutil) sense, 
literally meaning “finely textured”151 and referring specifically to the 
weave in cloth.  This is a cloth where each thread is critical to the overall 
texture and must be capable of bringing forth its own strength and line in 
the finished piece. 
Like Hyde’s view from a moving train, my ride with the Fool has 
directed me to look beyond the “opaque weave of the real”152 (the 
archetypal fool as clown and jester) to the changing shade and detail of 
the weft (a clown without a costume, a witless jester) and through this to 
the “warp threads” (the structures of our beliefs about fools) and the 
space between the warp threads through which the weaving takes place 
(the impulse or potenza; the fool behind the Fool). 
The agenda behind the exegesis is neither reductionist nor 
holistic.  These conceptualisations (the Potent and Subtle Fool), 
presented in the linear form of an exegesis, epitomise a series of non-
linear adjustments I had to make in my thinking in order to hold the 
subtleties of the Fool in focus.  In this way, the Subtle Fool becomes a 
useful ‘singular collective’ to stabilise the “view from the moving train” 
for long enough to focus, if only fleetingly, on the warp threads that rise 
and the space that necessarily constitutes their function. 
The Subtle Fool can be the unconscious Fool: the conservative 
secretary who, loosened (unravelled) by her first glass of wine at the 
office Christmas Party, announces that men who wear ties with childish 
patterns are perverted, only to notice that the CEO is wearing a tie dotted 
with tiny ice-cream cones.  Likewise, it can be the clocked-off 
                                                
151 The Macquarie Concise Dictionary (Macquarie Library, 1988 p 1002) cites the Old French sotil from 
Latin subtilis as roots of the English ‘subtle’; subtilis means ‘fine’ and at the time directly referred to the 
fine threads woven into fabric. 
152 Hyde op. cit. p 5; as cited in this chapter’s opening epigram. 
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professional clown who, facepaint removed and wigless, has left his 
audience roaring for ovation, defrocked from his satin pantaloons and big 
shoes, and has headed to the supermarket for milk and bread. 
In theory, the Subtle Fool navigates a sliding scale of nuance 
(sober secretary, tipsy secretary; stage clown, clocked-off clown) that, at 
first, can seem confusing or unclear.  When exactly is a Fool a Subtle 
Fool?  This question is important and in order to explore it, my study 
traverses the borders between fiction and film; art and private everyday 
life; historical and contemporary society – picking up threads which can 
connect distinct, if not seemingly separate, worlds. 
Serres tells us: 
The movement, the hesitation, the vibration, and the double frenzy of 
inclusion and exclusion constitute the joker in a multiplicity of fuzzy values, 
and a multiplicity of situations, in a spectrum of possibilities.153 
 
A fuzzy value in a spectrum of possibilities is a near-precise definition 
of the Subtle Fool I present here – as precise as fuzziness will allow.  
However, Serres’ use of the term is not to dismiss the nature of the Fool 
(as joker) as inconceivable or muddy.  He celebrates this kind of fuzzy, 
which can be intricate and specific and is only incomprehensible in so 
much as our capacity to comprehend is impaired.  
Soutil.  Subtle:  a man riding a duck depicts a war. 
For the many images that followed the duck-rider and its 
contribution to Australian society, cartoonist Michael Leunig was 
honoured as an Australian Living Treasure in 1999.154  However, his fame 
perhaps culminated in the appearance of his duck-rider’s ‘duck’ in the 
2006 Commonwealth Games celebration, in Melbourne. 
                                                
153 Serres op. cit. p 161 
154 Michael Leunig was declared a ‘National Living Treasure’ by the National Trust of Australia (New 
South Wales) in 1999 for his outstanding contribution to Australian society see 
http://www.nationaltrust.com.au/nationallivingtreasures/current/ 
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The ceremony was “hailed by locals as delightfully whimsical and 
ridiculed as laughably provincial elsewhere”.155  There was some vitriol 
surrounding the duck as was plain in Gerard Henderson’s title to his The 
Sydney Institute Quarterly article “A Commonwealth Games Duck-Up”156 
which quoted confused questions from people in the audience as to the 
meaning of the duck – and thus Henderson’s claim of a TOL (Thought 
of Leunig) was born.  This seems a powerful title for a duck-drawing 
cartoonist but, argues Henderson, it is precisely Leunig’s guise as a 
cartoonist that enables his ‘left-wing thoughts’ to be so pervasive. 
The purpose of examining this provocative aspect of Leunig’s 
career is not to debate Henderson’s or others’ criticisms but to bring to 
the fore the complexity of Leunig’s position.  It is one that flags him as a 
valuable example in a discussion of the Subtle Fool.   
As a “National Treasure”, Leunig is celebrated for his cartoon 
characters that speak to the everyman in encouraging and empathetic 
ways.  His book Short Notes on the Long History of Happiness discloses the 
“Basic Principles of Goat Husbandry” (how to know if you have married 
a goat); “How to Prepare the Christmas Turkey” (you must befriend the 
turkey with a walk and talk and then you won’t have turkey for Christmas 
dinner but will have a new loyal friend); and “A Herbal Remedy for 
Lifeache” (take one patch of grass and two trees:  lie down on the grass, 
sit against one tree and contemplate the other from afar).  But, in other 
arenas he is known as a “difficult and often thorny provocateur”.157 
During an interview in Melbourne, Leunig told me that in the 
moment of drawing the duck “there was a sudden breaking off from the 
world and all … the common sense of the world”.158  The duck-rider was 
apparent tomfoolery but, despite its obscurity and seeming irrelevance, it 
                                                
155 Penberthy, David.  ‘How Can Sydney Still Harbour a Better-than-Melbourne Belief?’  Herald Sun 
Melbourne, 25 July 2011. 
156 Henderson, Gerard.  ‘Leunig’s Ducks and Drakes’.  The Sydney Institute Quarterly.  Issue 28, vol 10, 
no 1, May 2006 p 5 
157 This was how Leunig was introduced by Andrew Denton on the Australian Broadcasting Commission’s 
TV series Enough Rope Episode 102, 8 May 2006; transcript 
http://www.abc.net.au/tv/enoughrope/transcripts/s1632918.htm 
158 Interview 4 June 2010 Sally Colin-James with Michael Leunig, Carlton, Melbourne; transcript p 3 
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was published.  Upon reflection, Leunig commented that presenting the 
duck-rider to the world was like saying, “There, can you take it?  Can you 
bear with this?”  Some could not. 
The scope of Leunig’s works exemplifies the Subtle Fool.  Leunig 
(as artist, philosopher, cartoonist, writer) shows his readers a living, 
breathing sliding scale of the Subtle Fool.  Serres describes this scale as an 
infinite “spectrum, a band, a continuum”159 that proposes an apparently 
welcome “logic of the fuzzy”160 – a needed logic that, prior to its 
appearance, had us “playing piano with boxing gloves on”.161 
With this metaphor, Serres suggests that we have been 
desensitised to complexity, to the discrete value of nuance, perhaps by 
our fear that the recognition of such subtlety may launch us into a less 
rigid and more poetic, mutable and less controllable world.  In such a 
world, ridiculous as it may seem, a duck may be the perfect (uncooked) 
entrée to a sporting extravaganza and an unarmed duck-rider may be our 
only defence against war.  If Serres had been present at the 
Commonwealth Games, he might have stood tall, applauded zealously 
and shouted, “The gloves are finally off!”  This unknown French man 
might also have been jeered at and booed for his curiously unrestrained 
enthusiasm.  
The role of the fool, culturally and historically, has been to 
emphasise lack of control or, conversely, the presence of instability.  A 
contemporary example of this is the streaker, Robert Ogilvie, who was 
knocked to the ground by Australian cricketer Andrew Symonds during a 
match against India at the Brisbane Cricket Ground.162  Symonds’ 
reaction raised eyebrows as possibly culpable; it tested the blurry line of 
confrontation between non-violent trespasser and subsequent aggressor 
towards the trespass.  Another example is the 2011 ‘cream-pie thrower’ 
                                                
159 Serres op. cit. p 56 
160 Ibid. 
161 Ibid. p 57 
162 The incident took place at the Brisbane Cricket Ground (the Gabba) on Tuesday 4 March 2008 as found 
reported at http://www.smh.com.au/news/cricket/id-have-been-happy-with-that-says-sonny-
bill/2008/03/05/1204402557042.html 
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who, trying to push a cream pie into media magnate Rupert Murdoch’s 
face, was intercepted by Murdoch’s wife. 
The streaker’s and the cream-pie-thrower’s actions are comedic 
and destabilising but, paradoxically, they are performed under controlled, 
codified conditions.  The rigid structure is necessary for the actions to be 
to be seen as comedic.  In the same way, Leunig’s apolitical images still 
rely on the political context of war and the institution of the newspaper 
with its codes and censorship policies and editing, to deliver their full 
message to the public. 
In the above examples, what may at first appear to be the fool in 
his role as freestyling arbiter of subversion, at a closer look is also the 
Fool compressed and extruded into shapes and forms that are given 
stylised descriptions and seen to inhabit specific frameworks with strict 
rules and guidelines:  a streaker takes his chances in a fully fenced, 
security-rich sports field; a protestor attempts the humiliation of a media 
magnate in the closed setting of a court room. 
Under the pressure of “deadlines, punchlines and politics”163 
Leunig transcribes his anxiety and rebellion onto the back of a duck and 
two important things happen:  Leunig the political cartoonist becomes 
Leunig the artistic citizen expressing his desire to flee the war and its 
terrors; and The Age newspaper that bound him to the production of the 
expected cartoon (inclusion) becomes his trajectory from it (exclusion).  
The duck-rider is a child of war.  The people hate war so they love the 
duck and its fool rider.  Then the people hate the duck and vilify the fool 
when it is celebrated in the institution of sport.   
Herein lies the complex, textured, intersecting, recapitulating and 
fuzzy nature of the Subtle Fool, which sees the fool on the duck, the fool 
in the war, the fool(s) on the sportsfield, and all the fools in the arenas 
who sit and watch and wait for the fool (that is not them) to appear.  The 
Subtle Fool fuzzes, if not dissolves, the presumed boundaries between 
                                                
163 Leunig, Michael.  ‘A Confession’ from http://www.leunig.com.au/confession/ 
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fool and non-fool.  If one were to stand in this arena and call, ‘Who’s the 
fool?’  Would any of these people stand up?  Or would there appear a sea 
of outward-pointing fingers? 
 
Inside the Head of a Jester:  The Call and Eco 
 
Jacopo Belbo’s thesis that humanity is comprised entirely of 
“cretins, fools, morons and lunatics”,164 is vague in its derivation yet 
rigorous in its analysis, and over the course of four pages he fleshes out 
his argument to Causabon on the important differences between the four 
types.  It would be easy to think that his confident cross-examination is 
the most significant for my own thesis, or to overadmire the manner in 
which the editor implicates himself as capable of and culpable in all four 
attributes, thus explaining and demonstrating at once his point: 
Forgive me but tonight I am celebrating a historic decision in my life.  I’ve 
stopped drinking.  Another round?  Don’t answer you’ll make me feel guilty.  
Pilade [the barman]!165 
 
Belbo, through his self-contradicting dialogue, discloses his 
character as being riddled with the archetypes on which he expounds.  
After drinking to celebrate his end to drinking, Belbo declares: 
For my first night on the wagon, I feel pretty high.  Must be the cold-turkey 
effect.  Everything I have said to you so far is false.  Goodnight Causabon.166 
 
Everything I have said to you so far is false.  Fuzzy.  The warp threads 
briefly rise. 
Belbo’s thesis on fools and acting the fool himself is only one 
example of the use of fools in literature – and it is both an obvious and 
subtle example.  The fool’s flexibility as a character, the often 
                                                
164 Eco Foucault’s Pendulum op.cit. p54 
165 Ibid. p 56 
166 Ibid. p 58 
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undecidability of his nature, makes him ripe for the world of story and its 
literatures. 
Specific examples of the fool used overtly in literature include 
Falstaff (the 1976 fictional account of Shakespeare’s character by Robert 
Nye167); The Ship of Fools (Gregory Norminton’s 1988 novel which gives 
voice to Hieronymus Bosch’s motley crew aboard a questionable ship 
from his c1490–1500 painting ‘The Ship of Fools’); The Greater Trumps 
(Charles Williams 1932 take on the Tarot Fool and its unique place in this 
divinatory system); The Zelator (David Ovason’s 1998 treatise on the ‘Way 
of the Fool’ as an enlightening spiritual path); and Praise of Folly (Erasmus’ 
1509 Renaissance satire where the protagonist ‘Stultitia’ – Folly herself – 
self-praises her contribution to humankind’s life and criticises social 
inconsistencies including those of the Roman Catholic Church). 
There have also been attempts to harness the fool as a marketable 
symbol for corporate transformation and develop tomfoolery as a life-
giving, revitalising strategy.  This is exemplified in Firth and Leigh’s The 
Corporate Fool:  Doing the Undoable, Thinking the Unthinkable, Saying the 
Unsayable and Driving Your Sensible Organisation Mad with Creative Folly.  
Contrary to the fool as life-giver, is the fool as death: 
I am always alert for death.  He doesn’t fool me.  I spot him right away.  
He loves to come in his country-bumpkin disguise; a comical wart that 
suddenly grows and grows; the dark, hairy mole that sends its roots to 
the very bone; or hiding behind a pretty little fever blush.  Then suddenly 
that grinning skull appears to take the victim by surprise.  But never me.  
I’m waiting for him.  I take my precautions.168 
 
In this excerpt from Mario Puzo’s opening chapter of Fools Die, 
we see death likened to a grotesquely disguised fool who can be outwitted 
via astute preparation.  Puzo’s metaphors disturb the boundaries between 
                                                
167 The author wishes to acknowledge the many reformulations and representations of Falstaff from the 17th 
to 20th century including but not limited to those versions of:  Ralph Richardson, Hugh Griffith, Orson 
Welles, Edward Berry and James Quin.  Source:  Janik see citation 83. 
168 Puzo, Mario.  Fools Die.  The Chaucer Press, Bungay, Suffolk, 1979 p 8 
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the world of the fool and the inevitable world of a human’s life and death.  
Puzo is not alone in doing this. 
In Memoirs of a Gnostic Dwarf169, David Madsen’s cavalcade of 
deformed and deranged characters in Renaissance Italy constitute a forum 
where the world of secret divine power is ironically put into the hands of 
the less-than-common man:  the fool with all his mental, emotional and 
physical imperfections.  This is contrasted with the superficially dignified, 
powerful but fraught church headed by Leo X.170 
Where historical writer Barbara Tuchman reports on Leo’s anal 
ulcer medically and cites it as an impediment to his processional duties,171 
Madsen shows little discretion in enabling the narrator, hunch-backed 
dwarf Peppe, to reveal: 
This morning His Holiness summoned me to read to him from St 
Augustine, while the physician applied unguents and salves to his 
suppurating arse … With his alb pulled up over his hips, and his 
underdrawers down around his ankles, the most powerful man in the in 
the world lay sprawled in his bed like a catamite waiting to be well and 
truly buggered … He has been buggered, plenty of times – hence the 
state of his arse.172 
 
While there is no subtlety in Madsen’s characters or narrative, the 
underlying sensitivity and wisdom often overlooked in ‘grotesque’ fools 
are recognised by the author and likewise transposed into his characters.  
For example, Peppe, says, “He will know that the face of inhumanity is 
but a mask stuck fast upon the face of divinity”,173 referring to the 
possible redemption of his soul beyond the prison of his body.  He 
observes that, “at times, the frailty of the entire universe seems to be 
contained in the callouses of a farm-boy’s hand”,174 again referring to the 
                                                
169 Madsen, David.  Memoirs of a Gnostic Dwarf.  Dedalus, UK, 2004. 
170 Tuchman op. cit.; a detailed discussion of the reign of Pope Leo X is found in pp 126–143 
171 Ibid. p 129.  
172 Ibid. Madsen p 11 
173 Ibid. p 321 
174 Ibid. p 302 
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ugliness in the grind of daily life as a mask for cosmic wisdom and 
divinity.  The Subtle Fool, too, sees behind this mask. 
Even more subtle, are the sinister and ghostly influences of a dead 
court jester’s spirit on an English community in Nicola Barker’s 
Darkmans.175  The characters, overcome by the presence and agenda of 
the dead jester, are vulnerable to the jester’s malign thoughts and 
compelled to exhibit his acrobatic feats, only to wound themselves or 
suffer embarrassment at being unable to explain their sudden leaping and 
tumbling.  The absence of an actual ‘live jester’ as a character creates an 
eerie effect in the plot.  The characters are bamboozled by the lack of 
context for each other’s actions and only the reader fully understands 
what is really going on. 
Subtler still, is Uruguayan writer Cristina Peri Rossi’s Ship of 
Fools.176  In this fictional and experimental travelogue the protagonist’s 
journey is underpinned by an intention to ‘not conform’ wherever he 
finds himself and to find solace in increasingly degraded individuals and 
their depraved communities. 
These texts illustrate the lines of flight inspired by the Fool, in 
order to demonstrate the Fool’s perpetuity, his transposition in function 
and his mobility within and between various historical times and places. 
I would like to return for a moment to Barker’s novel, Darkmans, 
in order to highlight the ‘transposition’ and ‘mobility’ of the Fool in 
contemporary literature.  I will also highlight why this particular literary 
example is more relevant to my work than obvious fool examples like 
Winston Groom’s Forrest Gump or Jerzy Kosinki’s ‘Chance’ in Being There. 
Darkmans is a modern and critically acclaimed work where the 
‘Darkman’ is presumed to be the ‘living (and malevolent) spirit’ of John 
Scogin – Edward IV’s infamous court jester.  However, the title also 
seems to refer to a collective ‘being in the dark’ as to the truth of 
                                                
175 Barker op. cit. 
176 Perri Rossi, Cristina.  Ship of Fools, English Trans Psiche Hughes, Readers International, United States 
and Allison & Busby in Great Britain, 1989. 
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humanity and its past.  In this ‘darkness’ we are subject to manipulation, 
pranks, identity crises, revelation and damnation.  As reviewer Patrick 
Ness remarks, “[In Darkmans] History…is a joker, a malicious one happy 
to see you suffer.”177  Here, Ness sees John Scogin as a metaphor for 
history itself and cites child character Fleet to support it: “John [Scogin] 
always comes back,’ Fleet says. ‘That's the whole point.”  Likewise, Huw 
Marsh says: 
To modern ears ‘darkmans’ suggests ‘a dark man’, perhaps Scogin 
himself, but there is also this hidden, somewhat disreputable lineage 
behind the word.178 
 
In this comment, Marsh means the English thieves’ cant of ‘darkmans’ 
meaning ‘the night’. 
In Darkmans, Barker marks this duplicity, unreliability and 
changeability of ‘words’ by presenting the dissonance of thought that 
accompanies human behaviour and the instability of the language that 
forms these thoughts – its sensitivity to the pressure of time and 
space…and mutable nature under the title of ‘history’. 
In a scene where drug-peddler Kane Beede visits chiropodist Elen 
Grass (Elen treated his dead mother’s dancer’s feet) to have her treat a 
wart on his foot, Kane’s thoughts slowly become infiltrated by a malign 
commentary:  “She looks for a weakness…she senses this feeling of hurt 
within you”,179 the voice says as Kane becomes enamoured by Elen’s 
beauty.  However, as we watch his thoughts drift to kissing her, “She’s so 
beautiful”, he says to himself dreamily.  “I could just lean over – right 
now and… and…”180  He even puckers his lips but the voice in his head 
fills in the gap and says, “…hitta.  Hit-her.  Hit-her.”181  Kane is 
                                                
177 ‘A Roar A Titter and a Tee-hee-hee’, Patrick Ness reviews Nicola Barker’s Darkmans in The Guardian, 
Saturday 5 May 2007 
178 Marsh, Huw.  Nicola Barker’s Darkmans and the ‘Vengeful Tsunami of History’ 
http://www.literarylondon.org/london-journal/september2009/marsh.html 
179 Barker op. cit. p 769 
180 Ibid. p 770 
181 Ibid. 
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overcome by the dual voice in his head and the text is littered with his 
inner confusion, “What?  Did I actually just say that?”182 
Here is the genius of Barker’s all pervasive Fool – he squeezes 
into the fissures of language where ideas and feelings we cannot 
acknowledge, accept or explain leave us vulnerable.  Not only that, but 
she demands that the reader become embroiled, entangled in the riddle of 
the novel’s history and its consequences.  Barker’s Fool challenges what 
we think we know about her characters (and indeed the characters in our 
own lives) by consistently pushing us to accept the dichotomy of human 
nature – and perhaps its inherently malignly inclined fool.   
Earlier in the book, we find a conversation between Kane and 
Peta Borough (the woman whose research into John Scogin seems to be 
responsible for unleashing his spirit).  The two are talking about Peta’s 
attraction to Kane’s father, Daniel Beede: 
‘You seem shocked,’ she said.  
‘Not shocked, no…’  
‘Then what?’  
‘Perhaps just a touch disappointed,’ he conceded.  
‘Why?’ she demanded.  
‘Because you’re gorgeous.’  
‘And?’  
‘And he’s such a fool.’  
‘But such a genuine fool, don’t you think?’  
 
Silence183 
 
Of this conversation between her characters Barker told me: 
When [Peta] says that Beede is a “genuine fool” she means that he’s sincere.  
He’s utterly genuine.  That’s the whole point of him – he’s completely solid. 
She also means that he’s a genuine fool in the traditional sense, that he is a kind 
                                                
182 Barker op. cit p 778 
183 Ibid. p 383 
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of genius.  Fools are cunning and utterly calculating.  She’s saying these two 
things at once, each the complete opposite of the other.184 
 
 This sense of characters quite consciously carrying distinct and 
opposing forces is found in Joe Denthorne’s Submarine.  In this novel, 
hormonally-distracted teenager Oliver Tate variously poisons his 
girlfriend’s dog (supposedly to help her practise grief for when her 
mother dies) and works to catalogue his mother and father’s sex life in 
the hope of resurrecting their perceivably failing marriage.  This see-saw 
between the misguided and fatally ridiculous action of poisoning a pet 
and sincere responsibility for the happiness in his family, is what makes 
him a Fool quite different to Groom’s ‘Gump’ or Koskinski’s ‘Chance’.  
James O’Brien says: 
Groom’s Gump [as opposed to the Gump played by Tom Hanks in the 1994 
movie Forrest Gump] is ethically neutral since as the innocent, he does not 
possess sufficient mental power for sophisticated ethical analysis.185 
 
Chance, like Gump, is devoid of this “power for sophisticated ethical 
analysis.”  Unwittingly he becomes a type of prophet with his 
straightforward comments on wrought only from a life in the garden and 
in front of the television.  His comments are capable of such ‘messianic’ 
superimposition because they provide a platform upon which the listener 
can apply whatever meaning they choose – that is, whatever they want to 
hear, they hear.  This may place him nicely in the realm of the innocent 
fool, however it does not reflect the more complex nature of the Fool 
who (like Oliver Tate, John Scogin and Kane Beede) holds a 
consciousness, if not a predisposition and capacity, toward all – not just 
innocent – spectrums of behaviour.  Like Louise says: 
It's for sure a white man's world in America. Look here:  I raised that boy since 
he was the size of a piss-ant.  And I'll say right now, he never learned to read 
                                                
184 Interview via email with Nicola Barker, 20 June 2010 
185 O’Brien, James.  Forrest Gump:  Innocent Fool in Janik p 228 
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and write.  No, sir.  Had no brains at all.  Was stuffed with rice pudding 
between th' ears.  Shortchanged by the Lord and dumb as a jackass.  Look at 
him now!  Yes, sir, all you've gotta be is white in America, to get whatever you 
want.  Gobbledy-gook!186 
 
The Fool I am interested in emphasising may have an innocent or 
unsophisticated string to his bow, but he is at once more plastic, more 
shrinkable, more extendable than this.  A different snapshot of this 
literature is telling in its diversity.  This could easily include both Rabelais 
and Bulgakov, who, in the tales of Gargantua and Master and Marguerita, 
appeal to the chaotic representation of the fool, its indulgent and devilish 
manifestations.187  Philippa Gregory’s Queen’s Fool tips its hat to the more 
conventional history of the fool as court jester, but weaves into its 
narrative the blurring of the lines between prophet (holy fool) and heretic.  
These books highlight the seemingly infinite permutations the fool 
character can achieve:  the many ways he confounds or supports the 
plots; the deviations and persuasions of his riddles and personality; his 
trickery; his sacrilege. 
As a novel, Angel Salt values the type of subtlety found in the 
work of Eco, Perri Rossi and Barker.  Part of the purpose of this exegesis 
is to enrich the reading experience of the novel by exposing the different 
ways the Fool has exerted a creative influence.  This is achieved by his 
apparent capacity to infiltrate narrative (and story) in profound ways that, 
while at first not obvious, lead the reader to consider connections and 
bifurcations as natural to the work of the Fool and, perhaps, to 
subsequently develop an eye for the Subtle Fool and its ‘fuzzying’ but 
stimulating effect.  
After reading Foucault’s Pendulum I was intent on exploring Eco’s 
rich layering of ‘subtle foolery’ in the scene between Belbo and Causabon.  
                                                
186 Being There (motion picture) 1979 
187 Bulgakov’s novel The Master and Marguerita details the chaos that ensues when the Devil and a group 
of his offsiders come to town; the Devil has been equated with the Fool as ‘shadow’ and has been argued 
by Bakhtin as having direct relations with the Fool. 
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This was made possible with the recent publication of This is Not the End 
of the Book – a published conversation between writer and playwright 
Jean-Claude Carrière, Umberto Eco and interviewer Jean-Phillipe de 
Tonnac. 
The book contains a chapter titled ‘In Praise of Stupidity’ which 
de Tonnac prefaces by saying, “If I’m not mistaken, both of you are great 
lovers of human stupidity” and Carrière replies, “Faithful lovers, yes”.188 
Eco’s initial response is adamant that it is necessary “to create 
some definitions [of purveyors of stupidity] – especially with the subject 
at hand”.189  He explains that in Foucault’s Pendulum he “distinguished 
between the fool, the idiot and the person with a very low IQ” and that 
foolishness is a “social quality”190 demonstrated by conversational 
ineptitude.  That is, “the fool tends to speak without due 
consideration”.191  This, he argues, is different from the idiot, who is not 
socially inept (presumably like the fool) but who has faulty logic.  This, 
however, is only his first attempt to define the fool. 
As Eco and Carrière work through the notion of stupidity (which 
seems to automatically involve fools) it is interesting to see how their 
definition of stupidity and the fools who perpetuate it becomes more and 
more obscure.  They reach the idea that stupidity creates areas of 
indiscernibility, from which ensues a discussion of indiscernibility (the 
fuzzy) between one thing and another.  They discuss the fact that Picasso 
painted his own fakes and Eco admits to writing his own “Eco fakes” – 
producing an even fuzzier sense of what is actually being discussed.  
Belbo tells Causabon to ignore everything he has said as false.  Do we 
take heed and apply the same to Eco? 
Eco’s character Belbo claims: 
                                                
188 de Tonnac, Eco & Carrière.  This is Not the End of the Book:  A Conversation Curated by Jean-Philippe 
de Tonnac.  Trans Polly McLean.  Harvill Secker, London, 2011 p 207 
189 Ibid. p 208 
190 Ibid. 
191 Ibid. p 210 
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[Fools] are a dying breed.  The embodiment of all the bourgeois virtues.  What 
they really need is a Verdurin Salon or even a chez Guermantes”.192 
 
Here, Eco references Marcel Proust’s In Search of Lost Time and 
shows his disdain for the snobbery and mundane arrogance of the 
French salons (as does Cipher in Angel Salt when the snobbish Berkley 
brothers visit her father).193  The inference is that the fool’s true 
playground is among those whose vernacular rigidity (that is talking in 
their own circles about their own closed social worlds with monotony) 
provides the best environment for ‘saying something one should not’, 
where fools can “embarrass everyone but provide material for 
conversation”194 – as does Cipher when she tears off her dress in front of 
“the brothers” and storms out of the library.195 
Cipher’s actions remind me yet again of Stultitia’s warning in 
Praise of Folly:  It is hazardous to crowd the fool within the narrow limits 
of definition.196  Serres says, “the bottom always falls out of the quest for 
the elementary.  The irreducibly individual recedes like the horizon, as our 
analysis advances.”197  In direct evidence of this, as if to allow the bottom 
to fall out of his quest for a definition, Eco goes on to declare: 
The human being is a truly remarkable creature.  He has discovered fire, built 
cities, written magnificent poems, interpreted the world, invented mythologies 
etc.  But at the same time he has never ceased waging war on his fellow 
humans, being totally wrong, destroying his environment etc.  This mixture of 
great intellectual powers and base idiocy creates an approximately neutral 
outcome.  So when we decide to explore human stupidity, we are somehow 
paying tribute to this creature who is part genius, part fool.198 
 
Jean-Claude Carrière concurs: 
                                                
192 Eco Foucault’s Pendulum op. cit. p 56 
193 Colin-James op. cit. p 38; “The Berkley Brothers were scholars from Oxford.” 
194 Ibid. Eco p 55 
195 Ibid. Colin-James p 39 
196  Erasmus, Desiderius.  The Praise of Folly with Portrait, Life of Erasmus, and his Epistle to Sir Thomas 
More, 1509.  Translation Peter Eckler Publishing Co, New York. 1922 p 30 
197 Serres Parasite op. cit. p xii 
198 de Tonnac et al op. cit. p 218 
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The first thing you learn when studying human stupidity is that you’re a fool.  
Obviously.  You can’t blithely call others fools without realising that their 
stupidity is a mirror.  A permanent, accurate, loyal mirror.199 
 
The Head of a Jester engraving featured in chapter 1 of the exegesis 
and in Angel Salt’s Cipher and Tom narratives, exemplifies this mirroring.  
The inscription beneath the work warns: 
Lachst du mit mir 
So gleich Ich dir 
Spottest du meiner 
So lach Ich deiner 
If you laugh with me 
Then I resemble you 
If you mock mine  
Then I laugh at yours200 
 
The witty verse leaves the viewer of the artwork in a lose-lose 
situation.  Whatever way she experiences the artwork, she becomes the 
Fool. 
  In Angel Salt, the Head of a Jester provides a different mirror:  the 
artwork and Cipher’s relationship to it, reflects her complete lack of 
control over her life and her environment.  She is no more able to extract 
herself from her asylum bed and walk away, than the work of art hanging 
on the wall.  There is, however, another aspect to the mirroring.  The 
artwork has been ‘hidden’ there (her mother has threatened to burn it) so 
Cipher’s father can retain it for sale.  In this way, the twisted face of the 
jester looking down onto Cipher’s world mirrors the twisted world in 
which she finds herself, and also, more subtly, the potentiality of a plot 
twist – the conspiracy with the jester against her father to trade the 
artwork for her own gain.  In its recapitulation, the jester’s role 
shapeshifts under Cipher’s changing perceptions. 
                                                
199 de Tonnac et al op. cit. p 218 
200 Davies & Stewart op. cit. p 170 
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There is an unconscious recapitulation in the conversation 
between de Tonnac, Carrière, and Eco – a return to the themes expressed 
by the Subtle Fool and its fuzzy logic.  As they reconsider the theme of 
their exposition, they return to different points or the same points looked 
at differently.  The fool is you, the fool is me, the fool is you mirroring 
me, the fool is “a great intellectual power”, the fool is a “base idiocy”.  
What is certainly distilled from Eco’s all-encompassing mini-treatise, the 
task of defining what it is to be a fool is no simpler than the task of 
defining what it means to be human, and to discern the answer we must 
hold a brave ear to ‘the call’ of the “this creature who is part genius, part 
fool”:  the voice of whom contradicts and confounds as it challenges and 
seeks to changes ‘what is’.  
As Belbo says, and Eco has discovered, “Being a fool is 
complicated…A fool is one who always talks outside the glass. He says 
‘how’s your lovely wife’ to someone whose wife has just left him.”201 
 
Leunig and Kemp meet at the Dance:  A Discussion Takes Place 
Outside the Glass 
 
We’re fools whether we dance or not so we might as well dance. 
Japanese Proverb 
 
Barbara Ehrenreich says that dance is evidence of the human 
capacity to enact joy.202  In both Willeford’s and Ehrenreich’s work the 
phenomenon of dance is seen to arise from something outside an 
ordinary cultural context.  At once messy and cacophonous as well as 
ecstatic and graceful the dance “liberates us from our social and cultural 
responsibilities”.203  The complexity and heterogeneity of dance find 
instant rapport with the equally diverse world of Fools and so I explore 
                                                
201 Eco Foucault’s Pendulum op. cit. p 55 
202 Ehrenreich, Barbara.  Dancing in the Streets:  A History of Collective Joy.  Metropolitan Books, New 
York, 2006 
203 Willeford op. cit. p 80 
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why two Fool figures, separated by over four hundred years, ‘meet at the 
dance’. 
As discussed earlier, there are obvious reasons that living 
Australian cartoonist Michael Leunig and long-dead Elizabethan actor 
William Kemp can be independently brought into a study of fools. 
Leunig’s creation of a humorous and often ridiculous ‘Curly 
World’ offers the perfect playground where fools of all varieties could be, 
and are, found.  In Goatperson and Other Tales204 a smiling, striding man 
with curling tendrils sprouting from all over his body (see figure 5) is 
accompanied by a poem: 
 
Figure 5:  Leunig cartoon from Goatperson and Other Tales, 
Penguin1999 
 
Little tendrils of the heart 
Curling out and groping 
Seeking little things to hold, 
Wiggling and hoping. 
 
Little tendrils of the soul, 
Delicate and perky 
                                                
204 Leunig, Michael.  Goatperson and Other Tales.  Penguin Books Australia Ltd, Ringwood, 1999  n.p. 
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Seeking little surfaces, 
Peculiar and quirky 
 
Little tendrils, little tendrils, 
Innocent and plucky, 
I pray that you are careful 
And I hope that you are lucky. 
 
In Leunig’s curly world, the “peculiar and quirky” are sought and 
celebrated in a fashion perhaps more playful than when, long before him, 
Erasmus had Stultitia mock Socrates for the fact that he “measures 
everything by an exact Line, and forgives nothing”.205  To Leunig, “the 
curl is not compliant”; in fact to his delight, “One of the finest qualities 
of the curl is it’s not straight”.206  A study in fools is never straight. 
Kemp’s suitability in a study of fools is at first more literal since 
he was an eminent actor who played the role of clown and fool in 
Shakespeare’s acting company.  Historical evidence suggests that Kemp 
acted as the Capulets’ festive servant Peter in Romeo and Juliet, Dogberry in 
Much Ado about Nothing, Bottom in A Midsummer Night’s Dream and may 
have been the first Falstaff.207  As discussed in chapter 1, he also refers to 
himself as “foole” on two accounts in his memoir, as does Leunig in 
equating himself with the duck-rider and his fool’s cap.  However, these 
obvious synergies with the fool are not solely where my interest in Leunig 
and Kemp lies. 
Early literary scholars Welsford (1935) and Ellis (1968))208 discuss 
Shakespeare’s fools in terms of characters with an unusually bold status, 
in an era that was concerned with stateliness and the presentation of 
                                                
205 Welsford op. cit. p 239; a version with similar wording can be found at 
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/9371/pg9371.html n.p. 
206 Hawley, Janet.  ‘Leunig Tunes’ interview.  The Age Good Weekend magazine, David Syme Ltd, 1992. 
207 Janik op. cit. p 272; in Bednarz 
208 Welsford op. cit. and Roger Ellis, The Fool in Shakespeare:  A Study in Alienation.  Critical Quarterly, 
10:  245-268. Doi:  10.1111/j.1467-8705.1968.tb01984.x 
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culture.  As Welsford points out, due to the difficulty of maintaining the 
fool as: 
[A] fixed social type with a recognised vocation to bear perpetual witness to the 
vanity of all human pretensions…Elizabethan dramatists made little of the 
fool…Except for Shakespeare.209 
 
More recently, Robert Hartley Bell (2011)210 has said, “Fools and 
folly have multiple valences, attaching indiscriminately and making 
strange bedfellows.”211  It is this multivalence and the ‘space’ of its 
bedfellow-making that bring Leunig and Kemp together. 
In February 1590 Kemp declared he would dance a ‘Morris’ from 
London to Norwich in nine days.  Technically, he performed the dance in 
nine days but these days were interspersed with rest days and the journey 
took almost a month.  His dauntless, entertaining and sometimes 
melancholic striving holds elements of the cartoon, and Kemp would not 
be out of place in a Leunig cartoon where he is left exhausted after his 
performance and the crowd finds other interests (see figure 6).  
  
                                                
209 Welsford op. cit. p 249 
210 Bell, Robert Hartley.  Shakespeare’s Great Stage Fools.  Pelgrave MacMillan, New York, 2011 
211 Ibid. Bell p 1 
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Figure 6:  Leunig cartoon from Ramming the Shears, 
Penguin 1990 
 
Leunig’s ‘dance’ is very different.  In September 2011 Melbourne 
contemporary dance company KAGE presented a two-week season of 
Look Right Through Me inspired by Michael Leunig’s drawings – possibly 
the only contemporary dance production to be inspired by, but not 
replicating, cartoon characters.  It was set in a junkyard because, creative 
director Kate Denborough explained, this environment was always part 
of her imagined world of the dance and she needed a setting that could 
accommodate the invention of both an adult and a child-like world – and 
one that could oscillate between the two. 
 Without knowing it, Denborough’s articulation of her desired 
world for Look Right Through Me offers an example of a possible terrain, a 
potential world of the Subtle Fool:  a world of hard and soft scapes that 
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can yield to the pressures of both imagination (the child’s) and creative 
desire (the adult’s).212   
When playing at the local garbage tip as a boy, Leunig had fallen 
and become stuck in a pit that was used to burn tires.  His legs were 
horrifically burned (“my skin came off like a stocking”213) and after a long 
period of convalescence he had to learn to walk again.  Perhaps, for 
Leunig, there is catharsis of its own in emerging lame from a burning pit 
to symbolically take to the dance floor.  As Leunig says of his creative 
impulse: 
The expressive body is not literal, it’s very primal and that’s what I feel when I 
make the best of my work.  It’s coming from a primal place rather than an 
intellectual place.214  
 
The Subtle Fool recognises this ‘primal place’ just as the Potent 
Fool recognises the “primal condition”– and not only this.  The Subtle 
Fool holds the door open on this ‘place’, this ‘world’ through and from 
which we imagine and meet in new worlds. 
Kemp leaps and sweats his way through a nine-day dance; Leunig 
doesn’t literally dance but a dance is drawn from his art and performed.  
They ‘meet at the dance’ in my imagining because they took trajectory 
from their usual worlds into dance itself:  Leunig from the context of 
political cartooning and Kemp from Shakespearean theatre stage.  They 
craft a space for themselves beyond the vernacular and (then and now) 
cause us to reconsider the rules and codes that constitute our 
environments.  Leunig has done this to such a degree that his style is 
referred to as ‘a Leunig’.  Likewise, Tom Clare who, in February 2011, 
                                                
212 My idea that the child better represents ‘imagination’ and the adult ‘creative desire’ is based on Ken 
Robinson’s comprehension of imagination as being the source of creativity.  In chapter 1 of Out of Our 
Minds:  Learning to be Creative (Capstone Publishing Limited 2001) p 141, Robinson says, ‘Imagination 
is the primary gift of human consciousness’.  On p 1 he says, ‘Everywhere I go, I find the same paradox.  
Most children think they’re highly creative; most adults think they’re not.  This is a bigger issue than it 
may seem’.  Hence my derivation of ‘the child’ as a font of instinctive imagination and ‘the adult’ as 
striving or desiring the experience of creativity. 
213 Interview from Curly Flat website ‘A Duck, a Clock, a Moon’, 
http://www.curlyflat.net/interviews_1.php 
214 Gill, Raymond.  ‘Leunig Steps on Dance Floor’, The Age 9 September 2011 
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intended to raise funds by dancing the same route from London to 
Norwich was set to perform ‘a Kemp’.215 
The Subtle Fool asks us to shift our perceptions of history and its 
codes; to see the whorling, bifurcating, intersecting nature of the Subtle 
Fool and its ability not only to seamlessly open up new conclusions and 
their potentialities, but to reverse time and expose new origins.  To 
develop this analysis I will return to Kemp. 
The Shakespearean world in which Kemp worked included the 
representation and existence of fools.  Welsford explains that: 
Shakespeare was fortunate in living at a time when [raw material] was 
generously provided by society and tradition.  For many generations men’s 
imaginations had been at work on kings and fools, so that it was comparatively 
easy for the poet to turn them into representations of humanity itself, 
mysterious both in its dignity and absurdity, its weakness and its power.216 
 
Since this exegesis is also a demonstration, in and of itself, of the 
concepts argued and discussed, at this point I play a Serres “wild joker” 
card in order to momentarily digress from Kemp and present a possible 
connection in the ‘work on kings and fools’ from which Welsford 
suggests Shakespeare may have drawn his inspirations.  The purpose of 
this is to underscore the Subtle Fool’s capacity to transpose time and 
space in the momentum of its warp and weft. 
In Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice,217 Portia, disguised as a male 
lawyer from Bellario, declares that defendant Antonio’s bond of one 
pound of flesh must indeed be paid to the plaintiff Shylock.  In a 
moment that must have captivated audiences by what would surely be 
the imminent spilling of blood and Antonio’s certain death, Portia 
disrupts the seemingly inevitable proceedings by declaring that if a single 
                                                
215 Brackley Morris man copies 1600 London to Norwich dance, BBC News Northhampton 12 February 
2011 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-northamptonshire-12440066Man 
216 Welsford op. cit. p 270 
217 Shakespeare, William.  The Merchant of Venice in The Complete Works of Shakespeare vol I, 
Wordsworth Editions, Hertfordshire, 1999 
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“jot of blood”218 is drawn in the taking of the flesh or indeed “if the scale 
do turn but in the estimation of a hair”219 more or less than exactly a 
pound of flesh then, according to the Venetian law of the day, Shylock 
must die and his worldly possessions be confiscated.  Shylock, it seems, 
has been outwitted. 
Four hundred years earlier the Icelandic Prose Edda tells the tale 
of trickster god Loki, who loses a wager with dwarf Brokk, who is then 
entitled to Loki’s head.220  Loki saves his life by arguing that while Brokk 
is indeed entitled to his head, he must not touch his neck.   
A head but no neck.  A pound of flesh but no blood. 
The fact that Shakespeare’s plot appears to find leverage in a 
more ancient Trickster concept of foolery, is critical to demonstrating the 
nature and importance of the Subtle Fool and its continuum through 
literature.  
The discovery of a strikingly similar (and clever) plot device four 
hundred years earlier, engenders a story of a story.  In returning to a 
presumed plot origin (the tale of Brokk and Loki in the Prose Edda) The 
Merchant of Venice also, paradoxically, galvanises yet destablises that origin.  
As Bell says, “Fools represent Shakespeare’s law of indeterminacy and 
aspectuality of viewpoint”221 – and I am drawn to ask from where did the 
author of the Prose Edda find inspiration for their plot? 
The Head of a Jester in Angel Salt also represents “indeterminacy 
and aspectuality of viewpoint”.  The ‘windows’ in the jester’s worried 
eyes are transparent, easily seen through, but also, and equally likely, 
easily produce a clear reflection for whomever is looking in.  At the time 
the engraving was done, glass was still a possession of the wealthy only.  
The ‘windows’ in the jester’s eyes could be reflecting glass he was behind 
or before.  Is the jester looking worried because he wants to escape or 
                                                
218 Shakespeare op.cit. p 410 
219 Ibid. 
220 The tale is recounted in H.R. Ellisons’ essay ‘The Fool and the Trickster’ as found in Paul William’s 
The Fool and the Trickster op.cit. p 8 
221 Bell op. cit. p 5 
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penetrate this glassed world?  This feature of the Head of a Jester produces 
a multi-way mirror:  what he sees; what the viewer sees and what he sees 
the viewer as seeing. 
William Hansen describes the ancient Greek fool Akko who chats 
to her own reflection in the mirror as if it were another woman.222  
Symbolic of the Subtle Fool, Akko wears “a cloak that she only half-
finished weaving”.223  
In the realm of the Subtle Fool, Akko and her reflection and 
cloak can parallel the Head of a Jester as mirror to Cipher.  Placed to a 
mirror a half appears whole.  Does Akko see a finished cloak as she talks 
to the mirror?  Does Cipher catch sight of a more complete life in the 
jester’s eyes?  Indeed the reflected reality can improve on the perceived 
reality but this demands an acceptance that what is, is not enough. 
When we add the folkloric notion of fools and their reflection to 
the multivalence of the Subtle Fool, we begin to draw in the heady 
notions of echo and resonance where ‘resonance’ refers to the ability (as 
in colour) to enhance another or others by contrast.  The concepts of 
echo and resonance produce self-perpetuating worlds that improvise on 
our known realities in limitless ways.  In the same way that a mirror is 
held to a mirror and reflection becomes reflected becomes reflected, ad 
infinitum, improvisation crafts a space for an echo of ‘the act’ capable of 
producing a new resonance:  Portia’s ingenious reading of the law, echoes 
Loki’s triumph over Brokk. 
This chapter has argued that the (mis)behaviour of the Subtle 
Fool is akin to Serres’ “Theory of the Joker” in that it operates within a 
spectrum.  To fully appreciate this spectrum, this argument can be taken a 
step further:  consider this spectrum as non-linear.  Perhaps in the way 
that Bachelard may ask you to conduct a reverie – that is in the shape of a 
                                                
222 Hansen, William.  Ariadne’s Thread:  A Guide to International Tales found in Classical Literature.  
Cornell University Press, New York, 2002 p 258 
223 Ibid. 
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star which “returns to its centre to shoot out new beams”224 as it traverses 
and departs from the continuum.  As Serres explains, the Joker is capable 
of bifurcation:  
That joker is a logical object that is both indispensable and fascinating.  Placed 
in the middle or at the end of a series, a series that has a law of order, it permits 
it to bifurcate, to take another appearance, another direction, a new order.225 
 
The Subtle Fool is a real and imagined signifier for the propensity 
for new order, where ‘new’ is something that has not occurred in that 
particular time and place and ‘order’ is not necessarily orderly but may be 
an order which is disordered, or displaced or rearranged – verrückt. 
As the Subtle Fool moves, there is a return to a new centre that, 
too, will shoot out new beams – each of which return to, or depart from, 
the continuum.  Using this concept, a reason for the “infinite number of 
fools” in our midst becomes understandable. 
In the sheer number of examples of fools (from mythic trickster 
to folkloric clown) we can easily find similarities between manifestations.  
The Tarot Fools through history are an accessible example of this.  Many 
carry a staff and bauble, some a knapsack and bauble.  Sometimes the 
bauble is a miniature replica of the fool, other times it is a fool pulling 
down his pants or sticking out his tongue.  There are many variations on 
the type of motley (coloured pantaloons), the cockscomb and the belled 
cap that are worn and synonymous with jesting.  The fool may be poised 
on the edge of a cliff, straddling a yawning chasm, gazing out to the 
horizon, gazing at the viewer of the card (see appendix 1).226  
The Tarot Fools are pictorial variations on a theme that, with 
every change and evolution of the rendering, offer, incite, provoke new 
interpretations, new directions for divination or contemplation.  They 
also summarise a far broader characteristic of the Subtle Fool; the 
                                                
224 Bachelard, Gaston.  The Psychoanalysis of Fire.  Trans Alan C M Ross, Beacon Press, 1968 p 14 
225 Serres The Parasite op.cit. p 160 
226 Pictorial examples of the variations of the Fool can be seen in Robert M Place’s The Fool’s Journey:  
The History, Art, & Symbolism of the Tarot.  Talarius Publications, New York, 2010 pp 29–31 
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perpetual return to an original Fool conception and inevitable trajectory 
from it.  The Subtle Fool can also represent this return as a momentum in 
and between contexts, crafting its new orders and directions in more 
complex ways:  Shakespeare’s works snatch from ancient Trickster, 
tricksters and fools both fortify and undermine the Lord Chamberlain’s 
Men, fools are fired, fools are hired, they circulate and propagate making 
‘strange bedfellows’ and sprouting curious progeny. 
In this chapter, folkloric foolery has brought Shakespeare face-to-
face with trickster Loki; and ‘dance’ has offered a common interest and 
metaphor for the foolery of Michael Leunig and William Kemp.  These, 
perhaps unconscious, collaborations (by the characters in questions) 
demonstrate the Subtle Fool, whose arms reach both forwards and 
backwards in time and space, magnetising, as they move, the creative 
writer’s mind to find the compatible in the seemingly incompatible. 
Leunig says that, “[my work in the form of contemporary dance] 
is not duplicated, or imitated even. But rather the spirit or sensibility is 
picked up with great intelligence and is transformed, added to, that it 
should become a different thing and it ceases to be my work then, which 
is a lovely liberation”.227  Leunig’s work, his original insight, takes 
trajectory with Denborough’s interpretation.  Leunig’s cartoon characters 
can daunce themselves out of his world and onto the KAGE performance 
stage.  Kemp says he daunst his selfe out of the world of the Globe Theatre 
and into the marathon Morris which was in many ways better able to 
display the full range of his talents. 
In this valence of trajectory, a discussion takes place “outside of 
the glass” and here, in the realms of this chapter, Leunig and Kemp meet 
in a ‘new world’, a world of my conjuring.  In this world, they are not just 
Fools but Subtle Fools drawn toward each other – not simply, as both 
Bell and Serres argue, due to their multivalence as a mode of “many 
                                                
227 From ‘Look Right Through Me:  Denborough & Leunig in Conversation’ at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1OFPT1Bzzw   
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applications and interpretations, or values”228 but by the nature of 
multivalent entities to have “several sites of possible attachment”.229  The 
Subtle Fool thus becomes a signifier for the complex web of 
interdependencies that constitute our creative thinking and the scale of 
possibility that arises from it.  
Multiplicity, multivalence, multidimensionality, reflection, 
refraction and recapitulation abound in both contradictory and 
empathetic collusion.  This is collusion so unreliable, so insubstantial, so 
(ex)temporal, it defies the nature of the written word, which seeks to 
explain, encapsulate, reveal and deduce it.  How, then, is it possible to 
write with clarity and authority about the complex warp and weft of the 
Fool – its infinite digressing and subtle capacity? 
Serres says: 
The question is not so much of finding one or two or three or n [joker] keys 
but of speaking a language that takes jokers into account.230 
 
The Subtle Fool in the form of this exegetical section here, now, 
aspires to be that language and in this chapter ‘dance’ is its tongue.  
Perhaps we are waggling this tongue, sans leotard, in front a mirror.  Wait! 
two tongues have appeared.  These tongues are forked.  They are tongues 
for both speaking and probing, and they carry the potentiality for further 
bifurcation – two, three, n directions – splitting, branching off into other 
worlds within worlds, within worlds, leaving nothing unexplored. 
 
 
  
                                                
228 This specific definition of ‘multivalent’ is necessary to clarify the argument being made and can be 
found in Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford University Press. Oxford, 1999 p 937 
229 Ibid. 
230 Serres Parasite op.cit. p 162 
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What one fool can do, another can. 
 
Ancient Simian Proverb231 
 
 
“What one fool can do, another can.”  What we've been able to work out about 
nature may look abstract and threatening to someone who hasn't studied it, but 
it was fools who did it, and in the next generation, all the fools will understand 
it. 
 
Richard Feynman232 
 
  
                                                
231 Thompson, Silvanus P.  Calculus Made Easy.  The MacMillan Company, New York, 1943 p v 
232 Feynman, Richard.  Interview with Monte Davis for Omni Magazine, May 1979; transcript 
http://www.astralgia.com/webportfolio/omnimoment/archives/interviews/feynman.html 
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The Complete Fool:  Slipping the Trap of Conclusion 
 
This exegesis has dropped a sounding-lead into the image of the fool – 
not a lead that is purely linear and historical but one that spirals through 
the depths of a multivalent world.  This world is at once real and 
imaginary, and is of a time that has passed and yet is still becoming.  
Through the presentation of critical examples that traverse history, 
literature, art and real life, this study has honoured the archetypal fool but 
at the same time methodically stripped him of his usual costume and 
arenas of power and folly.  It has done this to reveal a more essential 
nature of the fool.  This nature is verrückt – and the spiralling sounding-
lead shimmers mirage-like on a sea floor of shifting sands. 
From this place, I present ‘the Complete Fool’.  By this, I do not 
mean the ‘finished’ or ‘absolute’ fool but the compleat fool:  the one who is 
“skilled at every aspect of an activity; the consummate”.233  This “skill” is 
multivalent and derives from the realm of pure potentiality, where both 
capacity and incapacity are valued. 
The most critical function of this PhD as a whole, is not (as 
Welsford and Willeford have done) to position the fool as a phenomenon 
that sits outside of us, or in a parallel context to our own world, and in 
doing so ascribe to him a definitive value.  The answer proposed by this 
exegesis is that the Fool234 is the value waiting to be ascribed by the 
viewer, the participator and the interpreter.  This value originates in a 
potenza and operates on a subtle sliding scale. 
As we move along the Fool’s sliding scale of being this ‘value’ 
becomes the view of the viewer, the experience of the non-participant 
witnessing the participator (or even its contender) and the interpretation 
of the interpreter.  It carries the impulse of the Potent Fool – the space of 
                                                
233 An archaic spelling “chiefly humorous, meaning skilled at every aspect of an activity; consummate” 
OED op.cit. p 292 
234 As explained in the exegesis capital F denotes my version of the fool. 
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pure potentiality, the fool behind the Fool – and impels a manifestation of 
infinite forms. 
As a distinct narrative catalyst, the Fool’s essential value is not 
simply in subversion or destabilisation, but in its persistent habitation of 
the undefinable space of, as Serres calls it, “the white domino”.235  This is 
the domino “that has no value so as to have every value”.236  This is the 
ultimate shifting conclusion – the only kind capable of a convincing 
appreciation of the Fool. 
The trickster god Hermes who, although harbouring a desire for 
meat, understood that the eating of it would incur a shift from his godly 
state to a mortal state.  He slipped the trap of appetite by acknowledging 
and rearranging the effects of appetite.237  Likewise, the Complete Fool 
acknowledges that to bring conclusion to the Fool is to misapprehend 
him, and so it rearranges his diversity into an appropriately unstable 
totality – a totality that is mutable and which leaves room for what values 
are yet to be ascribed.  
Angel Salt shares this quality of deference to the Fool’s inconstant 
nature.  It does this with the use of devices that both connect and 
separate the characters in order to defray a fixed sense of time and place. 
The separation comes most prominently via the novel’s historical 
contexts:  Phersu 509 BC, Tom contemporary Australia and Cipher early 
seventeenth century England.  It also comes from the further division of 
the story into elements – Fire, Air, Earth, Water, Aether – which invoke 
the stage show or circus ring and the shape-shifting entertainment that 
takes place within and upon it. 
While these historical and elemental divisions are a major feature 
of the novel, there are also subtle devices that challenge these divisions.  
One such device is recapitulation.  That is, nuances are repeated by 
different characters in different time periods in order to collapse a sense 
                                                
235 Serres op.cit. p 160 
236 Ibid. 
237 Hyde op.cit. p 38 
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of a linear history and emphasise a spiralling movement which turns back 
on itself:  the same, but different – like the clown and the trickster. 
The construct of the Etruscan narrative is important in invoking 
this sense of a spiralling history.  Seneca said that the difference between 
the Romans and the Etruscans was: 
They [the Etruscans] believe, not that things have a meaning insofar as they 
occur, but rather that they happen because they must have a meaning.238   
 
In this, there is a parallel with my demonstration of the Fool 
because it argues a driving, creative impulse – a bigger picture than what 
we actually see, a fool behind the Fool, that recapitulates through time and 
space and forms itself anew.  In his research on Etruscans, Professor 
Graziano Baccolini says, “To Etruscans all was alive and the whole 
universe lived; and the business of a man was…to live amid it all”.239  The 
Fool shares this connected, expansive view. 
The Etruscan symbol of the egg features in Angel Salt and fosters 
a sense of recapitulation, but also of questioning:  Lucretia “will take a 
feather over an egg”240 and Tom “never did like eggs”.241  While 
Baccolini’s research has lead him to believe that the egg was most 
certainly a signifier for a joyful afterlife and rebirth, Angel Salt allows its 
characters, and therefore the reader, their own opinion on this.  
 There are other mechanisms that emphasise recapitulation.  
Lucretia says “why curse the wheel for turning”242 to reconcile the 
predatory instincts of the beast and Sally Fieldmarsh says the same to 
Tom about Father Savier.243 
Specific thematic experiences are also recapitulated.  For example, 
Cipher and Tom are both institutionalised; Phersu and the Keeperess (in 
                                                
238 Bonfante.  Larissa.  Etruscan Life and Afterlife:  A Handbook of Etruscan Studies.  Wayne State 
University Press, USA, 1986 p 262 
239 Baccolini, Graziano.  The Symbolic Meaning of the Oval Stone and of the Egg in Etruscan Religion.  
Retreat 10, March 2004; http://www2.fci.unibo.it/~baccolin/tomba%20leopardi/montovolo-retreat-10-
en.htm 
240 Colin-James op. cit. p 6 
241 Ibid. Colin-James p 206 
242 Ibid. p 184 
243 Ibid. p 196 
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Cipher) have deformities; and both Tom and Phersu find themselves 
having to deal with men who have transgressed sexual boundaries (Father 
Savier as a Catholic priest who has a daughter and Sextus Tarquinius who 
rapes Lucretia).  Cipher’s male keeper does not commit an aggressive 
sexual violation but his transgression comes through neglect and 
disreguard for her body. 
Recapitulation is also a feature of the symbols in the book.  The 
feather (closely associated with the fool in tarot and other medieval 
depictions that dress him in a cockscomb; see appendix 1)244 flutters 
through all three characters’ worlds, producing varying degrees of 
importance:  Tom brushes it away, Lucretia examines it closely and thinks 
about it as a mechanism for escape (via flight), and Cipher decides she 
will make a quill out of it. 
The theme of recapitulation has been constructed in a rigorous 
way such that, in essence, many of the characters carry enough 
identifiable nuance to be argued as a reincarnation of an earlier character.  
Father Savier could have been Prince Sextus; Tom’s mother Cynthia 
could have been Lucretia; the Keeperess could have been Phersu; Cipher 
could have been Semia; Tom could have been both Cipher.  This rigour 
in connection helps emphasise the idea that each character, regardless of 
their time and place, is dealing with similar and recurring human issues. 
In honour of the Fool, Angel Salt has been written in a way that 
allows boundaries to be crossed, shifted, blurred or dissolved.  The 
narrative resembles a woven fabric begun by a grandmother, passed down 
to a daughter and possibly remaining unfinished (for now) by the 
grandchild. 
There are questions the reader may still have by the end of the 
novel:  Will Semia’s Etruscan Dictionary be found?  What will Lucretia 
experience when she crushes and grinds Sextus’ bones?  Is this her 
                                                
244 Place op.cit. p 29; a selection of Tarot Fool’s with feathers can be found in appendix 1 
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“darkest wish”245 come true in the lightest, most sacred sense?  What 
diagnosis has Tom avoided by burning his medical test results?  What will 
change for him once he presents Susannah with the valuable sketchbook?  
The stories will continue beyond the end of the book and the novel 
becomes the unfinished cloak worn by Greek fool Akko: a cloak that 
must remain unfinished in order to be complete in its tale of ‘what might 
be’; to continue answering the endless question of ‘That I am?’ 
There is a non-chronological sequence in the historical time-
frames of Angel Salt.  Rather than write in the order of 509 BC (Phersu), 
1611 (Cipher), current day (Tom), the novel is presented as: 509 BC 
(Phersu), current day (Tom), 1611 (Cipher).  In this form, time ripples out 
from the ‘centre’ narrative which is Tom, fulfilling the novel’s opening 
epigram: 
We do not know the past in chronological sequence. 
It may be convenient to lay it out anesthetized on the table 
with dates pasted on here and there, 
but what we know we know by ripples and spirals 
eddying out from us and from our own time.246 
 
It is in ‘Tom’, that Lucretia’s story is reimagined (by Tom’s 
mother, Cynthia), and where the unconscious desire to make Susannah 
happy accedes value to Cipher’s sketchbook. 
This concept of a ‘self-perpetuating time’, and the Fool’s specific 
role in it, is what induced the novel’s unexpected interrogation of the 
‘human mind’.  Angel Salt both exposes and celebrates the frailty of the 
human mind under pressure.  It is this disposition, this frailty, and the 
willingness to break apart, implode or take trajectory, that renders the 
Fool, within and without us, as able to incite, provoke or demand change. 
The ‘Phersu’ narrative begun by Lucretia (based on the real-life 
figure Lucretia of Collatia, and as written about by Livy247 and in 
                                                
245 In the Prologue to Angel Salt Lucretia says, “I dare myself to write my darkest wish for Sextus 
Tarquinius” p 2 
246 Pound, Ezra.  Guide to Kulchur.  New Directions, New York, 1970 p 60 
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Shakespeare’s Lucrece)248 is set in a period of Italian history after the 
Etruscan Kingdom has been overthrown and the Roman Senate leads a 
new republic.  Lucretia, whose rape is historically reported to have incited 
the overthrow, opens Angel Salt.  She sits, writing-reed in hand, unable to 
write but recalling fragments of memory from her rape.  Although they 
are fragments, they are vivid – so much so that for a moment her own 
sense of being, her own thinking and her own voice are subsumed by 
Sextus: 
The Etruscan breast is plump with poison.  My husband shrugs lightly as if to 
apologise.  But he lets the Prince ramble on.  My temples are tight with his 
words.  I try to find my voice instead of his.249 
 
In a plot twist (a conscious bifurcation) which looks to query and 
re-think history, Lucretia does not commit suicide.  She, instead, realises 
that her husband, Collatinus, is implicated in the rape through his desire 
to sire a child and develop his own line of power.  With this realisation, 
Lucretia denounces her connections with Rome and goes into hiding in 
an Etruscan necropolis where she meets Phersu and learns the Etruscan 
language. 
Although her attacker is Etruscan, it is evident by Lucretia’s 
rejection of Rome and its Latin language that she sees the role of her 
husband, Collatinus, as provoking the violent change in her life. 
Friedrich Nietzsche’s writes: 
‘Friends, there are no friends!’ thus said the dying sage; 
‘Foes, there are no foes!’ say I, the living fool.250 
 
Lucretia spins at the centre of the friend/foe-sage/fool 
hyperbole.  She is the victim of an Etruscan attacker (foe) and yet she 
insinuates herself into Etruscan life (friend) – a part of her knows deeply 
                                                                                                                
247 Livy.  ‘The Rape of Lucretia’ in Rome; book 1. 57-60; trans B B Foster (London:  William Heinemann 
1919) http://www.wsu.edu:8080/∼dee/ROME/RAPE.htm 
248 Shakespeare op.cit. pp 1207–1224 
249 Colin-James op.cit. p 3 
250 Nietzsche, Friedrich.  Human, All Too Human.  Cambridge University Press, 1986 p 148 
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and unconsciously that the lonely sage dies by rejecting the notion of 
friendship, and that to survive she must embrace it.  She must become 
Fool to her desire to be part of the world, even if that world is the one 
from which her attacker was born.  In this way she becomes Nietzsche’s 
“living fool”. 
Lucretia does not have her own titled narrative but yet she is the 
greatest Fool, the complete Fool, the most compleat Fool of the novel.  It 
is she who must shift the most and the most often:  she is Roman, she is 
excluded from Rome.  She is chaste (as declared by Collatinus), she is 
violated; she is dead (to her husband and Rome), yet she is alive.  She, like 
the joker, is the point of bifurcation, the excluded included.  As in Serres’ 
study of the story of the biblical Joseph (whose brothers plot his death 
from jealousy at their father’s show of favouritism toward him), “there is 
no murder [of Lucretia, of Joseph] but rather expulsion”.251  This 
expulsion marks a new line of flight by the “one who flees…the 
overcoding machine”.252 
Lucretia, like Joseph, is not fixed in her identity.  According to 
Serres, this makes her the joker, the wildcard – capable of “beginning a 
completely other series”.253   She does this when she absconds Rome and 
marriage and, pregnant with her husband’s cousin’s child, lives in a 
necropolis.  Then, once again, as the child is stillborn and she takes over 
the care of Phersu’s child, Semia.  And once more when Semia, reaching 
puberty, rejects her as the primary mother and carer and begins to refer to 
her as ‘Ati Zal’ – the ‘second mother’. 
Serres says, “As the joker, the excluded is included”.254  Lucretia is 
continually excluded from the natural line of her fate and included in 
another.  Even structurally, Lucretia is subservient to Phersu’s story.  
Even though she is a far more relatable, strong, resilient character who 
                                                
251 Serres Parasite op.cit. p 155; in the story of Joseph the brothers fall short of killing their brother and 
instead set things up to appear as if Joseph has been murdered by soaking his coat in the blood of an 
animal and taking it to their father. 
252 Deleuze & Guattari op.cit. p 238 
253 Ibid. Serres p 161 
254 Ibid. 
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lives beyond Phersu’s presumed death, she is still compressed under 
Phersu’s title.  Her compression and bifurcation of roles continue until 
finally, we find her as the innocent fool – “the living fool” – standing 
naked in the forest said to terrify Romans, awaiting Semia:  the girl she 
wishes to claim as her daughter. 
Lucretia is expelled over and over, including from her known 
‘history’ as I re-imagine her in my creative novel.  It is she whose life as a 
woman, a Roman and a mother must continually shift.  Yet, at the end, 
her value is still deferred as we wonder if her diligent writing will ever be 
found and a new past will ever be written for the now ‘Lucretia of Cima’ 
(she is ‘Lucretia of Collatia’ at the beginning of the novel) and the 
Etruscan people. 
At the other end (the third of the three narratives), Cipher is a 
joker with her name literally meaning ‘zero’ – the number ascribed to the 
fool in the tarot255– but a cipher is multivalent in its meaning.  It is a 
number, a letter or a shape; it can be the key to a code or an unimportant 
person or thing; it can also mean the ability to encrypt; it can even be a 
monogram (although we cannot provide one for the character as we 
never know her real name).256  The literal multivalence of ‘Cipher’ hints 
that we are venturing through an insubstantial, unreliable, shifting world – 
a world in which Serres says, the incidence of the joker increases. 
Nietzsche’s two brief lines, spoken by a sage and a fool, are a 
concentrated narrative, a history of the world, a container of unbearable 
truth:  we are everything and nothing to each other.  As a narrative 
catalyst, the Fool is able to carry and explore the nub of such an 
unbearable truth.  In his world, there are no real enemies and everything 
is possible. 
With the Fool’s deployment, we are able to ‘push out into the 
world’, to externalise without schism and yet with relative detachment, 
part of That I am?; we are able to create a trajectory for insights about 
                                                
255 Place op.cit. p 31 
256 OED op.cit. p 921 
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ourselves that feel too big, too ‘other’ to subjectively understand or 
accept.  As when Tom strikes a match, thinking he will make a small fire, 
“just to make a point”,257 when the trajectory takes place, it might seem 
that our better judgment, our sagacity, has died to our foolishness. 
Jacques Derrida supposes that the dying sage and the living fool 
share a secret and: 
It will have been understood that they have never stopped speaking an 
initiatory language.  And to hit it off, laughing at one another:  like fellows, 
companions, as thick as thieves.258 
 
When writing about the Fool we write in this “initiatory 
language” and we are forced to accept that completion is in fact our 
incapacity; that there will come the moment when from the moving train 
of creative impulse “the warp threads briefly rise”259 and we will see 
through them into a newly complex world. 
Angel Salt shows, and invites the reader into, a complex world, 
impelled and propelled by the Fool.  As its ally, this exegesis helps the 
reader to understand the novel’s more subtle characterisations as 
inspirations of the fool behind the Fool:  the pure potentiality that brings 
into relief both our capacities and incapacities and reminds us that what 
“may look abstract and threatening to someone who hasn't studied it”, 
because it seems too potent to digest or to subtle to understand, has 
indeed been done by a Fool.  “And in the next generation, all the fools 
will understand it”.260 
 
The Fool I Know 
 
I have come to know a fool behind the Fool.  As I write, even 
now, I watch for him.  I see him at work in the mechanism and the 
                                                
257 Colin-James op.cit. p 22 
258 Derrida op.cit. p 112 
259 Hyde op. cit. p 5 
260 Feynman op. cit. 
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techniques of the novel.  He directs my attention from the writing to the 
writer, from the writer to the unwritten, from the unwritten to the 
thought, from the thought to the reverie, from the reverie to the 
dreamed.  He draws lines and points fingers to useful and useless 
pathways.  Overtly or subtly, he strides or seeps inside a narrative and 
distracts my attention.  No text seems spared.  Surely this is rightly so?  
For the potency of the Fool, his potenza, is in his capacity to be invisibly, 
manifestly or definitively present.  Shapeless, Shaper, Shape.  Shapes.  
Shifting shapes:  forms that combine or split to impel new insights and 
trajectories. 
 
Spinks says, “[the fool-trickster] is enemy”.261 
 
The Living Fool shouts, “Enemy, there is no enemy!”262 
 
Derrida says the living fool “produced a first seizure of 
vertigo”…that this is a cat’apostrophe and “thus also marks and 
delimits a landscape, that of a political age for which it is so 
difficult … to mark off the limits”.263 
 
Bakhtin challenges us to test our limits; to drop a sounding-lead 
(is he daring me?), ‘Go ahead,’ I imagine him saying, ‘you’ll never 
reach that dark bottom.’ 
 
Willeford is not afraid of this darkness because “[The Fool] is the 
light in the darkness”.264 
 
                                                
261 Spinks op. cit. p 5; Spinks’ work is on ‘trickster’ but it is important to remember that, as outlined in the 
introduction of this exegesis, I use the term Fool to refer to a range of synergistic characters with whom the 
term Fool is often interchangeable.  The purpose of this is to clarify a ‘species’ at work in order to examine 
it. 
262 Nietszche op. cit. p 148 
263 Derrida op. cit. p 151 
264 Willeford op. cit. p 235 
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Janik might well warn Willeford to watch the ground under his 
soon-to-be-lighted feet because “[the fool] rumbles and churns” 
and nothing underfoot is assured.265 
 
The novel Angel Salt and this accompanying exegesis intend to 
give the reader not a definition but an experience:  the experience I have 
had with the Fool.  This is a shifting, changing, sometimes connecting, 
sometimes dislocating journey where characters transgress real and 
imagined worlds and resolve the verrückt of their inner worlds in 
unexpected ways. 
As a whole, this study is an active representation of my journey 
with and experience of the Fool:  its creative impulse (potent/potenza), the 
emerging and interweaving results (subtle/soutil), the sense of a figure who 
fulfils all possible permutations and combinations (complete/compleat) and 
the nesting of these qualities of the Fool within the ‘completeness’ of this 
exegesis.  
Friend, enemy, limited, limitless, darkness, lightness – the fool 
can appear as all of these things, and in these guises he shows us the 
potentialities available to us in handling an often insubstantial and 
shifting world. 
Angel Salt is a book of Fools – but they are Fools whose ‘phersu’, 
masks, personas, have been pared back, if not dissolved, and they must 
confront their realities with only who they are, and with only what they 
have. 
This is the Fool I have come to know.  The Fool who, stripped 
of his costumes and pretensions, brings us into contact with a 
conception of our potenza – and with this the truth that we each must, 
inevitably, change.  This is a Fool who doesn’t need the costume, the cap, 
the bells, the sceptre, the wig, the big shoes, the jokes or the mischiefs to 
mark him out, or to explain for his action or inaction.  This Fool 
                                                
265 Janik op. cit. p 20 
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recognises within himself that he must change – but this knowledge 
alone does not set him free.  This knowledge, he understands, can feel 
unbearable and so he finds his way through it in ripples and spirals, 
allowing both his capacities and incapacities to move him.  He takes his 
time – or not – because he knows the journey doesn’t end, and it is this 
knowledge that gives him both the heart to go on with his journey, and 
the humility to endure it. 
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Appendix  
Tarot Fools with Feathers 
All images courtesy of Le Tarot Associazione Culturale 
http://www.associazioneletarot.it/page.aspx?id=112 
 
 
Figure 1 
Di bondone, Giotto.  Stultitia; from the series of ‘The Seven Sins’ fresco of the 
Cappella degli Scrovegni, Padova, Italy  
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Figure 2 
Il Mato, Visconti-Sforza Tarot Fool 
Bonifacio Bembo, c 1450 
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Figure 3 
Military Fool, c 1785 
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Figure 4 
Florentine Minchiate Fool 
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